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PRESENTAZIONE

L'Assessorato ai Beni Culturali della Regione Piemonte che
aveva accolto con interesse il progetto di u n a missione di ricerca
rivolta ai grandi monumenti dell'arte tibetana nell'area di Gyantse, e
lieto dipresentare il libro che di quella missione e u n significativo risultato.
((Gyantse Revisited)) e in primo luogo u n omaggio a1 grande
tibetologo italiano Giuseppe Tucci, che quei monumenti aveva studiato cinquant'anni or sono, e arricchisce considerevolmente la
messe di documentazione da lui raccolta e il patrimonio di acute
interpretazioni pubblicate nel suo &do-Tibetica )).
Nella tradizione degli studi piemontesi di orientalistica l'opera
di Erberto Lo Bue e Franco Ricca si colloca sicuramente come u n
prezioso contributo alla conoscenza dell'arte e della cultura del Tibet, verso le quali la Regione Piemonte ha gia in passato dimostrato
interesse, organiuando la mostra sulla pittura buddhista tibetana.
ENRICO NERVIANI
Assessore ai Beni Culturali e Ambientali
della REGIONE PIEMONTE

PREMESSA

Nel 1987, a cinquant'anni dalla memorabile spedizione che il
grande Orientalista Giuseppe Tucci compi nel Tibet con Fosco Maralni, il CESMEO concepi il disegno ambizioso di celebrame la ricorrenza promuovendo e finanziando una propria spedizione nel
Tibet, perche ravvisava in essa la via piu confacente per ricollegarsi
idealmente alla grande tradizione tibetologica italiana. I risultati
delle ricerche condotte dal Tucci furono pubblicati quattro anni
dopo la spedizione, nel1941, a cura della Reale Accademia d'ltalia,
come IV volume di Indo-Tibetica, e oggi, esattamente a quattro anni
dal suo compimento, continuando u n parallelo cronologico che ci
pare emblematico, il CESMEO e fiero di poter presentare i risultati
della propria missione in un'opera digrande respiro che conta piu di
500 pagine e circa 200 illustrazioni.
I1 CESMEO ha avuto la fortuna di poter affidare la propria
missione a due valenti studiosi: l'uno, Erberto Lo Bue, tibetologo
formatosi alla School of Oriental and African Studies dell'Universita
di Londra e Professore a contratto presso le Universita di Torino e di
Milano, l'altro, Franco Ricca, professore di Chimica Teorica presso
1'Universita di Torino, laureato in Indologia e u n o dei principali
promotori della costituzione del CESMEO.
I1 volume Gyantse Revisited raccoglie i risultati della loro spedizione, coronata, come si ha ?nodo di vedere, dal piu ripagante successo.
Gli Autori hanno studiato due monumenti di grande interesse
storico e artistico, che risalgono a1 second0 quarto del quindicesimo
secolo e che si trova~zoa Gyantse, nel Tibet centro-meridionale: il
tempi0 prir.tcipale di u n recinto sacro e il grande stupa che gli 2
affiancato. Fzr, probabilr?~enteil diretto interessamento di Chu-en-lai
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a salvare entrambi questi m o n u m e n t i dai guasti irreparabili operati
dalle Guardie Rosse negli anni della Rivoluzion e Culturale Cinese,
che ha purtroppo distrutto tutti gli altri edifici sacri di quell'area.
I1 presente lavoro e contribute di grande rilevanza scientifica:
questa nuova ricerca a Gyantse ha infatti consentito di aumentare il
numero delle cappelle esplorate e documentate, di arricchire il materiale iconografico fino ad oggi disponibile, di integrare precedenti
lacune, di interpretare meglio i criteri di distribuzione dei diversi
cicli tantrici del Buddhismo tibetano fra le oltre settanta cappelle
inserite nel SKU-'bum.
L'interesse che presentano i m o n u m e n t i di Gyantse e singolare:
l'epoca nella quale essi vennero costruiti e segnata sul piano storico
da grandi fermenti innovatori, individuabili propriamente nella crisi
del sisterna monastico-feudale, nei tentativi di unificazione del
paese sotto la guida dei principi laici e nel consolidarsi di u n a
struttura ecclesiastica che condurra a110 stato teocratico. E il momento in cui, sul piano artistic0 emerge e , grado a grado, si a f f e m a ,
soprattutto a Gyantse, un'arte tibetana che defini la propria personalita riplasmando su rinnovati piani creativi ed estetici la sintesi delle
grandi tradizioni artistiche indo-nepalese, centro-asiatica e cinese, e
imprimendovi, soprattutto nella raffigurazione delle divinita pacifiche o irate che affollano il pantheon del Buddhismo tibetano, il
segno di u n a originale e vigorosa inventiva.
I1 prezioso libro di Erberto Lo Bue e di Franco Ricca, frutto di
u n a acuta, dotta e documentata (<lettura))
dei monumenti di Gyantse, aggiunge ulteriore prestigio alla o m a i affermata Collana di
Studi Orientali)) diretta da Irma Piovano, Collana nella quale il
CESMEO riconosce, a giusto titolo, u n a delle piu significative e
brillanti espressioni della propria attivita.
Oscar Bot to
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PREFACE

With his expedition of 1937 Giuseppe Tucci shifted his research from western Tibet to central and southern Tibet and for
the first time undertook the study of the great monuments of
Gyantse. The results of that expedition were published in 1941 by
the Royal Academy of Italy as the fourth volume (in 3 parts) of
Indo-Tibetica, entitled "Gyantse e i suoi monasteri". Professor
Tucci himself believed that the importance of those results surpassed those achieved during his previous travels, and their permanent value is confirmed by the recent English translation of
Indo-Tibetica, published in India by Lokesh Chandra.
Tibetan studies have progressed considerably in all fields, but
little research had been carried out on the dPal-'khor-chos-sde,the
monastic enclave of Gyantse, and Tucci's study with its detailed
description of the temples and translation of their inscriptions had
long been out of print, when in 1987, on the fiftieth anniversary of
his expedition, CESMEO entrusted us with an explorative mission
aimed at surveving the monuments of Gyantse and other important sites after the disasters brought upon Tibet by the Cultural
Revolution. Our mission, which sadly bore witness to the awful
destruction and irreparable damage in all the major centres of
Tibetan culture and civilization, nevertheless ascertained the good
state of preservation of the two chief monuments in Gyantse, the
SKU-'bumand the gTsug-lag-khan. These were spared the fate of
the other buildings in the monastic enclave and thus saved to the
world apparentlv because of Zhou Enlai's direct intervention. So
they still stand today ainong the ruins of the dPal-'khor-chos-sde.
An accurate sunley of those two monuments, particularly the
SKU-'bun)with its \last range of iconographv, which probably pro-
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vides the most complete visual representation of the Tibetan
Buddhist pantheon, enabled us to integrate, update and, in a few
instances, correct Tucci's remarkable work. We have studied these
monuments within the wider context of Tibet's cultural, artistic
and religious historical developments up to the 15th century, while
relating the rich symbolism of the temples and chapels to the
specific tantric cycles of which they are the artistic expression.
We were able to male available to CESMEO a photographic
documentation in colour of the wall paintings and statues in the
SKU-'bumwhich is virtually complete, albeit carried out in rather
difficult circumstances and with limited technical resources. We
also surveyed those chapels which had been neglected by Tucci,
possibly because of merely accidental reasons, and in some instances we also enriched the already vast collection of inscriptions
published in Indo-Tibetica, to which we constantly referred
throughout our survey. In particular we made a detailed study of
the twelve chapels on the fourth floor of the SKU-'bum, which
afford an extraordinary record of the major figures in the Tibetan
Buddhist historical tradition through the reconstruction of the
spiritual lineages which characterized the spread of the various
tantric cycles in Tibet. With regard to the gTsug-lag-khan again we
were able to supplement the information and analysis afforded in
Indo-Tibetica, with particular reference to the chief temples located on the upper floors, which Tucci could not study in detail,
especially the Lam-'bras-lha-khan, with its gallery of portraits of
the lam-'bras lineage of the Sa-skya-pa tradition, and the g ~ a l - y a s khan, with its large mandalas
..
related to the anuttarayogatantras.
It seems to us that the material we collected during our fieldwork in Tibet and subsequently studied for over two years deserves
to be brought to the attention of scholars. The progress made by
Tibetan studies during the last thirty years allowed us to provide
new historical information and to suggest interpretations and
draw comparisons which could not be afforded fiftv years ago, but
Professor Tucci's Formidable under-taking was alwavs a fundamental reference and starting point.
CESMEO, which has inherited in northern Jtalb t h e :r~.nclc~mic
and scientific tradition of IsMEO, ha5 incl11tlc.d 0111 \ v o , I\ in i t \
programme of publications. We \I i\h t o n p P,S~ o u l - , j r l r , ~ ~1 l0 ~

CESMEO, particularly to its President, Professor Oscar Botto, and
to its Director, Dr. Irma Piovano, for supporting our expedition to
Tibet as well as the publication of its results.
In the transliteration of Sanskrit words we have adopted standard international conventions which, for obvious reasons of hornogeneity, we have also kept in the transliteration of Tibetan words,
a field where disagreement among scholars seems to persist. Chinese terms have been transliterated according to the pin-yin system, occasionally followed by the transliteration according to the
Wade-Giles system.
This volume consists of a series of contributions produced
individually, but we have endeavoured to integrate them in the
best possible way in order to achieve a comprehensive view of the
subject matter through constant comparison and the closest collaboration in dealing with problems as they arose. Erberto Lo Bue
is the author of sections 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 3.4, 4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6,4.9,
4.1 1, 4.13, 5.1 and 5.2. Franco Ricca is the author of sections 2.2,
2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 4.1, 4.3, 4.7, 4.8,
4.10, 4.12, 4.14, and 5.3. Erberto Lo Bue is also responsible for
copying, editing and translating the inscriptions and captions
which were not reported by Tucci. The plates reproduce the blackand-white prints that Mr. Gabriele Mariotti obtained from the
colour slides taken by Mr. Ernani Orcorte at Gyantse. We gratefully
acknowledge the valuable contribution afforded by those two photographers.
The Authors.

Turin, Christmas 1989.
In passages describing the position of images the terms "right" and "left" do not
refer to the right and left of the viewer as he enters a temple. Instead they refer to
the right and left of the image itself, from the latter's point of view, following the
Tibetan custom. Life spans have been calculated according to the Western system
of reckoning age, that is substracting one Year from the figures given in Tibetan
texts, which traditionally count both the initial and the final vear.

Chapter One

CULTURAL AND ARTISTIC TRENDS IN TIBET UP TO THE
15TH CENTURY

1.1 The artistic and cultural role of India
The role of India in the formation of Tibetan culture was extremely important particularly in the sphere of religion, which
became an integrant part of Tibetan life. The activity of Indian and
Tibetan scholars during the early and later propagation of the
Buddhist doctrines in Tibet is very well documented in Tibetan
historical sources. However, we know relatively little of the role of
Indian artists in Tibet, particularly as far as painting is concerned.
In fact, whereas fine examples of Bengalese and Kashmirian
statues were noticed by Tucci and can still be admired today in
Tibetan monasteries, no examples of Indian painting have been so
far identified in Tibet except for the collections of Pala illuminated
manuscripts once kept in their libraries, for instance at ~ w a - l and
u
or'. The P d a style painted scrolls produced in Tibet during the
12th and 1 3th centuries are not regarded by scholars as Bengalese,
while, on the other hand, there is no evidence that the murals
painte>.at Alchi fi-om the 1 lth to the 13th century were the work
of Kashmirian artists.
During the monarchic period Indian artists played a limited
role in central and southern Tibet. Indian carpenters worked on
the three top floors of a nine-storied temple built by the Tibetan
king Khri-lde-sron-brtsan (alias Sad-na-legs, b. 776, reg c .
805-815), the successor of Khri-sron-lde-brtsan, at sKar-chun (or
\

1 . Cf. Pathak, 1986: pls. 16-29.
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dKar-chun2), near Ra-ma-sgan, about two miles south-west of
Lhasa, on the west bank of the sKyid-chu river3. The old temple
(lha-khan) devoted to the Vajradhatu (rDo-rje-dbyins),and the inscribed pillar recording Khri-lde-sron-brtsan's renewal of his
father's vow to maintain the Buddhist faith4have disappeared from
the site after the Cultural Revolution5. His successor Khri-gtsuglde-brtsan (alias Ral-pa-can, b. 776, reg 8 15-c. 838) summoned artists from India, Kashmir and other countries to help Tibetans to
build the monastery (gtsug-lag-khan) of dpe-med-bkra-sis-dge'phel, at 'U-san-rdo (or 'On-can-rde'u), near Lhasa. Also that building was nine storeys in height6, but apparently it was never completed'.
During the second diffusion of Buddhism in Tibet,
Kashmirian artists seem to have played there a more direct and
important role than their Bengalese colleagues. Under the sponsorship of the kings of Western Tibet, the scholar Rin-chenbzan-po (958-1055) travelled twice to Kashmir and once to eastern
India to study, collect and translate Buddhist texts. His second stay
in Kashmir, where he had been sent by the divine monk (lha blama) ye-ses-'od with the specific request of bringing back books
and skilful artists (lha-bzo-ba mkhas-pa-rnams), lasted six yearsR.
Around 1019 Rin-chen-bzan-po returned to Western Tibet with
thirty-two artists and set them to work at a numer of places. These
artists were probably all Kashmirian and certainly contributed to
form a school of art which thrived in Western Tibet and found its
highest expression at Alchi, while no examples of it have survived
in Kashmir proper. Fine paintings in Kashmirian style can be admired still today in the assembly-hall established there in the mid1 lth century by the monk sKal-ldan-ses-rab, and in the gSumbrtsegs temple founded perhaps a few decades later bv another
2. Don-grub-rgyal and Khrin-chin-dbvin, 1984: 48.
3. Karmay, 1975: 5.
4. Don-grub-rgyal and Khrin-chin-tlbvin, 1984: 48-5 1
5. Dowman, 1988: 140.
6. sBa, 1961: 7 1-72; dPa'-bo, 1962. ja: 1.333.
7. Karmay 1975: 3 1 . n . 38.
8. Snellgr-o\,ea n d Skorupski, i 980: 1 ~ ) h .

master, Tshul-khrims-'od. The wall paintings of the New Temple in
the same religious enclave were produced at a later date, 12th13th centuryy,probably by local artists working in the Kashmirian
style.
No such migration of Bengalese artists to Tibet seems to have
ever occured during the same period, although several eastern
Indian scholars travelled and sometimes spent long periods there.
Mention is made of an Indian sculptor, the acarva Manu (rGya-gar
Iha-bzo a-tsa-ra Ma-nu) who erected Atisa's sepulchre (sku-gdun) at
s ~ e - t h a lo.
n An early inscription at the 1 1th- 12th century site of
Samada, south of Gyantse, mentions the name of another artist,
Mati from Pancora, belonging to a Brahmanical family. Notwithstanding his old age, he was allured by g ~ o n - n u - ' o to
d work in that
monastery, in spite of the fact that many other foreign artists (skumkhan) were already available in central and southern Tibet".
Mati may have been either Indian o r Newar, for we do not know to
which place the name Pancora correspondsI2.
Tradition attributes a statue at Chu-mig to the Indian master
S m c i ( 1 l t h century) and another at 'Bri-mtshams, later transferred to the monastery at rTse-chen near Gyantse, to the
Kashmirian master sakyasri, who was in Tibet from 1204 to
12 1413. Indian o r Newar artists possibly carved the wooden
panels on the door of the Gayadhara chapel, a small cave near
1Ha-rtse so called after the famous Indian masterI4 who met there
the Tibetan scholar 'Brog-mi (992-1074) ". These panels, wether
carved on the spot o r brought from India, are reminiscent of those
on the doors of the monasteries erected at Ta-pho and mTho-ldiri,
in the kingdom of Western Tibet, during the 1 lth century and,

9. Snellgrove and Skorupski, 1977: 64.
10. Sum-pa mKhan-po, 1984, 2: 199.
11. Tucci, 1941b: 7.
12. Tucci, 1941a: 36, 105.
13. Ihidein: 60, 65.
14. On this master see the sections dealing with the Lam-'bras chapel of the
SKU-'burnin Chapter Four, and with the Lam-'bras-lha-khanof the main temple in
Chapter Five.
IS. Roer-ich, 1976: 207.
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according Tucci, they cannot be later than the 13th century16. In
might be suggested that, like those at Ta-pho and mTho-ldin, they
were the work of Kashmirian o r other Indian artists. However, if
we compare the panels and the decoration on the door-posts of the
Gayadhara chapel with the panels and decorative framework of the
door at Kojarnath ('Khor-'chags) (another 1lth century site in
Western Tibet, on the border with Nepal) we notice similar elements in the conception of the frame, with a succession of vases,
columns and floral motifs which will later find their final expression in the decorative frames surrounding many images in the
religious enclave at Gyantse. Whereas the doors at Ta-pho and
mTho-ldin reveal Kashmirian stylistic elements, the door of the
assembly-hall ('dus-khan) of the temple at Kojarnath was carved in
a style which is closer to the Pala tradition, either by Indian or by
Newar artists". The wooden door of the Gayadhara chapel may
therefore belong to the eastern Indian or Newar tradition, rather
than to the Kashmirian one, as implied by Tucci.
By the end of the 14th century no vital artistic influence came
to Tibet from India, where monastic universities and Buddhist
centres lay in ruins. The Nepal Valley provided by then all the
artists required by southern and central Tibetan monasteries,
where Tucci noticed a number of Newar sculptures18 and where
Newar paintings must have been a common sight, although few
examples of that period have survived. This particular situation is
acknowleged by Tibetan scholars, and 'Jam-mgon Kon-sprul
(18 11- 1899) could write that before the foundation of the sMan(b)ris school of painting in 1Ho-brag during the first half of the 15th
century, the Newar tradition "was the only one to be greatly widespread" in Tibetiy.In fact it is conceivable that the minor role
played by Pala artists during the later diffusion of Buddhism there
was merely due to the presence of an important Kashmirian

16. Tucci, 1949: 205. Mortara Vergari (1987: 303; 318, fig. 139) connects the
style of the figures of this door to the Newar rather than to the Kashrnir-ian tradition.
17. Tucci, 1949: 205. fig. 84; Tl~cci,1937: 42. Figs. hetwccn pl, 4 P ;.II-IJ4 4
18. Tucci, 1952: prrssim.
19. Kon-sprul, 1970: 57 1 .
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school near the kingdom of Western Tibet, and of an equally important Newar school in the proximity of southern and central
Tibet.
The Nepal Valley started playing an important cultural as well
as artistic role from the very beginning of the second propagation
of Indian Buddhism in Tibet. Buddhism flourished especially in
the monasteries of Patan (Ye-ran) and Svayambhu (sin-kun),
where Indian scholars travelled, first as pilgrims and later to find
shelter. It should be pointed out that, if India largely contributed
to the formation of Tibetan culture during the second diffusion of
Buddhism in Tibet, the Nepal Valley mediated all contacts between the two countries, except those taking place directly between Kahsmir and Tibet. In fact Tibetan historical sources record
the names of several Newar scholars who taught Tibetan translators both in the Nepal Valley and Tibet.
Historical and geographical reasons made of the Nepal Valley
an obvious halting and meeting place for Indian, Tibetan and
Newar scholars and translators. The holy places of the Valley had
long been popular with both Indian and Tibetan Buddhists and,
according to tradition, the Indian philosopher Vasubandhu visited
it and died there in the 4th century20. But from the 1 lth century
onwards the visits of Indian scholars to the Nepal Vallev, sometimes on their way to Tibet, became longer and more frequent.
One of the earliest and certainlv the most famous visitor of that
period was the great scholar ~ t i s a(982-1054), who was invited by
the emissaries of the kings of Western Tibet, the translator Nagtsho Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba (b. 101 1) and brTson-grus-sen-ge of
rGya. Before leaving Vikramasila to proceed to Tibet, Atisa decided that he wanted to visit the famous stupa of Svayambhu rising
on a hill 2 km west of Kathmandu.
Atisa spent the year 1041 in Nepal, first at '01-kha, then taking
up residence at Svayambhu, where he found waiting for him the
envoys of the monk-prince of Western Tibet with the means necess a q for the journey, and where he was warmly welcomed by the
king and aristocracv, bv local scholars, and by his own brother.
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After brTson-grus-sen-gels death, ~ t i s aspent most of the time at
Nuvakoth, but returned to the Nepal Valley to preside over the
funeral ceremonies for his Tibetan friend and to ask permission to
build a monastery there, before returnign again to Nuvakoth with
the Tibetan envoys. The monastery was built by ~ t i s in
a a northern
area of present-day Kathmandu known as Thamel, which is a corruption of Tham-Bahil, the ancien Newari name of the monastery,
also called Vikramasila Mahavihara. The Indian scholar must have
found many Newar protectors for, even after he left for Western
Tibet the following year, he was the guest of a Newar at Khab
Gun-than. There is no evidence that Atisa brought any Indian artists to Tibet, although, as we have seen, the stupa erected to house
his remains after his death at sNe-than was built by an Indian.
Atisa's stay in the Nepal Valley and Tibet is a good example of
the important role played by Newars in supporting Indian Buddhism and in favouring its propagation to Tibet from the beginning of the 11th century. Contacts between Tibetan and Buddhists,
particularly those who had established themselves in the Nepal
Valley, continued even after the destruction of the great monastic
universities of India at the end of the 12th century. We know for
example that in the early 14th century Indian patrons along with
Newar and central Tibetan donors made many gifts to the monastery of ~ w a - l usouthern
,
Tibet2'.
Also in the 15th, 16th and early 17th centuries there was a
limited flow of Indian scholars to central and southern Tibet. Mention is made of the abbot of Bodhgaya, Sakyasri Sariputrapwho
was invited by the Chinese emperor in 1413 and spent two months
at 1Can-ra in 1414 as a guest of the prince of Gyantsez2.But the
most famous Indian Buddhist scholar travelling to Tibet during
that period is undoubtedly Vanaratna. He was born at Sadnagara
in the Chittagong district of present-day Bangladesh, in 1348. Vanaratna had journeyed to southern India and Sri Lanka and visited
the sacred places of Buddhism in India, such as the great stfipcl of
Sri-~hanvakaiaka(dPal 'Bras-sp~rti-ginlchod-vterl cllrr~-po)",mee2 1. Tucci, 1949: 658; M\cir'i-cl~~riz,
1983: 163.
22. Tucci, 1949: 632. 665; 703, n . 819: . I l i v ~ ~ ' ~ - c . i i rI rqi8i , r . '5;.
23. I n the Guntur district (Mad1.a~)(Koc.1-icl~.IL976:T C ) l ) .
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ting many famous scholars and yogins, sometimes in visionsz4.Following a profecy he decided to go to Tibet, but first proceeded to
the Nepal Valley, where he obtained the bodhicittotpuda according
to the method of the Bodhisattvacaryavatara from the great
scholar Silasagara. He arrived in Tibet in 1426, but when he visited
Lhasa and the Yar-kluns Valley on that first occasion few people
showed interest in him and he returned to the Nepal Valley. He
was residing at the monastery of ~ a n t a ~ uatr iSvayarnbhii when he
received the invitation of the prince of Gvantse, the si-tu Rabbstan-pa (sic), namely Rab-brtan-kun-bzan2j.
Vanaratna belonged to the Kalacakra lineage and apparently
"the best of the initiations and precepts of ~ r Kalacakra"
i
originated from him2? The importance of the Kalacakra cycle in the
general conception of the SKU-'bum,the construction of which
started at Gyantse in 1427, may accordinglv reflect not only Buston's particular interest in that tantra, but also Vanaratna's. The
Kalacakra includes an important chapter, the fifth, dealing with
iconometry, where the standing Buddha is said to be "a bit more"
than 120 aiigulas (sor; finger), which is the measure set forth in
the Pratirzzalaksa~zaliterature and in the Mahasar~z~~aroda?~atarztra
(sDoni-'b~lun). That has been generally interpreted by
commentators as meaning 125 a~zgulas,and in Tibet this interpretation gave rise to a different iconometric tradition following the
latter measurement and co-existing with the former onex. Bu-ston
and Vanaratna may have been influential through their sheer interest in the Kalacakra, indirectly encouraging the adoption of the
125 angula measurement, but their contribution to the development of Tibetan iconography was probably more important than
any influence they may have had on iconometry. While Bu-ston
was very active at ~ w a - l uwhich
,
was decorated according to the
instructions set forth in his iconographic descriptions of tantric
and which was later described in volume tsa of
deities (lha-'b~d~z~)

24.
25.
26.
27.

g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
934.
Ihidrrlr: 935.
Roerich. 1976: 802.
Peterson, 1980: 241-243.
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his gS~.tli-'bt~~z,
Vanaratna brought to Tibet a manuscript of the
Sadhanasagara including over 300 s a d h a n a ~ ~ ~ .
Vanaratna was the author, translator and revisor of a number
of texts included in the bsTan-'gyur, sometimes under his Tibetan
name of Nags-kyi-rin-chen2', which incidentally confirms that
work on that part of the Tibetan Canon continued well after Buston's death (even Taranatha's new translations of sadhanas were
included in it). Vanaratna performed an extensive religious activity in Tibet, and his role in the southern part of the country
must have been especially important". After leaving Gyantse he
went to Lhasa and then to the monastery of rTse-than, where he
spent some time and bestowed initiations upon its prince, the
chos-rgyal Crags-pa-'byun-gnas,and his ministers. Then the master
and his new protector proceeded towards Gon-dkar. About that
time the prince of rTse-than received from him an initiation at the
monastery of Srin-po-ri (Semori on maps)".
Then the Bengalese master and his disciples proceeded to the
spa-gro Valley, in present-day Bhutan. In 1436 he went to sNelugdon, the political capital of the Phag-mo-grti-paorder, and shortly
afterwards he took up residence in rTse-than, where he gave a
great deal of teachings. There, the following year, he bestowed the
complete initiation of the Vajrarnala, having divided it into fortyfive mal;zdalas. He returned to the Nepal Valley via sKyi-ron, escorted by a retinue sent by the chos-rgyal of rTse-than, of whom he
had by then become the spiritual master. In the Nepal Valley
Vanaratna erected a beautiful five-span golden statue of
28. That text must be substantially identical with the Sadharzasar~i~rccaya
including 312 sadhanas, whose original Sanskrit text had already been transmitted to
the monastery of Sa-skya and translated by one of its abbots, Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan
( 1 147-1216). That extraordinary collection, subsequently complemented bv the
work of Taranatha and of the 4th Pan-chcn Lama ( 1 781-1852/4), was the basis of
the Rill-1l1ar.1o r Ri~z-~hyi~iz,
which was illustrated by Mongol artists at the beginning
of the 19th centui-y and became o n e of the most important iconogrr\phic collections of sadharias in Tibet, including almost five hundred d c ~ t i e s .It is genei-allv
known to western scholars under the name of "sNar-thang Pantheon" (Chandra.
1986: 23, 323, 44-47).
29. Cf. Lalou, 1933: 163, 193.
30. Roerich, 1976: 804.
3 1 . Ihidrrrr: 1069 (cf. Ferral-i, 1958: 47).
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Vajradhara and a slightly smaller one of Tara to be placed in the
copy of the Gandhola of the Vajrasana in the Mahabodhi Temple at
ri
Bodhgaya, which was erected in the ~ a n t a ~ umonastery".
Vanaratna returned to Tibet for a third and last time. He must
have seen the SKU-'bumcompleted, travelled to the Yar-kluns Valley, rTse-than, gSan-phu (Ne'u-thog) and Gun-than, a monastery
four miles east of Lhasa". He was also invited to gDan-sa-mthil,
the chief religious centre of the Phag- no-gru-pa order, founded in
~ ~ .trans1158 east of rTse-than by mGon-po P h a g - m o - g r u - ~ aHe
lated several texts with 'Gos g~on-nu-dpal,the lo-tsa-ba of rTsethan and author of the Blue Annals, where his life is told in some
detail 3 5 .
Vanaratna finally returned to the Nepal Valley and settled at
Gopicandra, a hermitage which had been offered to him by the
king of Patan apparently after his second journey to Tibet. The
place grew into a monastery and is known today under its Newari
name of Pintu Bahi. There he continued to teach to Tibetan
scholars, such as the translator bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho
(1424-1482), who went there to visit him3" and in the Newar
Samvat 575 (A.D. 1455) and N.S. 588 (1468), the year of his death,
he gave lavish donations to hosts of ascetics and people. We gather
the latter information from the dated inscription on two painted
portraits of the Bengalese scholar once presewed in that monastic
foundation, one executed one year after his death, the other being
a copy of the same made in N.S. 982 (A.D. 1862). Vanaratna died in
the month of Marga of N.S. 589, corresponding to November/
December 1468" and was cremated at the Ramadoli burial
ground, situated either between Kathmandu and Patan3%r near
Svavambhu '".
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Macdonald and Dvags-po Rinpoche, 1981: 259; Locke, 1985: 207.
Shakabpa, 1984: 193.
Fen-ari, 1958: 120, n. 195.
Lalou, 1933: 207.
Ihidt~r~i:
803, 82 1.
37. Locke. 1985: 207-208.
38. Macdonald and Dvags-po Rin-po-che, 198 1: 260.
30. Rocl-ich. 1976: 804.
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Although other Indian scholars were to visit Tibet in the following century, Vanaratna is regarded as the last one (imtha'-nza)
by Tibetan tradition40. He found in the Nepal Valley a kind of
Buddhist society which fitted him better than the type of culture
which had evolved in his country of origin. His life has been told
here in some detail for it exemplifies the crucial role played by
Newars in supporting Buddhism through their religious institutions and in giving hospitality to the last representatives of Indian
Buddhist culture. Whatever Indian cultural and artistic influence
may have reached Tibet in the 14th and 15th centuries, it was
always mediated by the Newar Buddhist monasteries and
workshops in the Nepal Valley. Furthermore, whereas Tibetan historical sources record the presence of Indian scholars in the
Nepal Valley from the 8th century onwards, no reference to the
presence of Indian artists there has been found so far. Even when
art works in Indian style were produced in Tibet, the artists were
either Tibetan or Newar. That probably applies to the paintings in
the Amitayus chapel at Iwang, which will be discussed in the third
section of this chapter, and is certainly true of the silver statue of
Tara and of the roof finial (gafiiira) made in Indian style in 1359
and 1437 respectively for the princes of Gyantse, as well as of the
statue of Jambhala which Taranatha commissioned Newar artists
to make "in the Indian styleM4'.
These latter instances have the flavour of a rediscovery of the
,Indian style, a revival due to the taste or whim of refined aristocrats and scholars, and it is significant that Newar artists are mentioned in that connection. In fact, by the 15th century, the Newar
style had completely replaced in Tibet the Indian style as it had
been interpreted by Newar and Tibetan artists until the 12th century. It is true that during the Licchavi period (4th-9th century)
and again from the 17th century onwards Newar artists borrowed
heavily from contemporary Indian styles, but Pal has convincingly
argued that the Newar style of painting was a stvle of its own,
based on local schools which do not seem to have been influenced

40. Roerich, 1976: 799.
41. Tucci, 1949: 278.
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by the Bengalese tradition "as strongly as it has been believed
hitherto "42.During the whole early Malla period ( 1200-1482) and
the first part of the late Malla period (1482-1769) Newar art developed along individual lines both in painting and in sculpture, the
latter being in fact even more independent of the Indian style than
the former. For the above reasons we shall speak of a Newar and
not of an Indian style in the artistic monuments at Gyantse.

1.2 The Ne~,tlarartistic influeitce
The Newars, the ancient inhabitants of the Nepal Valley,
played a crucial role in transmitting the cultural heritage of India
as well as their own aesthetic and artistic experience to southern
and central Tibet. By the 4th century the Licchavi kings, the rulers
of the Valley, had established formal relations with the Gupta empire, and the name of their country appears in a list of vassal states
on an iscribed pillar in praise of the emperor Samadra Gupta
(335-376) at Allahabad. It is almost certain that at the same time
the Licchavi dynasty had trading connections with Tibet, before
that country became a recognized political power. There were two
main routes connecting the Nepal Valley to southern Tibet, one
via Kuti ( ~ a - l a mwhich
)
entered the Valley at Banepa, 24 km east
of Kathmandu, and the other via sKyi-ron (or sKyid-gron) which
entered the Valley from the north, through Nuvakoth (Bal-pordzon), 70 km north-west of Kathmandu. From the 8th century
onwards Tibetan translators, Indian scholars and Newar artists
travelled along those routes, besides the usual traders.
After the death of the Newar king Amsuvarman (reg c.
605-621 ) there was struggle for power in the Nepal Vallev and in c .
641 a Newar princess, Bhrukuti (Sa-khri-btsun), was married to
the Tibetan king Sron-brtsan-sgam-po (b. 609, reg c. 627-649). TWO
vears later Narendradeva, possibly her father4?,joined her after
fleeing to Tibet. Thanks to the support of the Tibetan ruler, he

42. Pal, 1978: 138.
43. Petech, 1984: 24.
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became the king of Nepal and in return the Valley became a vassal
kingdom of Tibet.
Bhrukuti, who was escorted to sKyi-ron by a retinue of Newar
noblemen, proceeded to Lhasa carrying Buddhist images and texts
with her. One of these images was a statue of Sakyamuni,
portrayed as he was at the age of eight, according to an old
Buddhist iconographic tradition reported by 'Jam-mgon Kons p r ~ 1This
~ ~ .statue, apparently of Indian origin, came to be known
as Jo-bo Mi-bskyod-rdo-rje (Lord Aksobhyavajra) and according to
tradition the Jo-khan (Temple of the Lord) was especially built for
the Newar queen to house it. This temple was founded by Sronbrtsan-sgam-po, to whom it is ascribed in several ancient inscriptions and historical records under its ancient name of 'Phrul-snan
of Ra-sa (Lhasa). The Jo-bo occupied the central position in the
Jo-khan, but during the reign of his successor, Man-sron-manbrtsan (or Khri-man-sron), it was transferred to the Ra-mo-che,
another ancient temple, which was built by Sron-brtsan-sgam-po's
Chinese queen Wencheng Kongchu (Wun-sin K ~ n - j o ) The
~~.
suggestion that Newar architects, builders and artists were especially sent from the Nepal Valley to build the J ~ - k h a is
n ~given
~
strength by the presence of a number of carved columns and
beams in the most ancient part of the building which, like those in
the Ra-mo-che4', appear to represent Newar workmanship of the
7th century4"Pls. 1-4).
In the Jo-khan there should be another very early Newar
image made of copper (li-dlnar; red alloy)4v,which was kept in a
stupa in a chapel on the southern side of the building's ground
floors0.Sron-brtsan-sgam-po himself apparently commissioned a
famous Newar artist, Khre-ba, to have eleven images of
Avalokitesvara made, which were to be of the same size of the king
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Kon-spml, 1970: 568.
Dagyab, 1977, 1: 23.
Norbu and Turnbull, 1972: 143.
Tucci, 1952: 77.
Schl-oeder, 1981: 400.
Lo Bue, 198 1 : 37-4 1 .
Das, 1970: 157; Richardson, 1977: 170.

Plate 1. Wooden pillar in the 30-khan.Lhasa.
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himself. According to another tradition, the king commissioned a
Newar artist to model the statue of an eleven-headed
Avalokitesvara, an image particularly sacred to Tibetans, which
occupied a chapel on the northern side of the Jo-khari and was
badly damaged during the Cultural Revolutions'. Furthermore he
commissioned Newar sculptors (Ihu-bzo) to make reliefs ('bur-du
brkos) of the chief deity, Thub-pa-brag-lha mGon-pol flanked by
~ a r i ~ u t and
r a Maitreya (on his right), and by Maudgaly2yana and
Avalokitesvara (on his left), inside the cave-temple known as Braglha-klu-sbug (or: -phug) on the side of the ICags-po-ri, to the south
of the Potala5*.
Around 705 the Nepal Valley rebelled against its Tibetan
overlords and threw off its vassalage53,but this did not put an end
to the commercial and cultural relations between the two
countries. The minister and scholar gSal-snan, of the sBa family,
who promoted the construction of bSam-yas (767-779), the first
Buddhist monastery in Tibet, and who wrote the original version
of the sBu-bied (a historical work), visited the Buddhist centres in
India and the Nepal Valley and was very well acquainted with their
religious and artistic cultural traditions. He became a follower of
the famous Indian master ~antaraksita,from whom he received
the religious name of Jiianendra and with whom he apparently
founded temples in Man-"wl, the south-western Tibetan district
west of sKyi-ron, on the present border with Nepal, of which he
was the governors4.Eventually he recommended Santat-aksita to
his king, Khri-sron-lde-brtsan (742-800, reg c . 7551756-797), who
invited the Indian master to his court. Following this visit, ~ a n t a raksita returned to the Nepal Valley in order to invite Padmasambhava, the famous yogill from Swat, at the time residing in the
Pharphing area, to go to Tibet at the request of Khri-sron-ldebrtsan, and help in the construction of bSam-yas. Newar artists
certainly contributed to the decoration of that monastel-y,

51.
52.
53.
54.

D a p a b , 1977, 1 : 36; Richardson, 1977: 174-175, pl. 5.
bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan, 1966: 13 1 - 1 32; 1982: 158.
Petech, 1984: 25; Slusser, 1982, 1 : 32-33, n. 114.
Snellgrove, 1987: 429-430.
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although nothing of it was left after the fire which damaged it in
9865i and the disasters of the Cultural Revolution except for some
stone and wood carvings (Pl. 5-7).
The sBa-bied (the "Account of sBa", with reference to the
author's clan's name) mentions a Newar artist discussing with a
Chinese colleague, Padmasambhava and the Tibetan king on the
choice of a style for the construction of an extension on the
sourthern side of bSam-yas, namely of the temple of ~ r y a ~ aKhalo
sarpana, a form of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. The discussion
concerned the adoption of one of three styles: Indian, Chinese or
Tibetan. No mention is made of the Khotanese style (Li-lugs) or of
the Newar style (Bal-lugs), which was still heavily dependent on
the Indian schools. In fact Indian (rCya-dkar) and Kashmirian
(Kha-che) master craftsmen (gzo-bo mkhas-pa) were summoned to
build temples in the early 9th century by king Khri-lde-srori-brtsan
and by his son and successor Khri-gtsug-lde-brt~an~~,
as mentioned in the previous section. But it is significant that a Newar artist,
not an Indian, was consulted over stylistic matters concerning the
extension of the royal monastery of bSam-yas. The artist is qualified as phywa-mkhan, a term having several meanings, including
those of "carpenter" and "potteru5'. AS the discussion concerned
the style of images, one is led to guess that the artist in question
was a wood-carver or perhaps a clay sculptor, bearing in mind that
still nowadays Newar metal statuary is produced by the lost-wax
process by artists who are equally at ease modelling either clay or
wax.
From an early date Newar artists were commissioned to make
images also by Tibetan pilgrims and scholars travelling to the Nepal Valley. That must have been the case when the famous Tibetan
translator, Vairocana, a direct disciple of Padmasambhava and one
of the first six or seven monks (sud-mi) who were ordained at
bSam-yas, offered a golden image at Sankhu, in the Nepal Valley.
This episode is related in canto 74 of the Padma rhu,i-?ig, in its

55. Roerich, 1976: 378.
56. sBa, 1961: 71; Karinay, 1975: 5.
57. Roerich, 1986, 6: 61-62.
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14th century version by 0-rgyan-glin-pa, which is generally know
as el-brag-ma. The same poem relates the presence of the Newar
consort of Padmasambhava, Sakyadevi, in western Tibet, and gives
us the names of the first Newar scholars mentioned in Tibetan
literature in connection with Tibet: ~ilamafijuand Vasudhara were
both invited to Tibet during the reign of Khri-sron-lde-brtsan and
helped the famous Tibetan translator sNubs Saris-rgyas-ye-ses (b.
772) and others to translate the tantra entitled 'Jam-dpal-giin-rjezla-gsan-nag-po (cantos 59, 82, 84). Sans-rgyas-ye-ses himself travelled to the Nepal Valley, besides visiting India and Gilgit, which
was then part of the Tibetan empire58.
Newar sculptors, particularly expert in stone-work (Bal-po
rdo-mkhan) were invited by king Ral-pa-can to contribute to the
at
construction of his own temple, the dPe-med-bkra-sis-dge-'phel
'U-san-rdo, along with artists from several other countries, including India, as we have already seen59. After the collapse of the
Tibetan empire following the murder of king Glan-dar-ma in 842,
cultural and artistic intercourse with the Nepal Valley came to a
virtual halt, but trading connections must have contributed to
keep the recollection and to some extent the practice of Buddhism
alive especially in central and southern Tibet, at least at an individual level, since no monastic life is recorded until the renaissance
of Buddhism in the kingdom of Western Tibet around the year
1000. Though Kashmirian artists were chiefly responsible for the
decoration of the monasteries built in Western Tibet following
Rin-chen-bzari-popsacitivity there, it is likely that also Newar artists contributed to it. Bengalese or Newar artists educated in the
Pala taste were responsible for carving the previously mentioned
wooden panels at the monastery of Kojarnath, which was founded
by the Western Tibetan king 'Khor-re in the sPu-hran area, on the
present Nepalese border, and was later taken over by the Sa-skyapa school"".
There is evidence of the collaboration of Kashmirian and

58. Roer-ich, 1976: 104; Snellgrove, 1987: 464.
59. sBa, 1961: 7 1-72; dPa'-bo, 1962, ja: 133a.
60. Tucci. 1937: 42, figs. between pp. 48 and 49; 1956: 61.
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Newar artists in Western Tibet. A Newar sculptor, Asvadharma,
helped a Kashmirian Van-ku-la6' in making the gilded silver triad
of a 250 cm Maiijusrl flanked by 200 cm images of Sadaksari and
Vajrapani in the Translator's Temple of the same monastic comA silver statue of the Jo-bo at the same site is attributed to
The activity of Newar
a silversmith from Jumla, western
artists at Kojarnath was possibly patronized by the Sa-skya-pas
when they were at the peak of their power (13th-14th century),
and it should be noted that, after a big fire destroyed the two side
statues in the Translator's Temple as late as in 1899, they called
Newar sculptors to restore them64.In the 12th and 13th century
Newar artists may have contributed to some extent to the spread of
an international Pala style of painting in the kingdom of Western
TibeP5 and even beyond, as is suggested by the case of the Newar
sculptor and painter Aniko (1245-1306) who will be referred to
shortly. Newar artisans established themselves in areas such as
Chiling, in Zangskar which, like Ladakh, was then part of the Western Tibetan kingdom, and where their descendants still carry on
their activity today66. In 1625 the Jesuit missionary de Andrade
met four Newar artisans at Tsaparang, the capital of the kingdom,
and even commissioned them to make a cross for himselfb7.Indeed many metal images in western Tibetan temples seem to be
made in Newar style6$.
Whereas western Tibet looked more at Kashmir than at the
Nepal Valley as a suitable Buddhist cultural model because of historical and geographical reasons, central and southern Tibet
found in the Nepal Valley a handy reservoir of scholars and artists
to help in re-establishing Buddhism in those regions. From the

61. Tucci, 1956: 61.
62. Tucci, 1937: 40, fig. between pp. 44 and 45; 1956: 61-62; 1949: 274; 684, n.
72.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Wvlie, 1962: 61-62.
Pranavananda, 1939: 52 (Addendum at the end of the book).
Cf. Tucci, 1949: 33 1 .
Clarke, 1989: 129-131 .
Andrade, n.d.: 147.
Cf. Govinda, 1979: 160, 162, 164.
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1lth century onwards a number of Tibetan scholars and translators travelled to the Valley, often on their way to India and sometimes spent long periods of study there. It was natural that they
should resort to Newar artists when the need of decorating new
monasteries arose in the neighbouring areas of southern Tibet.
During the period of predominance of the Sa-skya principality,
teams of Newar artists were invited there by the abbots of the
Sa-skya-pa scool. While Newar scholars, such as Sanghasrib', assisted Tibetan scholars and translators in transferring the Indian
Buddhist heritage into Tibet, Newar artists played an even more
crucial role in establishing the Pala aesthetic experience and their
own artistic tradition in central and southern Tibet. Sometimes it
is impossible to say wether images were commissioned in the
Nepal Valley and then carried to Tibet, o r produced by Newar
artists in Tibetan monasteries. That applies, for example, to the
fine images of Newar origin abounding in the assembly-hall and
top floor chapel (db~i-rtse;literally "top of the head") of the b ~ i thog palace, in the southern monastery of Sa-skya70,where whole
collections of statues are arranged on shelves. But in several instances the presence of Newar artists working in Tibetan
monasteries is proved by historical records and inscriptions. The
most famous case is undoubtedly that of Aniko, who directed the
work of eighty Newar artists in building a golden stupa at Sa-skya,
where he had been especially invited by its prince-abbot 'Phags-pa
in 1260. His life, which has been summarized elsewhere7',shows
that the activities of Newar artists in Tibet ranged From sculpture
and painting to architecture. Newar artistis were probably responsible for the introduction of new iconographic types and
iconometric rules upon which all subsequent artistic production
was modelled in Tibet. There is the case of a Newar sculptor
(Bal-po bzo-bo) who went to Tibet and erected images of eightv
vlzahasiddhas which were subsequently drawn7', and such draw69. Sanghasri was particularly learned in Sanskrit grammar and c~hhidllarrnn
philosophy and even taught the Great Abbot Sa-skva Pandita K u n - d g a ' - ~ - ~ ~ a l - m t s h a n
(Obermiller, 1986: 223; Templeman, 198 1 : 69, n. 158).
70. Tucci, 1949: 172-176, ligs. 3-15.
7 1. Lo Bue, 1985: 265-266.
72. Sum-pa mKhan-po, 1984, 2: 384.
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ings may have contributed to form the iconography of the siddhas
in Tibet.
Because Tibetan artists copied the models provided by their
Newar masters, the earliest scrolls and wall paintings in the
monasteries of southern Tibet were produced in Newar style to
such a n extent that in some cases it is difficult to establish whether
they are Newar o r Tibetan. Indeed some early wall paintings in
Tibetan monasteries may provide a rich source for the study of
13th and 14th century Newar wall painting of which, owing to
climatic reasons, no examples are known to survive in the Nepal
Valley. That is the case for some wall paintings in the monastery of
~ w a - l uan
, early 1l t h century foundation7' to which Newar patrons
were especially munificent, erecting also a srupa (Bal-po mchodr t e ~ z ) ' ~In. the main temple at ~ w a - l u the
, gSer-khan, which was
restored in the early 14th century by the sku-iari (prince) of ~ w a lu, Grags-pa-rgyal-mt~han~~,
one finds "rows of saints enclosed in
the usual frames"7h,that is in the rectangular registers characteristic of Newar scroll painting of that period. In the deambulation
corridors around the ancient group of chapels surrounding the
assembly-hall (tshogs-khan) on the ground floor, and especially
around the l l t h century temple77 devoted to the goddess
Prajfiaparamita on the first floor, there are paintings in Newar
style. In some of them there seems to be the anticipation of motifs
to be found later in Rajput art7*,but a recent study has shown that,
like the other paintings on the ground and middle floor of the
gSer-khan, they were painted by artists following Aniko's school at
the Yuan court7'.
The Newar influence is also apparent in the various sku-'burn
built in southern Tibet previous to the construction of the one at
Gyantse. The Newar manner is discernible, for example, in the
73. Tucci, 1949: 700, n. 618.

74. Myari-ch14r'i: 164; Tucci. 1949: 658.
75. Ruegg, 1966: 14a.
76. Tucci, 1949: 178.
77. Ihidelri: 657; 700. n . 618.
78. Ihide~iii:178; 180, fig. 24.
79. Vitali, 1990: 105 ff.
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ninth chapel on the first floor of the sku-'bum mthon-grol which
was built in the mid-14th century at Jo-nan. Its wall paintings go
back to the period of construction of that particular sku-'bum,
which was restored twice by Taranatha at the beginning of the
17th century, the last time in 162 180. Paintings in a clearly discernible Newar style were once found8' in the immense sgo-man
mchod-rten now reduced to a great ruined pileeZat rGyan, on the
eastern side of the 1Ha-rtse plain, an area which was administered
by the princes of Gyantse since 1360R3and from which many
painters and sculptors were summoned to work on the SKU-'bum
at Gyantse. The sku-'bum at rGyan was built in the early 15th century by the Sa-skya-pa abbot bSod-nams -bkra-sis (1352-14 17) with
the help of the famous saint and engineer, Than-ston rGyal-po
(1385-1464). The legends illustrated on the walls were enclosed in
registers and small rectangles, wherein the figures were drawn in
the vigorous manner characteristic of so much Newar painting,
with broad and well defined outlines, while all the space was filled
up with flowers, small trees and leaves, where blue and dark red
colours prevaileds4. Some figures in the painting of Newar inspiration were reminiscent of western Tibetan painting and suggest
the existence of a Himalayan style which extended well beyond the
Nepal Valley.
Whereas the sku-'bum at rGyan precedes that at Gyantse of a
couple of decades, the sku-'bum once standing at sNar-than, which
was completely destroyed in 1966 during the Cultural Revolution,
was built virtually in the years when the decoration of the SKU'bum at Gyantse was under way: the names of bKra-sis-bzan-po
and Ses-rab-dpal,two painters who worked at both sites, are found
in the inscriptions of both buildingsR5.Both artists worked in the
chapels on the first floor of the SKU-'bumat Gyantse, the former in

80. Tucci, 1949: 190.
8 1. Ihidern: 183.
82. Dowrnan, 1988: 278.
83. Tucci, 1949: 663.
84. Ihidern: 185.
85. Ibidenz: 187, 207. 675-676. 758-759.
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chapel 1/1OH" the latter in chapel 1/18H7.It is conceivable that
~es-rab-dpalis the same as Ses-rab-dpal-b~ans-~a
dpon-slob (master and disciples) mentioned in the inscriptions of chapels 215,
216, 3/12", and as the ~es-rab-dpal-bzari-po
mentioned in the inscription of chapel 3113Hy.
Some of the wall paintings at sNar-than betrayed the usual
Newar inspiration, but others were regarded by Tucci as excellent
examples of the "Tibetan manner" which, according to him,
reached "its full maturity of expression " in the Gyantse schoolY0.
In fact Tucci places the first examples of the "mature Tibetan manner" in the SKU-'bumat Gyantseyland further defines this manner
as "the synthesis and meeting-point of several styles which before
that time had long coexisted on Tibetan soil without attaining unification " y 2 .
Tucci's statement ought to be understood in the sense that by
the early 15th century Tibetan artists had completely assimilated
the Newar manner and made it theirs. But that does not necessarily mean that the Newar and Chinese influences had by then
amalgamated into a national style. On the contrary, in the SKU'bum at Gyantse images executed in the Newar and Chinese style
may coexist in the same chapel, without combining in an independent Tibetan style, as is well illustrated by the hybrid decoration of
chapel 3/17.
According to Tibetan tradition the Newar school of painting
was widely spread in Tibet until sMan-bla Don-grub-raa-mtsho(b.
1409) from sMan-than in 1Ho-brag, an area then controlled by the
princes of Gyantse, founded a national school of painting in gTsan
(southern Tibet), where he had emigrated following troubles with
his wifey3.Don-grub-rgya-mtsho,who is also known as 'Jam-dbyans
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Tucci, 1941b: 20.
Ibidem: 17.
Ibidem: 30, 3 1 , 60.
Ibidem: 6 1.
Tucci, 1949: 186.
Ihideni: 176.
Ihideni: 192.
Dagyab, 1977, 1: 140.
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Don-grub-rgya-mtsho, o r simply sMan-than-pa (the one from
sMan-than), travelled extensively in gTsan (southern Tibet), went
to Sa-skya, and finally found a master in rDo-pa bKra-sis-rgyalpoY4.The name of neither of these artists is mentioned in the inscriptions at Cyantse. While Don-grub-rgya-mtsho's stay at Sa-skya
firmly connects him with the Newar artistic tradition, historical
sources make it clear that at some stage in his career he was
deeply influenced by Chinese tapestry work and that the art works
he produced during that period received the name of ldan-lugsy5,
perhaps referring to his "talented", or "gifted" in the sense of "accomplished", style. It was from this style of painting, which amalgamated the Newar and Chinese influences into an original
Tibetan style, that the sMan-bris, the first national school of painting, originated.
This suggestion is supported by both stylistic and historical
circumstantial evidence. A careful examination of a group of
painted scrolls which Tibetan scholars regard as belonging to the
sMan-bris, meaning sMan(-than-pa)'s paintingy6, shows that the
Newar influence has been absorbed there in a new style and survives only in some landscapes and natural elements, such as the
motif of green rolling hills and the shape of the leaves, as well as in
the predominance of green and red colour schemes. This style is
distinctly different from the style of the paintings at Gyantse. Even
taking into account the fact that this group of paintings regarded
as sMan-bris is relatively late, as well as the fact that the sMalz-bris
style underwent some changes in the course of time", it appears
that the paintings at Gyantse represent the stage immediately preceding the birth of the first Tibetan school of painting. In fact the
Newar style at Gyantse is betrayed not only by the colour schemes
and by the lively manner in which are drawn figures such as the
siddhas of the Lam-'bras-lha-khan, built in 1425 on the first floor

95. Dagyab, 1977, 1: 37 (cf. ldan-pa-po, " m a n of ability" in Rocrich, 1985, 4:
344).
96. Dagyab, 1977, 2: 18, pl. 20; Trungpa, 1975: passirli.
97. Representatives of that school, such as Chus-khver sPrul-sku Tshc-riri of
IHo-brag, were still active in the First half of the 17th centun. (Dagyab. 1977, 1 : 3 7 )
along with artists of other schools, including the shfrc,l-gcnr (New skltiir-bl-i.\).
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of the gTsug-lag-khan, but also in the architectural elements of the
niches surrounding many images.
These niches, framing large figures (chapels 112, 214, 216, 217,
218, 219, 2/ 14, 312, 314) and statues (chapels 3/ 1,3/4,3/7, 3/20) as
well as rows of small figures (chapels 119, 215, 217, 218) in the
SKU-'bum,are already visible in the two side temples in the wings
of the ground floor of the gTsug-lag-khan, decorated in 1422 and
1423, as well as in the central triad of the gNas-brtan-lha-khan
which was built on the first floor in 1425 (Pls. 8-11). The architectural elements of these niches, ultimately of Indian origin, are
already apparent in 10th century Newar manuscript illuminationy8:pairs of columns, sometimes piled on with two up to
three columns on each side, rise as stems tapering towards the
bottom from vases and are crowned by lotus capitals. These stemlike columns support an archway formed by three, more rarelv
five, lobes, sometimes replaced by an intricate decoration formed
by stylized tendrils and birds' or makaras' tails.
The conception of a deity framed by a window or gate is
characteristic of Newar temple a r c h i t e ~ t u r e ~while
~ , trilobate
arches are still very commonly encountered in both religious and
secular buildings in the chief towns of the Nepal Valley. Examples
of columns rising from vases are frequent, too, and there are also
instances of pillars tapering towards the toploo. While these
stylistic elements survive in Newar architecture and painting, notably in scrolls dated from 1400 to 1488'0',they are totally missing
in Tibetan architecture, and are found as decorative elements only
in Tibetan painting and sculpture from the 15th to the 17th century, sometimes associated with the red-and-blue or red-and-green
colour schemes of the Newar tradition lo2.

98. Karrnay, 1975: 58-59, fig. 41.
99. See for example Slusser, 1982, 2: fig. 137; Macdonald, and Stahl, 1979: 14,
fig. 11; 85, fig. 67.
100. Deo, 1968-69: pl. VIII, fig. 1.
101. Pal, 1978: pls, 83-89, 94; Beguin, 1977: 120; 123, fig. 97. Macdonald and
Stahl, 1979: 128, pl. V.
102. Tucci, 1949: pl. 13; Beguin, 1977: 128-129; 136, 143, figs. 110-112,
1 14-116, 12 1 - 1 23, 129; Pal, 1984: pls. 25-26, 35-36, 39-40; Pathak, 1986: pls. 4, 42.
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The suggestion that the paintings in the SKU-'bumof Gyantse
represent just the beginning of what may be regarded as the full
maturity of Tibetan art and the creation of a national style is
further supported by circumstancial chronological evidence. As
we have already hinted to, at the time of the erection of the SKU'bum, Don-grub-rgya-mtsho had not yet created the sMan-bris
school of painting. The Newar style still predominated, as one may
expect from painters coming mostly from 1Ha-rtse, on the main
trade route to the Nepal Valley. Furthermore the interaction between the Nepal Valley and southern Tibet became even closer in
the 15th century, when the princes of Gyantse eventually took over
\Ha-rtse in 1424 and the Newar king Jayayaksa Malla (reg
1428-1482) apparently occupied nearby el-dkar-rdzori, then an
important trade-mart on the main route between the Valley and
I H a - r t ~ e ' ~ These
'.
closer links between the Nepal Valley and
southern Tibet coincided with a period in which the decadence of
Newar Buddhism following the disappearance of Buddhism in
India was accelerated by the introduction of a caste-system,
whereby monkhood became a hereditary preserve putting an end
to any vocational criterion. Saivism was the official creed of the
monarchy and in the late 14th century there was even an upsurge
of V a i. s. n a ~ i s m 'NO
~ ~ persecution
.
of the Buddhist faith was actually
sanctioned, but from 1382 onwards the Malla kings exerted pressure on the Buddhist community, started interfering with the internal organization of monasteries and, in the main, favoured
Hinduism "I5.
It is clear that the slow decay of Buddhist monasteries in the
Nepal Valley meant that some communities could no longer afford
to employ artists on the same scale as before. In that situation
invitations to work in Tibet must have been especially welcome'0h
and thus Newar influence continued to be felt in Tibetan painting
during the first half of the 15th century, not only in southern Tibet,
but also in central and eastern areas. During their tours in eastern
103. Tucci, 1949: 666; Kirkpatrich, 1975: 266; Petech, 1984: 178.
104. Petech, 1984: 203, 205.
105. Slusser, 1982, 1: 289.
106. Pal. 1978: 2.

Plate 1* Detail of the preceding plate.
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Tibet the 5th Black Hat Karma-pa hierarch De-bzin-gsegs-pa
( 1384-14 15) and his successor mThon-ba-don-ldan ( 14 16-1453)
founded several new monasteries whose wall paintings were executed in the Newar styleIo7. In 1429 Kun-dgal-bzan-po
(1382-1444), the founder of the Sa-skya-pa monastery of or,
south-western Tibet, called Newar artists to decorate its temple
(lha-khan)lOR,
but it should be noticed that these were sculptors,
like those commissioned to make statues for the lrst and 2nd
Grand Lamas of the newly founded dGe-lugs-pa order in the second half of the 15th centuryIoy. In fact Newar influences on
Tibetan statuary has continued until the 20th century1Io.In contrast it may be said that Newar influence on Tibetan painting
started decreasing from the 16th century onwards.
The painting style of the SKU-'bumat Gyantse, however firmly
based upon the Newar tradition of painting of the late 14th and
early 15th century, merely announces the birth of a national style
as subsequently embodied in the sMan-bris school, in which
Newar and Chinese elements were fused in an original Tibetan
interpretation. That southern Tibetan painters were by then accomplished artists utterly capable of absorbing foreign influences
and producing masterly works is proved by the Newar painter
Jivararpa who, in April 1435 (N.S. 555), compiled a sketchbook
including drawings made during a stay at a place possibly in
southern Tibet1". The majority of these drawings are executed in
Newar style and bear Newari inscriptions, but some of their details
may be regarded as Tibetan, particularly in the treatment of
clouds and flowers. Besides the expressive portraits and heads of
Tibetan lamas and Indian siddhas remindful of the lively figures
drawn in the upper and lower registers of Newar painted scrolls,
one finds the Tibetan interpretation of Chinese iconographic types
in the portraits of the s t h a v i r a ~ "bearing
~
inscriptions both in
107.
108.
109.
110.
l l I.
1 1 2.

Dagvab, 1977, 1 : 36.
Tucci 1967: 100.
Dagyab. 1977, 1 : 36.
Lo Bue, 1985; 1985-86.
Lowry 1977: 84-85.
On the srl7aviras see the first section of Chapter Five.
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Newari and Tibetan, along with elements of outright Chinese origin, such as the dragon and the peony flower.

1.3 The Chinese and Central Asian influence

One of the first Chinese images to reach Lhasa was probably a
statue of the Buddha Sakyamuni as at the age of twelve, wich according to tradition was part of the dowry of the Chinese princess
Wencheng, who had the Ra-mo-che temple at Lhasa especially
built to house that image1I3.Sometimes between 641 and 676 the
statue was transferred to the Jo-khan, while the image of the Jo-bo
Aksobhyavajra, which had been placed there by the Newar queen,
was moved to the Ra-mo-che. The Chinese statue is known as Jo-bo
Sakyamuni, Jo-bo Rin-po-che o r Jo-bo Yid-bzin-nor-bu. According
to the sBa-biedlI4a Chinese (or Indian? the text has simply "rGya",
which might mean either) called mTshan-ma-can from Hen-pandpe-har, was invited to work at bSam-yas. He was the one who
raised the issue of whether the images there should be painted in
the Chinese or in the Indian style, discussing the matter with a
Newar artist in the presence of king Khri-sron-lde-brtsan and
Padmasambhava, as already mentioned. dPal-bo gTsug-lag-'phreriba's mKhas-pa'i dga'-ston'I5 reports the same episode giving different spellings of the artist's name (rGya mTshal-bu-can or rGya
mTshal-na-mkhan) and place of origin (Hen-khan-ba-hir).
Chinese artistic influence during the monarchic period was
closely connected with the important role then played by Chinese
Buddhist masters in Tibet, which was subsequently underestimated in the ecclesiastical historiography produced during and
after the second diffusion of Buddhism in Tibet. The presence of
Chinese artists in Tibet during the monarchic period is attested by
contemporary historical sources, including inscriptions. Chinese
bells hang at the entrances of the earliest monastic foundations
such as bsam-yas (PI. 12) and Brag Yer-pa, and an inscription on
113. Dagyab, 1977, 1: 23.
114. sBa, 1961: 31.
115. dPa'-bo, 1962, ja: 91b-92a.
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one such bell at Khra-'brug, in the Yar-kluns Valley, mentions that
the man who melted it was the abbot, the Chinese master Rincen1I6.The decoration of some elements in the early monastic
foundations, such as those to be found at Khra-'brug and bSam-yas
(PI. 13a), is reminiscent of contemporary Tang motifs. Chinese
craftsmen from Be-chu worked on the nine-storied temple built by
Khri-lde-sron-brtsan at sKar-chun, while Chinese master craftsa similar monasmen worked on the dPe-med-bkra-sis-dge-'phel,
tery commissioned by king Ral-pa-can at 'U-san-rdo (both foundations have already been referred to in the previous section). The
stone lion still standing at the site of that king's tomb at 'Phyonrgyas1I7and the tortoise at the foot of the inscribed pillar near the
tomb of Khri-lde-sron-brtsan (Pl. 13b), which is reminiscent of a
similar Tang pillar in S i ~ h u a n " ~confirm
,
the important role
played by Chinese art and artists in Tibet during the monarchic
period. (One must notice, however, the presence of a pillar supported by a tortoise in the 5th century temple complex at Changu
Ngrayana, Nepal Valley).

Vaiiravana and the Four Guardian Kings

Among the most revered objects kept at the monastery of
Chos-lun Tshogs-pa, an institution which, as we shall see, was supported by the founder of the Gyantse dynasty, in the neighbourhood of Gyantse ' I 9 , there were two banners portraying rNam-srasser-chen (the Great Yellow Vaisravana) surrounded by his brothers, the rTa-bdag brgyad (the Eight Masters of the Horses) who
form his retinue. According to tradition one of the standards was
carried by prince Mu-ne-brtsan-po (reg c . 800-804) on his way to
fight in eastern Tibet via g.Yar-mo-than in A-mdoIzo.The other
1 16. Richardson, 1985: 83 (cf. Tucci, 1950: 70).
1 17. Snellgrove and Richardson, 1980: 36; Sun-kreng-hwa, 1988: 15.
1 18. Hong-lu'u-khu'e, 1988: 17.
1 19. Fel-ral-i, 1958: 124, n. 23 1 . According to Roerich (1976: 1073) Chos-lun
corresponds to sPos-khari, near Gyantse.
120. Wvlie, 1962: l 12.
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standard was commissioned by the same prince following a vision
and was executed in Chinese styleI2'.In Fact Tibetan tradition attributed the prototype of the image of Vaisravana to an artist from
lJan, or 1Jan-mo, a district in Li-than, eastern Tibet, who produced
it during the war between Tibet and China, when the god, surrounded by his retinue of eight horsemen, led the Tibetan troops to
victory122.
According to another tradition Padmasambhava himself
evoked the god rNam-sras of the blue lion (on whom see chapel
1/17 in Chapter Three) and his eight fellow knights, and had them
painted on the banners. Then he made his camp at Gyer-ma-than
(or g.Yar-mo-than) in KhamsIZ3.This tradition seems to be a legendary version of the same episode, which links the Tibetan iconography of Vaisravana with eastern Tibet and with a period,
799-803, when Tibetan forces were continuously fighting the Chinese 124.
Originally a yaksa in the Hindu tradition, Vaisravana became
the protecting deity of Khotan, and the kings of that city-state were
supposed to be descending from him. His connection with Khotan
may explain why he came to be regarded as the Guardian King of
the north in both Indian and Tibetan Buddhist tradition 12'. Vaisravana, along with his other fellow Guardian Kings, was very p o p lar all over Central Asia, and images of the Four Guardian Kings
were found at Dunhuang12hnd KharakhotoI2'. The iconographic
tradition of these cycles was inherited at Gyantse, where beautiful
paintings of the Four Guardian Kings were painted on the western
wall of the gNas-brtan-lha-khan on the first floor of the gTsug-lagkhan. One of the Eight Masters of the Horses, namely Gan-ba-bzaripo, was supposed to be the divine ruler of Mount gNod-sbyin-ganbzan (meaning y a k ~ a Gan-ba-bzan-po)1 2 * . Kun-dga' 'Phags-pa
121. Dagvab, 1977, 1: 36.
122. Tucci, 1949: 574, 643, 734.
123. fbidenl: 643, 734-735.
124. Richardson, 1985: 85.
125. Snellgrove, 1987: 334.
126. Bussagli, 1963: 116; Stein, 1982: pls. 99-100.
127. Karmav, 1975: 38, fig. 20.
128. Nebesky-Wojko\\,itr,1975: 6 9 , 203, 2 7 2 ,
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(1357- 14 12), Great Lord (bdag-po chen-po) of Gyantse and Prime
Minister (nan-che~z)
of Sa-skya, was regarded as an incarnation of
Gan-ba-bzan-poIzy. A 15th century gilded bronze portraying Ganba-bzan-po may have been produced in Gyantse during the rule of
that prince or shortly a f t e n v a r d ~ ' " ~ .
Although the iconographic origin of the Four Guardian Kings
may be Central AsianI3', their portraits in Central Asia and Tibet
~ ~at, least strongly influenced by Chiare stylistically C h i n e ~ e l or
nese style. They represent a meeting point of the Central Asian
tradition and of the Chinese traditionI3-'as exemplified by Chang
Sheng-wen's long handscroll of Buddhist images painted in the
period 1173-1176, where the Four Guardian Kings "look as if they
had been transmitted, without much change, from the Buddhist
art of the T'ang dynasty"134.It is quite significant that the earliest
known stone statue of Vaisravana in Tibet, at the entrance of
bSam-yas (PI. 6), and the earliest paintings portraying the god,
which were kept at Chos-lun Tshogs-pa, were both executed in
Chinese style, possibly at the end of the 8th century. The fact that
some elements in the attire of the Guardan Kings in Tibetan iconography appear to be of Iranian origin is likely to be due to the
penetration of Western motifs from Persia, first during the Tang
dynasty, and possibly later, under the Mongol rule. From
U-rgyan-pa (1230-1309), we know in fact that the door-keepers of
Qubilai Khan's palace at Shangtu were from Ta-zig (a Tibetan corruption of the name Tajik, by which Persia and the Persians were
know to ti bet an^)'^^. That circumstance ought not to surprise,
since the Mongols established an empire in that area under
Hulagu during the mid-13th century and Chinese scholars were at

129. Tucci, 1949: 665.
130. Karma!, 1975: 95-96, pl. 68.
131. Tucci, 1949: 572-579; cf. the discussion under chapel 1/17 in Chapter

Three.
132.
133.
134.
135.

Karma?, 1975: 103.
Bussagli, 1963: 1 16.
Cahill, 1977: 51-52.
T~lcci,1949: 159.
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the capital, Tabriz, in the early 14th c e n t ~ r y " ~But
. the Iranian
motifs were expressed in Chinese terms, as is apparent from the
examples produced in Tibet during the Yuan period, both in painting"' and in statuary, for example in the Jo-khan at Lhasa, where
the four almost lifesize Guardian Kings standing on the right and
left of the entrance-hall are exact copies of statues made by Chinese artists in China, possibly during that period13s.That by the
15th century the iconographic tradition of the Four Guardian
Kings had become bound to Chinese models is also proved by the
drawings copied by the Newar painter Jivarama somewhere in
southern Tibet in 143513', which are in Chinese style.

The so-called Khotanese style
The role played by Khotan in Tibetan art seems to be virtually
limited to the monarchic period, when Khotanese artists were
summoned by Khri-lde-srori-brtsan and Ral-pa-can to build the
two nine-storied temples mentioned above I4O. Khotan and other
Central Asian city-states were controlled by Tibetans for periods
from c. 665 to 851 1 4 ' , and in 866 their last forts in the northern
Tarim basin and Dzungaria were captured by the U i g h ~ r s ' ~ * .
Although Tibetans may have later succeeded in raising an effective, however occasional, barrier between Khotan and the Chinese
court until 938, it appears that in the second half of the 9th century only bits and pieces of the once powerful Tibetan empire
remained under Tibetan control. In the following century Khotan
started undergoing the onslaught of Muslim invaders and
Buddhism lost its cultural and political prestige. After 97 1 no

136. Gray, 1977: 25.
137. Beguin, 1977: 13; 117, fig. 88.
138. Dagyab, 1977, 1: 36; Liu Yisi, 1957: pls. 56-58; Richardson, 1977:
176-177, Fig. 6; Jisl, n.d.: pl. 61; Sis and Vanii, n.d.: pl. 132.
139. Lowry, 1977: 103, 112, figs. A2-A3, A30.
140. Karmay, 1975: 5 ; sBa, 1961: 71-72.
141. Beckwith, 1987: 34, 171.
142. Ibidem: 17 1 - 172.
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Buddhist monks are mentioned as Khotanese envoys to the Chinese court. By 1006 Khotan was held by a Muslim Turkish dynasty
Marco Polo, who visited
and the population converted to Islam 143.
the town between 127 1 and 1275, could write that the Khotanese
were all worshippers of M a h ~ m e t ' By
~ ~ then
.
almost every recollection of Khotan as a Buddhist centre had been lost in Tibet and
the Tibetan word for Khotan, "Li", as attested in documents of the
monarchic period, was often referred to the Nepal Valley, to which
the Tibetans transferred several Khotanese legends'45.
The expression Li-lugs, literally meaning Khotanese style, is
found in an inscription copied by Tucci in a chapel devoted to
A m i t a y ~ sin
' ~ an
~ ancient temple at a site known today as Iwang,
which is referred to as g.Ye-dmar in the Myan-chunI4', south of
Gyantse. The style of the paintings corresponding to the inscription is thus contrasted to that of the paintings in the central chapel
of the same temple, which are described as being executed in the
rGya-gar lugs, namely in Indian style '48.The temple is an undoubtedly ancient foundation, as is proved by the presence of the reversed gi-gug vowel sign in the inscription there 14y.
It was certainly
built before the Kashmirian scholar Saky&ri arrived in Tibet in
120414', although probably not before Atisa's arrival in 1042. However, no Khotanese Buddhist art seems to have been produced
after the Muslim final conquest of Khotan and the latest specimens of Central Asian Buddhist art which may be regarded as
"Khotanese" were in fact produced at sites much farther east,
such as Bazaklik, east of Turfan, on the northern branch of the Silk
Route, in the late 9th or early 10th century'51.They are painted in

143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.

Stein, 1975: 180.
Stein, 1975: 183; Ponchiroli, 1979: 43.
Snellgrove, 1987: 366, 41 7.
Tucci, 1941b: 8.
Tucci, 1941a: 63, 134; cf. M~ari-chuil,1983: 68-69.
Tucci, 1941b: 8.
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Ibidcirz: 134, n . 1 .
Bussagli, 1963: 102, 109.
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a different style to the one found in the Amitayus chapel I s 2 and are
closer to the style to be found at Dunhuang, an area which
Tibetans called bDe-blon-risl", farther east, where Chinese influence prevailed.
Although the images in the Amitayus chapel at Iwangis4are
undoubtedly old, some of them1" seem to relate stylistically to
paintings executed in Central Asia in a manner which is strongly
reminiscent of the Pala style, as found in the Tangut kingdom of
Xixia (Hsi-hsia, 1035-1277), known to Tibetans as Mi-fiag. In fact
one of them is very similar to another one portraying the Buddha
in the central chapel, which is supposedly painted in the Indian
style1". On the other hand the statues in both chapels betray
strong Chinese influence, besides Central Asian influenceis7.But
again they cannot be related to the Khotanese style proper for
both historical and stylistic reasons. Indeed the prominently
square chin characterizing some of these imagesis8points to a different Central Asian style, as well as to specific racial traits, such
as those of some eastern Tibetan tribes, like the Na-khis, who live
in the area known to Tibetans as 1Jan-mo. That region was part of
the Tibetan empire and is mentioned as 1Jan-mo in historical records relating events of the period of Khri-sron-lde-brtsan. Prominently square chins appear both in religious paintingsisyand in
human typesI6O in that area.
The posture, gesture and style of some painted attendant
bodhisattva figures of the Amitayus chapel at IwangIhi are closely
related to those of a group of Tibetan painted scrollsi62which
152. Tucci, 1941c: figs. 49, 51-53.
153. Snellgrove, 1987: 410, n. 58.
154. Tucci, 1941b: 139-140.
155. Tucci, 1 9 4 1 ~figs.
:
51-53.
156. Ibidem: figs. 45 and 53.
157. Tucci, 1941a: 137, 139-140; 1941c: fig. 50.
158. Tucci, 1 9 4 1 ~figs.
:
46-52.
159. Rock, 1972: pls. XXX, XXXV, XXXIX-XLV, XLVII-XLIX.
160. Rock, 1963: passirn; 1972: pl. LI.
161. Tucci, 1 9 4 1 ~fig.
: 51.
162. Tucci, 1949: pl. E; Beguin, 1977: 74-75, fig. 20; Snellgro\c, 1978: 342.
fig. 266; Pal, 1969: 49, fig. 1 ; Pal, 1984: pls. 7-10; Pathnk, 1986. pls 5- 1 1 .
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seem to represent a Central Asian version of the Pala style, to
which the appellation of "international Pala style" may be suitablv
applied. This style is apparent in paintings found in Kharakhoto,
the ancient Edzine, a border town in the kingdom of Xixia, some
50 miles north-east of DunhuangI6'. There we find the same t-vpe of
prominently square chin characterizing the images executed in
the "Li" style at IwangIh4.Thus it may be suggested that the Central Asian influence in Tibetan art after the I 1 th century came no
longer from Khotan, but from the Tibetanized state of Xixia,
which had already been a haven for Tibetan Buddhists after the fall
of the Tibetan monarchy until the 10th centuryIh5.
The Tangut state was founded by a people formed by a mixture
of Tibetan and Turco-Mongol elements in present-day Gansu, and
included the important site of Dunhuang, which had been controlled by Tibetans until 85 1 and where a colony of Tibetans must
have been residing until later, since documents written in Tibetan
and referring to events of the 10th century were found thereIM.
Tibetans have always had connections with that area, and 200,000
of them stil live in a Tibetan district which is part of the province
of Gansu. In 1226, when Jingis Khan took Kharakhoto with great
slaughter, there was apparently a strong Tibetan garrison to defend
itIh7.Six monks of the 'Bri-gun-pa school of the bKal-brgyrcd-pa
order led by Dun-khur-ba of gTsan (southern Tibet), a pupil of
Rin-po-che (1 123-1193), were in Xixia in 1222Ibe.In 1255-1256 the
2nd Kamza-pa ~ w a - r ? a(Black
~
Hat) incarnation, Karma PakSi
(1 206-1283), travelled to XixialhYand founded a monastery on the
Hor Mi-iiag border170.The fact that Buddhism survived in that area
after Jingis Khan's terrible massacre, which left only ten percent

an

163. Beguin, 1977: 78-79; 81, figs. 22-23; Snellgrove, 1987: 361.
164. Cf. in particular Beguin, 1977: 8 1 , fig. 23 (reproduced also in Karma?:
1975: 18, Fig. 7) with Tucci, 1 9 4 1 ~fig.
: 51.
165. Roerich, 1976: xvii-sviii; Snellgrove, 1987: 464.
166. Karmay, 1975: 12.
167. Ihidenr: 42.
168. Ibidrrli.
169. Tliinlev, 1980: 49-50.
170. Richardson. 1958: 143.
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of the population alive, is confirmed by Marco Polo, who noticed
the presence of Buddhist and Christian communities besides
Muslim ones, not only at Suchou and at Kanchou, which was then
the capital of the Tangut province, but also at Kharakhoto itselft7'.
Furthermore, seventy years after the fall of Xixia, a re-edition of
the entire Xixia Buddhist Canon was carried out under the orders
of the Mongol emperor Qubilai Khan172.
at Kharakhoto, like that of Dunhuang and
The art
Khotan, shows the co-existence of two different styles, which
never seem to have merged: Chinese and Indian, whether of
Newar, Tibetan or other Central Asian origin'73. The ultimately
Pala origin of this seems to justify the appellation of "international
Pala style" which has been suggested above and which applies well
to images such as the stucco ~ a k ~ a m u and
n i attendant bodhisattvas found in ancient Buddhist cave temples at Madisi (Ma-ti-ssu),
south of Kanchou, in Gansu, published by Stein'74.That probably
applies also to the statue of Maitreya made in "Li-yul" wich was
presented in the 10th century to Gar-ma Yon-tan-g.yuri-drun by
Rab-gsal of gTsari, the teacher of Klu-mes-'br~rn-churi~~~.
On the
other hand any Central Asian images which may have found their
way to Tibet after the fall of Khotan and before that of Xixia were
produced in a style which, strictly speaking, could no longer be
called Khotanese. Since the expression Li-lugs found in the early
inscription at Iwang cannot refer to Khotan for obvious chronological reasons, and the style of the actual images has nothing of
specifically Khotanese, it becomes more and more apparent that
the term "Li", having lost its geographical connotation by the 12th
century, could be used also with the general meaning of "Central
Asian", as in these paintings at Iwang, where the stylistic source
could only be Xixia or some other neighbouring area in northeastern Tibet, certainly not Khotan. Many masters from Xixia are
171. Ponchiroli, 1979: 50-52.
172. Karmav, 1975: 35.
173. Cf. Beguin, 1977: 77 ("indo-tibktain")with Kannay, 1975: 12 ("TibetoNepalese ").
174. Stein, 1982: fig. 1 15.
175. Tucci. 1949: 563.
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referred to in the Blue Annals, the most famous being the translator from Mi-iiag, Buddhakirti. In 1227 the descendants of the
royal family of Xixia found shelter in southern Tibet and at
rins they founded a dynasty176.
Although the presence of a Central Asian style at Iwang and at
gNas-gsar (north-west of Gyantse) ' 7 7 seems to imply that Tangut o r
other Central Asian artists, o r even Tibetan artists educated in that
style, imported it to southern Tibet, it should be pointed out that
as early as 836 the Pala-Sena style in its Newar expression had
been carried to Xixia by ti bet an^'^^. This kind of transmission may
have been renewed at a later period, from the 13th century onwards, when the Newar manner was fully absorbed by Tibetan
artists. Even after the fall of the Tangut kingdom, the Newar manner may have penetrated to Xixia with the foundation of new
estabmonasteries such as that of 'Phrul-snan-sprul-pa'i-lha-khan
lished on the Hor Mi-iiag border by the bKa'-brgyud-pas, to which
reference has already been made. But in the main the Central
Asian style which is regarded as Indo-Tibetan o r Tibeto-Newar represents a common Indian Buddhist heritage which was transmitted from Bengal to the Nepal Valley and from Kashmir to Central Asia and Western Tibet

am-

The sthaviras a n d their representation

Not far from Iwang on the way to Gyantse, about half a kilometre down the valley after crossing the village of Samada, there is
a monastery known as 'Dre-gun ('Bras-khud in the Myan-chun),
whose mgon-khaiz was the earliest surviving part at the time of
Tucci's visit there. It was devoted to Gur-mgon, the protector of
the Sa-skya-pa school; and the artists who portrayed the terrific

176.
177.
178.
179.

Tucci, 1949: 164. 631.
Ihideln: 201 ; 203, fig. 78.
Karma: 1975: 13.
Cf. Snellgrove and Skorupski, 1977: 64, n. 35.
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deities belonging to his retinue followed very closely Central Asian
models of Chinese inspiration, or rather purely Chinese models
both in drawing and in colouring, especially in the figures of a
Chinese master, perhaps Hwa-san, of a horse and of a lioni8".
But as a rule the Chinese manner is found in certain fixed cycles,
such as the group of the Four Guardian Kings (dikpala; rgyal-chen
sde-bii) which in Tibet was always bound with the Chinese stylistic
pattern, and the cycle of the sthaviras (gnus-brtan), which wa.s generally represented after the Chinese manner, the models being
taken, according to Tibetan tradition, from the Tang periodIs1.
Even though the cycle of the sthaviras may have partially derived
from Central Asian sources'82,its inspiration came from China, its
models remained Chinese and its representation was always conceived in the Chinese manner.
According to Tibetan historical sources the ten men who contributed to the survival of Buddhism in Tibet in the second half of
the 9th century and during the following century brought some
painted scrolls portraying the sthaviras from mDo-smad (Qinghai)
into Tibet properIs3. When Klu-mes-'brom-churi visited China, he
had a set of eighteen scrolls painted, which included the Buddha,
the kalyanamitra Dharmatala and the Chinese Buddhist Hwashang besides the sixteen sthaviras of Indian tradition. Klu-mes
copied the whole cycle from a set of statues which were kept in a
temple there. Although no information is to be found in China
concerning the two supplementary figures of Dharmatala and
Hwa-shang, it should be pointed out that the iconography of the
former is inspired by the "Maitreya of the big belly" of popular
Chinese B u d d h i ~ m ' ~while
~ , Dharmatala's iconographic type is
found in Chinese portraiture, for instance in a famous picture of
the Song dynasty which represents the Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang
(Hsiian-tsang) in the same dress and attitudeIx5.Indeed Tibetans
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.

Tucci, 1941a: 122-123, 131-132; 1 9 4 1 ~figs.
:
34-35.
Tucci, 1949: 199, 557, 563.
See the first section of Chapter- Five.
Tucci, 1949: 556.
Ibidenl: 557.
Ihidenl: 56 1 .
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may have been acquainted with the pictorial cycle of the sthaviras
issued from the school of Guan Xiu (Kuan Hsiu, 832-916) and later
from that of Li Longmian (Li Lung-mien, c. 1040-1 106)IH6.
Klu-mes-'brom-chun took his set of scrolls to Tibet and
housed it in the monastery of Brag Yer-pa1", a meditation centre
founded during the reign of Khri-sron-lde-brtsan in a pleasant valley some 20 kilometres north-east of Lhasa, where Klu-mes and his
disciples erected a temple in 101 1 or 1020'RR.
This early 1 1th century cycle of sthaviras spread to other parts of Tibet: Se sPyil-buba, a dge-bses of the bKal-gdams-pa order, took as his models the
paintings at Brag Yer-pa to commission another set of sthaviras.
On the other hand dBan-phyug-brtson-grus, a dpon-chen (regent)
of the Sa-skya principality, commissioned a set of statues of the
sthaviras and the Buddha which was copied from a set belonging
to the emperor of ChinaIsy. This must have occurred after 1249,
when the abbots of Sa-skya were appointed viceroys of a substantial part of southern Tibet by the Mongols, an appointment which
was confirmed when the 7th abbot, 'Phags-pa Blo-gros-rgyalmtshan, received the title of ti-Sri from Qubilai Khan.
An interesting set of fine and extremely expressive statues of
the sthaviras in Chinese style was found by Tuccil"O at the monastery of Nor-bu'i-khyun-rtse, which was controlled bv the princes of
Gyantse. Tibetan artists continued to copy traditional Chinese images of the sthaviras as is apparent from three paintings belonging
to a set of scrolls executed during the Yuan period, now at the Los
Angeles County Museum1y1,and from other paintings found at
Zhigatse and belonging to the early 15th centuryIq2,that is to the
period in which the monuments studied in this book were erected
at Gyantse. That bv then the iconography of the sthavirus had be-

Tucci, 1949: 563.
Ibidem: 556.
Roerich. 1976: 74.
Dagyab, 1977, 1 : 62.
Tucci, 1949: 206-207, figs. 87-89.
191. Bcguin, 1977: 76-77; 1 16, figs. 84-86; Pal. 1984: pls. 56-57
192. Beguin, 1977: 112; 1 1 5-1 16, fig. 83; Pal, 1984: pl. 58.
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come fixed in its prevalently Chinese form is proved by the drawings in the sketchbook produced by the Newar painter Jivarama in
1435, of which mention has already been madeIy3.

Mongol contacts and Ming influences
The strong bonds which were established in the 13th century
between the Mongol (Yuan) dynasty, which ruled China from 1279
to 1368, and the representatives of the various Tibetan monastic
orders were of paramount importance in the development of both
Tibetan and Chinese Buddhist art. Mention has been made of the
Newar sculptor and painter Aniko, who worked in Tibet from 1260
to 1265, was then invited by the emperor to China, and eventually
became the general director of all metal-works and later supervisor of the imperial manufacturers at the Mongol court. Tibetan
works of art, hitherto produced mainly in Newar style, started
reaching the Mongol court, sometimes by order of the emperors,
and apparently a Mongol emperor sent to Tibet for images of the
goddess Guanyin in the 14th century'". On the other hand Chinese works of art were sent to Tibet as gifts from the emperors,
and Yuan statues were noticed by Tucci at Sa-skyaIy5.At the beginning of the 14th century a team of skilled artists (bzo-bo mkhas-pabo) from ~ a rGya-hor-gyi
r
yu1196,"the land of the Mongols of eastern China" (namety the Yuan dynasty) "', were summoned to build
and decorate the gSer-khan temple at ~ w a - l uwhich
,
Tucci regards
as a very important temple for the history of Tibetan painting"'.
Its roofs are covered with glazed blue tiles, and the topmost cen-

193. Lowly, 1977: 1 13-116, Figs. A3 I-A40.
194. Sarkozi, 1978: 395.
195. Tucci, 1949: 172.
196. Myail-cliuii, 1983: 168. On the rGya-hor people, in modern Qinghai, see
Wvlie (1962: 112; 200, n. 812) and Nebesky-Wojkovitz (1975: 442, 470). In the context of the construction of ~ w a - l uit mav bc also under-stood as "Mongol (namely
Yuan) Chinese".
197. Vitali, 1990: 155.
198. Tucci, 1949: 177.
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tral ridge-pole is covered with square panels bearing floral patterns, fruits, animals and deities in relief, and decorated with
mythological animals in bright enamel in Chinese style. Chinese
models were closely followed in a statue standing in the rngonkhan, portraying possibly a bodhisattva figure. The Chinese manner co-exists with the predominantly Newar style in the wall paintings of the deambulation corridors around the tshogs-khan on the
ground floor and around the Prajfiaparamita temple on the first
floor.'91
During the same period, the lord (dpon) dGa'-bde-mgon-po,
the second son of the myriarch of the Tshal principality, went
seven times to the Mongol court in China on behalf of his monastery, Tshal Gun-than, located on the left bank of the sKyid-chu river,
nearly in front of Brag Yer-pa. This foundation was established in
1 175 by Tshal-ba Bla-ma an-brt~on-~ra~s who, in 1187, built the
monastery and started the construction of a four-storev stupa
(gtsug-lag-khan-dun 'burn-po-che'i ban-rinz b ~ i ) ~ which
O ~ , was completed by his successor20'.With the avail of many skilful Chinese
artists, dGal-bde-mgon-pomade a great number of stupas and images, besides establishing a printing press which was one of the
earliest, if not the first, in Tibetzo2.This myriarch seems to be the
same khri-dpon who opposed Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan
( 1 302-1364) when the latter was in his twenties20', and is probablv
the same as the Tshal-pa khri-dpon who is often mentioned as a
donor in the guide to the Jo-khan in Lhasa204.The works commissioned by the Tshal-pa khri-dpon in the Jo-khan at Lhasa were
executed in Chinese style and include the statue of the Buddha called
Sans-rgyas-mthon-ba-don-yod
and of Sron-brtsan-sgam-powith his
Newar and Chinese queens205.It should be pointed out that the

199. Tucci, 1949: 177-178, figs. 19-2 1 .
200. Sum-pa mKhan-po, 1984, 2: 159.
201. Ferrari, 1958: 106, n . 105.
202. Tucci, 1949: 629-630.
203. Shakabpa, 1984: 74-76.
204. Tucci, 1949: 688, n. 121.

205. Dagvab, 1977, 1 : 36; Jisl, n.d.: pi. 60; Sis and VaniS, n.d.: pi. 133;
Richal-dson, 1477: 172, fig. 4.
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latter is not the only set of images of Sron-brtsan-sgam-po and his
two foreign queens to be found in the Jo-khan. In fact that set may
be based on an older one said to be kept in the underground cells
of that templezo6.Other known sets are in chapel 11 on the ground
floor and in chapel 1 on the first floorzo7.
dGal-bde's youngest son, sMon-lam-rdo-j e , founded and embellished a number of religious buildings, including the Jo-khan at
Lhasa. He built the dome in Chinese style at the site of Brag-lhaklu-phug, a shrine enclosing a cave sacred to the nagas, situated
on the side of the l C a g s - p ~ - r iThis
~ ~ ~may
.
have taken place in the
second quarter of the 14th century, before 1351 when he invited
Bu-ston to Tshal Gun-than for the consecration of the bKal1gy~fr20y.
By the 15th century also the bKat-brgyud-pa order had established strong ties with the Chinese court, and images were
exchanged between the emperor Chengzu and the representatives
of both the Sa-skya-pa order and the various bKal-brgyud-pa
schools. In 1402 Chos-dpal-rgyal-mtshan, who belonged to the
Glin-tshan branch of the bKal-brgyud-pa order, sent images to
Chengzu (Yongle), and the following year the 5th Black Hat incarnation of the Karma-pa school, De-bzin-bsegs-pa (1384- 1415) was
invited to China. In 1406, before travelling there, he sent envoys
with presents of images for the emperor2I0.A large scroll measuring some 15 metres in length and 75 cm in height, with inscriptions in Chinese, Tibetan, Arabic, Mongol and Uighur, was painted
in the "meticulously elegant Ming
to record the miracles
performed by De-bzin-bsegs-pa during the ensuing visit. This
painting was kept at mTshur-phu, the seat of the .&la-nag Karmapas, where it was photographed ad studied by Richardson in 1949.
Ming works of art such as that, or such as the Buddhist images
which were included among the presents given to the 5th
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
2 1 1.

Richardson, 1977: 178-179, fig. 8; Jisl, n.d.: pls. 54-57
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Karma-pa on his departure from Nanjing in 140B2I2,started exerting an influence upon Tibetan artists from the time sMan-than-pa
founded the Tibetan national style during the first half of the same
century.
In 1407 the 5th Phag-mo-gru-pa ruler, the chos-rgyal ( d h a m a raja) of sNe'u-gdon, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, sent copper images
and paintings to the emperor Chengzu2I3.Even the founder of the
dGe-lugs-pa order, Blo-bzan-grags-pa,better known as Tson-kha-pa
(1 357- 1419), was invited by Chengzu to the imperial court in 1408:
he declined the invitation, but sent images to him. In reply to a
second invitation, in 1414 he sent an envoy, sakya-ye-~es
(135417-1435). The latter arrived in Nanjing in 14 15 and received
images and texts from the emperor upon his departure from China
the following year. In 14 17 envoys from ~ a k ~ a - ~ e arrived
- s e s at the
imperial court with horses for Chengzu and were given images in
return 2 1 4 .
In 1412, 1417 and 1419, he was welcomed by dignitaries of
Sa-skya at the palace of Gyantse216.That this master, who received
the title of Theg-chen chos-kyi rgyal-po (Mahayanadhamaraja)
from the emperor Chengzu2", was a great Sa-skya-pa authority of
the time and that he had a privileged relationship with the princes
of Gyantse, is also suggested by the fact that two lifesize portraits
of him are found at Gyantse: a statue in the Lam-'bras-lha-khan,
built on the upper floor of the gTsug-lag-khan the very year of his
death, in 1425; and a painting in chapel 412 of the SKU-'bum.
The strong ties of Tibetan orders, particularly Sa-skya-pa and
bKa'-brgyud-pa, with the Ming court during the Yongle period
(1403-1424) would be sufficient by themselves to account for the
presence of the Chinese stylistic elements found in the SKU-'bum
and in the gNas-brtan-lha-khan, not only in the cycles of the
sthaviras and Guardian Kings, which are traditionally portrayed
212. Karmay, 1975: 76-77.

2 13. Ibidetn: 98-99.
214. Ibidem: 81-82.
2 15. Ihidet?l: 79-80,

2 16. Tucci, 1949: 666.
2 1 7 . Rnerich. 1976: 215.
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after the Chinese fashion, but also in the details of several wall
paintings in the SKU-'bum.The artists who worked at Gyantse may
have been influenced also by the Chinese stylistic suggestions to
be found in previous sku-'bums. Tucci noticed a Chinese influence
..
of the cycle of Vaisravana in the second chapel
in some mandalas
on the ground floor of the sku-'bun7 at rGyan, in the 1Ha-rtse area,
which was controlled by the princes of Gyantse218.He also noticed
undeniable Chinese influence in the second chapel on the second
floor, whose paintings showed to which extent Tibetan painters
were "capable of assimilating the spirit of the Chinese schools",
not only in the architectural elements, such as those of Amitabha's
paradise, but also in the "apparel, ornaments, chariots, pageants,
small trees, choirs of praying figures", as well as in the softness of
figures, which were "slender and light, enveloped in rich gilded
draperies"219,
Chinese stylistic elements could be found also in the sku-'bum
(1292- 136 1) on the
of Jo-mo-nan, founded by ~es-rab-rgyal-mtshan
bank of the gTsan-po river, north-east of 1Ha-rtsez20,which was
severely damaged during the Cultural Revolution, its wall paint~'.
mention should be made
ings being beyond r e s t ~ r a t i o n ~Finally
of the Chinese style wall paintings in the corridors of the sku-'bum
at Byams-pa-glinzz2,built by Chos-rje bSod-nams-rnam-parrgyal-ba ( 1401- 1075) and by Vanaratna's interpreter, Lo-chen
bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho (1424- 1482)223, on the premises of the dGelugs-pa monastery of Byams-pa-glin in Grwa (or Gra), southern
The conTibet, founded in 1472 by Thu-mi lHun-grub-bkra-si~22~.
struction of this bkra-Sis sgo-man mchod-rten, measuring 32.5
fathoms ('dom) in height and 22 in width, seems to be largely due

218. Tucci, 1949: 184.
2 19. Tucci, 1949: 186- 189, figs. 44-48.
220. A painter from Jo-nan, dKon-rnchog-bzan-po, worked extensively in the
SKU-'bum at Gyantse (though not in chapels showing a particular Chinese influence) as is revealed by the inscriptions there (Tucci, 1941b: 29, 53, 1 14, 12 1-122).
221. Dowman, 1988: 279.
222. Tucci, 1952: 126.
223. Roerich, 1976: 806, 824, 835.
224. Ferrari, 1958: 133, n. 322.
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to bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho, who completed the sttipa in eighteen
months and the 57 span high Maitreya inside it in fourteen
monthszz5.It was said to be the most famous of all dl~annacakru
stupas in Tibetzz"and was apparently destroyed during the Cultural Revolution.
Chinese influence is manifest also in ancient buildings in the
Gyantse area, for example in the main hall (tshogs-khun) of the
monastery of sPos-khan (or sPos-tshogs-chos-sde),in a valley east
of the Myan-chu, on the road from Gyantse to Zhigatse. The monastery was founded in 12 13 by Byan-chub-dpal-bzan-po,a disciple
of ~ 2 k ~ a hwho
- i ~ is portrayed in chapel 4/10 in the SKU-'bumat
Gyantse, and was subsequently decorated by the chos-rgyul Rabbrtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa. On the left wall of the main hall several
deities surround an eleven-headed form of Avalokitesvara, "standing out in delicate colours against a brown background", in the
middle of fluttering clouds. The style of the painter mentioned in
the inscription, dGe-legs-bses-gfien, was inspired bv Chinese
modelsz2'.
The presence of Chinese stylistic elements at Gyantse should
not mislead into overseeing the overwhelming predominance of
the Newar style in the SKU-'bumand gTsug-lag-khan, where Chinese influence is generally confined to precise iconographic
themes, such as the related cycles of the sthatiras and Guardian
Kings. In fact the exchanges of art works between Tibet and China
created a particular situation, whereby eventually Newar influence reached the Chinese court and affected the production of
Buddhist art works there from the second half of the 13th until the
early 16th century. We have seen that Newar influence upon the
Buddhist art of China started with Aniko, the great Newar sculptor
and painter who worked at the Mongol court from 1265 until his
death, in 130622?Some Buddhist statues and paintings produced
during the Yuan period in China seem to belong to the stylistic

225. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
96 1 .
226. Sum-pa niKhan-po, 1984, 2: 320.
227. 'Tucci, 1949: 204-205, fig. 83.
228. Cf. Lo Bue. 1985: 265.
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tradition founded by him22'. Newar features are obvious in a group
of images bearing the marks of the Yongle period, which have
been studied in some detail by Karmayz3".One may assume that
the statues presented by Chengzu to the Tibetan monks were of the
same style and materials as the large Amitayus now kept in Tibet
House, New Delhi, bearing an inscription stating that is was presented to the "rulers of Tibet", a reference perhaps to the Phagmo-gru-pa dynasty which in the early 15th century deprived the
Sa-skya-pas of all political power in southern Tibetz3'. These images, along with the woodcuts produced for the 1410 edition of the
bKa'-'gytlr in Beijing, show that some artists working in China during the Yongle period closely followed the contemporary Tibetan
style as represented by the artistic monuments at Gyantse, a style
which was still heavily influenced by Newar art232.Direct Newar
influence upon Buddhist images produced in China during the
Ming period is obvious in a group of painted scrolls bearing dates
ranging from 1474 to 1513233and confirms the important role
played by Newar artists not only in Central Asia but also in China,
well after the period under consideration.

229. Karmay, 1975: 2 1-22, fig. 1 1 ; Uhlig, 1976: 34-35; Schroeder, 1981:
428-429, fig. 1 12F.
230. Karmav, 1975: 83-97.
231. Ibiderw: 72, 83.
232. Ibideni: 84.
233. Lowry, 1973: 306; Rcguin, 1981: 52-54. pl. 3 2

Chapter Two

THE SKU-'BUM OF GYANTSE

2.1. The historical and artistic role of the Gyantse dynasty
A detailed analysis of the chronology of the monuments at
Gyantse and its area is of crucial importance to establish a historical framework to enable the dating of southern and central
Tibetan paintings and sculptures, of which few dated examples are
known to exist. This is even more necessary because stylistic
analysis alone is often misleading, owing to the persistence of
styles dictated by iconographic tradition and iconometric canonical rules, as well as by the artists' habit of copying earlier images.
The starting point of the present analysis will be the earliest
known contemporary text dealing with the Gyantse dynasty, the
Dad-pa'i lo-thog rgyas-bved dnos-grub-kvi char-'bebs (henceforth:
Char-'bebs), which was translated by Tucci and partially included
in his monumental Tibetan Painted Scrolls under the title "From
the Chronicles of Gyantse"'. This historical text was written in
praise of the princes of Gyantse between 1479 and 1481 bv a
monk, 'Jigs-med-grags-pa, at Nor-bu-khyuri-rtse which, according
to the author himself, "was like a second roval palaceM2.
This site,

1 . Tucci, 1949: 662-670. Tucci's translation has been compared wilh the
rG!'al-rise ~ ~ h o s - r g ~ niatn-par
w l - ~ ~ ~ i[bar-pa dad-pa'i lo-[hog dnos-grub-kyi char-'bebs,a
manuscript in the Tucri Fund at IsMEO, kindly provided by Prof. Petech, which
contains more information than the text translated by Tucci.
2 . Tucci. 1949: 669.
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located as it was on the left bank of the river Myan (or an) at a
strategic point of the Gyantse-Zhigatse road, was often disputed on
account of its important position3.
The clan of rGyal-mkhar-rtse (Peak of the Victory Castle), the
full name of Gyantse (rGyal-rtse), descended from upper Khams4
and thus boasted eastern Tibetan origins. The true founder of the
Gyantse dynasty, dPal-ldan-bzan-po (sometimes shortened in dPalbzan; 1318-1370), was the son of an officer of the princes of ~ w a lu, a dynasty of Sa-skya-pa allegiance. At the age of about thirteen,
dPal-ldan-bzan-powent to 1Dan-yu15to learn the scriptures according to the lDan system. This may have been a local r ~ i n - m a - p a
school, since we know from the Blue Annals that in the second
half of the 14th century a monk known as Byan-sems-bsod-namsblo-gros, expert in the sGn-thig doctrine, took up residence at a
hermitage in 1Dan-yulh. dPal-ldan-bzan-po liked the place and
around 1331 he built a dwelling there7, the first in a series of
buildings erected by him and his successors in Myan. After starting
his career at the monastery of Sa-skya, where he was at first secretary at the b ~ i - t h o gpalace, dPal-ldan-bzah-po invited 'Phags-pa
rGyal-ba, a great master of the dPyal family, to consecrate the
dwelling he had built in 1Dan-yul. On that occasion he took the
upasaka vows and the name of his master, and was known from
that time on as 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po.
In 1343, after leading two military campaigns on behalf of his
Sa-kya-pa masters in the 1Ho-brag area, north and north-west of
present-day Bhutan, 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po founded the

3. Tucci, 1941a: 68; 1949: 206.
4. Tucci, 1949: 646, 662.
5. According to the 5th Dalai Lama, 1Dan-yul (or 1Han-w1) is near d ~ u l - c h u .
a place in upper Myari an-stod) that Tucci identifies with A-rmo-'dul-chun (or
'Dul-chun, sometimes 'Dul-byun; Drojung-Dzong on maps), which however; according to the Mvan-chu,i, is located in central Myan an-bar) (Tucci, 1949: 662; 702,
n. 739; Tucci, 1941a: 67, n. 2).
6. Roerich, 1976: 202.
7. It may be interesting to notice that the inscription of chapel 3,/1 in the
SKU-'bummentions that the donors of the paintings on the walls urer.ethe \,ogirls of
the rdzogs-pa chen-po, master and disciples, dwelling at t h e hcrlnitiqc of dCon-pa
IDan-yu1 (Tucci, 194 lb: 45).
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monastery of sol-lha-tsam, where the scholar Rin-chen-bsodnams-bzan-po resided8. Next he provided for a summer retreat for
the monastery of Chos-lun Tshogs-pa, founded in 1255'. That was
the seat of one of the Four Congregations following the teachings
a , which he proof the great Kashmirian scholar ~ a k ~ a i r i b h a d rfor
vided after his marriage with the dpon-mo Pad-ma, the daughter of
, 1350. Pad-mapsdowry consisted
the prince (sku-ian) of ~ w a - l uin
in the feud of 1Can-rapa place immediately west of Gyantse, on the
other side of the river Myan, with its temple and sacred objects.
These acquisitions substantially increased 'Phags-pa dPal-ldanbzan-pols power and prestige in the Gyantse area. In 1352, obviously with the aim of getting wider support from the local clergy,
which was not always of the Sa-skya-pa allegiance, he offered his
official support to the abbots of the Four Congregations'", namely
the monasteries of Chos-lun Tshogs, Tshogs-chen, dGe-'dun-sgan
and Bye-rdzin Tshogs". In the same year he apparently founded a
temple at 1Hun-grub-rdzonI2in Gam-pa, on the route leading directly from Zhigatse to GangtokI3.
In 1354 his younger brother, 'Phags-pa Rin-chen-pa, led a victorious campaign against the 1Ho-dun in 1Ho-brag and was appointed administrator of mDol-byun in upper Myan, by the 1Hakhan-chen-po of Sa-skya 14.
In the earth-dog year (1358), 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-posent
three envoys in the retinue of the 4th Black Hat Karma-pa hierarch, Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje (1340- 1383), who was leaving for China, to
ask permission to the last Mongol emperor Togon Temiir
( 1 333-1370; reg 1338-1368) to found a temple in the Sam-bu-rtse-

8. On this master see Chapter Three. He mav be the same as the translator of
school is mentioned in an inscription in chapel 218 of the SKU-'bum
(Tucci, 1941b: 33).
9. Tucci, 1949: 663; 702, n. 756.
10. Tucci, 1949: 663.
1 1 . Cf. g~on-nu-dpal,1984: 1248. See also chapel 411 0 and n. 274 in Chapter
Three.
12. Tucci. 1949: 663.
13. Tucci. 1941a: 50. CI. Tucci, 1952: map opposite p. 8.
14. Tucci. 1949: 702, n. 762. On dr;l'ul-chusee above, n. 5.
S O ~ - ~ Owhose
,
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dgu area, which was probably placed under direct imperial administration.
'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po also founded the first nucleus of
the dPal-'khor-bde-chen,the religious enclave where the SKU-'bum
was erected in the following century, and which later came to be
known as dPal-'khor-chos-sdeI5.This is revealed by an inscription
in the gTsug-lag-khan, the main temple in the enclave, stating that
the 125 images of the Bhadrakalpa cycle painted on the eastern
wall of the assembly-hall were commissioned by the chos-rgyal
(dharrnaraja) dPal-ldan-bzan-po16.Tucci translated the inscription,
noting that this was the grandfather of the builder of the SKU'bum, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa". The fact that elsewhere he
attributes the whole of the gTsug-lag-khan to 'Phags-pa dPal-ldanbzan-po is obviously a slip: Tucci was aware of the circumstance
that the main temple as it stands today was rebuilt with its extensions by Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa. This is confirmed by the
Myan-chun, a local historical guide from which Tucci drew much
valuable information for volume 4 of Indo-Tibetica, and which in a
recent printed edition has been attributed to the famous Tibetan
scholar Taranatha (1575-1634)". According to the Myan-chtln,
since the gTsug-lag-khan previously built was small in size (gTsuglag-khan sliar brtsigs-pa khyon chun 'dug-pas), in 14 19 Rab-brtankun-bzan 'Phags-pa renovated the main assembly-hall with fortyeight pillars (khyams ka-ba bii-bcu-ie-brgyad),and built the main
sanctuary (gandhaku(a) with eight great pillars (gtsaii-khali ka15. Tucci, 1941a: 147.
16. Tucci, 1941b: 8.
17. Ibidein: 136, n. 3.
18. Tucci, 1941a: 149.
19. The full title of the Mvaii-chrlil, Myail-?,lrl stod s r ~ a dbar. gslrril-g~.i;loii7tshar gtaitl-gyi legs-bsad m k h ~ s - ~ a'ilrg-izogs
'i
i c s hyu-ha hjlrgs-.w, may be translated as "The Ford of the Learned: the Elegant Writing of the Mat-vellous Account of
the Upper, Lower and Middle Countr? of Myan", sometimes spclt m an, a place
name covering a large part of gTsari, as far as bSani-sgrub-r-tse (Zhigatsc) (Tucci,
1941a: 42). The short title suggests the existence of a larger version, ,hl~~ar'i-chc~i~
(?),
which has not come to light so far, also bccause the dCc,-llrg.s-po go\~er.nrnc,ntstricci
to eradicate the recollection of the inclependcnt past of M!uii h! \i.irhd~a\ving as
many extant copies of the text as they could lay thcir hands on ('I'ucci. I Q . 1 1 ~ 1 : 41 )
for obvious political reasons.
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chen brgyad), an eastern and western extension with six pillars
each (glo-'bur Sar nub ka-ba drug re-daiz Idan-pa), and the
deambulation corridor (mdal-g.vab-kvi khor-vug) around the main
sanctuary on the ground floor20.
On the occasion of his wife's death, in 1359, 'Phags-pa dPalldan-bzan-po dedicated a statue of Tara made of silver in Indian
style. The following year he was appointed nun-chen (i.e. naii-soche~z-mo,seldom nun-so-chen-po), that is Prime Minister, at the
b ~ i - t h o gpalace of Sa-skya, and founded the temple of IHa-rgyaldkar-po in Phag-ri, the southernmost part of Tibet, between
present-day Bhutan and Sikkim, where he had previously fought.
In 1364, after a troublesome period during which he was kept
prisoner by a Phag-n~o-gru-pafaction for some time, one of his
envoys to the last Mongol emperor brought back gifts, the patent
of nan-chen and the permission to build the temple on the Sambu-rtse-dgu mountain. There 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzari-po was to
erect a temple and a monastery at rTse-chen, a site of prehistoric
importance2', besides founding mKhar-kha (or JKhar-dga'22,the
birth-place of the author of Mi-la-ras-pa's biography, gTsan sMyon
Heruka) north of Gyantse, as well as 1Hun-grub-rtse,east of ~ w a lu, on the other side of the river, in Pa-snam. He also laid the
foundation of the palace on the top of the Gyantse hill, which in
ancient times apparently was a castle of King Ral-pa-can" (Pls.
14-1 5). The following vear 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzari-po laid the
foundations of the temple at rTse-chen, and in 1366 he repaired
the enclosure and turret already existing at that site.
In 1367 the chos-rgval received more gifts and titles from the
emperor, and the following vear he con~pletedthe temple at rTsechen, the assembly-hall with thirty-six pillars and the inner sanctuary with eight pillars. Work was continued after 'Phags-pa dPalldan-bzan-pops death in 1370 by his brother and successor

20. ,b!\.ari-chlrri, 1983: 53-54. Cf. Mortari-\Jergara and Beguin, 1987: 324, fig.
154. li'h!-ar?rs I-efersht.1-e to the assembly-hall rather to the \veranda above it.
21. Tucci, 1941a: 65; 1949: 664.
22. Tucci, 1941a: 20.
23. T~icci.1949: 702, n. 781.
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'Phags-pa Rin-chen-pa (1320-1376)) who was already administrator of lCan-ra and had received the diploma of du-dben-sa of
Western Tibet from the emperor of China, although that was a
purely honorific title, since Western Tibet was in fact independent
of the Sa-skya-pa or Mongol control, as in that period the Yuan
dynasty was agonizing.
'Phags-pa Rin-chen-pa founded the abbatial palace with its
assembly-hall at rTse-chen in 1377, thus completing his brother's
~ n d e r t a k i n gThe
~ ~ . attention devoted by these two princes to rTsechen seems to betray their intention to establish a royal monastery
there. The institution was entrusted to the mahasiddha Kun-dgaJblo-gros-rgyal-mtshan, Bu-ston's first reincarnation, who became
its resident abbot with the title of f i a - d b o ~The
~ ~ . monastery of
rTse-chen is mentioned in the pilgrim's guide to the holy places of
central and southern Tibet written by the rNin-ma-pa scholar Kungzigs-mkhyen-brtse'i-dban-po (1 828-1892)) from mDo-khams
(which is part of A-mdo), possibly after he moved to sMin-grol-glin
in 1840. It was used as a fortress against the invading British in
1904 and heavily damaged. Although it was subsequently repaired,
the site was in ruins at the time of Tucci's expedition there over
half a century ago2'.
'Phags-pa Rin-chen-pa's nephew and successor, the son of the
great 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-pop was Kun-dga' 'Phags-pa
(1357-1412), Prime Minister of Sa-skya and Lord (bdag-chen) of
Gyantse. He founded the sPel-mo-che in mDol-byun, of which his
uncle 'Phags-pa Rin-chen-pa had been appointed administrator
since 1355. He then turned his attention to Gyantse where, in
1390, he built the palatine temple of bSam-'phel-rin-po-che-gliri in
the castle erected by his father in 13652R.The badly damaged
paintings in the inner courtyard of that temple, hidden away
among the ruins of the citadel, appear in fact to belong to the late

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Tucci, 1949: 664. Cf. the manuscript mentioned in n. I (pp. 39. 44).
Ferrari, 1958: 59; Tucci, 1941a: 65; Myan-chrrri, 1983: 94.
Title corresponding to ivkhavl-po (abbot) (Tucci, 1949: 703, n . 798).
Ferrari, 1958: 142, n. 41 6; Ti~cci,194 1 a: 65.
Tucci, 1941a: 61; 1949: 665: M!uri-chl(r'1, 1983: 49-50
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14th century. There was once kept a large silk scroll, which had
been embroidered by order of Rab-brtan-kun-dga' 'Phags-pazq,
possibly the same as Kun-dga' 'Phags-pa. It was the latter's son
and successor, the chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa
(1389-1442) who created the dPal-'khor-chos-sdeby enlarging the
gTsug-lag-khan and building the SKU-'bum,an achievement which
made him famous at the time30.
During that period the political situation in southern Tibet
was changing, and the princes of Gyantse were trying to cope with
it at the best of their ability. Following the struggles between Saskya-pas and Phag-mo-gru-pas, in 1388 Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, one
of Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan'smost remarkable successors3', became the effective ruler of Sa-skya. He resided at the Phag-mo-grupa capital, sNelu-gdon, where he ruled with the title of gon-ma
(emperor), while his younger brother remained in the monasteries
of rTse-than and Thel. Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa held the office of gzim-dpon (personal attendant) to the Phag-mo-gru-pa ruler
and bore the title of Sar-kha-pa of upper Myan. His relationship
with Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan was apparently good. The latter even
made him the gift of a small metal image of the Buddha, which
ought to be kept in the Li-ma-khan, the storage-room of metal
images at Gyantse3*.However, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa was
eager to get rid of the Phag-mo-gru-pas' rule and in 1406 revolted
against Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, becoming Lord of G y a n t ~ e ~ ~ .
Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan apparently accepted this new situation, renouncing to take tribute from Gyantse. According to the 5th Dalai
Lama, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa levied troops against the
Phag-mo-gru-pa ruler twice34,the second occasion being probably

29. Tucci, 1941a: 62.
30. Shakabpa, 1984: 83.
3 1 . His life is variouslv laced between 136411374 and 143211440. The Blue
Atlrvals (Roerich, 1976: 1083) give 1374 as his date of birth. Following the Mingshi
Tucci suggests 1364-1440 (Tucci, 1949: 694, n. 270). Shakabpa states that he died in
1432, at the age of fihy-nine (Shakabpa, 1984: 86).
32. Tucci, 1949: 646.
33. Sum-pa rnKhan-po, 1984. 2: 161.
34. Tuc-c-i, 1949: 639.
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the nine months' military campaign led by his step-brother bKrasis 'Phags-pa (b. 1395) against the Phag-mo-gru-pas in 1434". Such
rebellions were certainly approved of by the Sa-skya-pas who,
taking advantage of their traditional bonds with the princes of
G y a n t ~ eaimed
~ ~ , at shaking off the Phag-mo-gru-pas' grip on their
principality. On the first occasion, in 1406, dKon-mchog-'od-zer,
the khri-dpon (myriarch) of Sa-skya and son of the Sa-skya dponchen (regent) rGyal-ba-bzan-po, resisted successfully the large
army gathered by Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan by holding strenuously
the fortress of sTag-sna-rdzon37.
These episodes contributed to restore power both to the
princes of Gyantse and to the Sa-skya-pas. In fact the fall of the
Yuan dynasty and the subsequent decline of the Sa-skya-pas, besides a successful military opposition to the Phag-mo-gru-pas,enabled the princes of Gyantse to enjoy a period of almost thirty
years of total independence, peace and prosperity, during which
both the gTsug-lag-khan and the SKU-'bumwere erected as part of
an extensive building activity. In 14 14 Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa had a six-arcade bridge built across the river Myan,
which flows near Gyantse, separating it from the main route which
links Lhasa to the Nepal Valley. A stiipa was erected in the middle
of the bridge, through which the road passed3H.To the same period
may belong the decoration of the monastery sPos-khan-chos-sde,
in a valley north-west of GyantsejY.
In 14 18 Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa went to Sa-skya, where
the patents of ta'i-bwsi-trr, Prime Minister and thu-gon, which his
grandfather had already received from the Mongol emperor, were
publicly conferred upon him (Sa-skyar phebs-nas rta'i-si-tu, n u n chen, thus-dkon-mums-kyi 'jaP-sab ~ g r n g s ) ~Of
~ ' .course the Mongol
dynasty had collapsed fifty years before, and one is under the im-

35.
36.
37.
38.

Tucci, 1949: 669.
Ibidem: 27.
Ibidem: 21; 694, n . 275.
Myan-chuiz, 5 1-52. Cf. Tucci, 1949: 665.
39. Ibidenz: 202. This monastery is identical with C h o s - l u n , o n e of the Four
Congregations (Roerich, 1976: 1073).
40. Myaii-ch~li?,1983: 52.

pression that the prince-abbots of Sa-skya were just trying to keep
in good terms with the princes of Gyantse, the onlv rulers in
southern Tibet who were capable of opposing successfuliv the
Phag-mo-gru-pas, by showering them with titles. This ceremony
was probably a sort of consecration of the chos-rgyul of Gyantse,
who then decided to enlarge the gTsug-lag-khan previously built in
the dPal-'khor-chos-sde. At the centre of the newly erected gtsankhan he had a statue of the Buddha (Byan-chub-chen-po;Mahabodhisattva) made out of one thousand khal of copper and eight hundred i o of gold, the same size as the gigantic statue of the Buddha
in the Mahabodhi Temple at Bodhgaya. Gilded copper statues of
Maiijusri and Avalokitesvara, along with their nimbuses, were
placed to the right and left of the central image (that is left and
right looking towards it) respectivelv. Right and left of these, the
chos-rgyal had statues of Dipamkara and Maitreya, the Buddhas of
the Past and of the Future, placed on thrones with nimbuses (khri
rgya b-yol).
The consecration ceremony of the main sanctuary was performed by 'Jam-dbyans Rin-chen-rgval-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po4',
the
same as the 'Jam-dbyans Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan who later consecrated the chapel in the eastern extension4=.No date is apparentlv
given for the consecration of the main sanctuary in the gTsug-lagkhan, but the building activity in the dPal-'khor-chos-sde is detailed in the Mvan-chr4n after the description of a scroll woven with
twenty-three bolts of golden silk material, which was consecrated
on the day of the Kalacakra festival, in 14194q.It may be suggested
that the renovation of the structures on the ground floor, and the
decoration of the main sanctuary were carried out in the period
1420-1421.

The decoration of the western wing of the gTsug-lag-khan,
namely the Vajradhatu temple ( r ~ orje-dbvins-lha-khan),
with its
~ ? l.a.~ d a lrelated
as
to the yogatarztra literature was carried out in
1 42243.The images of the Five Cosmic Buddhas, with Vairocana at
41.
42.
43
44.

MI~U~I-chltr'i.
1983: 54.
Ihrdrr~i:5 5 . On R i n - c h e n - r e a l - m t s h a n see Aris, 1979: 192-193.
Tucci, 1949: 666; IIvur'i-rhrir'r,1983: 53-54.
,\.l\,~lr'l-c.l7lc;7,
1983: 5.
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the centre, are modelled and painted with their family bodhisattva
attendants: thus Aksobhya is surrounded by his Vajra Family including Vajrasattva, here obviously in his role of bodhisattva.
These images were consecrated by the sku-ian chos-rje of ~ w a - l u ,
Nam-mkha'i-mtshan-can45.
In the same water-tiger year (1422) Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa attended to the decoration of the extended assembly-hall
and deambulation corridor (phyi'i rim-pa khyams bskor-khan-dun
bcas-pa), with images including those of Maitreya surrounded by
the sixteen sthaviras. The consecration ceremony was performed
by the mkhan-chen (mkhan-po chen-po; great abbot) of gNas-rdin,
'Jam-dbyans R i n - c h e n - r g ~ a l - b awho
~ ~ , might be the same as the
one mentioned above in connection with the consecration of the
main sanctuary (gtsan-khan).
The monastery of gNas-rdin (or gNas-sdin) was founded by
rGya 'Jam-dpal-gsan-ba, a monk of bSam-yas and chaplain of king
Ral-pa-can. It was for a long time an important rNin-ma-pa centre,
but all schools of thought developed there aside the rNin-ma-pa
tradition, and that monastery became one of the most flourishing
centres of Buddhist studies in Tibet, well deserving the name of
rDo-rje-gdan (as a new B ~ d h g a y a ) ~gNas-rfiin
'.
is situated near the
road leading to Gyantse from Phari, and the Char-'bebs tells us that
the monks of that monastery were first among those who went to
1Can-ra to honour h r i p u t r a when the abbot of Bodhgaya was invited by Rab-brtan-kun-bzan ' P h a g s - ~ a ~ ~ .
In 1423 Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa decorated the Chosrgyal-lha-khan, on the eastern side of the gTsug-lag-khan. This
temple was dedicated to the Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara, who is
portrayed on the main eastern wall surrounded by images of his
parivara. The clay statues at the foot of the painted walls are,
starting from the Tibetan "right" (left looking towards and starting
from the central image) Maiijusri, the Great Abbot Bodhisattva

45. Mvan-chun, 1983: 56.
46. Ibidem: 57-58.

47. Tucci, 1941a: 142-143. Cf. Aris, 1979: 191
48. Tucci, 1949: 666.
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(Santaraksita), the acavya Padmasambhava, KamalaSila, AtiSa, and
from the "left" (right, always starting from the central image)
Vajrapani, the Kashmirian scholar sakyairi, with whose lineage, as
we have seen, the princes of Gyantse had important connections,
and finally the three "religious kings" (chos-rgyal) of the Tibetan
tradition: Sron-brtsan-sgam-po, Khri-sron-lde-brtsan and Ral-pacan4'. The presence of MafijuSn and Vajrapani at the sides of the
painted image of Avalokitesvara immediate1y recalls the fact that
the three religious kings were regarded as manifestations of those
three Bodhisattvas. The name Chos-rgyal-lha-khan, given by the
Myan-chun to this chapel, possibly hints to Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa's wish of ideally connecting his dynasty with the monarchic period, when Tibet was an independent nation, and of
viewing himself as a new chos-rgyal, as he is often called in the
inscriptions of the SKU-'bum at Gyantse. This kind of political
understatement certainly encouraged the production of images
portraying the three famous chos-rgyal of the monarchic period
from the time Tibet started shaking off the Mongol yoke under the
leadership of Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan ( 1 302-1364). The centre of
the chapel is now occupied by a huge statue of Bvams-pa
(Maitreya), by whose name the chapel is known today. That statue
is not mentioned in the Mvan-chun and was erected there at a later
date, possibly after the 5th Dalai Lama took over the Gyantse district, perhaps with the subtle political aim of obscuring the glorious past of southern Tibet after his victory against the king of
gTsan .
In 1424 Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa took possession of 1Hartse, an important centre during the Sa-skya-pa period, which provided a dozen out of the thirty-four painters and four out of the
nine sculptors who worked on the SKU-'bum-He was also entrusted with the 1Ha-khan-chen-polthe great monastic fortress of
Sa-skva, still standing with its massive walls on the left of the Gmm
river'", which had been recovered bv the Sa-skj*a-pasafter being
lost to the Phag-1r1o-gru-pasin 1358, when van-chub-rwal-mtshan
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marched on the monastery, dethroned the ruling abbot, replaced
four hundred court officials with his own followers and garrisoned
it with his own troops5'.
The year 1425 coincides with the completion of the gTsug-lagkhan with the erection of not less than three chapels: the g~al-yashan, namely the "palace temple", on the topmost part of the building (dbu-rtse), the gNas-brtan-lha-khan and the Lam-'bras-lhakhan, respectively on the eastern and western sides of the upper
storey5'. Rab-brtan-kun-bzah 'Phags-pa erected (biehs) the g ~ a l yas-khan with its eight pillars and walls decorated with a number
of mandalas which are all listed in the Myan-chun. The gNas-brtanlha-khan was devoted to the cycle of the sthaviras and the Lam'bras-lha-khan was devoted to the lineage of the Path and Fruit
doctrine. The latter of the two, according to the Myan-chun and to
the caption pasted onto the wall, was erected in 1425 by Rabbrtan-kun-bzan's brother and Prime Minister, the nun-chen Rab' b y o r - b ~ a n - p oThe
~ ~ . Rin-po-che Chos-dpal-bzan-po of bSam-ldin,
in P a - ~ n a mmade
~ ~ , the consecration ceremony55.
The Char-'bebs tells us that in 1425 the chos-rgyal consecrated
the "lama's vast palace, filled with the emblems of the verbal and
spiritual plane" and on the upper floor of the monastery he built
his private chapel, called gSer-po-mkha'-spyod. He also erected a
wall encircling the temple and ornamented with sixteen turrets
along which the circumambulation passage ran, with six gates
opening in it: two larger ones, on the northern and southern sides,
and two smaller ones for each of the eastern and western sidess6.
These walls must have undergone several changes at the time the
Chinese built the later fortifications5' and after their final takeover of the country in 1959. The construction of the encircling

51.
52.
53.
54.
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wall and turrets of the religious enclave most probably was not
completed until 1440, for below in the Char-'behs we read again
that in that year Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa "erected turrets
and encircling walls" of the dPal-'khor-chos-sde.The same sort of
repetition in the text seems to indicate respectively the foundation
and the completion of the SKU-'bum,whose building was consecrated in 1427, but whose decoration lasted until at least 1440. In
fact we read in the same text that in that year Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa built the n~chod-rtenand other monastic foundations in
the religious enclave, besides the turrets and encircling wallsSR.
Authoritative sources of the 17th and 18th century, such as the
regent Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho and the historian Sum-pa mKhan pol give the year 1440 as the date of construction of the SKU'bumw. Tucci himself, noting that the name of ~i-ma-khye-'dren,
the mother of bKra-Sis-rab-brtan-dpal-'byor-bzan-po
(b. 1427)' is
often mentioned in the inscriptions of the upper section of the
SKU-'bum, suggested that the stupa was completed after Rabbrtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa's deathh0.In fact the inscriptions in the
upper storey of the harmika qualify that queen as "the mother of
the moon of the lineage sitting on the throne", a reference to her
son, bKra-sis-rab-brtan, who succeeded his father to the throne as
late as 1447. The date 1427 may have been given emphasis by the
author of the Char-'bebs, who was a contemporary of bKra-sis-rabbrtan-dpal-bzan and praises him to a great extent in his chronicle,
with the aim of providing an ideal link between his lord's birth and
the consecration of the building of the bKra-Sis-sgo-man, namely
the "auspicious (stupa) with many doors". Besides the recurrence
of the same term bkra-sis (good luck) in the name of the prince
and in that of the stupa, we find in the text similar well-omened
astrological considerations both for the birth of the prince, in the
first part of the year" and for the construction of the building in
July 1427.
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The artistic activity promoted by the princes of Gyantse was
paralleled by an equally intense effort to patronize religious culture in their dominions. We have mentioned in the first section of
Chapter One that in 14 14 they invited the Indian scholar ~ a r i ~ u t r a
to 1Can-ra62.Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa also sponsored the
Them-spans-ma edition of the bKaJ-'gyur based on the old sNarthan edition, which was produced under the editorship of the
translator Thugs-rje-dpal and completed in 143163. Sometimes between 1426 and 1436, that is during the period of construction of
the SKU-'bum, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa invited to Gyantse
Vanaratna, the last great Buddhist scholar from Indiah4,who was
later welcomed as master by his rival Grags-pa-'byun-gnas, the
chos-rgyal of rTse-than. This must be the same prince whom Rabbrtan-kun-bzan's step-brother, bKra-sis 'Phags-pa, defeated in the
course of his nine months' military campaign against the Phag-mogrzt-pas in 1434, although the latter made use of cannons6'.
In 1440 Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa renewed the wooden
printing blocks of the dharanis collected by Bu-ston and made a
new collection of those which had not been included in the previous set, having them cut in kalpadrurna wood. That year coincided with the completion of the religious enclave, the consecration of images and books, and the erection of dwellings for the
monks. The chos-rgyal seems to have been an enlightened ruler, as
is apparent from his edict giving permission to everybody, whether
monk, exorcist or Bon, to practise his religionhh.At that time he
was the virtual ruler of south-western Tibet, extending his dominions as far as the Phag-ri area, in the south, and 1Ha-rtse, in the
west. Gvantse never reached again the golden age enjoyed with
Rab-brtan-kun-bzari 'Phags-pa under his successors, who finally
yelded to the Phag-nzo-gru-pas in the strife for the control of
southern Tibet.
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Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa died in 1442 and was succeded
by his younger step-brother, bKra-sis 'Phags-pa (b. 1395). The
Char-'bebs records the foundation of only one temple under his
name in the year 1436, namely that of Khan-gsar in sP(r)e'u
(-dmar), the ancient name of Samada". In 1447 he placed his son
bKra-sis-rab-brtan-dpal-bzan-po
on the throne of Gyantse, investing him with power. This prince, whom the author of the Char'bebs compares with his great uncle, the "saintly king" Rab-brtankun-bzan 'Phags-pa, must have been his contemporary and is the
last one whose building and artistic activity is recorded by him. In
1452 he consecrated a large flag called bkra-sis-dpal-'bar on the
top of the sanctuary where the Mahabodhisattva is, a reference to
the large image of the Buddha placed in 1418 by Rab-brtan-kunbzan in the gTsug-lag-khan at Gyantse. In the water-dragon yearbn
this chos-vgyal offered a gafijira (a Buddhist ornamental finial
usually made of gilded copper and placed on the roofs of
monasteries and sacred buildings) in the Indian style to be placed
on the top of the eastern chapel of the "saintly king", probably the
Chos-rgyal-lha-khan erected by Rab-brtan-kun-bzan in 1423, or
perhaps his private chapel, which he decorated.
This is the last embellishment in the dPal-'khor-chos-sde to be
recorded in the Char-'bebs, and it is conceivable that by then the
power of the Gyantse dynasty was already over-shadowed by the
powerful Rin-spuns family, which had moved its capital to Zhigatse
in 1435; no major innovations were made in the religious enclave
after the end of the 15th century. In 1485 the princes of Rin-spuns
unsuccessfully attacked the Gyantse district, which was already
administered by Phag-mo-gru-pa ministers from sNelu-gdon. They
succeeded in another attempt three vears laterhyand Gyantse lost
its independence, eventuallv falling into the bKal-brgyud-pa fold.
From 16 12 the Gyantse district was under the control of the
rulers of gTsan70, who strongly supported the Kamga-pa school,

67. Tucci, 1949: 669; 705, n. 930; 1941a: 104; i21yaiz-chu,i, 1983: 66.
68. The vear 1472, not 1437 as in Tucci, 1949: 669.
69. Shahabpa, 1984: 88.
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until 1642, when the 5th Dalai Lama defeated Karma bsTan-skyondban-po, the last prince of gTsan, and enforced the dGe-lugs-pa
rule upon the whole of Tibet. Several districts all over the country
soon rebelled against the Dalai Lama, and his officers fled from
Gyantse while the supporters of Karma bsTan-skyon-dban-potook
over the district which, however, was quickly recovered by troops
from Lhasa7'.
Although the Gyantse dynasty was no longer extant in the 5th
Dalai Lama's days, its religious enclave continued to play an important cultural role, and we know that Taranatha went there to
.
rule of the 5th Dalai Lama
collect ancient m a n ~ s c r i p t s ' ~The
meant that by the end of the 17th century the dGe-lugs-pa colleges
of the monastery outnumbered the Sa-skya-pa ones. At that time
there were seven dGe-lugs-pa, four Sa-skya-pa, four Dus-'khor-pa
(the school of the Kalacakra) and one 2wa-lwpa (or Bu-ston-pa,
the school of Bu-ston at ~ w a - l u )colleges, plus the gSar-khon'og-pa college, which was common to dGe-lugs-pas and Sa-skyapas. At the beginning of the 19th century there were also two bKaJbvgyud-pa colleges, one of the Karma-pa and the other of the 'Brigun-pa school. By the end of the 19th century the colleges were
sixteen73 mostly dGe-lugs-pa, and the four Sa-skya-pa colleges
were still extant. After the Cultural Revolution only the dGe-lugspa, Sa-skya-pa and ~ w a - l w p aschools have survived, with one college each. The present abbot Blo-bzan-bstan-'dzin belongs to the
dGe-lugs-pa order, in accordance with a tradition which must go
back to the mid-17th century.
Gyantse suffered no major political changes between the dGelugs-pa take-over and the Chinese invasion followed by the Cultural Revolution, except for the British occupation in the summer
of 1904. AFter storming the monastic fortress of rTse-chen on June
28, the troops of Colonel Younghusband occupied the outskirts of
Gyantse and on the night of July 5 they attacked the fort. The
shelling of July 6 was followed by the blowing up of the main

7 1. Shakabpa, 1984: 1 1 1 .
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gateway four days later74.The British eventually succeeded in
establishing a Trade Angency at Gyantse, but the palace of the
princes of Gyantse never recovered from their artillery attack. It
suffered further damage after 1959, but it has been partially restored in recent times, and the main chapel has been refurbished7=.
In 1959 a team of Chinese archaelogists visited the dPal-'khorchos-sde and declared that the SKU-'bum was unique in the
Peoples' Republic from the point of view of artistic value7b.Restoration work was undertaken in 1964 only to come to a halt the
following year, with the advent of the Cultural Revolution, which
caused havoc and destruction in the religious enclave until 1967.
The SKU-'bum, the gTsug-lag-khan and two other temples were
spared, probably because of top level political intervention. Some
restoration work is presently being carried out on the SKU-'bum,
not always with satisfactory results.

2.2 Physical description of the SKU-'bum
The great stupa of Gyantse belongs to a type known in Tibetan
as bkra-Sis sgo-man mchod-rten (the auspicious stupa with many
doors), one of the eight basic types of stupa which Tibet derived
from Indian tradition. Tucci dealt with this subject in the first volume of Indo-Tibetica7' to which the reader may refer for the historical genesis and symbolic value of the nzchod-rten.
The particular type of stupa taken here into consideration is
linked in the Indo-Tibetan tradition to the srupa which Brahmadatta apparently edified near Benares to celebrate the setting into
motion of the wheel of the law (dharmacakrapravartana) by the
Buddha's first exposition of the doctrine in the Deers' Park at
74. Landon, 1905. 2: 58-59, 68-78.
75. Dowman, 1988: 269.
76. Karma\, 1975: 2777. Tucci, 1932: pass in^. See also the English translation recently published
in India hy Lokesh Candra.
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Sarnath. It is therefore a stupa "of the preaching", which somehow combines the fundamental visual representation of the dharmakaya characterizing all stupas with the the Mahayana symbol of
the Bodhisattva's vow to liberate all sentient beings through the
propagation of the doctrine.
The latter function possibly accounts for the fact that this
specific type of stupa became particularly important in Tibet between the 14th and 15th century, when the countless tantric texts
had achieved a doctrinal codification that made it possible to expose them as an organic body of revelation which, along with the
Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Noble Path, opened up the
way to the overcoming of samsara.
The many doors of this kind of stitpa fit well with the multiplicity of tantric cycles. The complex architectural structure in
which the building is articulated provides a number of internal
surfaces which allow for the pictorial representation of the various
..
deities and for their display in the mandalas
through which the
path towards the gnosis is drawn for the pratictioner. Because of
the full exploitation of these surfaces and spaces, the stupas of the
bkra-Sis sgo-man type are an invaluable source of information for
the study of both Buddhist iconography and Tibetan art. For these
reasons they are often called sku-'bum, which literally means "one
hundred thousand images", but may be also understood as designating the totality of the images of the Buddhist pantheon7R,a true
visual summa of the tantric experience.
In a recent publication7' the sku-'bum of Gyantse has been
recognized as the point of arrival of the long process of evolution
undergone by the bkra-Sis sgo-man ~nchod-rten,which had been
long introduced into the Tibetan cultural area and of which several important examples were extant in the gTsan region before
the Cultural Revolution. Among these, the sku-'bum of KI.lro-phu,
Jo-nan, rGyan and sNar-than are particularly worthy of mention.
The first of these was built in the early 13th century by Tshulkhrims-~es-rab( 1 173-1225)) also known as Khro-phu lo-tsa-ba
78. Cf. the term gsl~iz-'hlrrndesignating the totality of the ~ v o r k s
(opera oi?lnia).
79. Mortari-Vergara and Beguin, 1987. 3 10.
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(Khro-lo), the scholar who invited Kha-che Pan-che Sakya~ribhadra to Tibet in 1204 and acted as his interpreter for ten years,
translating many texts with him. The stiipa was built in a rocky
gorge on the road linking Jo-nan to Zhigatse, near a temple where
in 1212 he had erected a big statue of Maitreya (from which his
other name of Byams-pa-dpal probably derives). This was the
temple of Byams-chen-chos-sde, which should not be confused
with the Byams-chen-chos-sde founded by Sems-dpa'-chen-po
g~on-nu-rgyal-mchog
(13 1 1- 1390) in 1367u0,which is also known
as Ron Byams-glin and where a similar image was to be found.
The stupa at Khro-phu was restored in Taranatha's times.
The second stiipa rises in the upper part of the monastic compound of dGal-ldan-phun-tshogs-glin,
generally called Jo-mo-nan,
the residence of ~es-rab-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po
( 1292-1361),
also known as Kun-mkhyen Dol-bu-pa (or Dol-po-pa), the founder
of the Jo-nun-pa school, of which this stupa somehow represents
the ideal centreA1.According the Chos-'byun written in 1608 by
Kun-dgal-sfiin-po (Taranatha), the construction of this stupa,
which is known as SKU-'bum-mthon-grol-chen-mo
(the great sku'bum which releases by its sight alone), was started by Ses-rabrgyal-mtshan himselfR2.Since the Blue Anr~alsstate that after this
stupa was erected, it produced a new kind of meditation in its
builderx3,one must conclude that it was completed before 1361,
the year of his death. It was, however, radically restored by Taranatha in the 17th century, so that different styles of painting were
found in its murals. The stupa is onlv briefly described in
Taranatha's Jo-nai~-gig~as-bsad"and in his autobiographvu', but
the various cycles to which the paintings are inspired are described in detail bv TucciP6.
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The ruins of the third sku-'bum, also known as rGyan Bummo-che, rise to the north of the ancient temple of rGyanR7.This
huge mchod-rten was built in the late 14th o r early 15th century by
Sa-skya Slob-dpon-chen bSod-nams-bkra-Sis (1352-14 17) assisted
by the famous master and bridge-builder Than-ston rGyal-pons.According to Tucci the paintings in this stupa revealed a lack of artistic maturity, especially when compared with the earlier ones at
~ w a - l ubut
, it should be pointed out that their provincial standard
possibly corresponded with the decline of the Sa-skya-pa power in
that periodR9.
The fourth stupa belonged to the monastery of sNar-than, a
great centre of the bKa'-gdams-pa school and a seat of important
doctrinal studies founded in 1153 by gTum-ston Blo-gros-grags-pa
in
(1 106-1166). The sku-'bum was built by s~an-grags-bzan-po-dpal
the last quarter of the 14th century in memory of his brother, Blogros-bzan-po-grags-dpal,the abbot of that monastery, who died in
1376'O. A structure of two storeys only, it was not particularly significant from an architectural point of view, but of great interest
for its wall paintings, which were almost contemporary with those
in the sku-'bum of Gyantse, which it effectively announced. As we
have previously seen, even this stupa was completely destroyed
during the Cultural Revolution, together with the whole of the
monastery of sNar-than.
The SKU-'bumof Gyantse represents the highest point in the
Tibetan evolution of an Indian model. That process in particular
involved the structural modification of some parts of the stupa,
with the adoption of a few technical and aesthetic solutions borrowed from Newar and Chinese architecture.
The whole masonry is typically Tibetan. It was executed with
load-bearing walls made of green bricks set against a full core and
tapering slightly towards the top, with wooden pillars and frames,
and with complex string-courses jutting out. The jambs and
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portals in the main temples are reminiscent of the decorations of
the early foundations of Western Tibet, but on the other hand they
prelude to the stiipa openings of the Qing typeY'.The corbels are
characterized by double-lever arms which can be found in Yuan
and early Ming buildings, while the denticular profiles of the
covering are of obviously Newar inspiration. The building is
oriented along a north-south axis (with a southern entrance) according to the Chinese tradition, as opposed to the general eastwest orientation (with an eastern entrance) which is typical of the
Indian tradition.
The fundamental elements of the SKU-'bumare the basement
(sa-steg), the "throne "' (khri-'degs), the four steps (ban-rim), the
dome (bum-pa), the turret (bre) and the spire. The basement and
the four steps of the bkra-sis sgo-man mchod-rten are characterized
by the fact that each side is divided into five faces (gdon), with the
central one jutting out and the side ones progressively receding, so
as to realize the structure with twenty comers (vimsatikona) prescribed by the Kriyasamgraha for the "stiipa of the preachingMY2.
The dome, which in Indian and Newar models generally has
the classical nearly hemispheric shape which has earned it the
name of anda (egg) and which in the Tibetan version generally
took the shape of a jar convex at the top and tapering towards the
bottom (kumbha; bum-pa), is here rendered as a cylindrical tambour. The pavilion above (hamzikaY3;p u - s ~ )generally
,
known in
Tibetan literature as bre (dror.za), connects the tambour with the
spire. It has taken here the typical Newar shape of a turret with
square section, on whose four faces as many pairs of eyes have
been painted. These have been variously interpreted, but most
probably thev represent a symbol of the all-embracing vision of
the Buddha.
Finally the conical spire, whose inner structure in the biggest
Tibetan stupas is made of masonry with a series of steps tapering
towards the top, is here covered bv a series of thirteen large gilded

9 1 . Mo~tari-Verga~a,
1982: passim.
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copper rings ('khor-lo), surmounted by the ceremonial umbrella
(chattra; gdugs), one of the attributes and symbols of the universal
monarch (cakravartin; 'khor-lo-sgyur), which in turn is topped by
the vase (kalasa; bum-pa) containing the elixir of immortality
(amrta; bdud-rtsi) The harmika and metal spire are strongly reminiscent of those of the famous stupa at Svayambhu. This shall not
be surprising since the ties between Tibet and the Nepal Valley
which had such a large impact on the development of Tibetan
painting and sculpture, certainly exerted their influence, though
to a lesser extent, also on Tibetan architecture.
The general structure of the building, which is easily discernible in the illustrations of this book (Pls. 16-19) and was cursorily
~ ~ been
,
surveyed by Wang Yi95,whose plan has
drawn by T u c c ~has
been partially reproduced in the above mentioned p~blication'~.
An accurate survey of the SKU-'bum is beyond the scope of the
present publication, and we shall be satisfied with providing a plan
as clear as possible of the quite intricate layout and relationship of
the various chapels, of their shape and symmetrical arrangement
in relation to the temples located at the cardinal points, and of the
system of communication between the different floors. In particular we aim at enabling the reader to identify easily the position and
orientation of individual chapels and to single out immediately the
walls which are referred to in the description of the paintings and
sculptures, furthermore allowing for a rough evaluation of the
relative dimensions and general scheme in which they are placed.
That accounts For the inclusion of simplified plans corresponding
to each floor of the building, placed in a general layout allowing
immediate identification. These plans also allow to identify both
the position of the access doors and the location of the statues
contained in each chapel or temple.
Fig. 1 shows the plan of the first floor of the SKU-'bum,which
makes it immediately apparent its mavdala layout. This obviously
recalls the close connections linking t h e mandala
..
(dvil-'khor) to
the stlipa (mchod-rten), long ago pointed out by Tucciy? Here.
94. Tucci, 1941a: 169.
95. Wang Yi, 1960, 819: 55-65.
96. Tucci, 1969: passinl.
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however, one should bear in mind the complex conception of the
SKU-'bum,which makes its architectural structure a framework
for a whole universe of mandalas.

Fi,? I . Plan o f tht. first flooi. of t h e SKU-'burn.
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Going through each floor and ascending from one to the
other, one actually proceeds towards the centre-summit to meet
the highest expression of the divinity, but within each stage are
placed the mandalas as represented by the individual chapels,
whose ideal centre is represented by a statue o r group of statues.
The paintings surrounding this centre are in turn conceived of as
mandalas, one or more for each wall, even when the painting does
without a too rigidly geometric collocation of the various figures
on the surface. In order to find something similar to the complex
structures of the bkra-Sis sgo-man mchod-rten one must refer to the
so-called "great mandalas" such as those belonging to the Kalacakra cycle, whose many encircling walls, each with its doors and
guardians, enclose various minor mandalas regularly distributed
within the intervening surfaces. There are, however, several differences, two of which are particularly important. Firstly, the stupa of
Gyantse cannot be actually reduced to an individual mandala however complex, because it cannot be referred to a particular tantric
cycle but, on the contrary, is meant as a summa of all tantric
cycles. This incidentally raises the specific issue of the layout of
the mandalas belonging to the various cycles within the overall
structure. Secondly, although the temples placed at the cardinal
points on the plan formally conjure up the gateways of the
mandala, the actual doors giving access from one floor to the
other in the SKU-'bumare all placed at the southern end of the
eastern sides. Again this requires a specific analysis of the solutions adopted within the structural conditioning imposed by the
very architecture of the stfipa.
Turning again our attention to Fig. 1, it should be pointed out
that the four temples at the cardinal points differ from the chapels
in the building not only because of their larger size and more
articulated shape, but also because of the different height of the
two sections in which they are built. Whereas the wider- outer section (which forms the central projecting part of the side of the
sttlpa) belongs entirely to the first floor and shows the same height
as the other chapels placed on that floor; the inner section, which
contains large size statues (indicated in black in the figure), raises
up to include the whole height of the second floor, t h u s I-caching;a
height which is about the double of that o f thc othcl- c11:rprls. The
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groups of statues in the chapels (also marked in black in the figure) are placed against one of the minor walls, and precisely that
which is closer to the temple at the centre of the same side of the
SKU-'bumto which the chapel belongs.
It is worthwhile pointing out the solution adopted for the
chapels meeting at the corners along the main diagonals of the
plan. Here the builders employed a system of joints creating a
corner wall jutting out inside four of the sixteen chapels on this
floor. We do not know whether this was done because of structural
reasons (wooden or stone corner pillars?) or merely in order to
avoid differences in the extension of the wall surfaces made available in each chapel. The layout of these inside projections at the
four corners of the SKU-'bumis not rigidly symmetrical.
The interior of the chapel placed at the eastern end of the
northern side shows a difference in the floor level which is covered by a short flight of steps. This difference in level may be possibly due to a protruding rock, owing to the uneven surface of the
dPal-'khor-chos-sde.
In the cell placed at the southern end of the eastern side, the
wall facing the door shows an entrance giving access to an inner
room through which one climbs to the upper floor. This kind of
vestibule plays the role of gateway.
The plan of the second floor is illustrated in Fig. 2. The solution of continuity in correspondence with the main axes is only
apparent: the room corresponding with this gap is in fact occupied
by the upper portion of the inner sections of the four temples on
the first floor. The external symmetry of the openings on the various sides of the bkra-Sis sgo-11tarin7chod-rten is ensured by the presence of a window opening up in correspondence with that space.
That window ob\liously has the important function of giving light
to the face and trunk of the large statue inside the temple.
One may notice here the same jointed layout of the chapels at
the corners which has been noticed on the first floor. Again the
cell placed at the southern end of the eastern side plays the role of
vestibule. A mason17 staircase rising from the inside room mentioned in the description of the first floor gives direct access to it.
A door opening in the outside wall of this cell gives access to the
open passage sul-rounding che chapels on this floor, correspond-
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Fig. 2. Plan of the second floor of the SKU-'bum.

ing to the ceilings of the chapels of the first floor, according to a
pattern which is repeated at each floor. An opening in the opposite
wall of the same cell gives access to an innel- room with stairs
leading to the third floor. The statues are placcd nciol-cling t o the
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same symmetrical layout which has been noticed for the first floor,
with one exception: in the first western chapel on the southern
side of the building the statues, five images of the Buddha Amitayus, are placed with their backs to the main wall (namely the

Fig. 3. Plan of the third floor of the SKU-'bum.
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northern wall facing the entrance) rather than to the eastern
wall.
Fig. 3 illustrates the plan of the third floor. Here one finds
again a layout similar to that of the first floor, though on a slightly
smaller scale: four two-storied temples at the points of the compass and sixteen rectangular chapels with the usual jointed layout
for those at the corners of the building. The vestibule at the
southern end of the eastern side plays the usual role of gateway,
connecting this floor with the other ones.
The location of the statues inside the temples and chapels
rigidly fits with the same symmetrical scheme previously mentioned.
The fourth floor, whose plan is illustrated in Fig. 4, differs in
its structure from the three floors below, because the progressive
reduction of the perimeter forced the builders to reduce the number of chapels, to abandon the jointed layout scheme at the corners and to introduce angular cells having outside walls of equal
length. These corner cells, however, were not built on a square
plan, because the need to keep the inner core large enough to
support the tambour above required the cutting of the inner angle
along a plane perpendicular to its bisecting line. The resulting
plan has the shape of an irregular pentagon, with two shorter walls
perpendicular to the outside walls. The access door is opened
southwards for the south-western chapel, westwards for the northwestern one, and eastwards for the north-eastern chapel and the
south-eastern vestibule. Dummy doors are placed along the other
outside wall of each corner chapel in order to ensure the intended
external symmetry of the SKU-'bum.
On the whole the structure of this floor is characterized by
four projections at the points of the compass, each divided into two
rectangular chapels of the usual type and approximately usual
size, and by four pentagonal chapels in the intermediate directions. The south-eastern vestibule is obviously connected with the
other staircases of the building and has the function of gateway to
this floor. The inner wall opposite the corner shows an opening
which admits into an inner room with stairs leading to a new
vestibule inside the tambour above.
genThe rectangular chapels are occupied bv clav .;c~llptrlr-es,
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Fig. 4. Plan of the fourth floor of the SKU-'bum.

erally a group of three but sometimes flanked by smaller figures,
placed along the main wall facing the entrance. This kind of layout, which has been noticed as an exception in the chapel devoted
to Atnitaps on the second floor, becomes a rule on the fourth
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floor. Only in the western chapel of the northern projection two
more statues are added, along the shorter walls of the chapel.
The group of the main statues in each of the pentagonal
chapels is placed along the wall opposite the outside corner, but is
flanked by two more statues, each with its back to the narrow walls
next to it.
Inside the bum-pa above the fourth floor there are the four main
temples in the sKum-'bum, placed at the points of the compass,
each opening on to a wide terrace with recesses which follow the
layout of the floor below, as is seen in Fig. 5.
The floor of the bum-pa is accessible through the already mentioned south-eastern vestibule, which is bare of paintings or inscriptions and has no direct access without. A small door opens
into the southern temple, while the other temples are accessible
from without through the terrace which has been mentioned
above. However, there is another door, normally locked, which admits from the same vestibule into the eastern temple, from which
a wooden staircase leads to the harmika. This door seems to provide a sort of shortcut to gain access to the topmost part of the
building, rather than an alternative way to the pilgrim.
In each of the four temples of the tambour the main wall,
opposite the large entrance from the terrace, is occupied by
statues of imposing dimensions. In the southern temple the two
side walls are almost entirely covered by clay statues of the sthaviras and of the Buddhas of the ten directions.
The harmika is not accessible from the vestibule in the bump u , for the reduction of the available space as one proceeds towards the top did not allow the builders to cling to the same criterion so far followed, which allocated a room especially designed
as a vestibule to each floor. As already mentioned, wooden stairs
are placed for that purpose in the eastern temple, concealed behind the large statue of Vairocana and its flamboyant nimbus.
The turret of the harmika is divided into two floors and is
occupied for the most part by a solid square core in the centre.
The available space is therefore narrowed down to a small corridor to which one arrives coming up from the eastern temple in the
tambour (Fig. 6a). The two floors of the turret colnniunicate
through a little wooden staircase which is placed in the nollh-
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The outside walls of the harmika show openings in correspondence with the main axes of the building, giving light to the c o m dors. These openings divide into two the surface of the outer walls
of the corridors, each being devoted to the pictorial representation
of an individual tantric cycle, except for those covered by the
wooden structure of the stairs on the lower floor. Also the surfaces
of the inner core are covered with similar paintings.
Another narrow wooden stair in the south-western corner of
the upper floor of the turret leads at last to the octagonal temple
placed inside the spire (Fig. 6c).
The overall layout of the various temples in the SKU-'bum is
shown in Fig. 7, providing a vertical section of the building along
the south-north axis.

Fig. 7 . Vertical section of the SKU-'bumalong the south-north axis.

The adoption of a south-north orientation for the SKU-'bum
may reflect the criterion adopted in China for temples and important public buildings during the Yuan and Ming periods, although it
may have been here hvoured by the orientation of the rocky ridge
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enclosing the dPal-'khor-chos-sde from three sides in a sort of
natural enclave looking southwards.
The fact that this orientation differs from the Indo-Tibetan
traditional one, centred along the east-west axis with an eastern
entrance, may cause some confusion in descriptions. The cursory
drawing published by Tucciy7,for example, numbers the various
projections of the stupa and the corresponding temples and
chapels starting from the east, although in the text the numbering
starts from the southern temple. However, in the description of the
bum-pa, which Tucci entrusts entirely to the inscriptions existing
within the templesy8,the sequence starts from the eastern temple,
thus altering the criterion followed in the four floors below. Even
on those floors, the sequence number written on the manuscript
sheets recently copied from the guide-book (dkar-chag) and pasted
onto the walls of individual chapels, starts from the northern end
of the eastern side, which seems to reveal the reassertion, in the
course of time, of the general custom over the particular rules
followed in the creation of this monumentyy.In reality the order
according to which the temples and chapels of the SKU-'bum
should be visited is explicitly dictated not only by the main gateway giving access to the first floor, but also by the position of the
flights of stairs linking the various floors of the building. Since the
vestibules and the stairs are located in the south-eastern corner of
the stupa, the normal ritual course (pradaksina; 'khor-skor) which
is followed clockwise along the outside passages necessarily begins from the southern side and goes on accordingly to the western, northern and eastern sides.
Having made this point clear, we shall briefly review the possible conventions for numbering the chapels. With regard to the
first floor, for instance, the above mentioned dknr-chug starts h-om
the central temple of the southern side and then proceeds to de-

97. Tucci, 1941a: 160.
98. Tucci, 1941b: 232.
99. These sheets are in fact a recent adtlition a n d Tucci docs not mention
them. In fact he himself I-evealed to the local monks the t ~ z i s t t ~ n cocl thc ~'ho.s-r.gy\.ol
sku-'hrrrl~clzrn-po'i dkur-clrag (Tucci, 1941a: 46), thc guide tl-om \i,liicl~the: \yere
subsequently drawn.
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scribe first the two chapels east of it and last the two chapels west
of it, always on the same southern side. The same rule is adopted
for the western side (first the central temple, then the two chapels
south of it, and finally the two chapels north of it) and so forth for
the other sides and floors100.On the other hand Tucci, starting
from the same temple at the centre of the southern side, proceeds
immediately to number in succession all the following chapels
according to the sequence of the pradak~inaand uses the same
criterion, starting every time from number one, for each of the
other floors. For the second and fourth floor he gives the number
one to the first chapel met proceeding clockwise from the middle
of the southern side, which is occupied by the upper part of the
temple belonging to the floor below: thus number one corresponds to the chapel placed in the western portion of the central
projection of the southern side.
Although the latter system of numbering temples and chapels
shows some inconsistencies which were pointed out by Tucci himself'01,it will be maintained here to make easier the comparison of
our notes with Tucci's text. Chapels, temples and vestibules will be
merely marked with two figures separated by an oblique stroke:
the former will refer to the floor and the latter will provide the
number of the chapel corresponding to that adopted in IndoTibetica. For instance 2/9 will refer to the ninth chapel (following
Tucci's numbering) belonging to the second floor. The numbering
of the chapels is also reproduced in the plans of Figs. 1-4.

2.3 The ideal strz4ctures of the s K u - ' ~ L ~ I ? I
The inscription in chapel 4/8, devoted to the great Indian masters and Tibetan translators, introduces the bkra-Sis sgo-wtali
nzcl7od-rten with the following words: "In the middle of the great
monastery of dPal-'khor-chos-sde,in the divine territory of rGyalmkhar-rtse, which Lvas the abode of the king (chos-rg?lalinria-bdag)

100 Tucci. 1 W l a : 173.
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dPal-'khor-btsan '11* who was honoured by many, in a land which is
the birth-place of knowledge (rig-pa'i 'byun-gnus-kyi sa'i char),
an-stod (Upper Myari), in the Land of Shows, the great stupa of
the dhannakaya (chos-sku'i) of the Sugatas (bDe-bar-biegs-pa'i)
which releases by its sight alone (mchod-rten mthon-grol chenPO)..." 103

This definition effectively sums up the twofold significance of
the sKum-'bum, as it conjures up both its fundamental symbolic
value of chos-sku (embodiment of the Law, physical representation
of the dharmakaya, the essence of all the Buddhas) and of its
saving role, which is played through the visual syntesis of all the
ways offered by the tantras to achieve release.
Tucci explored the former meaning in his volume "mC'od
rten" e "ts'a ts'a " I o 4 by analysing in depth the symbolism built up
by the schools of Hinayana Buddhism about the architecture of the
stupa, and his results will be briefly summed up here105.The whole
building rests upon a basement known as "moon lotus"'06
symbolizing the union of means (upaya; thabs) and wisdom b r a jiia; ies-rub). The basement supports the throne symbolizing the
four imperturbabilities (caturvaiiaradya ; mi- 'jigs-pa bii) of the
Buddha, which in turn supports four terraced steps. In the SKU'bum these are represented by the four floors along which the
various chapels are distributed.
The first floor symbolizes the four coefficients of full awareness
(cat~lhs~?zrtppaslhana;
dran-pa fie-bar giag-pa bii) relative to body
(kayo; Ills), perceptions (vedana; tshor-ba), mind (citra; sems) and
doctrine (dharma; chos). The second floor symbolizes the four
renunciations and resolutions (cat~tsprahana;
. -vali-dug-parspon-ba
hii), that is the renunciation to s i n l l actions already undertaken.
the renunciation to anv future sinful action, the resolution to per-

102. Clan-dar-nia's grandson (Tucci 1933: 17).
103. Tucci, 1941b: 82.
104. Tircci. 1932: 39.
105. Further information may be dra\vn ft.oni ~ - e l c , \ : ~( nc x~l s h\. thc Tibetan
scholars Padnia-dkar-po ( 1 526- 1592) ( 1977: 320-32 1 ) alicl Klo~i-rdolBla-ma
(17 19-1805) (1973: 760-761).
106. Tucci. 1941a: 170.
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fect good actions already undertaken, and the resolution to apply
oneself to perform good actions in the futurelo'. The third floor
symbolizes the the four coefficients of the miraculous powers
(caturrddhipada; rdzu-'phrul-gyi rkan-pa hii), literaly "the four legs
of miracle^"'^" that is firm aspiration, deep meditation, effort and
perseverance, investigation and analysis. The fourth floor
symbolizes the five faculties or powers (paficendriya; dbaiz-po lna),
namely power of faith (sraddha; dad-pa), of effort (virya; brtson'grus), of mindfulness (smrti; dran-pa), of concentration (sumadhi;
tin-ne-'dzin) and of wisdom (praifia; ies-rub).
The bum-pa is a symbol of the seven coefficients of supreme
enlightenment (saptabodhyanga; byan-chub van-lag bdun) 10Y, literally "the seven limbs of enlightenment": mindfulness (smrti; dranpa), perfect examination of the doctrine (dhawapravicaya; chos
rub-tu mum-'byed) effort (virya; brston-'grus), joy (priti; dgu-'bu),
pure exercise (prasrabdhi; sin-sbvans), concentration (samadhi;
tin-ne-'dzin) and equanimity (upeksa; bran-sfioms). The ham~ika
symbolizes the Eightfold Noble Path (a~fangiiryarnarga;
'phags-pa pi
lam yan-lag brgyad-pa). Finally the spire, where is placed the statue
of Vajradhara, the adamantine symbol of the Absolute in its essential unalterability, is surrounded by thirteen rings, the first ten
symbolizing the ten powers of the Tathagata (dasatathagatabala;
De-biin-giegs-pa'i slobs bcu) and the last three symbolizing the
supports of the absolute awareness (tryavenikastn~tsupasthana;
ma-'dres-pa'i dratz-pa fie-bar biag-pa gsum) which characterizes
the Tathagata.
The second aspect of the symbolism of the SKU-'bum,that is
the more specifically tantric one, was also pointed out by Tucci:
"To the progressive climbing step by step there corresponds also
an ascending to more and more secret and subtle truths. By wav of
climbing, one eventually passes from a group of tantric cycles to
another: one starts with the kri~atantraand reaches the anrtttaratantra at the top of the building. In a short while thus one went

107. Csoma dc Kiiros, 1984: 267-268.
108. Rigzin. 1986: 349.
109. Tucci. 1972: 4 1 ,
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through the whole Mahayana mysticism and esoteric liturgy"110.
This cursory hint, however, deserves to be followed by a survey
examining as closely as possible the articulated structure of the
various tantric cycles in the complex architecture of the SKU'bum.
The transition from the earlier Buddhist beliefs to the later
Vajrayana conceptions is made obvious from the very role assigned
in this structure to the four central temples on the first floor. In
fact the role of these temples is primarily a restatement of the
traditional function of the bkra-sis sgo-man mchod-rten as a stupa
of the preaching of the doctrine. The southern temple, which is
immediately reached through two short flights of steps overcoming the tall basement of the SKU-'bum,is aimed at celebrating the
promulgation of the doctrine among mankind: on the big throne
i
opposite the entrance sits the Buddha ~ a k ~ a r n u nin
dharrnacakramudra, namely in the conventional gesture
symbolizing the first turning of the wheel of the doctrine (dharmacakrapravartana; chos-kyi 'khor-lo bskor-ba). This is the Buddha in
his human form, whose historical aspect is emphasized by the two
disciples flanking him, Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, and whose
role as saviour, as physician of the mind, is recalled by the two
statues flanking the central triad: the Medicine Buddhas
Bhaisajyaguru Vaiduryaprabharaja (sMan-gyi-bla ~ai-dur-ya-'odkyi-rgyal-po) e Suparikirtita NamaSri (mTshan-legs Yons-gragsdpal).
But the promulgation of the doctrine is not limited to our age,
for it extends to the past and the future. Thus the two other central
temples on the first floor are devoted to the Buddha of the Past,
Dipamkara (Mar-me-mdzad), on the northern side, and to the
Buddha of the Future, Maitreya (Byams-pa), on the eastern side.
Here the historical evolution becomes obviously manifest. Dipamkara appears in early Buddhist scriptures and iconography as a
guide and inspirator of Prince Siddharta himself in his previous
lives, and the one who prepared him to the h t u r e achievement of
Buddhahoodlll. Ajita Maitreya is a later creation, akin to Mithra110. Tucci, 1941a: 170.
11 1 . Xuanzang refcrs to and Asokan .<r~ipcrin the distr i c . t <.$I i C ' 3 L r r + ~ - n h i ~(Jala-ri

Sol Invictus, part of the great movement of messianic hope which
However, he
crossed the East at the end of the ancient world112.
was tied up with Buddhist tradition through the tale of the "persecution" by Pusyamitra, at the end of the Maurya dynasty. The
Sariputvapariprlccha,a test of Mahasamghika origin translated into
Chinese in the 4th century, relates how, after Pusyamitra, the
founder of the Sunga dynasty, set fire to the towers of the sutras
(stltrakzi~agara),Maitreya seized the sutras and took them to the
Tusita heaven, whence later the arhats brought them back to mankind").
Maitreya became a central figure in Mahayana Buddhism with
the Saddharn?apundarika and the Sukhavaiiv?)uha. But the paradise of Maitreya (the Tusita heaven), which in particular inspired
many scenes painted on the walls of the eastern temple on the first
floor of the SKU-'bum,still belongs to the kat?zaloka as one of the
devalokas and it thus remains part of the traditional Buddhist cosmology1I4. In that paradise, however, there is an aspect
foreshadowing future developments. In fact the masters of the
doctrine may rise, in the state of sai??udhi,to the Tusita heaven to
receive from Maitreya the teachings necessary to overcome their
difficulties and doubts. This is a concept forerunning a large part
of the ways of the later "revelations" typical of tantric Buddhism,
and this concept gave rise to the attribution of many works to a
historically non-existent Maitreyanatha"'.
The full transition to Mahayana is exemplified by the western
temple of the first floor, which is devoted to the preaching of the
doctrine by the Buddha Amitabha ('Od-dpag-med) in the western
paradise, the Pure Land called Sukhavati (bDe-ba-can). Here the

labad, Afghanistan) known as the sttipa of Dipamkara's prediction (Lamotte. 1976:
365; Beal, 1983, 1: 92; 1986: 57-58).
1 12. Lamotte, 1976: 784-785.
1 13. Lamotte, 1976: 427-429.
1 14. Thanks to Xuanzang's witnessing, as related by his disciples Daoshi and
Kuiji, we knoiv that the aspiration to the paradise of Maitreya was common to the
follo\vcr-s of both Hinayana and Mahayana Buddhism, whilst only the Mahayanists
belieived in Sukhavati. the paradise of Amitabha (Lamotte, 1976: 787).
I 1.Deniie\-ille. 1954: 376-395.
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preaching of the doctrine is no longer confined to mankind, nor is
it merely addressed to the gods and blissful creatures of the bDeba-can, but it eternally emanates from the kingdom of Infinite
Light and Infinite Life as a manifestation of the dharma on the
verbal plane ' I h .
Furthermore, the evolution towards tantric Buddhism is
clearly witnessed by the northern temple where, although the central image portrays the Buddha of the Past, the wall paintings dei
'Jam-dpal) and
pict the paradise of ~ r ~ a m a f i j u s r('Phags-pa
preaching scenes centred not only around Dipamkara, but also
around Sakyamuni and Maitreya, alternate with cycles of
Bodhisattvas drawn from the MaiijuSrimulakalpa ('Phags-pa 'Jamdpal rtsa-ba'i rgyud).
The transition to Vajrayana becomes apparent in its fullest
manifestation in the rows of chapels and temples which display the
universe of the mandalas belonging to the various tantric cycles in
the first three floors, in the tambour and in the turret of the SKU'bum. Their position and sequence correspond to an accurate plan
which reflects the canonical arrangement of the large amount of
tantric texts collected in the bKa9-'gyurand bsTan-'gyuv.
Because of the crucial role played by Bu-ston in arranging
that material, Tucci was able to base most of his precious work of
identification of the various mandalas and deities in the SKU-'bum
on the works of that outstanding Tibetan scholar. Also the chapels
of the fourth floor, which are not devoted to the tantras in themselves, but to the lineages through which they were transmitted,
are likely to refer to Bu-ston's history of Buddhism in India and
Tibet (Chos-'byun). Indeed the whole SKU-'bummay be in a sense
regarded as a monument celebrating the colossal work undertaken by that great scholar. It is significant that the monks belonging to one of the three religious orders still present in the dPal'khor-chos-sde call themselves Bu-ston-pas (or & ~ a - l ~ - ~from
as,

1 16. One should bear i n mind that, \\then in k r i \ y j / n r ~ t , r r ancl cn~:\>rirarzrra
literature the several Mystic Fanlilies are I-cducecl lo thl-t.c, the Karma Family is
included in the Lotus Familv, whose head i s inclectl An~i~ribIl:~,
rind together lhev
form the i v i g i ~ j r ~ the
1 , wold diamoncl.
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the name of the monastery where Bu-ston carried out his remarkable task).
The criteria for the classification of the tantrus which were
adopted by Bu-ston, and later became traditional in tantric exegesis, were first stated in Tibet by the Sa-skya-pa master bSodnams-rtse-mo ( 1 142-1 182) who collected the Indian exegetic tradition and wrote a rGyud-sde spyi'i rrzanz-par-biag,a general classification of tantras. In Tucci's words that "is a strict and detailed
classification" arranging the tat?tras "not by formal and external
standards, but on the base of the experience they suggested and
prepared" 1 7 . These criteria were clearly put forward not only by
Bu-ston in his own work rGyud-sde spyi'i rnanz-par-biag rgyud-sde
rin-po-che'i nzdzes-rgyan, but also by the dGe-lugs-pa scholar
mKhas-grub-rje in his fundamental work rGyud-sde spyi'i rnampar giag-pa rgyas-par brjod'I8 and by Blo-bzan-bstan-'dzin-'phrinlas (b. 1642) in his Thob-yig gsal-ba'i me-loti I". These works sanction the fundamental distinction in the four great classes of kriyatantra (bya-ha pi rgytrd), caryatantra (spyod-pa'i rgyud), yogatantra
(r~zal-'byorrgyud) and anuttarayogatantra (rnal-'byor bla-med-kyi
rgyud), and furthermore they order the individual tantras within
each class according to criteria which are peculiar to the class
itself. The kriyatantras were classified in Families (kula; rigs),
subdivided in laukika ('jig-rten-pa)and lokottara ('jig-rten-las 'daspa). The tantras of the lokottara Families were further divided in
groups (gTso-bo, bDag-po, Yun?, Khro-bo, Pho-iia, etc.) whose number varies according to the Family. The caryatantras were merely
classified in Families and grouped in the three fundamental kulas
of the Tathagata (De-biin-gsegs-pa pi rigs), Lotus (Padnla'i rigs) and
Vajra (rDo-rje rigs), without any further subdivisions. The
yogatantras were classified by differentiating the root-tantra (nzulatatztra; rtsa-ha'i rgj?ud)from various types of explanatoq tantras.
Finally nearly all the arzuttaratantras were classified in the two

1 17. Tucci, 1949: 100.

1 18. Lessing and Wayman, 1983.
1 19. Wavrnan. 1973: 2 2 5 . On this Mongolian scholar see Chandra, 1981:
774.
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large groups of Father tantras (pho rgyud) and Mother tantras (ma
rgylld), which were further subdivided into subgroups according
to the six Families characterizing this class of tantras: Heruka
(Aksobhya), Vairocana, Vajraprabha (Ratnasambhava), Padmanartesvara (Amitabha), Paramasva (Amoghasiddhi) and Vajradhara.
These different criteria are in fact a contrivance reflecting an
exegetical practice which for the "revelation" of the Buddha could
not accept a historical method capable of accounting for the evolution of tantric Buddhism in a systematic manner. There is no
question of dealing here with that problem, rather of recognizing
in the layout of the SKU-'bum a visual display of the treasure of
tantras accurately ordered according to their canonical classification. Bearing that in mind, we shall examine the relationship of
the chapels and temples in the SKU-'bumwith the various tantric
cycles to which they are inspired and try to point out any correspondence between their particular position in the building and
their canonical classification.

Kriyatantra and Caryatantra cycles
Starting from the southern side of the first floor one finds that
all the statues and paintings in these chapels correspond to the
various cycles of the kriyatantras and the very image of sakyamuni
sitting in the central temple appears like that of the Lord (gTso-bo)
of the Tathagata Family.
Chapels 112 and 1/20, which are located respectively to his
right and left, are in fact devoted to 'Od-zer-can-ma(Marici) and to
gTsug-tor-rnam-par-rgyal-ma (Usnisavijaya).
.. .
Marici, ray of light
and symbol of the irradiation of the doctrine, is the chief deity of
the mandala drawn from the 'Phags-rna 'Od-zer-can i e s bya-ba'i
g z ~ ~ A~ ri sy n ~ a r i ~ i n a r n a d h a r a~ ~tarltru
~ ~ i ~of
~ ~the
, Tathagata Family belonging to the group of the Mother of the Familv (rigs-kyi
film), translated by the Indian panditn
..
Amoghavajl-a and by the
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Tibetan lo-tsu-bu Rin-chen-grags-pa. Usnisavijaya, she who is vic. . (a symbol of the Enlightenment) and as
torious through the u~ttisu
such mother of all the Buddhas, is the chief deity of the gTsug-torrnat~l-rgyallha dgzi'i dkyil-'khor, a mandalu found in the grsug-torgyi rgyud, which belong to the tantrus of the Tathagata Family, and
is drawn from two of them in particular: the 'Pl~ags-panun-'gro
thams-cad yoi~s-susbyoiz-ba gfiug-tor-rna171-pur-rgyal-ba
ies byuba'i gzrins (AryasarvadurgatipuriSadt~anyust?isu~~ija~~u~~ama. .
dharani)I2l, translated by the Indian upadhyayas Jinamitra and
Surendrabodhi and by the famous lo-tsu-ba sNa-nam Ye-Ses-sde
during the second half of the 8th century; and the gTsug-tor-rrzamrgyal-ma'i gzuns ies bya-ba'i rtog-pa ( U ~ : ~ ~ i ~ a v i j a v a n u t ~ z a d h a ranikalpu) 1 2 2 , translated by the lo-tsu-ba ~i-ma-rgyal-mtshan-bzanPO.
At the two ends of this first side are chapels 1/19 and 113,
devoted to Cur-mgon (Paiijara Mahakala) and to 'Byun-po-'dulbyed (Bhutadamara) respectively. Paiijara Mahakala should be
understood, as shown by Tucci I z 3 , as a god of the cemeteries helping symbolicallv to destrov the bodily cage wich keeps us prisoners, and is connected with the Tathagata Family, in the
group of the gNas-gtsan lha rgyud (the tantras of the gods of the
Pure Lands), which include the dPal Nag-po-chen-po'i rgyud
( ~ r i m a h a k a l a t a n t r a )and
' ~ ~the 'Phags-pa dpal trzGon-po-nag-poles
bya-ba'i gzuns (Arya~rir?zahakalar~aIlzadharar~i)'~~.
Bhutadamara is
a manifestation of Vajrapani, perhaps deriving originally from a
deity of the Himalayan area assimilated by Buddhism with the role
of well-meaning fierce god. This deity and the several other forms
of Vajarapani in this chapel are chiefly related to the 'Byutzl-po'dul-ba ies bya-ba'i rgjjrrd-kyi rgyal-po chen-po (Bhutadamara~?zahatantraraja)
12"
translated bv Buddhakaravarman and by Chos-

-
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123. Tucci. 1941a: 125.
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kyi-ses rab, and to the 'Phags-pa rDo-rje-sa-log-girgyud-kyi rgyal-po
(Arvavajrapatalanarna tan traraja) '", translated by the Indian
Both
scholar Sugatasri and by Kun-dgal-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan.
these tantras belong to the group of the bDag-po'i rgyud (the
tantras of the Master) in the Family of the Vajra. The mandalas
painted on the walls of this chapel have been in fact drawn from
the commentaries to these tantras, which were mostly included in
the great collection of the scrub-thabs rgya-mtsho (Sadhanasagara) '28.
Whereas Marici and Usnisavijaya symbolize the irradiation of
the doctrine promulgated by the Buddha, Mahakala and Bhutadamara symbolize the conditions required to obtain its fruit: the detachment from the delusions of the phenomenal world and the
vigorous application to extinguish evil tendencies.
Let us now consider the western section of the first floor leaving aside the central temple devoted to 'Od-dpag-med, the head of
the Lotus Family, which has already been referred to. To its right
we find chapel 117, devoted to Ri-khrod-lo-ma (Parnasabari),
where are displayed the mandalas
..
related to the 'Phags-pa Parnasabari r t ~ g - p a ' ~and
' to the 'Phags-pa Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-maies
bya-ba'i gzuns (Aryaparnasa~arinamadharani)'~~,
belonging to the
Khro-mo rgyud of the ~ b t u sFamily. These rnandalas are drawn in
particular from the Ri-khrod-ma-lo-ma-can-gyisgrub-thabs (Parnasabarisadha~za)'~',
translated by the lo-tsa-ba ~ r a ~ s - p a - r g y a l mtshan.
Chapel 115, which is symmetrical with the previous one with
respect to the central temple, is devoted to gian-gyis-mi-thub-ma
gDugs-dkar-mo-can (Aparajita Usnisasitatapatra), whose various
manifestations are displayed in the central statue and in the wall
paintings. The mandalas to which they belong are drawn from a
group of tantras belonging to the gTsrig-tor-gyi rgytrd of the Tatha-

127.
128.
129.
130.

Toh. 744.
Cordiel-, rCj.lrd: LXXI, 95-340 bis.
Toh. 735.
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gata Family, and in particular from the 'Phags-pa De-biin-gsegs-pa'i
gtsug-tor-nus bvuil-ba 'i gDugs-dkar-po-can g~ar~-Kyis-ini-thub-pa
phyir bzlog-pa chen-mo rnchog-tn grub-pa ies bya-ba'i gzui~s(Aryatathagato~ni~asitatapatraparajitat?~uhaprat~~am~ira~arar~~asiddhin a n ~ a d h a r a n i ) 'edited
~ ~ , by the pandita
. . Parahitabhadra and by the
lo-tsri-ba giu-dgap-rdorje, and hom the 'Phags-pa De-biin-gsegspa'i gtsug-tor-nus byuiz-ba'i gDugs-dkar-?no-can g ~ o n - ~ ~ i s - r n i thub-ma ies bya-ba 'i gzuns (Ar?~atatha~ato~i~asitata~atranamaparajitadharal?i)'-'" translated by the Kashmirian scholar
Mahajfiana.
Chapel 118, at the northern end of this side, is devoted to
rTa-mgrin (Hayagriva). The bKal-'gyur contains only one krivatantra text devoted to this deity: the 'Phags-pa sPyan-ras-gzigs-dbanphyug Hayagriva'i gzui~s (AryavalokiteSvarahayagrivadharani)'34
placed in the group of the Khro-bo'i rgyud of the Lotus Family.
However, several sadhanas referring to Hayagriva are included in
the commentaries of the bsTan-'gvur. Among the latter mention
can be made of the rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs (Hayagriva~ a d h a n a ) ' ~which
~,
is part of the Sadl~anasagara,written by
Candragomin and translated by Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan,and of two
sadhanas by ~ridi~amkarajfiana,
that is the great Atisa (Jo-bo-qe):
the 'Phags-pa rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs (Aryaha?agri~~asadhana)'"
and the dPal rTa-mgrin-gyisgrub-thabs ( ~ r i h a ~ ~ a ~ r i ~ ~ a s a d hTo
ana)"'.
these one should add the Padnta-sp?lan-ras-gzigs-dban-ph~tug-gi
padi??a-dra-ba'irill?-pas bCom-ldalz-'das dkvil-'khor-du mchod-pa'i
cho-ga (PadmuvalokiteSvarasya padmajalakranze~abhagavani?za?~dalapzijat~idhi)'~
by Jayasrijfiana, translated bv the Kashmirian
pandita Sumanahsribhadra and by the lo-tsa-ha in-chen-grub, to
which the inscription in this chapel explicitly refers.
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Chapel 114, at the southern end of the same western side, is
devoted to rMe-(b)rtsegs (or sMe-brtsegs), whose statue is flanked
by those of Khro-mo-rme-(b)rtsegs and mKhal-'gro-ma-rme(b)rtsegs. Four other manifestations of the chief deity are painted
'~~
rMe-brtsegs with Ucchusma, an
on the walls. T u c c ~ identifies
angry form of Jambhala, obviously belonging to the Mani Family,
one of the laukika Families in the kriyatantras; however, this identification is not supported by iconographic evidence. In fact, the
iconography of the deity in this chapel strictly corresponds to the
'~~
to Dhumavarnakrodhabhurwoodcuts of the R i n - ' b y ~ nreferring
kumkura (Khro-bo-sme-brtsegs-dud-kha) and to ~ ~ a m a k r o d h a bhurkumkuta (Khro-bo-sme-brtsegs-ljan-khu),where the former is
explicitely related to a text in the bKal-'gyur, namely the Khro-bo'i
rgyal-po sMe-brtsegs-la bstod-pa pi snags (Krodhabhurkumkufaraja~ t o t r a m a n t r a ) ' This
~ ~ . text does not appear in Csoma de Koros's
* , is included in the
analysis of the sNar-than b K a ' - ' g y ~ r ' ~but
sDe-dge edition as well as in the sTog b K a ' - ' g y ~ r which
' ~ ~ seems
to be derived from the Them-spans-ma bKal-'gyur prepared
at Gyantse in 1431 by order of Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa,
hence particularly significant in this context. Both mKhas-grub-j e
(who quotes it with the title B h u r k u m k ~ f a d h a r a n i )and
'~~ B~ob ~ a r i - ~ p h r i n - l aplace
s ' ~ ~ this tantra in the group of the bDag-po'i
rgyud in the Family of the Vajra, whereas in the list published by
T ~ c c i 'which
~ ~ , is drawn from Bu-ston's rGyud-sde spyi'i rnam-par
biag rgytid-sde rin-po-che'i mdzes rgyan, it is included in the group
of the bKal-gnan rgyud. In any case this tantra is assigned to the
Family of the Vajra, which is consistent with the fact that the main
wall in the chapel houses the mal?dala of rDo-rje-rnam-par-

139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
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'joms-pa (Vajravidarana), a manifestation of Phyag-na-rdo-je
which is dealt with in the root-tantru rDo-rje-rtzatll-par-'jonz.s-pajrs
bva-ba'i gzr4izs ( V a j r u v i d u r a ~ ~ a t ~ a ~ ~ ~ a dtranslated
h u r u ~ ~ i )by
~ ~Jina~
mitra and DanaSila with the lo-~sa-baYe-ses-sde, and in the explanatory tantra 'Phags-pa rdo-rje ri-rub clzen-po'i rtse-r~zo'ikhaiz-pa
brtsegs-pa'i gznizs ( A r y a ~ n a h a v a j r a l n e r u ~ i k h u v a k ~ i ' ~ ~
translated by the same lo-tsa-bu with the assistance of ~ilendrabodhi and Jiianasiddhi. Also these tantras belong to the group of the
bDag-po rgyud.
It should be pointed out that, whereas the bsTan-'g~s~rr
includes various texts devoted to Vajravidarana, such as the rDo-rjerna171-par-'jorns-pali dkvil-'khor-gyi cho-ga (Vajravidarani~nandalavidhi)'~',
..
the rDo-rje-rnanl-par-'jol?zs-paies bva-ha 'i khruskvi cho-ga'i 'grel-pa (Vajravidaraninurnasrzana~~idhit~~tti)'~~
and the
rDo-rje-rrzar71-par-'jonzs-pa
ies bya-ha'i sgrub-thabs (Vajravidarat?ina~?zasadhana)'",it does not devote any commentary or sadharza
to rMe-brtsegs. This is probably explained by mKhas-grub-rje's remarkI5=that the Bhurkurnkuyadharar?i was held in high esteem by
Sa-skya Pandita, but Bu-ston "hesitated to declare it either a pure
or an impure Tantra". The attention paid by the Sa-skya-pa school
to the cycle of rMe-brtsegs is confirmed by the fact that several
sadlzanas devoted to him are contained in the scrub-thabs kunbtlls, the collection of Sa-skjla-pa inspiration edited by 'Jamdbvans-mkhven-brtse'i-dban-po Kun-dgal-bstan-pa'i-rgyal-mtshan
(1820-1892) and printed at sDe-dge in tourteen volumes. On the
other hand the para-canonical character of this cycle seems to be
confirmed bv the fact that commentaries and sadhatlas related to
it are included in the great rNiii-~na-~a
collection of the Rin-cherz
gter-tlzdzod. In this respect the inscription in the chapel, declaring
that deities are painted according to the treasury of the gter-r~~a
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tradition is particularly significant Is3.
Let us now proceed to the northern side of the first floor. We
have already pointed out that the central temple 111 1, housing the
statue of the Buddha of the Past, Dipamkara, places him in the
paradise of Maiijusri and surrounds him with paintings illustrating
bodhisattva cycles drawn from the 'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal rtsa-ba'i
rgytld (AryamafijuSrimulatantra)'"4, translated by Kumarakalasa
s,
both Bu-ston and
and by the lo-tsa-ba S a k y a - b l ~ - ~ r owhich
mKhas-grub-rje regarded as the main text of the bDag-po rgyud in
the Family of the Tathagata. From the point of view of the classification of the tantric cycles, temple 111 1 must therefore be assigned to that Family.
This temple is flanked by chapels 1/10 and 1/12, which are
devoted respectively to gZa'-yum-chen-mo (Mahagrahamatrka)
and to Nor-rgyun-ma (Vasudhara). To the former, also known as
Rig-pa-chen-mo(Mahavidya), is associated the gZaJ-rnams-kyiyum
ies bya-ba'i gzuns (Grahamatrkanamadhavant)'55,a tantra belonging to the group of the gNas-gtsan-lha'i rgyud of the Family of the
Tathagata, translated by Ye-ses-sde assisted by ~ilendrabodhi,Jfianasiddhi and Sakyaprabha. To the second deity are associated the
'Phags-pa Nor-gyi-rgyun ies bya-ba'i gzuns (Aryavasudharanamad h a r ~ n i )and
' ~ ~the bCom-ldan-'das-ma Nor-rgyun-nza'i r t ~ g - p a ' ~ ' ,
both belonging to the same Family and group as the previous tantra. Several sadhanas in the bsTan-'gyur are devoted to Nor-rgyunma, including the Nor-rgyun-ma'i sgrub-thabs (Vasudharasadhana) I s 8 translated by Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan and belonging to
the scrub-thabs rgya-mtsho, as well as the dPal Nor-rgyzin-ma'i

153. "Khro-bo-rrne-rtsegssku-rndog dud-kha zal gsuin phjlczg drug-pa me-ri'i
dbus-tla hiugs-pa'i / g.ya~-rza inKl?al-'gro-rrne-rtsegssiton-n?o plljqag gnis-rlza /
g.jlorz-!laKht-0-mo-rrne-r~segs
sklr-rndog nag-!?logrer-rlza l~rgs-rrzai?ts
Ide skrrr blitgs ... "
(Tucci, 1941b: 1 1 ) .
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
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sgrub-thabs-daii hstod-pa ( ~ r i v a s u d h u r i i s a d h a n a s t o t r a ) trans~
lated by Blo-gros-brtan-pa.
Some of the minor figures painted on the walls of chapel 1/12
belong to the cycle of the Tshogs-ksi-bdag-po chen-po'i rgyud
(Muhaganapa~i~antra)
' h0 and of the 'Phags-pa Tshogs-kyi-bdag-po'i
sfiin-po (Aryaganapatihrdava)Ihl,
both included in the same group
of the gNas-gtsan-lha-i rgyud of the Tathagata Familv. Other refer to
the cycles of gNod-'dzin (Jambhala) and of the gNod-sbyin
( Y a k ~ a s ) ~These
~ * . cycles belong to a tantra of the Family of the
Mani (Nor-can rigs), one of the laukika Families which we know to
have been absorbed in the Family of the Tathagata during the process of progressive reduction of the many original Families of the
kriyatantras.
Chapel 119, which is placed at the western end of this side of
the SKU-'bum is devoted to Mi-g.yo-ba (Acala). Its inscription explicitly refers to the sGrub-thabs rgj~a-mtshofor the group of the
statues, whereas for one of the mandalas painted on the walls it
mentions the 'Phags-pa Mi-g.yo-ba ies bsa-ba'i gzuns (Aryacalan a n ~ a d h a v a ~ i )a' ~kriyatantra
~,
belonging to the bKal-giian group
of the Family of the Tathagata, translated by the Indian upadhyaya
Dharmasrimitra and by the Tibetan lo-tsa-ba Chos-kyi-bzan-po.
There appears to be some inaccuracy in the former reference,
because Prabhakirti's Mi-g.yo-ba'i sgrub-thabs (Acalasadharia) as
found in the bsTan-'gyurlh4was translated into Tibetan by Rin-

159. Cordier, rGyud: LXXI,401-404.
160. Toh. 666.
161. Toh. 665.
162. The inscription specificallv mentions that the figure of the Yellow
Jambhala with three faces and six arms painted o n the northern wall is drawn from
the sCrr4b-tlrabs rg~a-rlrrsho(Tucci, 1941 b: 20). Three works in the Sadhatrasagara
are in fact devoted to Jambhala (Cordier, t-Gyrd: LXXI, 310, 31 1 , 315) and are
ji-llar 'b?vrri~-ba'ir10g-pa
probably related to the 'Phags-pa gNod-gr~as-dbai~-po'i
(Anajanzhhalajalerzdr.a~i~tltalabdkaka~~a)
(Toh. 770), a kri?latatztra of the Mani Family which teaches how to evoke the Yellow Jambhala (Lessinp and Wayman, 1983:
133). The cvcle o f the ghlod-sb,lir~-chetz-pob r g ~ ~ aincludes
d
Can-ba-bzan-PO(Tucci,
194 1 a: 194); on this yaksa see the third section of Chapter One.
163. Toll. 631.
164. Cot- die^; rG191rd:LXXI, 52.
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chen-grags, the lo-tsa-ba of Ba-ri (1040-11 1 1) and therefore ought
to be placed in the SadhanaSataka (Ba-ri sgrub-thabs brgya-rtsa)
rather than in the Sadhanasagara, which was translated by Gragspa-rgyal-mtshan.
Finally it should be pointed out that the mandala painted on
the southern wall of this chapel is drawn from the 'Phags-pa khrobo'i rgyal-po chen-po Mi-g.yo-ba De-biin-gsegs-pa thams-cad-kyi
slobs dpag-ttt med-pa rtul-phod-pa 'dul-bar gsuns-pa ies bya-ba'i
rtog-pa (Aryacalamahakrodhasya sarvatathagatasya aparimitabalaparakra~.i~asya
vinayabha~itananzakalpa)~~~,
a tantra translated by
Chos-kyi-blo-gros under the guidance of the Indian upadhyaya
Usmaraksita, which still belongs to the Family of the Tathagata,
but in the class of the c a r y a t a n t r a ~ ' ~ ~ .
At the eastern end of the northern side of this first floor there
is chapel 1/13, devoted to the various manifestations of mGon-ponag-po-chen-po (Mahakala). A great number of sadhanas in the
bsTan-'gytlr are dedicated to the Black Mahakala, but the badly
defaced dkar-chug pasted onto the wall specifically refers to two
aspects of this deity, one according to the nun-sgrub (esoteric sadhana) and the other according to the gsan-sgrub (secret sadhana). The former may probably be related to the dPa1 mGon-po'i
nun-sgrtrb (~rimahakalantaras~dhana)'~~,
whose author is un. . Abhayskaragupta
known, while the translators were the pandita
and the lo-tsa-ba Salis-rgyas-grags. The latter should be referred to
Nagabodhi's Byin-gyis brlabs-pa'i Nag-po-chen-po'i gsan-ba'i sgrubthabs (Adhi~~hanamahakalaguhyasadhana)'",
or else to the Nag-pochen-po'i 'phrin-las gsan-ba 'i sgrub-lhabs (Mahakalakarnzaguhyasad17ana)'h' written by Krsnavararuci and translated by the siddha
Rahula-dmar-po with Gyi-ljan lo-tsa-ba Bla-ma dBu-dkar. These sadhanas and several others found in the bsran-'gyur are related to

165. Toh. 495.
166. Wayman, 1973: 237; Tucci, 1941b: 18 ("spyod-pa'irgvlld" is erroneously
translated "kriyatarztra" in Tucci, 1941b: 15 I ) .
167. Cordiet; rC?lrdd: XXVI, 77.
168. Ibiderrz: LXXXII, 96.
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the dPal Nag-po-chen-po'i rgyud ( ~ r i r n a h a k a l a t a n t r a ) ~the
,
'Phugs-pu dpal mGon-po-nag-po ies bva-ba'i gzz4ns (AryaSrimahakalanarnadharani)'7'and the 'Phags-pa Nag-po-chen-po'i gzuils rirnsnad tharns-cad-las thar-par byed-paw2,translated by Ye-ies-sde assisted by the upadhyaya Prajnavarman. All these tantras belong to
the group of the gNas-gtsan lha'i rgyz4d of the Family of the Tathagata in the class of the kriyatantras.
The central temple 1116 in the eastern side of the SKU-'bumis
devoted to Byams-pa (Maitreya) and its walls are decorated with
scenes illustrating Maitreya's past life or the Tusita heaven where
he resides. These scenes are not drawn from tantric cycles but
from the descriptions provided by sutras, particularly the Durn-pa'i
chos Padma-dkar-po ies bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i mdo (Saddhamzap~4ndarikanamanzahayanasiitra)~~~
and the 'Phags-pa Byanzs-pa
ius-pa ies bya-ba theg-pa chen-rno'i mdo (Aryainaitre~aparip~cchar z a m a ~ n a h a ~ ~ a n a s u t r The
a ) ' ~ statues
~.
in the centre of the temple
and some ma~zdalas
..
on the walls, however, ma.y refer to the
'Phags-pa Byarns-pa pi rntshan brgya-rtsa-brgyad-pa gzuizs-shags-dun
bcas-pa ( A r y a m a i t r e y a n a m a ~ ~ ~ t t a r a S a t a k a d h a r a ~ s a h i t a ) " ~
and to the 'Phags-pa Byanzs-pa pi dam-bcas-pa ies bya-ba'i gzrlns
(Aryamaitreyapratijiianarnadharani)'76,texts belonging to the
group of the Byan-chub-serns-dpa'i rgyud of the Family of the
Tathagata, in the class of the kriyatantras.
Always on this side the three chapels 1/14 1 , 1/17
illustrate various tantric cvcles, whereas cell 1/18, at its southern
end, has the function of a vestibule giving access to the flights of
steps connecting the various floors of the SKU-'bum.
Chapel 1/14, at the northern end of the this side, is devoted to
sTobs-po-che and is related to the 'Phags-pa sTobs-po-clzeies bya-ba
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theg-pa chen-po'i rndo (Aryanzahabalunama~nahayanasiitra)'~~,
a
kriyatantra also know as sTobs-po-che'i gzuns (Mahabaladharani)
and belonging to the bKa-'gnan group of the Family of the Vajra.
The majority of the mandalas in this chapel is drawn from various
sadhanas in the bsTan-'gyur, including the sTobs-po-che'i sgrubthabs (Malzabulasadhana) 17*, translated by Tshul-khrims-rgyalmtshan, and two more sadhanas bearing the same title, one of
which translated by Amoghavajra and by the lo-tsa-ba of Ba-ri Rinchen-grags'", and the other translated by Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan
and included in the sGrub-thabs r g y a - r n t ~ h o ' ~On
~ . the western
wall there is the mandala of 'Jig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rygal-ba
(Trailokyavijaya) in his wrathful form, which is also drawn from a
nzandala in the sGrub-thabs r g y a - m t ~ h o ' ~
but
' , cannot be related to
a kriyatantra, for it refers to the 'Jig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-parrgyal-ba rtog-pa'i rgyal-po chen-po (Trailokyavijayamahakalparaja)'82,a tantra belonging to the Family of the Vajra which is
explanatory of the second section of the Tattvasamgraha, the roottext in the yogatantra class.
Chapel 1/ 15 is devoted to rGyal-mtshan-rtse-mo (Dhvajagra),
who is placed at the centre of the group of statues along the northern wall and of the mandala painted on the opposite wall, drawn
from the sGrttb-thabs rgya-mtsho and in particular from the rGyalmtshan-rtse-~no'idptin-rgyan-gyisgrub-thabsIm.These sadhanas are
related to the kriyatantra 'Phags-pa rgyal-mtshan-gyi-rtse-i?lo'i
dpttn-rgvai? ces bya-ba'i gzr4ns ( ~ r y a d h v a j a ~ r a k e y u r a n a r n a d h a rani)"" which was translated by Ye-Ses-sde assisted by Jinamitra
and Danasila, and which belongs to the group of the Khro-~zo'i
rgyt'd of the Family of the Tathagata. The two largest walls in this

177. Toh. 757.
178. Cot-dier; rCxlrd: LXX, 153.
179. Ibitlerli: LXXI, 83.
180. Ihidern: LXXI, 33 1.
181. Ihidern: LXXI, 320.
182. Toh. 482.
183. C o t d i e ~ ;r-C;\tirtl: LXXI. 288.
184. Toll. 612.
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chapel are decorated with mandalas devoted to 1Ha-mo Ralgcig-ma (Ekajala), which are drawn from the Ral-pu-gcig-nzu'i
sgrub-thabs ( E k a j ~ t a s a d h u n a )and
' ~ ~from 'Phugs-r11a Ral-gcig-riza'i
sgrub-thabs (Aryaikaja~asadhut~a)'~.
These sadhanas, also included in the scrub-thahs rgya-17lisho, are related to the 'Phagh-pu
Don-yod-zags-pa'i cho-ga iib-mo'i rgyul-po (Aryaii~oghapa.sakalpar ~ j a ) ~a "kriyata~ztra
~
belonging to the bDag-po'i rgyud of the Family of the Lotus, which was translated by Bu-ston.
Finally chapel 1/17 is devoted to rNam-thos-sras (Vaisravana)
in his peaceful form as ~i-ba-bde-byed
and in his wrathful forms as
rNam-sras-drag-byed, as indicated by two captions on the southern
and western walls. In the Pancarak~aliterature Vaisravana occupies a prominent place with respect to the other lokapulas, especially in the sTon-chen-mo Rub-tu-'jo~ws-paies bva-ba ~wdo(Mahasahastrapra~?~arda~~asutra)'~~
and in the Rig-sizags-kyi-rgyal-n?o
rMa-bya-chen-nzo(Mahamayurividyarajfii) I"', which was translated
by Ye-ses-sde with the assistance of the upadhyayas Silendrabodhi,
Jfianasiddhi and Sakyaprabha. Both are kriyatantras of the group
of the Yum-gyi rgyud belonging to the Family of the Tathagata.
These tantras are the source of the rNanz-thos-kyibu'i sgrub-thabs
(VaiSra~anasadhana)"~
and of the rNaj71-rhos-sras-k~li
sgruh-pa'i
thabslY1,
with the same Sanskrit title, written by the master ~ u r a m ~ a varman and translated by the pai.zdita Tejadeva and by the lo-tsa-ba
of Zans-dkar 'Phags-pa-ses-rab ( ~ r y a ~ r a j f i ato) ,which the mandalas in this chapel may be more particularls referred.
We may conclude that all the chapels on the first floor of the
SKU-'bumare devoted to cycles belonging to the
Only
two of them, 119 and 1/14, include also rnai.zdalas related to the
caryatarztras and ~~ogataiztras,
respectively. In both instances, how-

~~~~~~~~~~~as.

185. Cordier, rG!vird: LXXI, 210, 2 1 l . 213, 214.
186. Ihidr~lr:LXXI, 2 12.
187. Toh. 686.
188. Toh. 558.
189. Tuh. 759.
190. COI-dicr,rC;\rrd: LXXXVI, 4 7 .
19 1. I l ? i t l ~ ~ r LSXII.
~~:
29.
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ever, the statues of the deities representing the ideal centre of the
chapel are drawn from cycles belonging to kriyatantras. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that these two "intrusions" don't
break up the unity of the Family to which the deities belong: in
chapel 1/14 the cycle of Trailokyavijaya (which is dealt with in a
yogatalitra belonging to the Family of the Vajra) is associated with
the cycle of Mahabala, which is dealt with in a kriyatantra belonging to the same Family; while in chapel 119 there are references to
kriyatantras and caryatantras both devoted to the same deity,
namely Acala. It may be therefore suggested that such combinations are in the main due to spontaneous associations in ritual,
which exceptionally do not fit with the later scholarly classification, although they leave it basically unaltered.
The series of chapels devoted to the illustration of the various
cycles of the kriyatantras continues on the the second floor of the
SKU-'bum,whose southern side is almost entirely consecrated to
the Family of the Lotus, except for chapel 2/15, which is located at
the eastern end and contains various i7zatzdalas
..
drawn from the
'Phags-pa 'Jain-dpal-gyi rtsa-ba'i rgyud (Aryarnanjt~sri~~~filatatantra)'", belonging to the group of the bDag-po'i rgytdd of the Family
of the Tathagata. Along the western wall of this chapel there are
the statues of 'Jam-dbyans-smra-ba'i-sen-ge (Vadisimhamafijughosa) and of his retinue, drawn from the 'Jam-dbj~ans-sknra-ba'iseii-ge'i sgr~ib-thabs( V a d i s i ~ ? z h a i n a ~ j ~ ~ g I ~ o ~ a s u d hwritten
a l ? a ) ' "by
~
the founder of the ~i-byed-paschool, the Indian master Ratnaparamasvamin (d. 1 1 17), better known as Dam-pa-sans-rgyas (Paramabuddha) and also as Pha-dam-pa (Paramapit:), and translated by
(1 289- 1325).
~ a - m Sen-rgyal
a
The other three chapels are decorated with i ~ ~.a.n d a lbelongas
ing to the three main groups of the Family of the Lotus, the gfioho'i rg?lud, the hDag-po'i rgy~idand the Yrrill-gvi r-g.\)rtd.
Chapel 211 is devoted to Tshe-dpag-rned (Arnit&us). Its statues
and the majority of the wall paintings are based on the Jc~ttlri'ilugskvi Tshe-dpag-nzed lha dgu'i dkyil-'khor, which is drawn from texts

192. Toh. 543.
193. Cordie~;I-C;\,rrti: LXNXII, 2 .
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by the aryapandita JeUri included in the bsTan-'gyur: the Tshedpag-med-la bstod-pa (Aparimira~luhstotra)"~,the 'Phags-pa Tshedun-ye-Ses-dpag-tu-med-pa'i
sgrub-thabs (Aryuparimitayurjfianasadhana)Iy5and the Tshe-dun-ye-Ses-dpag-tu-med-pa'i
cho-ga (Aparimitay~rjiianavidhi)'~~.
The latter was translated by Srimafiju and
by the lo-tsa-ba dGa'-ba'i-dpal of 1Ce. Other mandalas are drawn
from Jfianadakini Siddharajfii's Tshe-dun-ye-sisdiag-tu med-pa ies
bya-ba'i sgrub-thabs (Aparimitay~rjiiananamasadhana)~~~,
translated by the Indian pandita Candrabhadra together with the lo-tsa-ba
of Glan, Dharma-tshul-khrims,and from the Tshe-dan-ve-ies-dpag-tumed-pa pi sgrub-thabs (Aparimitay~rjfi(i~~asadhana)
and the bComldan-' das Tshe-dun-ye-ses dpag-tu med-pa pi dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga
(Bhagavadaparimitayurjiiananamamandalavidhi)by the same aut h o r e s ~ ' ~Both
~ . sadhanas can be related to two tantras, the
'Phags-pa Tshe-dun-ye-Ses-dpag-tu-med-pa
ies bya-ba theg-pa chenpo'i mdo (Aryaparimitayurj~?iinan~amahayanas~tra)~~
and the
'Phags-pa Tshe-dun-ye-ses-dpag-tu-med-pa'i
siiin-po ies bya-ba'i
gzuns ( A r y a p a r i m i t a y ~ r j f i a n a h ~ d a y a n a m a d hwhich
~ i ) ~ ~ ~was
,
translated by the Indian upadhyava Punyasambhava and bv the
lo-tsa-ba of Pa-tshab, ~i-ma-grags.All these tantras belong to the
group of the gTso-bo'i rgyud of the Lotus Family, in the class of the
kriyatantras.
Chapel 2/16 is devoted to spyan-ras-gzigs (Avalokita), the
Great Compassionate (Thugs-rje-chen-po; Mahakarunika). The
~nat?dalasin this chapel mainly refer to the Padma dra-ba, namelv
the 'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gigs-dban-phyug-girtsa-ba'i rgyud-kyi
rgval-po padma dra-ba (Ar?~avalokitesvarapadrnaja1atntilatat~traraja)201,
which was translated bv the n7ahapandita Somasribhava

Cordier, r C ~ u dLXVIII,
:
6.
Ibiderll: LXVIII, 7.
Ihidrrli: LXVIII, 8.
Ihidet~l:XLIV, 50.
Ibidrr~i:XLIV. 48. 4 9 .
Toh. 6 7 4 , 675.
200. Toh. 676.
201. Tvh. 681.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
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and by Tshul-khrims-'od-zer,and to the 'Phags-pa Don-yod-zags-pa'i
cho-ga iib-mo'i rgyal-po ( A r y a m ~ g h a p a S a k a l p a r a j a )together
~~~
with the 'Phags-pa Don-yod-iags-pa'i rtog-pa'i rgyal-po'i cho-ga
( A r y a m ~ g h a p a S a k a l p a r a j a v i d h i ) which
~ ~ ~ , was translated by the
pandita Maiijusrivarman and by the lo-tsa-ba Blo-ldan-Ses-rab.
~ h e s eare kriydtantras belonging to the group of the bDag-po'i
rgyud of the Family of the Lotus. To the same group of tantras are
related the sadhanas mentioned in the inscription, including Nagajuna's 'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug-phyag-ston
sgrubwhich was tranthabs (Aryasahasrabhujaval~kiteSvarasadhana)~~~,
slated by Rin-chen-bzan-po under the guidance of Atisa, and the
'Phags-ma mKhal-spyod-kyi sgrub-thabs (Aryakhasarpanasad h a n ~ ) ~which,
O~
together with the dPal-ldan mKhal-spyod-kyi
sgrub-thabs ( ~ r i k h u s a r ~ a n a s ~ d h a nisa included
) ~ ~ ~ , in the sGrubthabs rgya-mtsho.
Finally chapel 212 is devoted to rJe-btsun-ma Sen-lden-nagskyi-sgrol-ma (Khadiravani), a manifestation of Tara. The statue
along the eastern wall is drawn from the description in the
'Phags-ma Sen-lden-nags-kyi-sgrol-ma pi sgrub-thabs (Aryakhadiravan i t ~ r a s a d h a n a ) ~which
~',
belongs to the sGrub-thabs rgya-mtsho.
Also the mandalas painted on the walls are drawn from sadhanas
belonging to the same collection, and precisely from the Don
thams-cad grub-par rub-tu sbyin-ma'i 'phags-ma sGrol-ma pi sgrubthabs (Sarvarthasadhanyaryaprasannatara~adhana)~~~
the mChogsbyin-sgrol-ma pi sgrub-thabs ( V a r a d a t f i r r i ~ d d h a n aand
)~~~
the
soil-las-sgrol-ma'i sgrnb-thabs (D~rgatyuttiirinisadhana)~'~.
All
these sadhanas are related to the De-biin-giegs-pa thaws-cad-kyi

an-

-

202. Toh. 686.
203. Toh. 689.
204. Cordier, vCvtrd: LXVIII, 40.
205. lbidern: LXXI, 107.
206. Ibiderrt: LXXI, 108.
207. Ibidern: LXXI, 178.
208. Ibidem: LXXI, 202.
209. 1bidet11: LXXI, 180.
2 10. Ibiderrl: LXXI. 198.
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yurn sgrol-ma-lassna-thogs 'byun-ba ies bya-ba'i rgyud (Sarvatathagatamat~taraviSvakarmabhavatantr~)~~~,
the chief tantra of the
Yum-gyi rgyud group of the krivatantras, which was translated by
the pandita Dharmasrimitra and by the lo-tsa-ba Chos-kyi-bzan-po.
Also the chapels on the western side include ma!tdalas drawn
from tantras which belong to the Family of the Lotus, and are
more specifically devoted to various forms of Avalokitesvara and
Tara.
The statues in chapel 213 refer to the Sen-ge-sgra'irgyud(Simhan a d ~ t a n t r a ) ~which
' ~ , was translated by the pandita Prajiiakara
and by the lo-tsa-ba Khug-pa 1Ha-btsas,and to the 'Phags-pa spyanras-gzigs-dban-phyug-sen-ge-sgra'i gzuns (~ryavalokiteSvarasimhanadanamadharani)2131which was translated by Ses-rab-'byungnas. The mandalas painted on the walls of this chapel are largely
drawn from the Padma dra-ba (Padmajdla) and from the 'Phags-pa
Don-yod-zags-pa'i cho-ga iib-mo'i rgyal-po (Aryamoghapaiakalparaja) which have already been met in chapel 2/16, as well as from
the 'Phags-pa Don-yod-iags-pa'i siiin-po ies bva-ba theg-pa chenpo'i nzdo ( ~ ~ a i n o ~ h a ~ a S a h ~ d a ~ a r z a m a m a h a v a ~ z a stranslaiitra)~~~,
ted by the upadhvaya Amoghavajra and by the lo-tsa-ba Rin-chengrags-pa. All these texts, as well as the two previously mentioned,
are krivatantras belonging to the bDag-po'i rgyud of the Family of
the Lotus. A series of minor mandalas in this chapel may be referred to a group of five commentaries relating to the same tantras
sgruband sharing an identical title, Padnza-gar-pi-dban-phjlug-gi
thabs (Padmanartesvarasadhana). Two of these s a d h a t ~ a swere
~'~
translated by the ~nahapandita Ratnakara and by the lo-tsa-ba
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-mtshan, and two others2I6bv Crags-pa-rmalmtshan. The fifth one, due to the acarya Candragomin"', was
translated by Amoghavajra and Rin-chen-grags.
21 1. Toh. 726.
212. Toh. 702.
21 3. Toh. 703.

2 14.
2 IS.
2 16.
21 7

Toh. 682.
Cordiel; rGylrtl: LXX, 2 I , 22.
Ihrdc.111:1-XXI, 1 18, 1 19.
Il>rtlc*rn:LXXI, 30.
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Chapel 214 is devoted to Don-zags (AmoghapaSa) and its ideal
centre is occupied by a group of statues which can be related to
mandalas
..
drawn from tantras already met in chapel 213, as well as
from the 'Phags-pa Don-yod-iags-pa'i sfiin-po ies bya-ba'i gzuns
( A r y a m ~ g h a ~ a S a h ~ d a ~ a n i z m a dThe
h ~ iwalls
) ~ ' ~ .of the chapel
are painted with figures drawn from the Mahakarunagarbhamandala, the first of the three mandalas described in the Mahavairocanabhisambodhi, whose full title is rNam-par-snan-mdzad-chen-po
mnon-par rdzogs-par byan-chub-pa mum-par sprul-pa byin-gyisrlob-pa 4in-tu rgyas-pa mdo-sde dban-po'i rgyal-po ies bya-ba'i choskyi mum-grans (Mahavairocanabhisarpbodhivikurvitadhi~?hana
v a i p ~ l y a s u t r e n d r a r a j a n a m a d h a m a p a r y a y a ) ~That
' ~ . text does not
belong to the kriyatantras, on the contrary it is the fundamental
text in the class of the cavyatantras. Furthermore it does not belong to the Family of the Lotus (no caryatantra of that Family has
been included in the Tibetan Canon), but to the Family of the
Tathagata. It should be pointed out, however, that the Lord of the
Mahakarunagarbhamandala is described as looking westwardsZZ0.
It is therefore likely that its collocation on the western side of the
SKU-'bumis by no means accidental.
Chapel 215 is devoted to the various forms of rTa-mgrin (Hayagriva), chiefly drawn from the sGrub-thabs rgya-mtsho, which includes the IHa so-so'i sgrub-thabs rim-gratis-las rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrubthabs rim-pa (Devantarasadhanakramapade Hayagrivasadhanakrama). Three different sadhanas are grouped under that titleZ2',
the first being Candragomin's rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs (Hayagrivasadhanu). The third, to which the inscription in the chapel
specifically refers, is Prabhakara's rGyud thams-cad-kyi siiiiz-po
phyi-ma'i rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs (Sar~atantrah~dayottarahayagrivasadhana). The mandala painted on the western wall of this
chapel is drawn from the rTa-mchog-gi sgr~cb-thabs(Paramri.ivasd21 8. Toh. 683.
219. The Mahavairocat~ahhisat~?hodhi(Toh. 494) describes three different
mat!dalas which are related to the thiee ka,vavdkcitta components of the Tathagata:
refers to the phvsical plane (T~icci,194 1 a: table
the Mahakaru~agarbhatna~?daIa
36).
220. Cf. bSod-nams-rpa-mtsho, 1983: N o . 2 0 .
221. Cordier; r.G?.~rd:
L X X I , 3 17-319.
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d h ~ n a ) which
~ ~ ~ ,is also included in the scrub-thabs rgya-mtsho.
The existence of these a n d many more sadhanas dedicated to Hayagriva shows the importance of his role in Tibetan Buddhist ritual, although the tantric literature devoted to him has been translated only to a limited extent: the bKal-'gvur includes only the
'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyugHayagriva'i gzuns (Atyavalokitesvarahayagri~adj2arani~~~~
a very limited selection from the
Hayagrivasaptati), which is a krivatantra of the Family of the Lotus
belonging to the Khro-bo'i rgyud.
Finally, chapel 216 is devoted to the several forms of Rigbyed-ma (Kurukulla), both as manifestations of Amitabha and as
emanations of the Five Jinas taken as a whole. The aspect illustrated by the statue which represents the ideal centre of the
chapel is related t o the sGrol-ma'i rtog-pa-las byun-ba'i Kuru-kulle'i sgrub-thabs (Kalpoktatarodbhavakurukullasadhana),
to Nagajuna's sGrol-ma'i rtog-pa-las byun-ba'i Rigs-byed-ma'i
sgrub-thabs (Muktakena Tarakalpodbhat~akurukullasadhana),
a n d to the sGrol-ma-las 'byun-ba'i Ku-ru-kulle'i sgrub-thabs ( E r o d b h a v a k u r ~ i k u l l a s a d h a n a ) ~The
~ ~ . various forms of Kurukulla
painted o n the opposite wall are drawn from various sadhanas,
among which TucciZ2=mentions the dPa1 K~le'i-rdo-rje'irgyud-kyi
rim-pa-las bdag byin-gyis-brlab-pa Ku-ru-kulle'i sgrub-thabs ( ~ r i h e vajratantrakramena ~vadhi~~hanakurukullasadhana)~~~
and the
dGyes-pa pi rdo-rje-las byun-ba'i Ku-ru-kulle'i sgrub-thabs (Hevajrodb h a v a k u r ~ k u l l a s a d h a n a )t~o~which
~,
more sadhanas included in
the sGrub-thabs rgya-mtsho may b e added22R.
The other walls show
the mandala of Kurukulla according to king Indrabhuti's sadha~za,
Rig-byed-iva phyag brgvad-ma'i sgrub-thabs (As~abhujakun4kullas a d h a ~ z a ) ~ a~n' ,d the nzar.zdala of Mayajalakurukulla, drawn from
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.

Cordier, rG~1ud:LXXI, 322.
Toh. 733.
Cordie~;rG~v4d:LXXI, 257, 258; LXX, 69.
Tucci, 1941a: 210, n . 2.
Cordier, rCylrd: XXII, 26.
Ibideill: XXII, 28.
Ibiderll: LXXI, 262-275.
Ibidcril: LXXI, 268.
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Kanhapada's Ku-rti-kulle'i sgrtlb-thabs ( K u r u k ~ l l a s a d h a n a ) ~ ~ ~ ,
whose full title as reported in the colophon is dPal-ldan sgyz4-'phrul
dra-ha rnal-'byor-gyi rgyud chen-po ston-phrag-bcu-drug-pa-las
byun-ba'i Ku-ru-kulle'i.
This great wealth of aspects and the high number of sadhanas
found in the bsTan-'gyur are in contrast with the existence in the
bKa'-'gyur of a single tantra devoted to this deity, the 'Phags-pa
sGrol-ma Kti-ru-kulle'i rtog-pa ( ~ r ~ a t a r a k u r u k u l l a k a l p a which
)~~'
was translated by K~snapanditaand by Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba. The
latter text belongs to the anuttarayogatantras, to which can be referred also the sadhanas devoted to Kumkulla and related more or
less directly to the Hevajratantraz3*.Furthermore the sadhana of
Mayajalakurukulla appears to be obviously related to a yogatantra.
From this point of view chapel 216 is clearly anomalous with
respect to the other chapels of the first two floors, which are
chiefly devoted to cycles belonging to the kriyatantras and to the
caryatantras. Its collocation seems to be rather dictated by a need
for symmetry intended to contrast the peaceful and wrathful aspects of Amitabha's chief emanations through the two pairs Avalokitesvara/Hayagriva and Tara/Kumkulla. The wrathful manifestation in the latter pair may draw from a vast wealth of sadhanas
which had deep-rooted and widely spread ritual basis. In particular it should be pointed out that a large portion of those sadhanas
is included in the scrub-thabs rgya-mtsho, which is a basic text in
the Sa-skya-pa school.
Proceeding to the northern side one comes across chapel 217
devoted to 'Jam-dbyans-rgyal-po-rol-pa,whose statue seems to be
modelled according to the iconography prescribed by the 'Jamdpal-rgyal-po-chen-po-rol-pa'isgrub-tlzabs (MahiiriijalilamailjuSvts a d h a ~ . z awhich
~ ~ ~ , is included in the scrub-ihabs rgya-lntsho. The
~nandalaspainted on the walls can be largelv related to four texts

230.
231.
232.
233.

Cordier, rCyud: LXXI, 272.
Toh. 437.
Snellgrove, 1980, 1 : 16.
Cordier, 1-Gj~rtd:LXXI. 158.
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in the bsTan-'gyur: the 'Jam-dpul-chos-dbyins-gsun-dban-gi dkyil
cho-ga (Dharmadhatuvagi~vararnaiij~srivna~alavidhi)~'~,
which is
attributed to the acarya Mafijusrikirti and was translated by Rinchen-bzan-po assisted by the pandita Sraddhakaravarman; the
Sems-can thams-cad dbaii-du byed-pa'i tin-ne-'dzin (Sarvasuttvas i k a r a n a ~ a m a d h i )which
~ ~ ~ was translated by the lo-tsa-ba Gragspa-rgyal-mtshan; the 'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal-ye-ses-sems-dpa'i de-khonu-iiid ces bya-ba'i sgrub-thabs (Aryajfianasattvamafijusritattvanam a s ~ d h a n a by
) ~ the
~ ~ acarya Advayagupta, which was translated
by the upadhyaya Dharmairimitra and by the lo-tsa-ba Chos-kyibzan-po; and the 'Jam-dpal-ye-ses-sems-dpa'Daii-po'i-sans-rgyas ies
bya-ba'i sgrub-thabs (Jiianasattvamaiijusriadibuddhanamasadhaby Avadhutipa, which was translated into Tibetan by the same
translators of the previous sadhana. We are obviously dealing here
with mandalas and sadhanas chiefly related to the Mafijusrinamasav.~giti,
a text which does not belong to the classes of the kriyatantras and caryatantras. In that respect we are faced here by a similar case as in the previous chapel.
We go back to the kriyatantra cycles in chapel 218, which is
devoted to the various manifestations of Vajravidarana drawn from
the rDo-rje mavn-par 'joms-pa ies bya-ba'i gzuns (Vajrat~idaranana~ n a d h a r a n i )translated
~~~,
by Ye-ses-sde assisted bv Jinamitra and
Danasila, and from the 'Phags-pa rDo-rje'i-ri-rub-chen-po'i
rtse-nzo'i
k h a n - p a - b r t ~ e ~ s - ~gau' in s (Arvamahavajramerusikharaku~agaradha~-ani)~
translated
'~,
by the same lo-tsa-ba assisted by ~ilendrabodhi and Jfianasiddhi. Both texts belong to the bDag-po'i rgyud of
the Family of the Vajra. The statues as well as the vnandalas painted on the walls were executed according to the systems of the
lo-tsa-ba of sol-popof the lo-tsa-ba of Ba-ri, and of MitrazW.The

234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.

Cordier, rGvud: LX, 50.
Ibidem: LXXI, 152.
Ibidem: LXI, 12.
Ibidem: LXI, 14.
Toh. 750.
Toh. 751.
Mi-dl-rl in the inscription; a 12th century r?iahasiddha who travelled to
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sadhanas related to those various schools include Ratnakirti's rDorje-mum-par-'joms-pa'i sgrub-thabs (Vajravidaranisadhana)24' and
rDo-rje-rnam-par-'joms-pa'i
khrus-kyi cho-ga (Vajravidarani~ n a n a v i d h i )which
~ ~ ~ , were translated by the Newar Mahapana, as
well as other texts by the mahaguru Savari, two of which
were translated by the Newar upadhyaya Devapunyamati and by
the lo-tsa-ba of 'Gar, C h o s - k y i - b ~ a n - p o ~ ~ ~ .
Chapel 219 is devoted to 'Od-zer-gtsug-tor (Vimalosnisa) and
its ideal centre is provided by the statue of Thub-chen (Mahamuni). The latter as well as all the mandalas painted on the walls
are drawn from the Kun-nus sgor 'jug-pa'i 'Od-zer-gtsug-tor-dri-mamed-par snan-ba De-biin-gsegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sfiin-po dun damtshig-la mum-par lta-ba ies bya-ba'i gzuns (SamantamukhapraveSara~mivimalosnisaprabhasasarvatathagatahrdayasamayaviloki. .
tanamadharani)244,which was translated by Ye-ses-sde, assisted by
the upadhyayas Jinamitra and ~ilendrabodhi.That tantra, which
belongs to the gTsug-tor-gyirgyud of the Family of the Tathagata in
the class of the kriyutantras, is explained by two commentaries to
..
are more directly related.
which the above mentioned mandalas
These commentaries, bearing the identical title of gTsug-tor-drima-med-pa'i gzuns-kyi cho-ga (Vimal~~nisadharanividhi)~~~,
..
were
produced by AtiSa who also translated them with the lo-tsii-ba
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba.
Chapel 2/10, which is located at the eastern end of the northern side, is devoted to sGrol-ma-dkar-mo (Sitatara), to sGrol-maljan-mo ( ~ ~ a m a t a r aand
) , to other forms of Tara, all related to the
Yuin-gyi rgyud of the Family of the Lotus in the class of the krivatantras. Statues and nzandalas
..
are drawn in particular from the
basic tantra in this group, the previously mentioned
SarvatathagatamatrtaraviSvakarmahhavatarztra and from the reTibet and who is extensively dealt with in the BIlrr
1030-1034, 1041-1043, 1065).
241. Cordier, rGvrtd: LXXXII, 55.
242. Ibiden~:LXXXII, 56.
243. Ibidem: LXVIII, 246. 250.
244. Toh. 599.
245. Cordier, r-Gyud: LXIX, 137. 138.
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lated commentaries in the scrub-tlzabs rgya-mtsho: the scrol-madkar-mo'i sgrub-thabs (Sitatarasadharza) and the sCrol-mu-dkar-rfzo
phyag drug-ma'i sgrub-thabs (Sadbhujas~tklat~rasadhana)~j6.
The
mandala
. . of the Green Tara is drawn from the tantras rJe-btsun-ma
'phags-pa sGrol-ma pi mtshan brgya-rtsa-brgyad-pa (Aryatarabhadran a r n a ~ ? a S a t a k a )and
~ ~ ~ IHa-mo sGrol-ma'i mtshan brgya-rtsabrgyad-pa ( E r a d e v i n a m a . ~ ~ a S a t a k awell
) ~ ~ as
~ afrom
s Candragomin's
commentary [Ha-mo sGrol-ma'i sgrub-thabs brgya-rtsa-brgyadpa (TaradevyastaSata~adhana)~~~,
..
which was translated by Atisa
and Tshul-khrims-rgyal-baand was later revised by the pandita Danasfi and by the lo-tsa-ba Blo-gros-grags-pa.
The first chapel on the eastern side of the second floor of the
SKU-'bum, that is chapel 2/11, is devoted to Kun-tu-bzin-po
(Samantabhadra) and to the other Great Bodhisattvas. The statue
and the mandalas
..
painted on the walls may be related to the group
of kriyatantras in the Family of the Tathagata listing the 108 names
of the Eight Bodhisattvas, and in particular to the 'Phags-pa Kuntu-bzan-po'i mtshan brgya- rtsa-brgyad-pa gzuizs-snags-dun bcas
(Aryasamantabhadrastottarasatakanamadharanimantrasahita)
..
250
and to the kindred tantras devoted to Vajrapani Maiijusrikumarabhuta and Avalokite~vara~~'.
The inscription in the chapel also relates the cycles of Vajrapani and Avalokitesvara to the rNam-parstzaiz-mdzad rnizon byan-chub rgvnd (Maha~~airocarzabl~isat?~bodhitantra)252,
which belongs to the Family of the Tathagata in the class
of the car?~atarztr-as.
The cycle of Maiijusri is related both to the
latter tantra and to the rDo-rje siiiij-po rgyat~-g!li rgyudZ5'.
Chapel 2/12 is devoted to the group of the bDag-po'i rgytld of
the Familv of the Vajra in the class of the krivatat~tras.

246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
25 1 .
252.
253.

Cordier; rG?vrd: LXXI, 193. 194.
Toh. 727.
Toh. 728.
Cordier, 1-Gvlrd: LXXI, 362.
Toh. 637.
Toh. 634. 638, 639.
Toh. 494.
T u c c ~ .1931b: 37.
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It illustrates various forms of Vajrapani, particulary the aspect
transmitted in Sugatigarbha's 'Phyag-rdor-'gro-bzan lugs dkyil-'khor
and the other forms drawn from the 'Phags-pa rDo-rje-sa-'og-gi
rgy~id-kyirgyal-po ( A r y a ~ a j r u p a t a l a n a r n a t a n t r a j a ) ~which
'~,
was
translated by Sa-skya Pandita Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan.
The inscription mentioning the system of Nagarjuna possibly
refers to Nagarjuna's and Sugatigarbha's Phyag-nu-rdo-rje dkyil'khor-gyi cho-ga (Vajrapanimandala~idhi)~~~.
Chapel 2/13 is the last one on this side, for cell 2/14, which is
located on the south-eastern corner of the building, plays the
usual role of vestibule giving access to the other floors. This
chapel is devoted to Aksobhya (Mi-'khrugs) and the statue placed
along the northern wall corresponds to the centre of the mandala
of the nine deities of Aksobhya according to Atisa system, whose
root-tantra is the 'Phags-pa las-kyi sgrib-pa thams-cad mum-par
sbyon-ba ies bya-ba'i gzuns (Aryasarvakarmavaranavisodhaninamadharani)25hl
which is a gTso-bo rgyud of the Family of the Vajra
in the class of the kriyatantras. The scenes illustrating the paradise
of Abhirati which are painted on the walls are drawn from the
same tantra. The other forms of Aksobhya in the mandalas
..
of this
chapel are chiefly drawn from Atisa's Mi-'khrugs-pa 'i sgrub-thabs
(Ak~obhyasadha~za)~"
and bCom-ldan-'das-mi-'khrugs-pa'i
sgrubthabs ( B h a g a v a d a k ~ o b h y a ~ a d h a n awhich
) ~ ~ ~ ,were translated by
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba assisted by the author himself. These two
sadhanas belong to the series of commentaries to the cha-mthun
rgytid explanatory tantras dealing with single sections of the Tattvasamgraha, hence they must be related to the class of the yogatarztras.
Also the chapels of the second floor are therefore chiefly devoted to the cycles of the kriyatantras. In two of them (214 and

254.
255.
256.
257.
258.

Toh. 744.
Cordier, rCyud: LXVIII, 198.
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211 l ) , however, an important role is played by n?andalas drawn
from the Mahavairocanabhisambodhi, a basic text in the class of
the caryutantras. The innovation with respect to the first floor is
represented by chapels 216 and 217, which are devoted respectively to Kurukulla and to Mafijusri, whose mandalas, whether
painted or modelled in the shape of statues, must be all referred to
cycles not belonging to the first two classes of fantras. Those mandalas are chiefly drawn from the class of the yogatantras and, in
the case of KurukullB, they are also related to that of the anuttaratantras. It has already been pointed out that the deities in those
two chapels play a very important role in the Sa-skya-pa tradition.
In that context the fact that both Maiijusri and Kurukulla (Rigbyed-ma; She who gives knowledge) are important depositaries
and transmitters of knowledge does not seem to be merely accidental. The presence of many sadhanas related to them in the
sGrub-thabs rgya-mtsho, from which the builders of the SKU-'bum
drew so much of their iconographic information, may have further
contributed to soften and smooth away the barriers which the editors of the Canon had created between the different classes of
tai~tras.
Considering now the overall layout of the first two floors, leaving aside the four central temples of the first one as well as the two
vestibules and the two chapels 216 and 217 which have been discussed just above, we find a total of twenty-eight chapels which are
essentially devoted to cycles of the kriyatantras. Only three of
them, one on the first and two on the second floor, include also
mandalas related to the catyatatztras, all belonging to the Familv
of the Tathagata. It can therefore be suggested that, in the first
place, the structure of the SKU-'bumis not specifically aimed at
emphasizing the distinction between the two first classes of tantras, but rather at viewing them on the whole as introductory and
preparing to the superior classes.
Secondly, it should be pointed out that no chapels seem to be
specifically devoted to the laukika Familiesz5'. The fact that Vaisra259. In the krilyjrarttras, in addition to the Supramundane Families
(lokottcirak~rla;'jig-rtelr-1a.s.'das-pa'i rigs), Tathagata, Padrna and Vajra, there are
three Mundane Families (laukikaklrla; jig-rtrn-pa'i rigs), Mani, Paustika and
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vana is placed at the centre of chapel 2/17 is only an apparent
exception, since here this central deity represents the Great King
of the north, i.e. one of the deities related to the Tathagata Family
(De-biin-giegs-pa'i rigs-la brten-pa), even if some of the forms
painted on the walls can possibly be related to the gNod-'dzin of
the Mani Family. In this cell as in chapel 2/12 (Vasudhara surrounded by gNod-sbyin and Jambhala cycles) we are facing visual
evidence of the process whereby the laukika Families came to be
absorbed into the fold of the lokottara Families. On a mere canonical level this had already been sanctioned with the transition from
the kriyatantra to the caryatantra class.
Within the lokottara Families, one observes a respect for the
canonical hierarchy, whereby the Tathagata, Padma and Vajra
Families are ordered according to a criterion of decreasing imp ~ r t a n c e *In
~ ~fact,
. out of the twenty-eight chapels taken here into
consideration, thirteen are devoted to the Family of the Tathagata,
nine to the Family of the Lotus (which is to some extent also represented in chapel 111 5, devoted to a deity belonging to the Tathagata Family), and six to the Family of the Vajra.
The Family of the Tathagata is chiefly represented on the first
floor, with ten chapels out of fifteen, and the Family of the Lotus
on the second floor, with seven chapels out of thirteen. The
chapels devoted to the Family of the Tathagata are generally laid
following the south-north axis, whereas those devoted to the Family of the Lotus are in the main arranged on the western side

Laukika. Works of a general character, not belonging to any of the above Families, s u c h as t h e 'Phags-pa dPctli-hzali-gis icts-pa i e s bya-ba'i rgvud
( A r y a s u b a h ~ p a r i ~ ~ c c h ~ r n a t aToh.
~ i r a ,805), a r e also included in the
kriyitiarzrras. A commentary to this iantra (Cordier, rCyud: LXVI, 4) explains these
Families as follows: the Family of Wealth (Ma,?ikula;Nor-hu'i rigs) means the dispelling o f povertv; the Family of Prosperity (Pal~s!ikakl.rla; rGvas-pa'i rigs) ensures
issue of sons and increase of wealth; the Family of the Wordlings ( ~ a ~ t k i k a k c t l a ;
Jigs-riel?-pa'i rigs) consists of de~pas,asuras and s o forth, excepting those in the five
preceding Families (Lessing and Wayman, 1983: 102, n. 5). It is tvell known that
other Families were originally recognized in Tantric Buddhism, as is shown for
instance by the Mafi;crsriniillcrkalpu \vhere, however, nlany err-or-s in the Tibetan
translation reveal that both pal!ditus and lo-rsfi-haswere n o longel. Ca111iliarwith the
names and functions of some of them (Macdonald, 1962: 4 h - 4 7 ) .
260. Lessing and Wayman, 1983: 103.
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(though some are also grouped on the southern side of the second
floor). The chapels devoted to the Family of the Vajra do not seem
to respond to a specific directional scheme.
All the groups of tantric cycles making up the Family of the
Tathagata are represented in the chapels of the SKU-'bum,with a
clear prevalence of two of them, gNas-gtsan lha (four chapels) and
gTsug-tor (three chapels). The bKa1-gnrin-phogroup is missing from
the Family of the Lotus, where the two groups bDag-po and Khrobo play a prominent role, with three chapels each. Finally the Yum
and Khro-bo groups are missing from the Family of the Vajra,
where the group of the bDag-po largely prevails, with four chapels
out of six.
It might be of some interest to compare the layout of the
tantric cycles as observed in the SKU-'bum at Gyantse with the
statistic weight of the various cycles in the bKa'-'gyur and bsTan'gyur in order to identify any historical and cultural trend or pattern of evolution within the rigidly defined structure of the Canon
itself.
Yogatantra cycles
The third floor of the SKU-'bumis devoted to the mandalas of
the yogantra class, whose layout appears to be ordered in accordance with the canonical classification, by grouping together the
cycles belonging to a same explanatory tantra (or to the roottantra).
The root-tantra (rtsa-rgyud) in the yogatantra class is the Debiin-gSegs-pa thams-cad-kyi- de-kho-nu-fiid bsdus-pa ies bya-ba
theg-pa chen-po'i mdo (~antatatha~atatattvasarngrahanamamahayanas~tra)~
which
~ ' , was translated into Tibetan by Rin-chen-bzanPO. The Tibetan version of this basic tantra divides the text into
nine sections which, however, merely represent a partial subdivision of the five sections found in the Sanskrit original2". The first
four original sections (corresponding to the first seven in the

261. Toh. 479.
262. Ctiandra and Snellgrove, 198 1.
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Tibetan text) are called mahakalparaja and accordingly they
mainly contain ritual instructions. These four kalpas are related to
the four kulas of the Tathagata, Vajra, Dharma-Padma and KarmaRatna, and are based respectively on the Vajradhatumandala, on
the Trailokyavijayai?za~ala,on the Sakalajagadvinayamaharnandala and on the S a r v a r t h a s i d d h i m a h a m a ~ a l a .The fifth section
(corresponding to the eighth and ninth of the Tibetan version),
shows the characteristics of a true sutra, and gives its name to the
whole tantra.
The many explanatory tantras can be divided into bsad-rgyud
(akhyatantras, explanatory of the root-tantra in general) and chamthun rgyud (bhagiyatantras, explanatory of particular sections of
the root-tantra).
The chapels of the third floor are all related to the biad-rgyud
group. In the five chapels of the southern side we thus meet the
mandalas drawn from the dPal-mchog (Paramadya), whose full
title is dPal-rnchog-dun-po ies bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i rtog-pa'i
rgyal-po ( ~ r i ~ a r a m ~ d ~ a n ~ m a m a h ~ ~ ~ n a k a lwhich
~ a r i was
ija)~~~
translated by Rin-chen-bzan-pounder the guidance of the Kashmirian acarya Sraddhakaravarman. Rin-chen-bzari-polwho is responsible for introducing the system of interpretation of the yogatantras into Tibet, also translated the dPal-mchog-dun-po'i 'grel-pa
( ~ r i ~ a r a m i i d i v ~and
t t i ) the
~ ~ ~dPal-mchog-dun-po'i rgya-cher bsadpa ( ~ r i ~ a r a m a d i ! i k atwo
) ~ ~Fundamental commentaries by the
acarya ~ n a n d a ~ a r b h a .
The bKal-'gyur closely associates the dPal-mchog with another
tantra, the dPal-mchog-dah-po'ishags-kyi rtog-pa pi durn-bu (Sripara~ n a d v a m a n t r a k a l p a k h a ~ awhose
) ~ ~ ~ , translation was started by
Rin-chen-bzan-po and completed by the royal monk (lha-btsan-pa
dge-slon) ~ i - b a ' i - o dunder
,
the guidance of the mahiipar.zdita upadhvaya Mantrakalasa, at mTho-ldin.

263. Toh. 487.

264. Cordier, rC?,rrd:I N , 1
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In the Parantadya, like in the Tuttvasarngraha, there are four
different sections corresponding here to the four Sealsz6': the
Great Seal (rnahauztudra; phyag-rgya chen-po), showing the nature
of deities through their image; the Symbolic Seal (sarnuyar?7udru;
dam-tshig p h ~ a g - r g y a ) ~releasing
'~
the mind trough mantras; the
Law Seal (dharntartludra; chos-kyi phyug-rgyu), having the nature
of the speech of deities, and the Action Seal (kamtamudra; las-kvi
phyag-rgya), having the nature of the conduct of deities, whose
miraculous actions pervade the practitioner who conjures them
UP.
The mandalas
..
painted on the walls of the central temple 311
belong to the first section of the dPal-rnchog. They are the five
nzandalas making up the great rnandala which is the synthesis
(bsdus-pa) of the Five Families, together with the four exoteric
('jig-rten-pa) mandalas associated with it.
In the next chapel eastwards both the group of statues and the
mandalas painted on the walls still belong to the first section of
the dPal-mchog. Also in chapel 312, adjoining the central temple
on the opposite side, the mandalas painted on the walls, which are
related to the Five Families taken individually, have been drawn
from the first section of the dPal-ntchog, whereas the statues correspond to a inandala drawn from the second section. More preci..
is drawn from the section called rTog-pa
sely, the latter mandala
tharns-cad bsdus-pa rtsa-ba'i rgyud (Sarvakalpasarnuccaya~~t~latantra)2h',generally known as Sarvakalpasarnuccaya.
Also the two chapels located at both ends of this side include
rnal?dalas drawn from both the first and the second section of the
dPal-rnchog. All the mandalas painted on the walls of chapel 313
and on the eastern and southern walls of chapel 3/19 belong to the
first section. The statues and the rzzar?dala painted on the northern
wall of chapel 3119, which are centred on r~o-rje-me-ltar-rab-tu'bar-ba, as well as the statuary group of Me-ltar-'bar-ba-phra-moin

267. Lessing and Wa\man, 1983: 228-229, nn. 22-25.
268. The term "S?rnbolic Seal" is here introduced by Wayman instead of the
usual translation "Seal of thc Pledge".
269. T u c c ~ .1941a: tahlc 34.
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chapel 313, both belong to the second section, and are drawn from
the Sarvakalpasamuccaya.
Proceeding to the five chapels of the western side, one comes
across mandalas
..
largely drawn from the 'Jam-dpal-ye-Ses-semsdpa'i mtshan yan-dug-par brjod-pa (MafijuSrijiianasattvasya paramarthanamasayzgiti). That tantra was regarded by its commentators either as an anuttarayogatantra, o r as a yogatantra explanatory
of the Tattvasamgraha, and is here viewed as belonging to the latter class. The text was translated by Rin-chen-bzan-po with the
. . Kamalagupta, and his Tibetan verassistance of the Indian pandita
sion was subsequently revised by B l o - g r ~ s - b r t a n - p a ~ ~ ~ .
Part of the mandalas painted on the walls of the central temple 316 refer to the 'Phags-pa mtshan yan-dug-par brjod-pa'i rgyacher 'grel-pa mtshan gsan-snags-kyi don-du rnam-par lta-ba
( A r y a n a m a s a r ? z g i t i ~ i n a m a n t r i i r t h a v a l o k i n2i7)1 , a commentary
to the Namasal-ngiti by Lilavajra (also Vilasavajra; sGed-pa9i-rdorje), who is also known as Varabodhi (Byan-chub-mchog)and ViSvampa (sNa-tshogs-gzugs-can).That commentary was translated
into Tibetan by the upadhyaya Smcijfiiinakirti and by the lo-tsa-ba
~es-rab-brtsegs(Prajfiiikuta). The other mandalas painted on the
-~a
walls of this temple are related to the ' ~ h a ~ s 'Jam-dpal-gyi
mtshan yan-dug-par brjod-pa pi rgya-cher bsad-pa (AryamafijuSrinama~amgitifika)~'~,
a commentary by Mafijusrikirti which was translated by Rin-chen-bzan-po with the assistance of the Indian masters ~raddhakaravarmanand Kamalagupta.
Chapel 315, the first south of the central temple, is decorated
with paintings and statues all corresponding to rnandalas drawn
from the rnTshan yan-dug-par bt-jod-pa pi 'grel-pu (Nan7asamgiti~ v t t i ) ~the
' ~ ,great commentary by Mafijusrimitra, who was the earliest student of the Narna~amgiti~'~.
Also the translation of this tlrtti

270. Toh. 360; Wayman, 1985: 36.
27 1 . Cordier; r C y ~ ~LVIII,
d:
2.
272. Ibidem. LVIII, 3.
273. Ihidrr?i: LVIII, 1.
274. Mafijusr-iriiitra, who lived towards thc 1rlici-8thri.nt11r38 ; ~ n taccording
l
to
tradition was the master- of 1-il:~~ajr-~i,
vic\vctl the Ntjr!,.c,:,:ir~~ir! 3 . i c n t r a l to the
I-itual practice of the \vhole Val,-avunn )Jp \ irt , _ ; , 3 i l k i , . , i ! : . t A c ; ::(. i ! ! i i ! i f ( , I,-. t h e siudv
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was made by Rin-chen-bzan-po under the supervision of ~ r a d d h s karavarman.
The mandalas in chapel 317, adjoining the temple northwards,
are all drawn from the 'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal-gyi mtshan yan-dug-par
hrjod-pa'i 'grel-pa (Arya~na~ju~rina~?~asan2giti~ti)275,
a commentary by U-rgyan-gyi slob-dpon chen-po (t'he mahacrjrya of Uddiyana), Avadhutipa, also known as Advayagupta and Advayavajra.
That commentary was translated by Dharmasrimitra and by the
lo-tsa-ha Chos-kyi-bzan-po. The statues in this chapel probably be..
drawn from the 'Jam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpa'i
long to a mandala
Dan-po'i-sans-rgyas ies bya-ba 'i sgrub-thabs (Jfianasattvamaiiiusriadibuddhanan~asadhana)~~~
by the same author, which is again related to the Narnasa~ngitiand was translated by the same translators
of the above mentioned vrtti.
The mandalas in the two chapels placed at both ends of the
western side of the SKU-'bumare still related to the Nan~asamgiti,
but partly also refer to other tantras explanatory of the
Tattvasamgraha. In fact the southernmost chapel 314 contains the
statue of Prajfiaparami& (Yum-chen-mo), the centre of a mandala
whose full title is De-biindescribed in the Guhyalamkara~~yuha,
gSegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-dun gsun-dun thugs-kyi gsan-ba rgyanp i bkod-pa ies b ~ ~ a - hrgyud-kyi
a
rgjlal-po (Sarvatathagatakayavakcittaguhycilamkaravy~hatantraraja)~~~,
a tatztra which was
translated by Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan. On the eastern wall there is a
~nandaladrawn from the dPal rdo-rje siiiri-po rgyan ces bya-ba'i
rgyud-kyi rgyal-po cherl-po (~rit~ajrat?tandalala&rai~arnar n a h a l a l - t t r a r a j ~ )which
~ ~ ~ , was translated by the lo-tsa-ba Blo-grosbrtan-pa. All the other rna~zdalas
..
painted in this chapel are related
to one o r the other of the already mentioned commentaries to the
Nart?asa~?lgiti.

-

atid-propagation of this text (Cf. Cordier, rCyud: LX, 1-20) exerting a conside~-able
influence upon the developments of tantr-ic Buddhism in the monarchic period.
275. Cordier, rGylrd: LIX, 2 .
276. Ihidcr~i:LXI. 14.
277. Toh. 492.
278. Toh. 490.
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The northernmost chapel 318 is again decorated with a maltdala drawn from the rDo-rje siiin-po on the western wall, whereas
the statue of Byali-chub-sems-dpal-rdoj e flanked by his retinue
corresponds to the centre of the mandala described in the dKyil'khor cho-ga yon-tan 'byun-gnus, a chapter in Lilavajra's commentary to the Namasan.zgiti. Also the mandalas painted on the other
walls are related to the same commentary.
The chapels on the northern side of the SKU-'bumare almost
entirely devoted to mandalas drawn from the Sarvadurgatipariiodhana. In the bKaP-'gyurthere are two versions of this tantra,
whose full title is De-biin-gsegs-pa dgra-bcom-pa yan-dug-par
rdzogs-pa pi Sans-rgyas nun-son thams-cad yons-su sbyon-ba gzibrjid-kyi rgyal-po'i brtag-pa phyogs gcig-pa (Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatejorajasya tathagatasya arhatah samyaksambuddhasya kalpaik a d e ~ a ) ~ "The
. first versionZHo
was produced in the second half of
the 8th century by the famous lo-tsa-ba Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs with
and
a was soon
the assistance of the Indian upadhyaya ~ a n t i ~ a r b h
afterwards revised by an equally famous translator of the monarchic period, Rin-chen-mchog of rMaZX'.
The second version2" was
produced in the 13th century by Chos-rje-dpal (Dharmasvamisri)
under the guidance of the Indian masters Devendradeva and Manikasrijiiana from a different Sanskrit text.
This ta~ztrais made up of a first section regarded as the roottantra (rtsa-ba'i rgyud), a second section known as supplementary
tantra (rgyud phyi-ma), and a third section called "supplement to
the supplementary tantra" (rgyud phyi-rna'i phyi-ma). The traditional interpretation is generally traced back to Atisa, and the
iconographic description as established by the Sa-skya-pa school
is followed by Bu-ston in his Ktin-rig dkyil-'khor-gyi b k ~ d - p a ~ ' ~ .

279. Cf. Skorupski, 1983: xiii.
280. Toh. 483.
281. Kin-chen-mchog of rMa was one of the se\len Tibetans ( h o d - m i ) who
were ordained at bSan1-yas. He was killed in the turnloil tollo\ving he assassination
of Ral-pa-can, so that the above I-evision must ha\v occul-1-ed s o l ~ ~ e t i n lbefore
t.
836
(Skorupski, 1983: xxiv).
282. Toh. 485.
283. Bu-ston, 1969: 307-354. Cf. Tucci, lC)41:;, tnl,ic. f S
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The many mandalas painted on the walls of the central temple
311 1 are all drawn from one or the other of the three above mentioned sections. The innermost part of the temple is devoted to the
Kun-rig cycle proper, and is in the main drawn from the roottantra, while the nzandalas of the outward section are drawn from
the supplementary tantras.
In chapel 3/10, adjoining the central temple westwards, the
statues and paintings of the largest wall correspond to mandalas
again related to the root-ta~ztraand to the supplements of the
DurgatipariSodhana respectively, whereas the rnar?dalas painted
on the western and northern walls refer to two different manifestations of Prajfiaparamita (one of which wrathful, Khro-mo Yumchen-mo) and are drawn from the Guhyalai?~karat~yul~a,
a tarztra
explanatory of the Tattvasaingraha which we have already met in
chapel 314.
Chapel 3/12, adjoining the central temple on the opposite
side, is decorated with mandalas exclusively drawn from the
Sarvad~~rgatiparisodhana.
The statues and the mat?dala painted on
the wall next to them, to the right of the entrance door, are drawn
from the root-tantra, whereas the mai?dalas painted on the main
wall opposite the entrance and on the eastern wall are drawn from
the supplementary tantra.
Chapel 319, located at the western end, has a mai.zdala drawn
from the supplementary section of the Sarvadurgatiparisodhana
on the main wall, whereas the statues and ~?zandalason the other
walls all belong to the root-tantra. Finally the statues and ~nar.zdalas
of chapel 3/13, at the eastern end of this side of the SKU-'bum,all
belong to the ph~ri-maof the same tantra.
The chapels on the eastern side of the third floor of the
r77chod-rten are devoted to a tarztra explanatory of the Tatttvasai!lgraha known as rDo-rje rtse-mo, whose full title is gSan-ba mal'byor che11-po 'i rgvud rdo-rje rtse-mo ( Vajrasikhararlla hagz~l~,z)ayogat a ~ t t r a ) That
~ ~ ~ tai~tl-a
.
was translated in the 1 lth century bv the
- Karrnavajra and by the lo-tsa-ba of ZansIndian tt~ahopadhyci~a
dkar, g~on-nu-tshul-khr-irns2H',
who should not be confused with
284. Toh. 480.
285. Cf. Tiucci. 1941a: 1 1 1 and Roei-ich, 1976: 354.
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the later master g~on-nu-tshul-khrims
of sKar-chun, also known as
sKar-chun-rin-mo2R6.
The mandalas painted in these chapels seem
to be largely drawn from the iconographic description of the deities provided by Bu-ston in his b ~ a d - r g y u drDo-rje-rtse-mo'i dkyil'khor b k ~ d - p a ~ ~ ' .
The walls in the central temple 3/16 mainly display the
rTog-pa thams-cad byun-ba rigs-bsdus-pa pi dkyil-'khor, the great
mandala of the synthesis of the Families which is the chief mandala
in the Vajrasikhara. The two walls at the sides of the door are
devoted to the deities of the outside belt in the mandala of the
Vajra Family which is drawn from the same tantra.
The statues and mandalas on the walls of chapel 3/15, next to
the central temple on its northern side, are all related to the VajraSikhara, to which can be referred also those in chapel 3/17, adjoining the southern side of the temple, where in fact one finds some
mandalas already met in the two previous chapels. The same applies to chapel 3/14, which is located at the northern end of this
side of the building and is the last one to be taken here into consideration, because the cell placed symmetrically at the southern
end is in fact the vestibule giving access to the flights of steps
connecting the various floors of the SKU-'bum.
The series of inandalas drawn from the yogatantras is not confined to the chapels on the third floor of the SKU-'bum,but extends
to the four temples located in the bum-pa. Tucci observed that on
the walls of these temples one finds mandalas
..
already largely met
on the preceding floors "with the only difference that, while in the
chapels of the latter the images follow in free sequence, without
always obeying to the layout which the liturgy imposes upon the
i~~ar?dalas,
here the i?~andalasare scrupulously executed according to the rigid layout imposed by liturgical rules"'". Howe\ler; the
inai?dalas in these temples ar-e other- than those met in the previous floors of the SKU-'bum:thev are drawn either- dir-ectlv from

286. Roerich, 1976: 94, 330.
287. Bu-ston, 1969: 121-158. Cf. T ~ ~ c c1941
i , b: 204: i q41a: table 3 3
288. Tucci, 194 la: 291.

Plate 20. Clay s i h - b ob:
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the Tattvasa~?zgruha,the great root-tanlra of all the yogatuntrus,
and therefore have not been met so far, or else from explanatory
tantras which are different from those illustrated in the previous
chapelsZHy.
In the southern temple, which is devoted to the rDo-rje-gdan
(Vajrasana, the Diamond Throne), with a statue of Thub-pachen-po (Mahamuni) similar to the image of Mahabodhi at
Bodhgaya in Indiazyo(Pls. 20-22), there are painted on the walls
the great mandalas of the Prajriaparamita cycle, drawn from the
~es-rab-pha-rol-lu-phyin-pa'i
tshul rgya-lira-bcu (Prajriciparanzitanay a i a t a p a r i ~ a s a t i k a )and
~ ~ ' from the De-biin-gsegs-pa tharns-cad-kyi
sku-dun gsun-dun thugs-kyi gsan-ba rgvan-gvi bkod-pa ies bya-ba
rgyud-kyi rgyal-po ( S a r v a t a t h a g a t a k a y a v a k c i t t a g u h y a l a ~ h a tantraraja)2q2,whose short title is Guhyalamkuravyuha. The former belongs to the cha-mthun rgyud and refers to the section of
the Tattvasamgraha dealing with the Law Seal and devoted to the
Prajriapararnita. The latter is included in the bsad-rgyud and is
explanatory chiefly from the point of view of the prajria (ses-rub).
The walls of the western temple, whose centre is occupied by
a ) 23-25), are entirely
the statue of s a k y a - ~ e r i - (~~ea k ~ a s i m h(Pls.
covered with mandalas
..
drawn from the first three sections of the
Tattvasa~?~graha,
particularlv according to the description contained in thelJig-rten-gsutn-las- mam-par rgval-ba'i sgrtrb-thabs( 1kilokyavijayasadhana) 293.

289. The inscription in the eastern temple refers not onlv to the \various tvpes
of explanatory tarttras, but also specifically to the root-tantra:
"De'i brrrn-pa'; rtaii-gi p h y g s bii-~li/ gial-yas-khait-gi dbus-na bilrgs-pa-!,; /
rgval-ba'i sku-gzugs 'bur-&( gtod-pa-dait / ilos-la n~al-'byorrgyrrd-k?i rtsa-rgxud-daiz /
b i a d - r g p d 1?1tI?~(n-rg?q~ui
sogs-rqas gsuiis-pa-?);/ dksil-'khor chrrl-po-ntams-k!vi nrantgraiis-daii / legs-par bris-pa'i hkod-pa 'di-ltar lags /..."
"The statues of the Jinas modelled in relief / which are placed in the centre of
/
the celestial palace / in the four directions inside the burn-pa of this (rnchod-rter~)
and the series and well painted lavouts / of the great tnar?dalas on the surfaces /
which are revealed bv the root-tarttra / the hiad-rg~rrd,the rnthrttz-rg~wdand the like
/ of the jpogatarttra (class), are like this...". (Cf. Tucci, 1941b: 90-91).
290. Tucci. 1941b: 100.
291. Toh. 489.
292. Toll. 492.
293. Cordie~;r G ~ ~ i t LXXI,
d:
320.
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Ten of the mandalas decorating the walls of the northern temple are drawn from the fourth section of the Tattvasanzgraha, whereas the centre is occupied by the statue of Yum-chen-mo (Prajiiaparamita, the Great Mother of all the Buddhas of the three times)
(Pl. 26). The other eleven matzdalas in this temple are drawn from
the dPal rDo-rje sfiin-po rgyan ces bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po
cheu-po (Srivajrarnandalalamkiiranamarnahatant~araja)~~~,
another tantra explanatory of the same root-tantra, which was translated by Blo-gros-brtan-pa and, like the Guhyalamkaravyuha, is chiefly centred on the prajfia.
Finally in the eastern temple, whose centre is occupied by a
statue of rNam-par-snari-mdzad (Vairocana) (Pl. 27)) there are the
Vajradhatumandala, a fundamental mandala to which the first section of the Tattvasamgraha is devoted, and the mandalas of the
Four Seals in the second section of the same root-tantra, besides
other mandalas which are drawn, like in the previous temple,
from the rDo-rje sfiin-po rgyan.
In appears that all the mandalas drawn directly from the
Tattvusaingraha, as well as the mandalas
..
drawn from those explanatory tantras of the same class which are devoted to the
Prajfiaparamita, are concentrated in the bum-pa and laid out in a
rigid canonical form.
The ideally central position of Vairocana in the whole
yogatantra system seems to be underlined by the exceptional quality of the statue placed in the eastern temple of the bum-pa, the
only one out of all the statues met so far to be embossed in copper
and gilded, the others being all modelled in clay. To that ideal
centre of the bum-pa may be related the four statues of the Jinas
which are placed in the four temples located at the centre of each
side and occupying the third and fourth floor of the SKU-'bum.
Those statues, along with that of Vairocana in the bz4nz-pa, represent the supreme pentad as defined bv the Tattvasalngraha, the
basis of all the complex philosophical and ritual system proper to
this class of tarztras. It should be pointed out, however, that on the
third floor- of the SKU-'bum Amitabha and Ratnasambhava are

294. Toh. 490.
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placed on the southern and western side respectively (Pls. 28-31),
thus inverting their usual position within the rnundulas of the
Tattt~asa~zgrahu.
This apparent inconsistency may be accounted for by what
has already been stated concerning the criteria followed in distributing the various tantric cycles within the structures of the SKU'bum. We are not confronted here wich the representation of a
single and unitary mar?dala, but with a sun~rnaof the mandalas
which can be drawn from all tantric cycles, according to a well
defined canonical rule. Now, the Buddhas usually assigned to the
four directions, however often represented as heads of their respective Families, do not correspond to the layout put forward by
the Tattvasamgraha concerning the division into Families. The first
four sections of the root-tar~tracorrespond in fact to four Families
only (one of which is the Vairocana Family) and provide instructions concerning both the construction of the respective ~nandulas
and the performance of the corresponding rituals. On the other
hand the mandalas and rituals themselves are arranged in the general fivefold scheme. The overall arrangement of the various series
of ~nandalasis laid out according to the first four sections of the
Tattvasamgraha, namely according to the four Families of the
Tathagata, Vajra, Padma and RatnaIKarma, while the positioning
of the deities within the individual mandalas refers to Five Jinas,
corresponding to the centre and the four directions. The difference between the two schemes is due to the fusion of the two
Families of the Gem and of the Action into one Family in the
fourth section of the tantra.
Tthe placing of the huge statues of the Jinas in the central
temples of the third floor does not follow the usual fivefold
but reflects the succession of the kalpas in
scheme of the rna~?dala,
the arrangement of the Taitt7asar!lgraha, according to a hierarchv
where the Family of the Tathagata, which is anyway given a preeminent position in the burn-pa, comes first and is followed by the
Fanlilies of the Vajra and Lotus, and finally by the composite
RatnaIKarrna Family, in that order: The composite character of the
latter and the availability of four temples on the third floor which
is offered by the symmetl-ical structure of the SKU-'bum,enabled
the erection of two separate temples, one for ~atnasambhavaand
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one for Amoghasiddhi, while their belonging to one single Family
imposed their contiguity. Within such scheme the usual association of the Jinas with the directions in the mandala played an
obvious role in assigning Aksobhya (Pls. 32-34) to the eastern
temple and Amoghasiddhi to the northern one (Pl. 35), thus producing the deceitful appearance of a directional mandala with an
inexplicable inverted sequence of the Buddhas of the west and
The gap between the two groups of cycles belonging to the
kriyatantras that are placed on the third floor and in the bum-pa
respectively, is bridged by the chapels of the fourth floor which
illustrate the spiritual lineages and the schools of thought characterizing the diffusion of Buddhism in Tibet. While leaving the detailed description of these chapels to later, we shall point out here
the symbolic value of their position in the very middle of the
mchod-rten, being preceded by the three floors of the steps below
and followed by the three floors of the bum-pa and the harmika
above. Placed as they are in the heart of the body of the
yogatantras, these chapels, telling us the historical development of
Tibetan Buddhism and the religious experiences of its masters and
saints, obviously represent a restatement of the guru's necessary
and irreplaceable role in Buddhist practice. In this way the upper
section of the SKU-'bum,which illustrates the highest and boldest
tantric paths towards Buddhahood, stands on the basis provided
by the teachings of the masters.
The fourth floor also marks the end of the series of vestibules
connecting the various steps of the SKU-'bum.We can now turn
our attention to these vestibules, whose symbolic role within the
structure of the bkra-sis sgo-man mchod-rten has been previously
hinted to.
The deities and symbols in the vestibules share a common
feature: they all play the role of those guardians and protectors
that are normallv met in the sphere of protection (raksacakr-a) of

295. 1t should be pointed o u t t h a ~an!; othr.1. a ~ - l . a r l g ~ n i c kc.c,pirrg
~nt
( h e contihave implictl 3 gr-t.n~c.l-d e p a r t u r e
guity of t h e R a t n a a n d K a r m a Fan1ilit.s \~ror.~ld
f r o m the ilsual directional layout.

Plate 27. Gilded copper statue of Vairocana. Eastern temple of the bum-pa.

Plate 28. Clay statue of Amitiips. Southern temple of the third floor of the SKU-'burn.

Plate 29, Vs&i*mo1.

Swttrern temple of the third floor.

Plate 30. Wrahau. Scdwm temple af&e ..rkrin;lIm

Plate 32. Aksobhya. Eastern temple of the third Booz

Plate 35. Arnoghasfddhi flanked by Vqjmkkamm and Vajr-dhi.
af the third floor.

Northern temple
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the niandalas.
..
We find in fact the Four rGyal-chen on the first
floor, the five bSrun-ma (Paficaraksa) on the second, and the Ten
Khro-bo (Krodha) on the fourth. The presence of the Eight Stupas
(mchod-rten brgyad) in the vestibule of the third floor may appear
inconsistent with this kind of interpretation, since we know that
they are normally employed as symbols of the main events in the
life of the Buddha Sakyamuni and of the spread of the dharma in
our time. However, they may well be conceived of as custodians of
the inner and more precious part of the SKU-'bum.What Tucci
wrote concerning the erection of stone pillars (rdo-rin) by Tibetan
kings is particularly significant in this connection: "The pillar was
there in the centre of the consecrated area which was thus ideally
and magically changed into a centre of the universe; at the four
corners, as custodians of the holy space, were built four mc'od
rten according to a plan which we find in the most important
temples built by these kings: bSam yas, Ramagan, U San rdo. They
were of four different colours according to the different corners
which they were meant to protect; but being on the border, as a
protection of the four corners, just like the lokapalas or the c'os
skyoii 14~et-erequested to do 011 the surface of the mandala, they
were built not by the king, but, each of them, by one of his minister~"~~~.
Considering now the guardians in the other three vestibules,
we find that the Paficaraksas and the Lokapalas (which are part of
the same Pa ficaraksa literature, particularly as attendants of
Mahamantranusarini"') have been appropriately related to the
first and second floor, which are devoted to the kriyatantras. In a
similar way the Daiakrodhas, as Guardians of the vestibule of the
fourth floor which gives access downwards and upwards to the
..
belonging to the vogatantras, have
two great cvcles of r11at1dalas
been suitably related to them, since they usually appear in the
rak~acakr-aof all the ~?~al?at?za~zdalas
..
of that class, and particularly
in the rila~tdalu
..
of Dharmadhatuvagiivaramanjusri2yA.

296. Tucci, 1950: 35 (italics in the quotation are ours).
297. Cf. Cot-diet; rGyrd: LXX. 1 17.
298. Mallniann, 1975: 6 1 ; Bhattacharya, 1972: 63.
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The four vestibules in the SKU-'bum mark the passage to
innerer and innerer temples in the building, leading to higher and
higher stages in the symbolic progress of the pilgrim visiting the
chapels of the nzchod-rten in their correct sequence. They have
thus the same function as the gates (sgo) that, looking towards the
four directions and garrisoned by the related guardians, open up
along the successive concentric walls which surround the divine
palace (vimana; gial-vas-khan) inside the mahamandalas. On the
other hand, these vestibules differ from those mandala gates as
they offer a single approach instead of a fourfold entrance to the
inner sections. The gap between these two different structural
situations is nevertheless bridged by arranging the protecting deities inside each vestibule according to the canonical directional
scheme, as will be better shown in the next chapters discussing
the individual layout of each vestibule.

Anuttarayogatantra cvcles
We have seen that above the btim-pa, which encloses the series
of ~lzandalas originating from the four sections of the
Tattvasalngraha, hence representing the heart of the whole
yogatantra system, stands the harmika, the turret connecting the
bum-pa with the spire containing the image of the Adibuddha
Vajradhara, which is the summit of the whole ideal construction of
the SKU-'bum.This role of immediate connection with the only
eternal source of the dharma is reflected by the display of
mandalas drawn from the anuttarayogatantras, which are regarded as the supreme instrument for the realization of
Buddhahood.
In the canonical classification, the anuttarayogatantras show a
specific structure based on the distinction between Father tantras
(mahayoga-, daka-, or upaya-tanlras), mainly devoted to the means
(upaya; tlzabs), and Mother tnntras (yogini-, diikini-, or praiiiatantras), mainly devoted to wisdom (prailia; ses-rah). Both are
further divided into groups referring to the different Families of
this class of tantras. Only the great Kiilacakratanlra and, to some
extent, the MaiijuSrinii~nasal?zgitiare placed without those two fun-
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damental categories. The overall conception which guided the
builders of the SKU-'bumseems to acknowledge a degree of hierarchy between the two categories of anuttarayogatantras, marking a
sort of progression from the first to the second, since it places the
n~andalas
..
belonging to the Father tantras in the lower floor of the
hamzika, and the mandalas belonging to the Mother tantras, as
well as the Kalacakra mandala in the upper floor.
In the section devoted'to the Father tantras the main role is
played by rnat?dalas related to the Families of Aksobhya and Vairocana, the former referring to Guhyasamaja and Vajrapani, the latter to the various manifestations of Maiijusri-Yamantaka. The walls
of the first floor of the harrnika illustrate the tnandalas of gSan-ba'dus-pa Mi-bskyod-pa (Guhyasamaja Aksobhya) and 'Jig-rten-dbanphyug (Lokesvara), which are both drawn from the De-biingsegs-pa tharns-cad-kyi sku-gsun-thugs-kyi gsan-chen gsaiz-ba
'dus-pa ies bya-ba brtag-pa pi rgyal-po cherz-po (Sarvatathagatakayavakcittarahasyaguhyasamaiatza~na~~zahakalparaa)~~',
translated by
Rin-chen-bza~i-powith the assistance of the Indian a c a y a Sraddhakaravarman. We also find here the nzandala of gSan-ba-'dus-pa
'Jam-pa'i-rdo-j e (Guhyasamaja Maiijuvajra), which is related to the
same mahatantra, but more specifically refers to the dPal gSan-ba'dus-pa'i 'Jam-dpal-gyi sgrub-thabs (~ri~uhyasarnajas?~a
Mafijusrisadhana)300,a commentary by Srisamantabhadra~ada,translated by
the pandita Sugatakirti and by Mar-me-mdzad-bzan-poand included in the bsTan-'gyuv.
Besides these rnar?dalas and still connected with the Family of
Aksobhya, there is the rnaildala of phyag-na-rdo-rje-'khor-lochen-po ( ~ a h a c a k r a v a j r a ~ adrawn
~ i ) from the 'Phags-pa Lag-nardo-rje-gos-sizo~z-po-candrag-po gsurn 'dul-ba ies bya-ba'i rg??ltd
(Ar~~ani~ar~~baradl?arat~ajra~anir~~dratrivirza~~ata~z~ra)~~',
which was
translated by the Newar pat?dita Devapunyamati (or
Devapurnamati) and by the lo-tsa-ba dge-slon Chos-kyi-bzan-PO
(Dharmabhadra), and in particular from the gNod-sbybz-gyi sdedpon cl~en-poLag-nu-rdo-rje-gos-sizon-po-catz 'Khor-lo-chen-po'i
299. Toh. 442.
300. Cordiel; r-Gx~rd:
XL, 8.
301. Tbh. 454.
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dkyil-'khor-gyi lha-tshogs-la bstod-pa (Mahayaksasenapatinilambaradharavajrap~imahacakramandaladevaganastotra)302,
a
commentary by Srimad Ajapalipada (Jabari; Dzabari-pa), which
was translated by the same translator of the above tantra.
The other mandalas painted on the walls of this floor are
drawn from tantras belonging to the Family of Vairocana. In particular the mandala of rDo-rje-'jigs-byed (Vajrabhairava) is related
to two important texts in the bKal-'gyur: the dPa1 rDo-rje-'jigs-byedchen-po'i rgyud ( ~ r i v a j r a m a h a b h a i r a v a n i i m a t a n t r a )which
~ ~ ~ , was
translated by the Newar nobleman (New. bharo) and pandita
Phyag-rdum and by rDo-je-grags (Vajrakirti), the lo-tsa-ba of Rwa;
and the dPa1 rDo-rje-'jigs-byed-kyi rtog-pa'i rgyud-kyi-rgyal-po
(~rivajrabhairavakal~atantraraja)"~,
which was translated by the
Tibetan lo-tsa-ba Mar-pa Do-pa Chos-kyi-dban-phyug with the assistance of the mahapandita Amoghapada, and was subsequently
revised by the mahasiddha Karnairi and by the lo-tsa-ba of Tharpa, ~i-ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzari-po
(Pl. 36).
Besides the mandala of Vajrabhairava there are those related
to the various manifestations of Yamari, such as the mandala of
g ~ i nje-gsed
'Jam-pa'i-rdo-j e (Yamari Mafijuvajra) and of g~in-rjegsed-dgra-nag (Kysnayamari), both drawn from the dGra-nag-gyi
rgyud, whose full title is De-biin-giegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gsulithugs g ~ i n - r j e - g i e d - n a ~ ies
- ~ o bya-ba'i rgyud (Sarvatathagata305, which was translated by
kayavakcittakrsnayamariniimatantra)
.. .
Atisa and Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba. Next there are mandalas of &inrje-gsed-dmar-po (Raktayamari) (Pl. 37) related to the dPal gSinrje-gied-dmar-po ies bya-ha pi rgyud-kyi-rgyal-po (~rirakta~amaritantraraja)306,
which was translated by the Kashmirian p a d i t a Rahulasribhadra and by the lo-tsa-ba Blo-gros-brtan-pa.These rnandalas
are based on Vimpa's g ~ i n - r j e - g ~ e d - d n z a r - psgrub-thabs
o'i
(Rakta~anzarisudhana)
'07
and gSin-rje-lnthar-bved-dn~ar-po'isgr~b-tlzabs
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.

Cordier, rCy~td:XLIV, 7 1 .
Toh. 468.
Toh. 470.
Toh. 467.
Toh. 474, 475.
Cordier, rGvrrd: XLIlI, 96.

Plate 37. Raktayarnlri. Lower floor of the harmikd.
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( R ~ k a t a y a m a n t a k a s a d h a n a ) " The
~ . former was translated by the
eastern Indian Danasila, the latter by Chos-rje-dpal under the guidance of the Indian master Ravindraprabha.
The section devoted to the Mother tantras, on the second floor
of the har~mika,is almost entirely devoted to tantras related to the
various Herukas, that is still to the Family of Aksobhya. Here we
find the n7at.zdalas of dPal 'Khor-lo-sdom-pa (~ricakrasamvara)
which are drawn from the rGyud-kyi rgyal-po dpal bDe-mchog-iitrnnu ( T a n t r a r a j a ~ r i l a g h u s a m v a r a )according
~~~
to the systems of
Kysnacarya and Luipa. The first system is described in Krsnacarya's bCom-ldan-'das dpal bDe-mchog-'khor-lo'i dkyil-'khor-gyi
cho-ga (Bhagavacchricakrasanzbaran7andalavidhi),which corresponds to two distinct texts in the bsTan-'gyur: the first of them was
translated by Rin-chen bzari-po with the assistance of Buddhasrisanti3Io,and the second one by the same lo-tsa-ba with the assistance of DharmaSribhadra3". LGipa's tradition is represented by
siddhacar?~aKambalambara's dPal 'Khor-lo-bde-mchog-gi mnonpar rtsogs-pa'i 'grel-pa (Sricakrasan~barabhisarnaya~ika)~'~,
bearing
the subtitle bDe-mchog Luj~i-pa'i tika, which was translated
by Chos-rje'i-dpal under the guidance of the mahucarya Ravindraprabha, also known as Raviprabha.
Besides these there is the ~?fandalaof Kve'i-rdo-j e (Hevajra)
related to the Kje'i-rdo-rje ies bya-ba rgyud-kyi rgyal-po (Hevajratantrarcija) which was translated by the great 'Brog-mi sakYa-yeses with the assistance of Gayadhara. This ~nandalais drawn from
the dPal K~je-rdo-rje'i sgrub-pa'i-thabs (Srihevajrasadhana)"',
which was translated by Vanaratna and by the lo-tsa-ba of rTsethan, g~on-nu-dpal,on the basis of the Kve-rdo-rje'i sgrrrb-pa'i
thabs-kjli dka '-'grel ( H e ~ ~ a j r a s a d h a n a ~ a ~ i3c' 5i, kaa )commentaq by
308. Cor-dier, rG!~id:
309. Toh. 368.

XLIII,97.

3 10. Cordie~;rGjyrd: XII,27.
3 1 1. Ihideill: XII,2 8 .

3 12.
313.
3 14.
315.

Ibidciii. LXXIII,58.
Toh. 417. 418.

COI-dier,rG\.lld: XXI, 14.
XXI. 15.

Il,itlcrll:
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the Kashmirian Rupyakalasa translated by the same scholars.
There follow the mandalas of Vajradaka, Buddhaheruka and Buddhakapala, all belonging to the same group of tantras centred on
Heruka.
rDo-rje-mkhaP-'gro(Vajradaka) is the central deity of the
P a i i ~ a d a k a m. .a n d a l a(Pls.
~ ~ ~38-39) related to the rGyud-kyi rgyal-po
chen-po dpal rDo-rje-mkhal-'gro (Srivajradcikaniimanzahatantraraja)'", which was translated by the nzahapandita Gayadhara and
by the lo-tsa-ba 'Gos lHa(s)-btsas, and drawn from Atisa's rDo-rjemkhal-'gro rnal-'byor-ma 'i sgrub-thabs (Vajradakayoginisad h a n ~ ) ~which
' ~ , was translated by the yogin Prajiiasrijiianakirti,
the initiatic name of Dam-pa-skor ( o r sKor-chun-ba)
(1062-1102)319.
Sans-rgyas-he-ru-ka(Buddhaheruka) is the Lord of a nzandala
related to the sGyti-'phrul-chen-mo'i rgyud (Mahanzay~tantra)~~".
The bsTan-'gvur contains a number of commentaries and sadlzanus devoted to this t a n t r ~ ~which
~ ' , was translated by the tlpadhyaya Jinapara and by the lo-tsa-ba mGos-lha-btsas (or 'Gos 1Ha(s)btsas).
Sans-rgyas-thod-pa (Buddhakapala) is the Lord of a n~andala
drawn from the dPa1 Sans-rgyas-thod-pa ies bya-ba rnal-'byor-rna'i
rgyud-kyi rgyal-po (~rihuddhakap~lan~i~~aYoginita~~traraja)322,
which was translated by the tipadhyaya Gayadhara and by the 10tsa-ba of Gyi-jo, Zla-ba'i-'od-zer.The bsTarz-'gvur includes some important commentaries on this tantra which are attributed to Saraha: the dPal Sails-rgyas-[hod-pa pi rgyud-kvi dkal-'grel ye-ies Idan-

316. Tucci's identification of this ri~urldalawith the cvcle of Cur-mgon and
his dcikirlis does not seem to be justified evtn bv the inscription appearing on the
figure published by him (Tucci, 194 la: 299; 1 9 4 1 ~fig.
: 394). That inscription gives
in fact the name Sans-rgvas-mkhal-'gro!ah-wrni (Buddhadaka and his female partner), which corresponds to o n e of the Five Dakas of this r~intldola(PI. 38).
317. Toh. 370.
318. Cordier, rC!frrd:XLIII, 22.
3 19. Roerich, 1976: 85 1 . On this 3,ogiri see also Lo Buc, 1988: 88-90.
320. Toh. 425.
321. Cordiel; rG\,lrd: XXIII, 16-21. 23. 78, 30, 36-39, 42-43.
322. Toh. 424.
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Plate 39. Buddhad~ka.Upper floor of the hawniku.

Plate 40. Khcakra. Upper floor of the ham&&.
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pa ( ~ r i b u d d h a k a ~ a l a t a n t r apaii~ikajnanavati)'~';
s~a
the dPal Sansrgyas-thod-pa'i sgrub-thabs ( ~ r i b u d d h a k a ~ a l a s a d h a n a )and
" ~ ; the
dPal Sans-rgyas-thod-pa ies bya-ba'i dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga'i rim-pa
gsal-ba (~ribuddhaka~alanamamandalavidhikrama~rad~otana)~~~.
These three commentaries were all translated by the same translators of the root-tantra.
On the same floor, besides the various mandalas drawn from
the Mother tantras and devoted to the various manifestations of
Heruka-Aksobhya, there is the a1ready mentioned mandala of Duskyi-'khor-lo (Kalacakra) related to the mChog-gi Dan-po'i-sansrgyas-las byun-ba rgyud-kyi rgyal-po dpal Dus-kyi-'khor-lo(Paramadibuddhoddh~taSrikalacakranamatant~araja)~~~,
which was translated by the Kashmirian pandita
. . Somanatha and by the lo-tsa-ba of
'Bro, ~es-rab-grags
(PI. 40).
Finally there is a last mandala which Tucci identifies as the
mandala of spyan-ras-gzigs-padma-dra-ba(Avalokitapadmajala)
which is described by Bu-ston in the Thugs-rje-chen-popadma-draba 'i sgrub thugs-rje'i 'od-zer 'byun-ba 327. spyan-ras-gzigs is shown
here in a dancing attitude, resting on his left foot and clasping his
prajfia bab-yum) just like many herukas from whom, however, he
differs because of the light colouring and benevolent expression
(Pl. 4
This mandala should be related to the 'Phags-pa spyanras-gzigs-dban-phyug-girtsa-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po padma-dra-ba
(A~yavalokite~vara~admaj~lam~ilatantraraja)~~~,
traslated in Kashmir by the lo-tsa-ba Tshul-khrism-'od-zer under the guidance of
. . Somasribhadra.
the pandita
A problem arises at this point, since the above tantra does not

323. Cordier, rCyicd: XXIV, 4.
324. Ibiden~:XXIV, 7.
325. Ibideni: XXIV, 9.
326. Toh. 362.
327. Tucci, 1941a: 299, n. 1 .
328. Some differences exist with respect to Bu-ston's description as quoted
bv Tucci: in the wall painting sP,an-ras-gzigs shows four heads on the same plane,
respectively red, greeen, white (the central one) and ale-blue, instead o f three,
and the figul-e ol' 'Od-dpag-med above the heads is missing.
329. Toh. 681
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belong to the ai?r~ttarutantrasto which the inandalas in the harrnika are devoted, but to the kriyatantras: it is in fact the great
fundamental tantra in the group of the bDag-po rgytld of the Padma
FamilyMo.However, the sadhana to which this mandala should be
referred is the Padina-dra-ba 'byun-ba'i sgrub-thabs (Padmajalodbhat)asadhana)'"', which belongs to the anuttara section of the
bsTan-'gyur (Toh. 1750) and is assigned to the group of the Mother
t a n t r ~ s " ~This
.
explains its collocation in the upper floor of the
harmika.
The above sadhana, together with the Padma spyan-ras-gzigsdban-phyug-gi padma-dra-ba'i rim-pas bCom-ldan-'das dkyil'khor-dtl ~zzchod-pa pi cho-ga (Padmavalokitesvarasya pad~najalakramenu m a n d a l a p ~ j a v i d h i ) ~
was
~ ~ ,composed by Jayasrijfiana, also
known as Padmavajra, and was translated by Bu-ston under the
guidance of the Kashmirian pandita Sumanasribhadra, who transmitted to B u - s t ~ nthe Padmajala cycle as a part of the Thugs-rje
chen-po'i skor (Mahakarunika cycle), during his stay at ~ w a - l uin
1337334.It is of interest to note that the above quoted work by
Bu-ston was re-edited by Blo-gter-dban-po in the rGyud-sde kunbtus of the Sa-skya-pa school; from it the bDe-mchog spyan-rasgzigs Padmapi-dra-ba lha bii-bcu-ie-lna'i dkyil-'khor was drawn,
which is included among the mandalas of the anuttarayogatantra
section in the
collection3".
Apart from this only apparent inconsistency of the last mandala, the overall layout of the mandalas belonging to the anuttaravogatantras in the hannika is clearly identified. Starting from the
n7ahayogatarztras, which are more directly connected with the
body of the yogatantras, and proceeding to the yoginitantras which
are centred on the herukas (the supreme vehicles of wisdom) one
reaches the Kalacakmtantra, the most complete and complex tan-

or

330.
33 1.
332.
333.
334.
335.

Tucci, 1949: 262; Wayman, 1973: 238; Lessing and Wayman, 1983: 125.
Cordiet; ~ - G , I ~XLXI V
~ I: , 70.
Cf. Wayman, 1973: 235.
Cordier; r - G ~ ~ l lXXVI,
tl:
7 1.
Ruegg, 1966: 33b; Roer-ich, 1976: 1006-1007.
bSod-nams-I-~\.a-mtsho,
1983: NO. 9 3 .
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Ira of the anuttara class, where the notion of Adibuddha is fully
and definitely codified and which suitably introduces the pilgrim
to the ineffable mystery of Vajradhara, hidden inside the topmost
temple of the SKU-'bum.

Chapter Three

ON SOME CHAPELS OF THE SKU-'BUM
COMPLEMENTS TO TUCCI'S WORK

The extraordinary wealth of information concerning the SKU'bum published bv Tucci in the three parts of volume four of IndoTibetica and his so far unmatched survey of the huge iconographic
material therein contained, do not include the photographic documentation of a small number of chapels in the first three floors of
the building. There seems to be no apparent reason for this omission which may be due to accidental causes, such as their temporary inaccessibility, relatively poor state of preservation, or mere
lack of time or of available equipment, rather than to the application of some deliberate criterion of exclusion.
Therefore it seems reasonable to supplement Tucci's work
with some of the material which we collected during our
fieldwork at Gyantse in the summer of 1987, and which has enabled us not onlv to complete the iconographic documentation of
the SKU-'bum,but also to extract a few new elements of interpretation and further investigation from our own data.
We shall here take into consideration chapels 1/13, 1/18,
1/19, 2/13, 2/14, 315, 317 and 3/18, whose description has not
been complemented with ~hotographs in hzdo-Tibetica, and
chapels 1/ 17, 3/8 and 3/20, whose photographic documentation
appears inadequate to their importance. We also provide the inscriptions in chapels 1/19 and 2/14, which were not reproduced
by Tucci possibl" because they were badly defaced or incomplete.
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the two stumped figures placed on each side at the feet of the main
image do not allow to establish their identity. In spite of the conspicuous restoration work, one cannot help appreciating the high
aesthetic quality of the statue of mGon-po-stag-ion, whose vigour
and strength can be better seen in the detail of the head (PI. 43),
showing also a great delicacy in the execution.
The paintings on the walls are in very poor conditions. However utterly undecipherable on the northern wall, thev are just
about clear enough to allow the identification of the two main
figures on the southern and eastern walls. The sheet of the dkarchug pasted onto the wall lists two manifestations of mGon-pol one
according to the esoteric sadl?atza (~iaiz-sgrub),the other according to the secret sadhalta (gsan-sgrub),besides minor figures, such
as the Three gSod-byed-kyi-mon-pa,the Three Legs-ldan-mched,
and so forth.
The figure painted on the southern wall (PI. 44), which should
portray one of these two manifestations of mGon-po, corresponds
perfectly with the description provided in the Rin-'bz,uii4 for
mGon-po-beri-dka'-ma, also known as Legs-ldan-nag-po-srid-medkyi-bu: black (or dark blue), with two arms and one face with three
eyes and a fierce mien, he wears high boots and a heavy silken
cloak fastened at the waist bv a golden belt. His right hand holds a
big bejewelled club (gads; be^, be-chon) of sandalwood with two
vajra ends, whereas the left hand holds a metal bowl next to the
god's waist.
The figure painted on the narrow eastern wall seems to
the Mahaportray Myur-mdzad-ye-~es-kyi-mgon-po-phyag-drug-pa,
kala with one head, three eyes and six arms, who is one of the
main protecting deities of Tibetan Buddhism, particularly venerated by the Sa-sk!la-pa school. His bare, stout black body stretches
towards the right on the short and ~owerfullegs in a militant posture, wearing a coronet of skulls and a garland made of severed
heads, while the fangs show threateningly through the god's big
wide-open mouth. His moustache, beard and flaming eyebrows,
just as his coronet, collar and armlets, show a close resemblance

Plate 42. mGon-po-stag-eon.Chapel 1113 of the SKU-'bum.

Plae 43. DesaSl Uf the pr%cdhgphw.

Plate 44. mGon-po- be^-&'-ma. Cbapd 1113.
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with the Mahakala of a than-ka published by Tuccis, placed by him
between the 16th and the 17th century. It is interesting to notice
here that Pal6 anticipates this than-ka to the 15th century, considering that it should be attributed to a Gyantse workshop because of stylistic connections with an image of Vajrapani among
the wall paintings at Gyantse; such possibility is also pointed out
by Beguin7.
Unfortunately the attributes are not easily discernible, except
for those held by the two central hands: a kapala full of blood in the
right one raised up to chest level, and a golden metal vessel in the
left one brought near the hip. The upper right hand holds a barely
discernible vegetable element.

3.2 Chapel 1/17 (rNam-thos-sras)

Out of the paintings of this chapel which, notwithstanding
their bad state of preservation, Tucci rightly ranks as one of the
finest in the SKU-'bum, only one detail is illustrated in IndoTibeticaB.These paintings are important also because they allow
some considerations on the different styles adopted in the SKU'bum, sometimes by the same school of painting or even by the
same artist.
The chapel opens along the eastern side of the SKU-'bum.On
the right as one enters, with its back against the northern wall,
there is the statue of the Yellow Vaisravana (rNam-thos-sras-serchen) with a golden face, sitting on the snow-lion, his right hand
holding the banner of victory (dhvaja; rgyal-mtshan) adorned by a
wish-fulfilling gem (cintamat.zi; yid-biin-~zor-b~l),
his left hand
clutchig the jewel-spitting mangoose according to the usual iconography (PI. 45). There is no trace of the two attendants, the
Father Dran-sron-rnam-man-thos-paand the Mother 1Ha-mo-dpal-

5. Tucci, 1949: 584, No. 162, pl. 195.

6. Pal, 1983: 145-146.
7. Beguin, 1977: 127.

8. Tucci, 1931c : fiy. 206.
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chen-mo, which according to the inscription9 should flank the god
on the throne, surrounded by the nimbus. The statue is not aesthetically rewarding also because it has been roughly repainted in
recent times. The inscription does not mention the name of the
sculptor.
Tucci has already illustrated the complexity of the type Kubera-Vaisravana, in which several characteristics belonging to kindred Central Asian gods and godlings were integrated because of
mythological or functional similaritiesI0. Out of that complex process of assimilation two main features seem to characterize Vaisravana: the original one of a y a k ~ a a, deity of the earth and trees,
guardian of treasures and dispenser of wealth, and the acquired
one of a lokapala and protector of the dharma. With reference to
the latter aspect, the Paiicaraksa literature develops particularly
the god's royal function, attributing to him the title of King of the
Horses, one of the Caturmaharujas (rGyal-chen sde-bzi) who rule
upon each one of the quarters of the Jambtidvipa continent. Other
texts included in the Chinese Buddhist Canon underline especially
his role of active and warlike defender of the dhannu, making of
him a sort of god of war. It was that warlike character of Vaisravana which favoured its diffusion in Tibet, where his role of Protector of the north approached him to Ge-sar, the mythical hero of
the Tibetan national epic. As we have seen in Chapter One, the
Tibetan type of Vaisravana seems to follow Chinese and Central
Asian models (perhaps with Iranian reminiscences"), thus preserving in the course of time an iconography only remotely I-elated
to the Indian tradition of Kubera-Jambhala, from which it retains
for instance the mangoose as well as the round eyes of the vaksus.
The outcome of these complex developments is well illustrated by the wall paintings in this chapel of the SKU-'bum.Vaisravana is portrayed on the eastern wall as Lord of the Horses, surrounded by the Eight Masters of the Horses (rTa-bdag brgyad) mak-

9. Tucci 1941b: 23.
10. Tucci, 1949: 57 1 ff.
l I . Tucci, 1949: 574.
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ing the central group of his retinue, and by a crowd of other figures. These include rNam-sras-dmar-po-gsan-sgrub-mdun-dmarcan (the Red Vaisravana with the red spear according to his secret
sadhana)12 and rNam-sras-dmar-po-gar-mkhan-mchog
(the Red
Vaisravana excellent dancer) with sixteen arms, besides two forms
of Vajrapani13. rNam-thos-sras is painted in the centre of the wall,
sitting on a lion, not the usual snow-lion, white with a green mane,
but a dark blue lion which seems to characterize this form of
Vaisravana, as is shown by an ancient painted scroll found at
Karakhoto14 and a later one which was published by TucciI5.
The inscription specifically refers to the Chinese style (rGyanag lugs) of this painting. That style is apparent not just in the
execution of individual figures, in the fashion of their garments
and in the drawing of the horses (Pls. 46-48), but even more so in
the overall conception of the painting, because of the freedom
with which the figures themselves are distributed on the surface,
and because of the details emerging from the background, such as
the little growling dog or the big tree with a beautiful contorted
trunk.
The western wall is painted with the palace of Alakavati (1Canlo-can) on Mount Meru, where Vaisravana resides as a Great King,
according to the Paticaraksa literature. The god is portraved sitting in a kiosk with a roof in Chinese style (&?a-phibs) at the
centre of the palace (PI.49), whose three floors are an interesting
architectural transposition of the three concentrical corridors
which appear in the mandala usuallv showing his celestial abode:
the Eight rTa-bdag, the Twenty-eight sDe-dpon and the Thirty-t\vo
~Tobs-chenof his retinue are in fact regularly arranged on the
three floors of the palace.

13. Tucci, 1941b: 24.
14. This ~ l i a , i - k onow
,
at the Errnitage Museum in eni in grad and described
by Diakonova and Greek (BPguin, 1977: 80; 84, fig. 31), was ~ r o d u c e dbefore the
fall of the Xisia kingdom in 1227.
15. Turci. 1949: pl. S. The striking similarities of this tliari-ka with the wall
painting in the SKU-'burnsuggests a 15th century date for the former.
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What strikingly differentiates the painting on this wall from
the one on the opposite wall is the contrast between the upper
section (crossed by the wavering streams of the fivefold rainbow
lights often met in painted scrolls), where isolated conventional
figures of masters seem to hover, and the lower section illustrating
the royal palace with a rigid division in compartments which, however, include a number of figures drawn in a very lively manner
and painted with a palette rich in bright and brilliant colors. In
this lower section of the painting we find the sometimes remarkably happy co-existence of different styles within the same scene
or the same motif. In the compartments into which the space is
divided the Newar tradition is apparent through backgrounds
finely decorated with ornamental motifs, chiefly vegetable scrolls,
where different shades of red, green and orange predominate.
These backgrounds offer an excellent support to the figure in Chinese style standing out against them. The horses raising their legs
and stretching out their muzzles, and the fluttering edges of the
horsemen's cloaks, beautifully break up the barriers and divisions
meant to keep the various figures isolated (Pl. 50).
The comparison of the Newar and Chinese styles on this wall
is completed by its southern end, where a projection partially isolates a large figure of rNam-sras-drag-byed, which suitably
exemplifies the independent Tibetan interpretation of the yi-dam
and rlzgon-po figures. rNam-sras-drag-byed is a wrathful manifestation of Vaisravana (Pl. 5 l ) , black and surrounded by flames, with
three eyes, brandishing the vajradanda (rdo-vje'i db?trg, a club with
a vaira end) in his right hand, and holding a large black r,lchodrtetz in his left hand raised at the height of the chestIh. In the
registers below there are arrays of great nugas (kllr) belonging to
his retinue, black or dark blue, with their faces grinning fiercely,
each bearing a big gem. It may be interesting to compare these
ferocious nagas with the delicate figures of PI. 52, where the king
of the nugas subdued by Vaisravana pavs homage with his consort
offel-inghim the sceptre and a bowl Full o f iewelsl-.

16. Cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz, 1975: 7 1

17. Tucci. 1949: 575.

Plate 46. One of the rTa-bdag brgyad. Chapel 1 / I 7 (eastern wall).

Plate 47. Detail of the paintings on the easwrn wall in chapel 1/17.

Plate 48. A rTa-bdag. Chapel 1/17 (western wall).

Plate 49. rNam-tho~r-srasin

1Caxi.lo-can place. Chapel 1/17 (western wd).

Plate 5 1. rNam-sras-drag-byed.Chapel 1/ 17 (wuthan projection d the western d l ) .

Phw 53" The kin&of

nagas with hSs conam' 1

1147 (westem d
l
)
.
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The clear-cut differences in style in the same chapel and on
the very same wall shed more light than one may hope for on the
very close link between style and iconography in Tibetan art. The
canonical realization of the visual representation of the deitv (certainly not only the concrete one in painting and sculpture, but also
the mental one of the utpattikran~a),implies the adoption of a
stylistic norm. An artist, like any other pratictioner, must be initiated into the different iconographic traditions drawn from the
various texts or corresponding to the various oral traditions. The
full command of the different styles adopted by the Tibetan artistic
tradition and the ability to reach a high aesthetic level in each of
them become a necessary requisite for the artist as well as a criterion to judge the value of his work. It is significant that the paintings in this chapel were executed, according to the inscription^'^,
by dPal-'phel-ba and his brother, the same painters who were entrusted with the decoration of the upper floor of the hamika with
the large istadevatas
..
Cvi-dam) of the ant4ttarayogatantr-as by Byarisems ~i-ma-khye'dren, wife of bKra-sis 'Phags-pa from 14 18 and
future queen of Gyantse. This artist is praised in the inscriptions in
the upper section of the hannikal' as "glory of the experts" in
painting, "topmost of the experts in that science, the highest of
disciplines". A native of gNas-riiin, in upper Myan, south of
Gyantse and part of that principality, this painter suitablv represents the high standards of proficiency achieved by Tibetan artists in the first half of the 15th century.

Rather than a proper chapel, this is a vestibule (sgo-khaiz in
the dkar-chug pasted on the wall) through which the upper floor
can be reached by means of stairs lit through a small window
opening in the eastern wall, to the right of the entrance door.
Opposite the entrance door, with their back against the west-

18. Tucci, 1 9 4 l b : 24.
19. Ihiric~rl~:126-127.
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ern wall, there are the statues of 'Phags-skye-bo (Viriidhaka, the
Guardian of the south), and Mig-mi-bzan (Viriipaksa, the Guardian
of the west) (PI. 53). Along the northern wall there are the statues
of rNam-thos-sras (Vaisravana, the Guardian of the north) and of
Yul-'khor-srun (Dhrtarastra, the Guardian of the east). The two
pairs of Guardian Kings are thus placed on both sides of the stairs,
which start from the north-western corner of the chapel. The
statues, however marred by recent repainting with dull synthetic
enamels, still reveal some of their original value in the drapings of
the cloaks beautifully winding against the background of the
walls.
The dkar-chug refers to the painted images of rTa-mgrin (Hayagriva), g.Yu-snon-can (a misspelling for dByug-snon-can2")(Niladanda, the blue mGon-po with the stick2'), Ben-stag-ion (wrongly gion in the inscription) and fifteen Phyogs-skyon.
The eastern wall, immediately to the right of the entrance, is
painted with a blue wrathful deity with one head, two arms and
three eyes, against a background of red flames (Pl. 54). With his
large and stout bare body, the god stretches towards the right,
bending his right leg. He wears a tiger skin and his right hand
brandishes a long stick (danda; dbytcg) terminating with a t~ajra
end while displaying the karanarnudvu. The vajradat!da is adorned
with ribbons, while the vajra finial placed a its top is quite big and
reminiscent of a trident. The god's left hand displays the pasatarjatzi (sdigs-~~zdztih)
gesture. His sacred thread consists of intertwining snakes, and another snake winds through his flaming hair,
which is crowned with a five-pointed coronet. The figure, adorned
with earrings, armlets, anklets, and with a large bejewelled golden
breastplate, may be identified as Niladanda.
The southern wall of the chapel is painted with another- wrathful deity, red in colour, with one head, two arms and three eyes.
The bluish-green head of a horse emerging through his hair identifies him as rTa-mgrin (Hayagriva), another- name for padmantaka

20. Tucci, 1941a: 200.
21. A sirnilal- rtianil'estation o f this Kt-odha is i1lust1-:lt~,cl
a l ~in, thc ~ o n g o l i a n
hk'a'-'g~,~ir.
(Chandra, 1988: 156, No. 3 2 3 ) .

Plate 53. Virfi&&a

and Vi@i&t. Chapel 1/18 (western wall).

.
Plate 54. Niladanda. Chapel 1/18 (eastern wall).

Plate 55. Hayagriva. Chapel 1/18 (southern wall).
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who, like Niladanda, is one of the Ten Krodhas (Pl. 55). The figure
painted here, with its stout body and sagging belly, stretching towards the left and decorated with the five-pointed coronet and all
the other ornaments, fully corresponds to the description provided by the S a d h a n a ~ n a l a three
~ ~ : wide-open eyes bulging out of
their sockets, reddish moustache and beard, dishevelled hair, waist
girded by a tiger skin, and a sacred thread made of snakes. The
only minor difference from the description in the Sadhanamala is
the attribute held in the god's right hand displaying the karanamudra. This is again a sort of vajradanda
. . with an end terminating in a
lotus flower from which a half-vajra emerges, while according to
the Sadhanainala it should be a lotus stem23.
Whereas the horse head (apparently a Tibetan iconographic
feature which was not borrowed from India) seems to differentiate
this form of Hayagriva from the traditional one attributed to Padmantaka, the vajradanda seems here to relate him to Nilandanda
and, along with the mudras displayed by both hands, to be a sort of
common mark characterizing their role as mahakrodhas. Thus,
the two figures of deities of the sgo-khan painted on both sides of
the entrance are the Protectors of the mandalas
..
which are displayed on the various floors of the SKU-'bum.

3.4 Chapel 1/19 (Gur-mgon)

This chapel is located at the eastern end of the southern side
of the SKU-'bum and is chiefly devoted to the cycle of Gur-mgon.
The paintings, already dark as it happens in all i~tgon-khan,are
very damaged and hardly decipherable. Their interpretation must
therefore rely on the inscriptions, which were not published by

22. Mallmann, 1975: 180.
23. This is not a n unusual feature: the lotus s t e m of Hayagriva is often portrayed a s a stick with a lotus flower at the end (Cf. Chandl-a, 1988: 135, No. 241; 137,
NO. 248), while the god is shown with a plain stick i n the iconoyl-aphy of the
Mongolian hKa'-'gyrir (ihidein: 122, fig. 1 8 9 ) .(?I. \\,ith a slick tc~,pped131,a ~.r~jr-o-end
in
the svstem adopted by Atisa, a s i l l u s t r a ~ t ~in
t l the Rirr-'b~,rri't(ihitl,:,rr: 259, t i & . 672;
261, fig. 679).
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Tucci, perhaps because of their bad state of preservation o r
incompleteness, and which are here reported in note24.
The partly defaced inscription running in two lines underneath the paintings of the northern wall informs us that below the
image of Phyag-na-rdo-j e 'Byun-po-'dul-byed, namelv Bhutadamara, a form of Vajrapani which is portrayed in the upper section
of the southern wall of the nzgorz-khuiz, there is the minor dhurmapula mGon-po Bram-ze'i-gzugs-can (with a Brahman's body)25,accompanied by his four attendants. Furthermore, on the surface of
the northern wall, the Eight Cemeteries surround the following
groups of deities: the four aspects of the dhantzapala Gri-gugr n g ~ n - p othe
~ ~ father
;
and mother of the Mon-bu Putras with their
attendants, namely their two sons and daughter, five in all2'; Citipati (Dur-khrod-kyi-bdag-po),the two Guardians of the Area inskyon), male and female2*;the white dKar-mo-fii-zla with her partner, the black bDud-rgyal holding his rosary made of human
skulls2'; the host of Ru-'dren, "the Leaders of the wings (of the
24. Northern wall: i ? ~ G o t t - k h a l i - ~lho-phvogs-gi
i
stod-ria Phyag-,la-rdo-rje
'Byuil-po-'dul-byed de'i 'og-r~a/ chos-skyoil cliun-ba Bras-:e'i (=Brarn-ze'i) sku gtso'khor lna / byan-phyogs-kyi iios-la chos-skyoit Gri-gng (the inscription is interrupted
here bv the socket drilled to fix the wooden rail protecting the statue) ...i i / Pu-tra
yab yii111 sras 'khor liia Du-khrod-kyi-bdag-po (=Dl4r-khrod-k?~i-bdag-po)in-skyoil
pho tlto gfiis / dKar-rrio-griis-:la (= dKar-r?~o-ni-zla)
/ dDud-rgyal-thod-phreit-ccan
/ Ru'dreii-gjti c h o p (=rshogs)-dait Phyogs-sk!-oil hcrr-dl4 du-khrod (=d~tr-kiirod)chen-po
bypad-kyis bskor-ba-dari / de-r-nrlias-k!.i stei1-gi pityogs-mams-su rg!lud-pa'i hla-ma1-iiai?ts-k?isbskor-ba-dari bc-as-pa btugso (=b,ugs-so) // 'di... s-kyi dgos-kyi spyirt-bar
(=shyi?i-par)f i deli dge-ha pi rnthu-stohs cheri-po-!is // gtan-dun bstaii-pa 'dzi?t-pa'i
gai1-~ag-la// griod ce ... ' I S... par t s i ~ a rEastern wall: sNod-'dcin-pa 'gro-ba man-po'i
dreit-pa tiirg ... po bla-rita 1%... seil-pa'i ( s i c ) drltn-pis spo blui~s-mathrrs-pa-mums
rzai1-so cheri-nio-nas i~ldzad-delegs-pur bsgr-ubs-so/ ...p a dpori-rno-che ~KoH-rnchogk u n - p o / ...bcud-rias // :gro k l l ~ lh\.ari-i-l~lcblorn-la 'god-par sog // rtiarrzghala (= ??tailgala). Southern wall: ...lt~gorl-par(?) bd~rg-patshar-gcod 'di'i E-ka-d:a-ti ... g.vo...
dbari-plr!~~rg.s-rrzai~ts
(the inscription is interrupted here bv the other end of the
wooden bar of the railing mentioned above) ...bab dbus-r~abings... grso-'khor gsurn
bi1rg.s / 'di'i dg0.s-k!-i.sp!,ill-hdag (=shF,il-bdag) r~ari-so-clten-irio-nus
mdzad / lde sku
1llkka.s-pcl dpori-itto-c.ije IHa'i-rgl~al-llltshan-pa
srtis-kxis bzabs / r~iaghala(=rliaitgala).
25. Chandr-a, 1988, 2: 765, No. 2444.
26. Chandra, 1988, 1 : 3 2 7 , Nos. 872-873; 328, No. 875; 329, NO. 877.
27. Tucci, I 9 4 l a : 123-123.
28. Cf. Tucci. 1941a: 1.31.
29. Cf. Tucci. 19413: 153. 157.
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army)" (or a corruption of the Sanskrit Rudra)'O; and the Ten
Phyogs-skyon-ba, the Guardians of the directions who reside in the
Cemeteries3' (Pls. 56-57).
This host of deities is surrounded by the masters of the tradition of this particular form of Vajrapani, to which the Bhutadainaramahatantraraja is devoted. Sadhanas describing this deity
are found in the bsTan-'gyuv, and Bu-ston wrote on the subject, too,
whereas ZU-chen Tshul-khrims-rin-chen of sDe-dge (b. 1697) devoted to it a text which was later included as chapter cha in
mKhyen-brtse's sGrtib-thabs k u n - b t ~ t s ~ ~ .
The badly defaced inscription on the eastern wall informs us
that the paintings were commissioned by the nun-so chen-mo,
namely by the Prime Minister. This title, often shortened in nanchen in the Char-'bebs, was conferred to the princes of Gyantse
when they held office at Sa-skya3', and in the Char-'bebs it is still
used with reference to the founder of the dynasty, the nun-chen
'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po". Here, however, it must refer to the
Prime Minister of the Princes of Gyantse, who are called chos-rgyal
(dharmuraja) in the inscriptions. The title appears in the inscriptions in chapel 418 and in the bum-pa: in the eastern temple
(where the full name of the Prime Minister, Rab-'byor-bzan-po
'Phags-pa in given); in the southern temple (where the title is preceded by the place name 'Khar-dga' (mKhar-kha);and in the western temple-". It always seems to refer to ~ab-brtan-kun-dga'
'Phags-pa's younger brother, who is also referred to as 1zai7-soin
the Char-'bebs i t ~ e l f 'and
~ who has been dealt with in the first
section of Chapter Two. He was also the donor of the Lam-'braslha-khan, the chapel on the first floor of the gTsug-lag-khan, on
which see below, Chapter Five.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Tucci, 1941a: 130.
Ihiclcnl: 102, 13 1.
Tucci, 1941b: 138, n . I . Cf. Chandra, 1981: 635; 839-840.
Tucci, 1949: 35.
Ihiderii: 663.
Tucci, 1941b: 29, 83, 95, 101, 115, 116, 120.
Tucci, 1949: 666, 667.

Plate 56. Detail. Chapel 1/19 (nodern wail).

Plate 57. Detail. Chapel 1/19 (northern wall).

Plate 58. Gur-rngon. Chapel 1/19.
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Also the name of the painter dKon-mchog-bzan-po is mentioned in connection with the cycle on this wall. This artist must
be the same dKon-mchog-bzan-po from Jo-nan who worked in
chapel 214 for the same patron, the nun-so chen-1710 Rab-'byorbzan-po 'Phags-pa, as well as in chapel 317, in the eastern temple
of the bum-pu, and on three walls in the lower floor of the hari7zika, where he painted the Gur-mgon underneath the mar.zdala of
the Red Yamari, the ina~?dulaof spyan-ras-gzigs in his tantric form
of 'Jig-rten-dban-phyug, and the n?ai?dala of Yamantaka Maiijuvajra, at the request of the prince of Gyantse, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa".
We find again mention of the Prime Minister in the inscription
on the southern wall of this mgon-khan, referring to the group of
three statues, Gur-mgon flanked by Uma Ekajata and 'Dod-khamsdban-phyug-ma, along the western wall (Pls. 58-59).
Gur-mgon, the name of a mgon-po who was adopted as a special
tutelary deitv in the Sa-skya-pa order, is often translated as "Protector of the Tent" because the Tibetan gtrr stands for- "tent". Noticing that the Tibetan translators adopted the term gur to translate the Sanskrit paiijara in the 'Phags-pa mkhaP-'gro-marDo-rjegur; a canonical tantric text describing experiences as symbolized
by the five dukinis, and that pafijara properly means "cage", sometimes "skeleton ", Tucci argued that Gur-mgon was the god of Cemeteries, symbolically helping to destrov the bodilv cages in which
people are kept prisoners. The main attribute held by Gur-mgon is
by no means the pole of the tent: it was originally a gavdi, a
wooden instrument traditionally used to strike the hour in
Buddhist monasteries, which slowlv took over the meaning of a
mace used by the god to punish perjurers. An indigenous deity
akin to Mahakala, Gur-mgon is associated, not only here, but also
in the rugoil-khari of 'Dre-gunqx,with the three Putras and the
other deities portraved on the northern wall of this chapel. The
same cycle is found again in the rl?gor~-khariof the main assemblyhall at Gyantse".
37. Tucci, 1941b: 29, 53, 114, 120.
38. Tucci. 1941a: 122.
39. Ihrtlc.117:1 5 3 .
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The sculptors commissioned bv Rab-'byor-bzan-po 'Phags-pa
to model these images were the two 1Ha'i-rgyal-mtshan-pa,father
and son, with their assistants. The father also worked in chapels
1/14, 212, 2/15, 2/16, and in the southern temple of the bum-pa.
An artist with the same name worked as a painter in chapel 411 of
the SKU-'bun1with his father, Rin-chen dPal-'byor of gNas-riiiri.

3.5 Chapel 2/13 (Mi-'khrugs)
This is the southernmost of the two central chapels on the
eastern side of the SKU-'bum,adjoining the vestibule giving access
to the other floors. It is devoted to Aksobhya, whose statue is
placed at the centre of the northern wall, surrounded by a retinue
of four female deities with bodhisattva ornaments, whom Tucci
identifies as 1Ha-mo Pad-ma-can, gDon-can-ma, rNam-rgyal-ma
and mDans-ldan-ma. This mandala
..
is drawn from Atisa's Ak~:obhyasadhana4", whose root text is the Aryasarvakarmavaranavisodhaninamadharar?i4'.
Aksobhya is shown sitting on a lotus in vajrasana and bhumispariamudra, with a big five-pointed golden vajru placed vertically
on the palm of his left hand, which rests on his lap (Pl. 60). However spoiled by recent repainting, the good workmanship of the
statue is revealed not only by the proportions and stateliness of the
central image and by the harmony in the overall composition of
the group, but also by the unusual elegance of the flaming nimbus
and aura. The inscription refers to the group of statues in the following terms: sKyob-pa khyod-kyi sktl-gzugs 'bur-dod-pa / rGsal-sras
serm-dpa' ser?~s-t7zasyons bskor-ha pi / iiii-hkod rrttad-hyuii rnarlibkra bkod legs 'di / ... (This proper layout, the excellent, marvelsons and daughter of
lous layout of the Abode, / the (bodhi)satt~~as,
the Jina, surrounding completelv / the statue modelled in relief of
you, Protector...). The text goes on to explain that this group of
statues was made by the master bTsan, f ~ o mg.Yag-sde, in sNe-

40. Cordiet; rCylid: LXIII, 26.
41. Toh. 743.

Plate 60. Akaobhya with four b o d h i s a t ~ sChapel
,
2/13 (eastern wall).

J%tte $3. 3% Abbiraa parradise. Chapel all 3 [southem wail].
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~with
~ his~ son, and d i s ~ i p l e s ~ ~ .
Another mandala of Aksobhya drawn from the yogatantras is
painted on the eastern wall, to the right of the entrance door (PI.
61). The central images, blue and in the usual attitude of this Jina,
holds the vajra in the right hand, while displaying the bhumisparSamudra. The interesting decoration behind the nimbus, with floral and vegetable motifs on a golden background, conjures up the
bodhi tree and the shower of flowers following the Buddha's Enlightenment.
The rather damaged paintings on the other wall illustrate scenes of Aksobhya in his eastern paradise (Abhirati; m ~ o n - ~ a r - d ~ a ' ba). The centre of the main western wall is again painted with a
large figure of Mi-bskyod-pa in his monk's habit, without the bodhisattva crown, his right hand diplaying the bhumisparSamudra,
with the vajra resting vertically on the palm of his left hand. He is
surrounded by a radiating variegated nimbus, flanked by two Bodhisattvas, with the Tree of Enlightenment overhanging him (PI.
62). The rest of the wall is painted with rows of deities and ecstatic
beholders crowding around him, and with mountains, lakes, waterfalls, trees and flowers illustrating the delights of Aksobhya's
paradise as described in the St4kl~avatit)yuha~~
o r in the Vinzalakirtinirde~a~~.
These scenes extend to the remaining walls of the chapel, namely the southern wall, opposite the group of statues, and to the
narrow strip of eastern wall to the left of the entrance door. Within
beautiful pavillions placed among marvelous hanging gardens,
Aksobhya, surrounded by Sra~)akasand bodhisatt~,as,calls the
Earth to witness his Enlightenment for ever, while the faithful
ascend his abode by climbing the ladders afforded by the teachings of the doctrine (PI. 63).

42. On the way bet\veen mTshur-phu and Gyantse (Fel-rari, 1958: 161, n.

621).
43. Tucci, 1941b: 41.
44. A r , ~ a s 1 r k h a 1 . a t i 1 * ~ , i r 1 i ( 1 r l ~ l a } 1 a ~ ('Phags-pa
~ n u ~ 1 i r a b~e-ha-curl-gyi
bkod-pa i r s hsa-ha theg-pa c-hrrl-po'irndo) (Toh. 1 1 5 ) .
4 5 . Ars~a~~i~~~c~lakirtiriirdc.sur~i7r~1arriahd~~i7riasirtra
('Phags-pa ~ r i - t n a - ~ n e d - p a r grags-pas-hsturl-pa j c . ~h,,u-ha / l ~ e ~cllerl-po'i
- ~ a
nido) (Toh. 176).
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The names of the painters are unfortunately defaced in the
inscription4%hich, however, indicates the Mongol Chancellor
(dpon-yig Hor-sog) as the donor of all the statues and paintings in
the chapel. Tucci's suggestion that this was a special envoy of the
Mongol dynasty4' cannot be taken into consideration, since the
Yuan overlordship over Tibet ended in 1368. The expression here
merely indicates the nationality of the Chancellor, or perhaps a
hereditary title.

3.6 Chapel 2/14 (bSrun-ma-lna)
This vestibule, which is placed in the south-eastern corner of
the SKU-'bum with its entrance facing east, gives access to the
stairs leading to the first and third floor and does not contain any
statue. There are, however, several paintings which, even if
seriously damaged, still reveal their fine quality and appear to be
highly representative of the influence of the Newar school on the
painting of southern and central Tibet.
The main deities represented here are the Paiicaraks2s (bComldan-'das-ma bSrtln-nza lna, in the inscription), the Five Protectress personifying the great dharanis. The inscriptions below the
paintings along the southern, western and eastern walls are partly
defaced and incomplete, and that may be the reason why they
were not included in Indo-Tibetica. They are here reported in
noteM.

46. Tucci, 1941b: 40.
47. Ihidelli: 179, n . 2 .

48. Southern wall: Nu-1110 P ~ ~ ~ c L I - r n - kcle-hu-la
.!(i
/ 'di'i /17o-pll?o~s-dal'1-~1~.-da
r?uh
phyogs-kyi i ~ o s - l abCo11i-Idur7-i~7u
bSr~tr'l-111n
Iriu'i / gtso-rrio ~ ; ~ - . ~ r ' l ~ ~ g s - k \ ~ i - r g ~ ~ a / - r l r o
r ~ l . l a - h ~ ~ a - c l ~ e r ~ - ~/~ i bCor71-ldarr-'dns-irlc~
o-dari
~~~i~-~~~~lg,~-rj~~.s-.s~t-'cl;.ir~-~
...sari ... In bn ... tshul c-he... r pli?.og.s.
Western ~vall:...rrigori IC~irtz-~Jr(~I
. < f i l - f i : ~ t l ( = . s f i r g - : ~ ~At'l'r
l ) C ; I . U - K I I C - I I I ( I (=GY;g~rg-r~iu)-nlarlis-k\.i
( = k ~ i sh)~ k u r - h t r ' i .c.hc-rr-po
..
' ( I , ' ; / clgo.c-k\~i.vh\.~r~-I>
(=sh?,iri-h(i~g?)
- / u . . .~ l i u l i117i-dpori/ dpori-,>oA-dhc,-utr-hn.~
l l ~ t r ~ - h . s n r ~ ~ - r - r //
i c r,~clrr~-irrklrtr
r i ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ '~i rr~rhas
glus ... g?'1r1:..'gro-hu-r.1ltrrl1.s
// Srid :i'i r.,y?;lrtl-prri 1 1 1 1 1 ( 1 ' , . . (Iicr e t h c inscr-iptiun is interrupted by t h e socket clt-illerl to fix thc ~ . n i l i n g10 thc \ , , a l l ) Srr-i.q~,rr.\(==Str~'i.\-~:~~~(rsll
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The rna~xfala
..
of these deities refers to a group of five tarztras in
the bKal-'gynr4'. These texts were all translated by the greatest
Tibetan translator, revisor and commentator (iu-chrn-gyilo-tsa-ha)
of the monarchic period, Ye-ses-sde, assisted by the famous Indian
scholars Silendrabodhi, Jiianasiddhi, Jinamitra, DanaSila and Sakyaprabha. They were therefore introduced into Tibet during the
first propagation of Buddhism, and their spread is closely connected with the prestige enjoyed by the Pavicaraksusiitra in northeastern India and in the Nepal Valley, where its popularity was
second only to that of the Prajiiaparamita50.
The northern wall in the Paficaraksa chapel is the nearest to the
centre of this side of the SKU-'bumand would normally house the
statue representing the ideal centre of the tnandala in the other
chapels. Since here there are no statues, but only paintings, it may
be suggested that the figure painted on the northern wall plays the
same ideal role. On this wall we find So-sor-'bran-ma (Mahapratisara), who protects from sin. She is of a light complexion with four

go-'pharis (=go-'phan) ntylrr rho (=rhob) sog // rrrarnghala (-rnangalal Bhavarlrrr //
Subha // Nu-mo... pa ... ...da-vi-?a / 'Di... b?iati-phyogs-kyi nos-dari iar-phyogs-kyi
iios-la gfso-nto bCoin-Idan-'das-ma So-sor-'bruit-ma-chrn-mo-dai~
/ sToi1-then-~rlo
(Rub)-tu-'jon~(s)-ma
gfiis biugs-so // 'di giiis-kyi dgos-kyi sh?in-bdag da ... 'a sfon-pa
dpon-po... dun / rra-dpon 0-10 d p o i t - b t s u ~ z - ~rrzarn-pa
a
gfiis-k?'is rub dkar dge-ba'i
bsarn-pas legs-par bsgr~rbs//
Eastern wall: 'Di'i sbo rshar-dari / 'ag (=log) rshar-da,i / sgo'i bar-rnarns-la /
Phyog-sk!,oit (=Phyogs-skvoit) bclr / gZa'-=hen-po dglc / rNarn-thos-sras... 5 g y ...'i Iha
tshags (tshogs?)... z... ,I..: dgra
sar-ba(?) rgyal-nas // :ag-ntrd hde-ba 'i dpal-la(?)
dbaii-'b~-or-~a'i(?)
// Kurl-rtIkkyert cltos-k~i-rg!lal-pontyur rho(b)-(s)og// r?zarnghala
(=r7langala).
I...

49. Toh. 558-563. These tarzrras correspond to the last six titles in volume
in the tog bKa'-'g?lirr (Skorupski, 1985: 265-266, Nos. 5 17-522), namely: 5 17) sToi1cher~-r?to-rah-tir-'jortts-~u
i e s bla-ha9i
5 18) Rig-sriags-k~i-rgya~-r?~o
rMa-bpa-chmrno; 519) ' P h a g ~ - ~Rig-.si1ags-k~.i-rg?saI-r?lo
a
rMa-bya'i-?fa,i-siiiit;520) 'Phags-pa Rig~a'i-rg?~al-tzto
So-sor-'brrr,i-c.llet~-rllo;
52 1) bSil-bani-tshalchen-po'i rltdo; 522) gSai1s;zag.s-chen-po rips-st4 'dzirl-pa'in7do. The same taittras are placed first in volume pa
of the sNar-thari hKa'-'g~elrr
(Csonla de KGrhs, 1982: 2 12-213, Nos. 1-5) where their
number is reduced to five bv considering the lrer?. short Toh. 560 (sTog 519)
together with the preceding one, both being devoted to Mahamayuri. The first three
of them show a few minor changes in their titles: 1 ) sTons-chett-PORub-f~r-'jorzts-~a
117d0; 2) Rig-.~iiaps-k!,i-r.~?-(~/-iil~
r;&fu-~~.a-cller~-tr~o
g:trizs; 3 ) Rig-pa'i-rg?al-t.l~oSo-sor'braii-ha-cl~rii-rti~~.
50. Cf. Pal, 1978: 38. 41. 49-50. 60.
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faces and eight hands, and with a stupa on the top of her headgear.
Her right hands hold a sword, an arrow, a vajra and a cakra respectively, while her left hands hold a paraiu, a bow, a triiula and a
paia (PI. 64).
On the eastern wall there is sTon-chen-mo (Mahasahasrapramardani), who protects from demons, storms and earthquakes. Of
blue colour, with four faces and eight hands, she has a fierce mien,
showing her canines, and dishevelled red hair. Her first three right
hands hold a sword, an arrow, an elephant hook (ankuia), and the
fourth holds a vajra while displaying the varadamudra; her left
hands hold a lotus stem, a bow, an axe (paraiu) and a noose of
ropes (paia) respectively (the last with the hand displaying the karanamudra).
On the southern wall there is rMa-bya-chen-mo (Maharnayuri), who protects from snakes' bites. Of a pinkish-white colour,
with three faces and eight hands, she sits in the sattvaparyanka
posture on a moon throne. Her first three right hands hold a
sword, a mirror and a vase topped by a jewel, while the fourth
displays the varadamti.dra; her left hands hold a banner of victory
(rgyal-intshun), a vase, a peacock's feather and a bowl (patra) containing a small image of the Buddha (Pl. 65).
On the western wall, which is the largest in the vestibule,
there are the two remaining deities of the Paiicaraksas: gSansnags-chen-mo (Mahamantranusarini), who preserves from disease, in the southern section; and bSil-ba'i-tshal-chen-rno(Mahasitavati), who protects from wild beasts, insects and poisonous
plants, in the northern section which here replaces the northern
..
Mahamantranuwall occupied by the ideal centre of the mandala.
sarini is red, with three faces and twelve hands, two pairs of which
diplay the d l z a m ~ a c u k r a ~ ~ ~and
~ r dthe
r a dhvai?ai?~~ldrii.
The first two
right hands hold an arrow and a ~jajra,while the other two display
The remaining four left hands hold
the ahhaya- and ~,arada-m~,drii.
a bow, a twig, a vase and a paSa. Mahasitavati is green, sits in
suttvaparyrika and has three faces and six hands, the right ones
holding an arrow and a 17njra and displaying the crbhu?~trrlzlrdra,the
left ones liolding a bow, a banner of victo~vand a pu.;~.
The position of the five goddesses on the walls corresponds
precisely to their collocation in the different directions in the

Plate 64. So-sor-'brari-ma(Mahapratisarti). Chapel 2/14 (northern d
l).

Plate 65. rMa-bya-chen-mo(Mahama~ri).Chapel 2/14 (southern wall).
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m a n d a l a described in the S i d h a n a m a l a 5 ' . Their colours are those
of the corresponding Jinas, except for Mahamawri who is pinkishwhite rather than yellow. There is also an almost complete correspondence of the various attributes, a correspondence which becomes perfect in the central figure of Mahapratisara. The Paficaraksas appear again below figures of masters in the strip of wall
above the entrance door (PI. 66).
From the inscription we understand that the donor (or one of
the donors) of the paintings on the southern and western walls,
which include several other protecting deities besides three of the
Paficaraksas, was the lord A-dhe-ra-ba (or A-dhi-ra-ba),perhaps a
foreigner. One of the two donors of the two other Paiicaraksas was
the cavalry officer (rta-dpon) 0-10,another name which appears to
be of foreign origin, but which was also used to designate the
director of the s m o n - l a m c h e n - m o in Lhasa.

3.7 Chapel 3/5 (rNam-par-snan-mdzad)

This chapel is part of a group placed on the western side of the
SKU-'bumwhich is largely devoted to the cycle of the Namasal.?.tgitiS2.
The Maiijtt.irijiianasattvasya paranzarthanamasamgiti is revered and recited by all schools of Tibetan Buddhism perhaps
more than any other tantric text. It probably dates back to the 7th
century5' and was translated into Tibetan by Rin-chen-bzan-po
with the assistance of the Indian pavdita Kamalagupta, with the
title of 'Jam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpa'id o n dam-pa'i m t s h a n yan-dugpar brjod-pa. The text was later revised by Son Blo-gros-brtan-pa,
but the revision appears to have been bound to a few expressions
peculiar to Rin-chen-bzari-pos4.
The great importance of the mTshan-hrjod (as the Tibetan title

5 1 . Mallmann, 1975: 289
52. Toh. 360.
53. Way-man, 1985: 6.
54. Ihider~l:40.
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is usually shortened) is revealed by its very collocation in the bKal'gyur, where it opens the tantra section (rgyud 'bum), and is confirmed by the great number of commentaries devoted to it, such as
Maiijusrimitra's Aryamaiiju~rinamasamgitirika, Candrabhadrakirti's ~r~amaiijuSrinamasamgitincinzavrtti,
Smfiijiiana's Mai?juSrinamasa~ngitilak~abhasya,
Pundarika
..
Jiianavajra's ~ryamaiijusrinamasamgiti~ikavimalaprabhaand Narendrakirti's Aryamaiijuirinamasamgitivyakyanam, which were all translated into Tibetan and
included in the bsTan-'gyu,: It should be pointed out that Narendrakirti's commentary interprets the mTshan-brjod according to
the anuttarayogatantra view and is itself placed in the anuttara
group in the bsTan-'gyur, whereas all the other above-mentioned
commentaries are included in the yogatantra
Along the northern wall of the chapel there is the statue of
rNam-par-snan-mdzad-chen-po(Mahavairocana) in his role as cen-

55. Bu-ston classified the Mafijusrinamasamgiti as a mahavoga-upayatantra
and placed its commentaries into three groups according to the system they followed, namely: the Kalacakra, the other anuttaratantras, and the yogatantras
(Davidson, 1981: 15). The MalijuSrindmasamgiti is generally regarded as kindred
with the May~jcilamah~tantra,
of which many consider it to be a part, as giti (so in
Narendrakirti's and Avadhutipa's commentaries), but also the collocation of the
Maydjalamah~tantrais uncertain, because the root-tantra (which was translated by
Rin-then-bzan-po) is included in the anuttara section of the bKal-'gyur, whereas
two of its commentaries (one of which by Ananciagarbha) belong to the vogatantra
group.
Wayman suggests an explanation for such inconsistencies by pointing out
how the N a i ~ a s a l ~ ~which
i t i , is the very first text in the rgvud section of the bKa''g~ur,is immediately followed by the fundamental texts of the Kalacakra cycle, with
a sequence wich betrays the connection between the two texts as seen by Bu-ston,
who arranged them. In fact in BU-ston's interlinear notes to the Paramadibuddhoddh~ta~rikri~acakrarq~rnatarqtrar~ja,
a fundamental text in the Kalacakra cycle, the
Adibuddha is identified with Mafijugfi, which leads to believe that Bu-ston used the
mfihan-brjod as a source for his comments (Wayman, 1985: 7).
On the other hand the mfihan-brjod was regarded as closely kindred with the
Tattvasar??graha, a fundamental text in the yogatantra group. Its fifth chapter is
entirely devoted to the Vajradhatrrmandala, which corresponds to the fifth section
of the Tattvasar!~~ruha.Furlhermore, it js rather significant that in the second chapter of the Nar,zasarngiti the Buddha Sakyamuni, fulfilling the request adressed to
him by Vajrapani in the previous chaptel; enunciates as the object of his explanation topics which are characteristic of the ~an~adur~aripariSodhanatantra
and of
the Tr~ilokyat:ija~atar~rr.a,
two tantras explanatory of the Sarvatathagatatattvasamgrahasutra .
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tral deity of the Nam-rnkha' dri-med chun dkyil-'khor, drawn from
Maiijusrimitra's commentary and included in the third group of
mandalas described by Bu-ston in his rnTshan-brjod-kyi dkyil-'khorgyi bkod-pas6.This form of Vairocana is white, with four heads and
two arms, sitting in vajrasana on a lotus throne. As it generally
happens in the statues of the SKU-'bum when the images are
placed with their backs to the wall, the head looking backwards is
not portrayed and must be imagined, while in the wall paintings,
where the back head should be indeed invisible, it is painted in
profile, generally to the right of the other heads, which are obviously visible. Vairocana's hands display the bodhyagrirnudra (byanchub-mchog phyag-rgya) expressing the fullest and most complete
realization of the bodhi.
The statues of two Bodhisattvas are placed at the sides of the
central figure: to Vairocana's right there is Vajrasattva (rDo-rjesems-dpa'), white, sitting in ardhaparyanka (but with the left foot
brought up on the right thigh), his right hand holding a fivepronged vajra at the height of the heart, and his left hand holding a
ghanfa while resting on the hip; to Vairocana's left there is a red
figure sitting in the posture symmetrical to the previous one (\)arnardhaparyanka), which might be identified as Vajraraga (rDo-jechags-pa) although Tucci identifies him as Vajradhara (rDo-je'chan)j7.A positive identification is hindered by the absence of the
attributes and even of the left hand, but the right hand is modelled
in the attitude of holding the arrow which, along with the bow in
the other hand, ought to characterize Vajraraga (Pl. 67).
A similar mandala is illustrated in a more extended form on
the eastern wall, the largest one, opposite the entrance door. Mahavairocana, white and with four white faces, sits in vajrasana on
a lion throne in the centre, with the hands displaying the bodhyagrimudra as in the statue described above". The other four Jinas
are placed around him, and the whole group is surrounded by the

56. Bu-ston, 1969: 263-306. Cf. Tucci. 1941a: table 35.
57. Tucci, 1941a: 231.
c i ,3< in
58. This deity is erroneously dcscrihcd b\ 711~
vaira resting on the palms (Trlrc~,194 1 a: 2 3 2 )

tnrplil,ll~ri*llrtir~iwith

a

a-a
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Sixteen Vajrabodhisattvas, painted on a background decorated
with beautiful floral motifs (Pl. 68).
In the centre of Vairocana's chest there is a white figure with
five heads and eight arms, brandishing swords with the four right
hands and holding the Prajfiapararnita in the four left hands. Tucci
describes this image of Vairocana in the following terms: "In the
centre of his chest one sees another image with four (sic) faces,
that is Dan-po'i-sans-rgyas,who holds the sword symbolizing mystical wisdom in the four right arms, and the book of the supreme
gnosis in the four left handsM5'. Since the name Dan-po'i-sansrgyas (Adibuddha) does not appear in the inscription60 or in the
relevant captions in this chapel, nor in the inscriptions in any
other chapel where figures of this kind may be found, and moreover because of the rarity of this iconographic type, which is met
only in the chapels of the third floor, it seems appropriate to provide the reader with some information on the subject.
The figure identified by Tucci as the Adibuddha has four heads
with the four canonical colours on the same level, surmounted by
a fifth white head. We are therefore in front of a fivefold representation of Buddhahood where Vairocana unifies and merges the
other four Cosmic Buddhas, that is of a synthesis of the Five Families as represented by Mahavairocana. That Vairocana's white head,
surmounting the other four, represents a synthesis rather than a
fifth distinct deity seems to be underlined by the fact that the arms
are eight (4x2) and not ten. The hands, however, do not display the
nmdras traditionally attributed to the individual Jinas, but all hold
the swords and the books, right and left respectively. These attributes, which are typical of Maiijusri, qualify the Tathagatas as
embodiments of wisdom. We are facing here a particular form of
Mafijusri which may be referred to the N a r n a s a ~ ~ g i t i " ' .

59. Tucci, 1941a: 232.
60. Tucci, 1941b: 49-50.
61. There is n o trace of this form of Ma6jus1-i in Bhattacar??;a's 7'11~Ilzdiarl
Buddhisr Icotzograpl~y,in de Mallman's It~trodrrc/ioiln I'l~.oi1o~,.r~rpl1ic.
Borrddlliqtre,
in Lokesh Chandra's Bcrdtihist Icoilogr.ap/~?~,
01- in CILIT-A's
Z1.o L,,irl,ar.,/it.P(~1llheoH.5.
On the contrary one finds a M a ~ i j u s r i~ v i t hf \c t~c.at]<and r i l r l > t ;i,.n,s,holding four
plrstakas and four- kha4g~l.rin Getty ( l o 1 3: I I 3 ) . a,-:,I (;or < I < , I ~ ( 1tjS8 T O ) , under- the
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In fact, in the rehearsal of the names of Mafijusri, we find
Sans-rgyas sku lna'i bdag-fiid-can / khyab-bdag ye-ses lna-yi bdag
(Paiicakayatmako buddho paficajfianatmako vibuh; Buddha with
five-body nature, pervading lord with five-wisdom nature)62,as
well as Sans-rgyas-kun-kyi sku 'chan-ba (Sawabuddhatrnabhavadhvk; maintaining the embodiment of all B ~ d d h a s )and
~ ~ ,also
Sans-rgyas kun-gyi thugs-la gnus (Sarvabuddhamanogatih; dwelling in the heart-mind of all B ~ d d h a s )Maiijusri
~~.
is present in the
heart of all the Buddhas both as gnosis embodiment (sfiin-lagnus /
ye-Ses sku bdag Sans-rgyas-te / Sails-rgyas dus gsurn biugs-rnamskyi'o; sthito hcdi / jiianamfirtir aham buddho buddhanam tryadhvavartinal?~;stationed in the heart of the Buddhas abiding in the
three times, I am the Buddha, gnosis emb~dirnent)~',
and as Primordial Buddha under the two aspects of Sans-rgyas thog-ma
tha-~zamed / Dan-po'i-sans-rgyasrgyu-med-pa (anadinidhano buddha adibuddho niranvayah; Buddha without beginning or end, the
Primordial Buddha without preceding cause)66,and of Sans-rgyas
tham-cad s k y e d - ~ a - uanakah
~o
sarvabuddhanam; progenitor of all
the Buddhas) 67.
Tucci is right in identifying the figure painted in Mahavairocanapsheart as the ~ d i b u d d h aeven
,
if he does not provide explicit
explanations on this point. However, a further problem remains to
be solved, since at the centre of the Adibuddha-Maiijusri there is
again a smaller figure, white, with six heads and two hands, sitting
on a six-petalled lotus and displaying the samadhimudra.
It should be pointed out that the figure of Mafijusri emerged
from darkness during the first centuries of our era, was later identified with Prajiiapararnita and eventually ascended to the rank of
bdibuddha, a later conception which can be regarded as accom-

odd title of "Archaic MafijuSri".That deity however, should support a ~ a k f on
i the
left knee according to the Indian fashion, which is not our case.
62. Wavman, 1985: 79 (VI, 18).
63. Ihidetrl: 95 (VIII, 30).
64. Ibidertl: 95 (VIII, 32).
65. Ihidrrri: 66 (IV. 2 ) .
66. Ibidcrn: 93 (VIJI. 24).
67. Ihidc~rrr:80 (VI, 19).
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plished only with the Kalacakra cyclehH.Now, Prajfiaparamita is
explicitly recognized as Great Mother (Yum-chen-mo) of the
Buddhas inasmuch as she represents the Tathagatas' omnisciencehY But Mafijusri is said to be father and mother of all the
Buddhas70, and if the mother must be recognized as prajiia (Sesrub), wisdom which is necessarily unique and identical to itself,
the father must on the other hand be identified as upaya (thabs),
namely the means, which are by their nature differentiated: various means characterize the various Buddha Families and as such
they may be conceived of as various forms of Adibuddha (understood as father-progenitor) by which the different Families are
generated.
If we look at the examples of the above inconographic type
among the various Jinas found in chapels of the SKU-'bum,in all
istances we find the same figure of the Adibuddha at the centre of
the Buddha's chest; the only variants are provided by the orientation of the five heads of the eight-armed Adibuddha-Mafijusri and
by the features of the miniature deity appearing in his heart. The
Adibuddha shows in fact the central face with the colour proper to
the Family taken into consideration (always blue in the various
forms of Vairocana and Vajrasattva) and the innerer deities are
again different forms of Maiijusri. In the directional Jinas the latter have one head and two arms and show the colour of the corresponding Family, just like the four-petalled lotus upon which they
sit. One can easily recognize the jiianasattvas: the red Vajratiksna
(rDo-rje-rnon-po) in Amitabha's heart, the yellow Vagisvara (gSundbari-phyug) in Ratnasambhava's heart, the green Jfianakaya (Yeses-sku-can) in Amoghasiddhi's heart, the white Arapacana in Vajrasattva's heart. In the various forms of Vairocana the innerer
deity is 'Jam-dpal-ye-ses-sems-dpa'(Mafijusrijfianasattva) with six
faces and two hands, that is the lord of one of the 1?2andalasdrawn
from the Narnasamgiti according to Lilavajra's system which
ispired Mafijusrikirti's commentary (cf. chapel 317).

68. Wayman, 1985: 3 .
69. Cf. chapter 12 of the A . ~ ! u s u h a s r i kPra;iiilparcz:l~i/ci.
~
70. Wayman, 1985: 4; Lanioltc, 1960: 9.5.

Plate 68. &&vajrocana.

Chapel 315 (eastem wall).

It'

A

Plate 69. Vajmsattva (Byah-8ems-rdo-je-dbugs-dbyun-ba).
Chapel 315 (western wall).
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In conclusion, the following picture seems to emerge: the Adibuddha is in the heart of all the Buddhas as progenitor and as
unborn gnosis; he receives the name and shape of Maiijusri as
gnosis embodiment. By emanating the various Jinas and their
..
he shows the different aspects of his universal wisdom
mandalas
through the jfianasattvas who, according to the Namasamgiti are
the Mantra Kings belonging to the Master of Speech7'.The various
jfianasattvas in the heart of the Adibuddha show that any possible
manifestation of reality is contained in him72.This attempt to explain out this particular iconographic type obviously requires
further research on the basis of the several commentaries which
flourished around the Namasamgiti, but it is quite clear that the
available iconographic literature is inadequate to explain exhaustively the wealth of images of the Tibetan Buddhist pantheon, of
which the SKU-'bumof Gyantse represents an invaluable source.
Going back now to the other paintings in this chapel, we find
in the centre of the southern wall the image of Amoghasiddhi
(Don-yod-grub-pa in the caption painted underneath the figure),
bearing the image of the Adibuddha-~afijusriin his heart and surrounded by the Sixteen Vajrabodhisattvas. His right hand displays
the abhayamtldra while holding on the palm a four-coloured visvavajra, whereas his left hand rests palm upwards on his lap.
The narrow western wall to the right of the entrance door is

71. Wayman, 1985: 66 (IV, 1).
72. One can quote on this subject Mafijusrimitra's Upadesa (MafijuSrinClmasamgityupadesa; Cordier, rC!lud: LIX, 5), according to which the mantrin visualizes
Mahavairocana Samantamukha ( ~ ~ n - t ~ - i Visualizing
al).
the Adibuddha-Mafi~usri
in Mahavairocanals heart, in the heart of the Adibuddha he contemplates the sixspoked prairiacakra (Wheel of Insight) and above that wheel he visualizes the ifianasattva (Davidson, 198 1: 45). This description may be connected to a passage in
'Jam-mgon K o h - ~ p r ~rCl,lid
l ' ~ ~halns-cad-kyi
h d a g - ~ oam-dpal-mtshan-brjod rigs
bsdus-kyi sgrub-thabs ? e - ~ e'bar-bat;
s
r a [ - q i :"...among the six spokes, on the eastern
spoke, homage to Thee, blue Duhkhacceda. On the southern spoke, homage to
Thee, vellow V%gis\.ara.On the wes'tern spoke, homage to Thee, red ~ajratiksna.On
the northern spoke, 1lomage to Thee, green ~ f i ~ n a k 3 " On
a . the eastern upper spoke.
homage to Thee, \vhite P r ~ f i ~ f i ~ n a mOn
~ r tthe
i . eastern lower spoke, homage to
Thee, white ArapacanaW(rC?lid-sde kliij-btrcs, 1971, vol. X: NO. 456 as quoted in
Wayman, 1985: 67).
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painted with the images of Amitabha, red, displaying the samadhirnudra while holding a vase with flowers; of Vairocana, white, displaying the bodhyagriznudra; and of the goddesses of the offerings.
The same wall, to the left of the entrance door, is painted with
an image of Vajrasattva (called ...rDo-rje-dbugs-dbyun-bain the inscription'' and Byan-sems-rdo-j e in the caption underneath the
figure) with his right hand supporting a five-pronged red vaira
standing vertically at the height of the chest, and his left hand
resting on the hip while holding a bell with a red half-vajra handle.
Also this deity bears the figure of the ~ d i b u d d h a - ~ a i i j u sin
r i his
(Pl.
69).
heart

3.8 Chapel 3/7 ('Ja~zz-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpa')

Like the chapel previously examined, also this chapel opens
on the western side and is set symmetrically with respect to the
east-west axis of the SKU-'bum. Its statues are therefore placed
with their backs to the southern wall, adjoining the central temple.
In the centre of the group there is 'Jam-dpal-ye-ses-sems-dpa',the
form of white six-headed Mafijusri which we have met above as
iiianasattva of the Adibuddha according to Lilavajra's system (PI.
70).
The four lower heads reproduce four Jinas: the central face is
blue and the others are placed according to the usual canonical
colours and directions, although the rear one, which ought to be
red, is as usual missing in the statue and must be merely imagined.
These four heads are surmounted by two white heads, the lower
one representing Vairocana, while the top one probably refers to
Vajrasattva as the supreme synthesis of the Five Cosmic Buddhas.
Mafijusrijnanasattva, who sits in z~ajrasniiaand .snll.zadhiinzldra, is
flanked by the Bodhisattvas rDo-rje-sems-dpa'(Vajrasattva), white,
. . and rDo-lie-iii-ma (Vajl-atejas),velholding the vajra and ghai~td,
low, holding the sun's disk with both hands. Tivo more deities,

7 3 . Tucci, 1941b: SO.
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sitting in lalitasana and holding fly-whisks (canzara; rna-yab) or
banners, are placed in the upper corners of the floral decoration
surrounding the nimbus enclosing the three statues.
The eastern wall, to the right of the group of statues, illustrates the deities of the i?zandala which symbolizes the synthesis of
the various Families of the Vajradhatu (rDo-rje-dbyins)according
to the 'Phags 'Jam-dpal-gyi nztshan yaii-dug-par brjod-pa 'i 'grel-pa74,
the commentary to the Navzzasamgiti by the ucarya Avadhutipa of
U-rgyan7jwho, following Candrabhadrakirti's vrtti, considers that
important tantra as the giti (glu) of the M a y a j a l a m a h a t a n t r ~ r a j a ~ ~
and interprets it as a y o g ~ t a n t r a Besides
~~.
the Five Jinas (Pl. 71),
there appear the goddesses of offerings (rDo-rje-'phren-ba-ma,
rDo-rje-bdug-pa-ma,rDo-je-me-tog-ma, rDo-rje-gar-ma,etc.) and a
series of masters initiated in this tantric cycle (Khri-ston Kun-dga1'od-(zer), sKal-ldan-dban-phyug-blo-gros,
etc.). Among the latter
Bla-ma Chos-sku-'od-zer (the name received on ordination by
bDag-med-rdo-rje, b. 12 14), one of the g~al-iig-gi
brl dgu (the nine
"sons" of g ~ a l - ~ a - i i ~deserves
- ~ o ) , a special mention. He belongs
to the Kalacakra lineage, whose teachings he received from 'Jamgsar-ses-rab-'od-zerand transmitted to 'Phags-'od. His biography,
written by Kun-spans i a n , illustrates the extraordinary intellectual
gifts and prodigious memory which won him the epithet of kun~?zklzyen(omniscient) and caused him to be regarded as an incarnation of Kha-che Pan-chen sakYasribhadra7*.
opposite the group of statues, is ~ a i n t e d
The northern
with the tnarzdala
..
of '~d-dpag-med-dbugs-dbyu6
which, according
to the inscription7", refers to the 'Jam-dpal sgy-'phrul dra-ba dkyil-

74. Cordie~;rC?,ud:LIX, 2.
75. Avadhutip o f U-rgvan (possiblv the same as Advayavajra), lived in the
second half of the 8th centu;? Tucci identifies him with ~admasarnbhava(Tucci,
1941a: 112, n. 2 ) .
76. Wayman, 1985: 6 1 .
77. 11 is intet-esting to notice that the vet? inscription reported (though not
entirely translated) h\ Tucci ( 1931b: 53) explicitly calls this commentav 'Ja171-dpalg ~ r?rrsltnrr
i
?.ur'l d ~ g - ~ t hl-;oti-pn
rr.
r-rlnl-'b~~or--g~i
rgyud dgofi.5-pa hkral-ha U-rg?an-g?'i
sloh-dporl A - h r ~ - d l r ~ i - t irrid,-md-ptl
-~c~s
'i 'grc.1-pa.
78. Roerich, 1976: 3 6 5 , 422, 756, 770-71.
79. Tucci. 1 Q4lh: 5 2 .
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'khorH",drawn from Avadhutipa's commentaryn'. The chief deity,
red, sits in vajrasana on the peacock throne displaying the samadhimudra while holding a vase with flowers. He bears the image of
the Adibuddha in the middle of his chest and is surrounded by a
torana with large scrolls issuing from the tails of makaras resting
on the two columns, and with a top made by a figure of Garuda
holding two snakes in his beak (Pl. 72). The throne of 'Od-dpagmed is surrounded by the Sixteen Vajrabodhisattvas and by the
other four Jinas on the adjoining walls. Two of them are painted to
the right of the main figure, on the narrow strip of western wall to
the left of the entrance door: above, Rin-chen-'byun-ldan, yellow,
his right hand displaying the varadamudra while holding a flaming
jewel in the palm; below, Mi-bskyod-pa, blue, his right hand displaying the bhunzisparSamudra while holding a five-pronged vajra
(Pl. 73). The other two Jinas are painted symmetrically on a section of the eastern wall, to the left of the main figure: rNam-parsnan-mdzad above, and Don-yod-grub-pa below. Radiant nimbuses
surround all these four Jinas.
The western wall, to the right of the entrance door, is painted
with the image of rNam-par-snan-mdzad-dbugs-dbyun,
white, with
one head, displaying the bodhyagrimudra (Pl. 74), which again refers to the 'Jam-dpal sgyu-'phrul dra-ba dkyil-'khol: The figures of
two masters are painted above the mandala: SKU-zanChos-rje and
Kun-mkhyen 'Phags-'od. The latter is the already mentioned disciple of Chos-sku-'od-zer who transmitted many teachings of the
Guhyasar~?ajaand Kalacakra cycles to Bu-ston. The former will be
discussed in the section devoted to chapel 411. This painting, like
the one on the opposite wall, is finely executed: the details of the
ornaments and of the garments are painted with care and the halo
and nimbus are surrounded by beautiful scrolls, with shoots of
flowers on a background of foliage and branches arranged with a
certain amount of freedom, which somehow seems to prelude to
the freer treatment of landscape elements in later Tibetan painting.
80. Tucci, IY41a: table 35, N o . 276.
8 1 . The exp~.cssion' , / o i ~ r - ~ l,p\ ,~g~~ l~ ~ , - ' ! , l , <i ~/ !~,,I//) ( I ( , b f ~ ~ i ~ , r ~ ~ i . i ~nlav
~ ~ be
~?\,,]~~i/~~)
relaleci to chapter- 4 in the N n r ~ z c ~ \ c c ~ ? l g(i W
li ~~\.m;in
1 4, 8 5 - h h - h i ! .

Plate 70. Ma8jdfijfim-ttva
(southern wall).
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Plate 71. l'huroof the Jinas in the Vajr~dhdturna~dala.
Chapel 3/7 (eastern wall).
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Concerning the chief deity painted on this wall Tucci writes:
"The god is represented in the aspect called dbugs dbyun, that is
with the image of the Adibuddha (five faces, eight arms) at the
centre of the chestus2.It is here that for the first time Tucci explicitly establishes a connection between the term dbugs-dbyun
and the particular representation of deities bearing the image of
the ~ d i b u d d h a - ~ a i i j u satr i the centre of their hearts3. That definition is restated with reference to the mandala painted on the
eastern wall of the following chapel, 318: "The central figure represents rNam-par-snan-mdzad, white, with four faces and his two
hands displaying the mudra called byan c'ub mc'og; he is shown in
that particular form called dbugs dbyun, that is as a moment of the
absolute in which the adibuddha depicted at the centre of his heart
is already contained as infinite powerMs4.This latter statement is
all the more assertive since the term dbugs-dbyun does not appear
in the inscription or in the captions of that particular chapel, but is
used by Tucci to label this particular iconographic form.
However, Tucci's reading of the term dbugs-dbyun does not
appear to be supported by lexical evidence. It seems difficult to
establish a connection between the meaning of the term dbugs
(cedha, svasa; respiration, breath) and the function which ought to
be attributed to it in this context, that is of designating the manifestation of the ~ d i b u d d h ain the heart of the deities taken into
consideration. This difficulty was probably obvious to Tucci himself, who did not attempt a translation of the expression dbugsdbyun.
The Tibetan text in the inscription of chapel 317 gives the
forms dbugs db?)alii-ba and dblrgs dbyuirs-paes, where the verbal
nominalizing particle pa/ba is used with its participial/relative
function. In fact dbytrli-ba is a form of the verb 'byin-pa (pf. and
imp. phvuli; fut. d b ~ ~ ~meaning
t ~ i ) , "to take out", "to cause to come

82. Tucci, 1941a: 243.
83. Concerning the image of am-mkha'-dri-med-kyi in-chen-'b-~n-ldan3/4, Tucci (1941b: 190, n. 2) refers to this same definidbugs-dbyu" found in
tion.
84. Tucci, 1941a: 244
85. Tucci, 1931b: 5 2 .
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forth", "to release". The expression dbugs dbyun-ba means "to be
glad, to be satisfyed", but also "to give protection". The kindred
expression dbrlgs phyun means "to be in good health", but also
"salvation" in a Buddhist contexta6.The same expression dbugs
phyun-ba is currently given the two meanings of dbugs phyir
phyun-ba (to give life to, to restore to health) and of sdugs-bsnal-las
grol-bar byas-pa (to release from afflicti~n)~'.
Also the related
forms dbugs dbyun-no and dbugs 'byin-pa by which the Mahavyutpatti translates the Sanskrit expressions asvasayemaa8and aSvastaw, both from the root Svas (to blow, to breathe, to live) bring us
to a similar interpretation.
It is in the sense of "giving protection", "leading to salvation",
that the expression dbugs dbyun-ba ought to be read here. It may
be therefore suggested that it is an epithet of the deity (or of the
mandala to which the deity belongs) rather than the designation of
a specific iconographic type. This conclusion is further supported
by the analysis of the cases to which the expression is applied in
the inscriptions of the SKU-'bum:Rin-chen-'byuri-ldan (3/4), Byansems-rdo-rje (3/5), rNam-par-snan-mdzad (3/7), '0d-dpag-med
(317) and rDo-rje-sems-dpa' (3/20)'O. Now, in the case of rDo-rjesems-dpa1-dbugs-dbyuri-bain chapel 3/20, the deity does not show
any image of the Adibuddha at the centre of his chest. On the other
hand the various forms of Vairocana in chapels 315, 316 and 318,
as well as the image of Amoghasiddhi in chapel 315, all having the
Adibuddha in their heart, are not given the attribute dbugs
dbyun-ba in the inscriptions.
..
of rDo-rjeFurthermore one must consider that the r?zandala
sems-dpal-dbugs-dbyuti-ba
in chapel 3/20 is drawn from the dPalmchog, whilst all the deities bearing the ~ d i b u d d h ain their heart,
being or not possessed of the epithet dhuRs dhyuli-ha, are I-elated

86. Roerich, 1986, 6: 282-283, 3 16-317.
87. Krang-dbyi-sun, 1984-1986: 1945 (see also u n d e r the heatlings d b ~ l g s dbyun a n d dbugs-'byill-pa).
88. Sakaki, 1916: N o . 6995.
89. Csoma d e Koros, 1984: 90, No. 28.
90. Tucci, 1941b: 48, 50, 52. 68.

Plate 74. Vaimcana. Chapel 3/7 (western wail, to the right of the entrance door).
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to mandalas drawn from the Namasarngiti. This seems to be the
real point, since only the Namasamgiti, among the yogatantras,
introduces the ~ d i b u d d h a - ~ a f i j u s r i .
Going back now to the painting on the western wall, we must
point out its fine execution and good state of preservation,
allowing us to see very clearly the position of the hands and fingers in the bodhyagrimudra (byaiz-chub-mchog phyag-rgya), which
is the fundamental element of distinction between the central deities in the Vajradhatumandala and those in the mandala of
Sarvavid (Kun-rig) Vairocana". This mudra is described by Buston with reference to a four-headed white Vairocana holding a
five-pronged yellow vajra in the dKyil-'khor gsal byed fii-ma'i 'odzer ies bya-ba'i skabs dun-po-las rtsa-rgyud de-fiid bsdus-pa'i dkyil'khor bkod-pa, as follows: "...the bodhyagrirnudra, the vajra-fist (of)
the left hand raising the fore-finger (or: finger), the vajra-fist of the
right holding it and placed with the opening showing upwards at
(the height of) the heart ..." y 2 .
The pictorial rendering (and also the plastic one, as
exemplified by the statue of Mahavairocana in chapel 315) is, however, rather different, and anyway quite far from the stifmess
characterizing for instance the Japanese statues and paintings of
Dainichi Nyoray in the VajradhatumandaIa
..
(Kongokay) of the
Shingon school of esoteric Buddhismy3.The left hand is not really
clenched in a fist because, like the forefinger, also the little finger
is extended, while the two central fingers are clenched. The hand
is turned outwards in such a way as to show part of the palm. On
the whole this attitude does not seem to be too far off the karanamudra, while lacking the latter's tension and showing on the contrary a great suppleness. In a similar way, the right hand, which is
turned inwards in such a way as to show its back, does not really
clench the forefinger in a fist, but encircles it with the thumb and

9 1 . Tucci, 1941a: 106- 107. Tucci obsel-ves that the hodl1~~1~rirnrrdr.(1
is relatively rare in Tibet, where the K ~ I F I - r cycle,
ig
~vith its t.schatoIogical function,
eventually overwhelmed the Vrrjratll~li/rri?~~i~dctlu.
92. Bu-ston, 1969, /.so: 63 (8a).
93. Takaaki Sawa, 1976: 25, fig. 13; 45, fig. .39; 9 2 , f i g . 104.
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the forefinger forming a ring, while the middle and anular fingers
are slightly bent, and the little finger is stretched out.
The painter of this chapel is the same dKon-mchog-bzan-po of
Jo-nan whom we have met in chapel 1/19. The paintings were
commissioned by Byan-sems-bdag-mo, on whom see the following
chapel.

3.9 Chapel 3/8 (Byan-chub-sems-dpal-rdo-rje)
This is the last chapel of the western side, placed as it is at its
northern end, and it is closely related to the cycles illustrated in
the chapels preceding it on the same side, so that it has been
deemed useful to include it in o u r survey in spite of Tucci's own
descriptiony4,in order to supplement his iconographic documentation, which in this case is limited to one picturey5.
The inscription in this chapel relates the group of statues on
the southern wall to the dKvil-'khor cho-ga yon-tan 'b?lun-gnus
which T ~ c c locates
i ~ ~ in the Mantrarthavalokiniy7,a commentary
to the Namasa~ngitifollowing Lilavajra's system. In the centre
there is Vajrasattva, white, with one head, sitting in virasana with
his trunk slightly bent and his head graciously leaning to the left,
ornated with all the bodhisattva's apparel. In his right hand, raised
a,
at the height of his chest, he holds a five-pronged ~ ~ a j rstanding
vertically, while his left hand, resting on the hip, holds the bell,
with its half-vajra end pointing outwards (Pl. 75). He is flanked by
two Vajrabodhisattvas, whom Tucci, possibly following the dkarchug, identifies as r ~ o - j e - s g r a(Vajrabhasa) and rDo-je-chos
(Vajradharma). Bu-ston's elucidation of the mandalas of the Namasaytgiti (infihan-brjod-kvi dkvil-'khor-gyi bkod-pa)" includes rDoGe-chos, light red (dkar-dinar),and r ~ oje-smra-ba,
with a copper

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

Tucci, 1941a: 244-245.
Tucci, 1 9 4 1 ~Fig.
: 304.
Tucci, 1941b: 195. 11. 3 .
Cor-dier, rG'?*lid:LVIII. 2 .
Bu-ston, 1969, 1 3 0 : 292 (15b-17a).
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colour (zaizs-kyi mdog-can), in the list of the Sixteen Vajrabodhisattvas belonging to this mandala, but does not mention rDo-rje-sgra.
It is likely that rDo-rje-smra-ba is another name for Vajrabhasa,
who can be recognized in the red figure to the right of the central
statue, however badly repainted and deprived of its specific attributes. The attitude of this Vajrabodhisattva's hands is in fact compatible with the description provided in the Ni~pannayogavaliY9,
according to which he should hold a one-pronged vajra (symbolizing the Buddha's tongue) in his right hand and the Conch of the
Doctrine (dharmasankha) in his left hand.
The other Vajrabodhisattva cannot be identified with Vajradharma, who should be of a pink o r light red colour and make the
petals of a pale red lotus (kamala) bloom in his right hand while
holding its stem with the left. The Vajrabodhisattva modelled here
is painted white, holds a five-pronged vajra in his right hand
brought up towards the chest, while his left hand displays the Sramanam~idra,with the arm stretched along the body and the hand
extending outwards horizontally, palm downwards: this might be a
form of Vajrasattva with an unusual mudra.
The main wall, which is the eastern wall foreshortened in the
picture in Indo-Tibetica and mistakenly indicated by Tucci as the
northern wall, is painted with the mandala of the synthesis of the
Five Families (Rigs bsdns-pa'i dkyil-'khdr), which is also related to
the dKyil-'khor cho-ga yon-tar? 'bytln-gnus. The main figure represents Mahavairocana (Pl. 7 6 ) , white, with four faces, sitting in
vajrasana and displaying the bodhyagrimudra, against a background of rainbow-like rays. He bears at the centre of his chest the
figure of Adibuddha-~aiijusriand is surrounded by the other four
Jinas, by the Four Mothers, by the Sixteen Vajrabodhisattvas, by
the Eight Usnisas and by a crowd of minor deities extending also
to the two narrow walls of the prominence shown i n this cell by
the north-eastern corner (Pl. 77).
The opposite wall, to the right of the entrance door, is
painted with the mat?dala of Vairocana according to the
~ri~~ajramandalular?ikaruniri,rar~iahiltnntr~zrirjo
..
(dPol d o - r j e

Plate 75. Vajrasattva flanked by two Vajrabodhisattw. Chapel 318 (southern wail).

I

Hate 76. Mahiivairocana displaying the bodhyagrimudrti. Chapel 3/8 (eastern wall).

Plate 77. Ratnasanbhva. Chapel 3/8 (eastern 4).

Plate 78. Vairocana. Chapel 318 (western wall).
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silin-po rgyan ces bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-po), an explanatory yogatantra which, in its essential part, parallels the dPalmchog in its comments on the Vajradhatu section of the
Tattvasatngraha. At the centre of this mandala there is the figure of
Vairocana, white, with one face and two hands in sarnudhimudra,
surrounded by the other four Jinas, by the Four Mothers and by
the Eight Usnisas
. . . (Pls. 78-80).
Finally, the narrow northern wall enclosed between the door
and the north-eastern prominence is painted with the Seven
Precious Items of the Universal Monarch (cakravartin).
The paintings of this chapel were commissioned by the same
Byan-sems-bdag-mo who has been met in the previous chapel and
who appears to be the donor of most chapels on the third floor of
the SKU-'bum,except for the four temples placed at the point of
the compass. She is the only donor of the paintings in chapels 313,
314, 317, 318, while together with her son ( ~ u msras) she commissioned the paintings in chapels 312, 319, 3/10, 3/13, 3/15"',
3/17. She also commissioned the great statue of PrajdaparamitS in
the northern temple of the bum-pa surmounting the fourth floor of
the SKU-'bum.
The full title of this munificent donor, as can be gathered from
the inscriptions in various chapel^'^', is Byan-sems bDag-mo-dpalchen rGyal-mo. She is one of the most important figures in the
history of the principality of Gyantse, of which she was the queen
for many years. She was called Byan-sems bZan-mo-dpal (she was
also known as Yum Ma-gcig-bzan-mo and Byan-sems-bzan-na-pa)
and belonged to the iwa-lu family, being the daughter of the
chiliarch of ~ M o n - g r o ' In
~ ~ 1367
.
she met and married the great
nun-chen 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzah-po'03, the founder of the
Gyantse dynasty who was then forty-nine. On the latter's death she
became, according to the Tibetan custom, the wife of his younger

100. Here also her husband is mentioned: Byaiz-sems b~ag-mo-dpal-chen
rG?'as f= rCyall -!?lo,tab , . r r r , l .was (Tucci, 194 1 b: 63).
101. Tucci, 1941b: 47, 48, 49, 5 3 . 54, 5 5 , 56, 61, 63, 66, 108.
102. Cf. Tucci, 1919: 664, 666, 668, and Genealogical Tables, table X.
103. Ihidrr?l: 70.7, n. $03.
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brother, 'Phags-pa Rin-chen. In 1375 she gave birth to dBan-rgyal
'Phags-pa, who later pursued a successful military career.
The marriage of Byan-sems bZan-mo-dpal into the Gyantse
family seems to have further strengthened their alliance with the
~ w a - l ufamily, which was also in the fold of the Sa-skya-pa sphere
of influence. Tight bonds between the two houses had already
been established in 1350 through dPal-ldan-bzan-popsmarriage to
dPon-mo Padma, the daughter of the sku-iali of ~ w a - l uKun-dgal,
don-grub.
After 'Phags-pa Rin-chen's death in 1376, Byan-sems bZan-modpal married his successor, the bdag-chen Kun-dga' 'Phags-pa, who
was 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po's son from is first wife, and in
1389 she bore him a son, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa. The mention of "mother and son" in the inscriptions of the SKU-'bum
almost certainly refers to the son from this third marriage, the
builder of the SKU-'bum, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa. Since
Byan-sems bZan-mo-dpal died in 1435, that date obviously represents a tertninus ante quem for the completion of the bum-pa in
the SKU-'bum.
Like Ma-gcig, a common epithet for ladies belonging to the
Tibetan aristocracy, the title Byan-sems seems to apply to aristocratic ladies, particularly of the ~ w a - l udynasty. From the ~ w a - 1 ~
genealogy published by Tucci, it appears that it was first used in
that dynasty for the daughter of the sku-ian A-mes-chen-po Sarisrgyas-ye-ses, Ma-gcig mKhal-'gro-'bum who, after marrying 'Gromgon Phyag-na-rdo-rjeof the Sa-skya principality, was also known
as Ma-gcig-chen-mo, then as Byan-sems and an-sems-chenmo l o 4 .
The same epithet was applied to another queen: Byan-semschen-mo Ni-ma-khye-'dren, who in 141 8 became the wife of Kundga' 'Phags-pa's son, bKra-sis 'Phags-pa, the successor of Rab'brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa to the throne of Gyantse"". Also ~ i - m a khye-'dren patronized the decor-ation oC the SKU-'bun],in particular commissioning paintings in the upper section of the hcrrrtliku,

104. Tucci, 1949: 658-659
105. Ibideiil: 669.
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devoted to the deities of the anuttarayogatantras, thus contributing
to the completion of the great mchod-rten.

3.10 Chapel 3/18 (17tChod-rten cha-brgyad)
This cell, placed in the south-eastern corner of the SKU-'bum,
with its door looking eastwards, is the vestibule (sgo-khan) giving
access to the other floors and itself contains two short flights of
steps lit through a small window opening in the eastern wall.
There are no statues and the two-line inscription running along
the southern and western walls is so badly defaced that we have
not deemed it worthwhile reproducing it here. The only interesting information which can be drawn from it refers to the fact that
it was planned ( b k o d - ~ aaccording
)
to the explanations ('grel-padali ~nthun-pa)of the omniscient Bu-ston.
Although the paintings are in a bad state of preservation, as
Tucci had noticed already in 1937Ioh,thev still retain some interest. In fact they illustrate the eight tvpes of stupa celebrating the
most important events in the life of the Buddha ~ ~ k ~ a mand
u n in
i
the preaching of the dhurma. Tucci pointed out the existence of a
treatise on the stiipa translated by Bu-ston (nzChod-rten-gyinttshanfiid ston-pa Brr-ston lo-tsci'i 'gyur) and included in the Co-ne
b ~ T a ? z - ' ~ ~ t and
~ r ' 0 of
7 another treatise on the same subject in the
Vaidtlrya g.~la-'sel,the commentary to the Vaidz3lya dkar-po written
by the sde-srid Sari~-rg~as-r~~a-mtsho~~'~.
Other Tibetan scholars.
such as Padma-dkar-PO and Klon-rdol Bla-ma wrote to some
length on this topic and several texts referring to the stljpa can be
found in the b~Ta?t-k\lrrr'~'.
TWOstNpas are found to the left of the entrance door, on the
southern wall (PI. 8 1). The first is the MJ~U-,iutz-'das
ntchod-rte??
(Stupa of the Parinirvana) which. according to tradition, was built

106. Tucci. 19413: 284.

107. Tucci, 19.72: 19.
108. Ihitlct~i:13.
109. Co~.dit.r,t - ( , ~ . r r , l :L.SIS.79. 130-132, 134, 136, 1391 162.
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at Kasia (or Kusinagara) by a king of the local Malla dynasty to
mark the place where the Buddha entered the final nirvana. In
this stupa the bum-pa rests on a corolla of lotuses placed directly
on the basement, without any steps. The second one is the Cho'phrul mchod-rten (Stupa of the Great Miracle) which was built by
the Licchavis at Sravasti.
Three stupas are painted on the western wall, which is the
largest one: the Byan-chub-chen mchod-rten (Stupa of the Great
Enlightenment), the rNam-rgyal mchod-rten (Stupa of the Victory),
and the Pad-spuns mchod-rten (Stupa of the Heap of Lotuses). According to tradition, the first was built by Bimbisara, the second by
the citizens of Vaisali to remember Buddha's consent to prolong
his life in order to complete the exposition of the doctrine, and the
third by ~ u d d h o d a n aat Kapilavastu to remember the birth of the
Buddha.
Two more stupas are painted on the southern wall: the 'Odzer-can mchod-rten (the Resplendent Stupa), built by Jeta at Rajagrha to remember the reconciliation of the sangha, and the bKraSis sgo-man mchod-rten (the Auspicious Stupa with Many Doors)
which was built by the first five disciples of the Buddha at Benares
to celebrate the moment of the first Preaching of the Doctrine
(dharn~acakrapravartana).
Finally, at the northern end of the eastern wall, there is the
Sum-cu-rtsa-gsum lha'i mchod-rten (the Stupa of the Thirty-three
Gods), which was built by the citizens of Sankasya to remember
the descent of the Buddha from the Tusita heaven (Pl. 82).
The Eight Stupas are surrounded by the Thirty-five Buddhas of
Confession and by a number of bodhisattvas.

3.1 1 Chapel 3/20 (rDo-rje-sems-dpu

I)

This chapel adjoins the central temple on the southern side of
the SKU-'bum.It is symmetrical to chapel 312 and similarly de(~~r-c~r?~uditarltru)
voted to Vajrasatt~ra and to the dPuI-~nc.l~og
cycle.
The central position in the g ~ - o ~of
i p htatucs p1act.d along the
western wall is occupied b\. rDo-lie se~n\-dprl',I,, 1 2 1t i . , b i r ring in 17i-

Plate 81. The stiipa~of the plrinirvirpa md of the Miracle d~~~ -1

(~Qem
wall).

3/10

Phte 82. The smpa of the Thirty-three Gods, Chapel 3/11 (ememwall).
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rasana, with his head slightly reclined towards the left, and holding his usual attributes. The right hand shows the palm turned
outwards, in an attitude reminiscent of the ubhayamudra, but with
the ring finger bent downwards, while the vajra stands vertically
on the tip of his middle finger (PI. 83). The inscription tells us that
this is the chief deity of the secret mandala of Vajrasattva according to the system of the synthesis of the Five Families, drawn from
the dPal-~nchog dan-po ies bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i rtog-pa'i
rgyal-po ( ~ r i ~ a r a m a d ~ a n a m a m a h a ~ a n a k a l ~ a Vajrasattva
raja).
is
flanked by two images, one red, holding the vajra and ghanta in
the hands crossed at the height of the chest, and the other blue,
leaning on the seat with the left and displaying the abhayamudra
with the right hand. Tucci identifies them as rDo-je-ki-li-ki-laya-ma and rDo-je-dran-ma respectively1l o .
The artist who made these statues was Nam-mkhal-bzan-poof
]Ha-rtse, who also made the statues in chapels 2/12, 3/14, 3/15,
3/16, 3/19 and in most chapels of the fourth floor. The paintings
are due to Thar-pa-ba (sic in the inscription), master and pupils,
also from 1Har-rtse.
The painting on the northern wall, opposite the entrance door,
is dedicated to the 'Dod-chags-kyi giien-por rDo-rje-sems-dpa1dbugs-dbyun-ba'i dkvil-'khov, namely the mandala of DO-jesems-dpa' which is a remedy against passions. It should be, therefore, a ~q?andaladrawn from the fundmental tantra as interpreted
in the second section of the d~al-tnchog,which is devoted to the
esoteric formulas (rl?anrra; snags). The central deity is Vajrasattva,
white, sitting in virrisana, holding vajra and ghan!a preciselv in the
same ~ n u d r awhich has been described for the statue. Both the
l~airaand the half-vajra of the ghanla are red (PI. 84).
The four Jinas surrounding Vajrasattva show different characteristics from the usual ones: Aksobhya, in bhumisparSarnudra, is
white (PI. 85); Arnitjbha, red, hdlds in his two hands brought to
the height of the heart a white lotus from which a red vaira
emerges; Amoghasiddhi's face and feet are white, and the right
hand raised in ahlzavar~llldrubears a four-coloured ~?iSvavairaon

110. Tucci. 144la: 289.
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its palm (Pl. 86); Ratnasambhava is of a blue colour and displays
the varadamudra. The many figures surrouding the main deities
include: rDo-rje-gnod-sbyin, rDo-rje-ro, rDo-rje-dri, rDo-rje-sgra,
rDo-rje-gzugs, Nam-mkhal-mdzad, rDo-rje-bzad-ma, Glu-chen-ma
(to the right of Vajrasattva), and rDo-rje-sku-tshur,rDo-rje-'khor-lo,
'Jig-rten-dban-phyug,Phyag-na-rdo-rje (to his left).
The eastern wall, which the inscription does not distinguish
explicitly from the northern one, is painted with the Yellow
Vairocana, with one head ant two arms, sitting in vajrasana and
displaying the bodhyagrimudra (PI. 87). This is the central deity of
the De-biin-giegs-pa-dbugs-dbytin-gyi
dkyil-'khor, a supramundane
'das)
mandala
which
is
drawn from the first section
('jigs-rten-las
of the dPal-mchog, and'is a remedy against the mental states deriving from negative karmic traces accumulated from previous lives.
Above this figure we find again Aksobhya, white, and Amitabha,
red, holding the lotus and vajra, as already met in the previous
mandala. Furthermore, eight Buddhas of the directions"' are
painted on two narrow stripes of the two adjoining walls.
On the southern wall, to the left of the entrance door, there is
the mandala of Trailokyavijaya (Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyal),which
is used as a remedy against wrath. It is drawn from the first section
of the dPal-mchog, which is related to the Prajitapdramita (Ses-rabkyi pha-rol-tu phyin-pa). The central deity is Vajrahumkara in his
wrathful manifestation, blue, with one head and two arms,
stretching to the right in a militant posture (pratyalidha),
threading on Uma and MaheSvara. He displays the
vajrahurnkaramudra which is proper to him and is surrounded by
the Ten Krodhas and other minor deities (Pl. 88).
The statues and paintings in this chapel were offered by the
supreme chief of the army (dmag-dpon chen-rno) and Prime Minister (blon-chen) of the great chos-rgval.

1 1 1. The inscription mentions the eight .\tr/t13asof the right dil-cctions (hrgyad
phyogs-nttshai?~s-k?,i
.seirrs-dpci' hrg\.c~d)(Tucci, 1941b: 6 9 ) , irhilt. the captions underneath the eight figures define them as Rilddhas ( S ~ I I . I \ - T K \ ~ L I Z T) . h c pclintings portray
the Buddhas in monk attire.

Plate 83. Vajrmattm. Chapel 3/20.

Ere

Plate 84. Varasattva. Chapel 3/20 (northern wall).

Plate 85. Alqobhya. Chapel 3/20 (norfhern wall).

Plate 86. Amikibha and Amoghasiddhi. Chapel 3/20 (northern wall).

'late 87.

Yellow Vpimcana displaying the b o d h y c t ~ u dchapel
~ ~ . 3/20 (&em

wd).

Chapter Four

THE LINEAGES OF TIBETAN BUDDHISM AS REPRESENTED
BY THE STATUES AND PAINTINGS IN THE SKU-'BUM

4.1 The chapels of the fourth floor a n d the topmost remple in the
spire
As already mentioned, the fourth floor of the SKU-'bum is
made up of eleven chapels, of which eight are rectangular and
three pentagonal, and of a vestibule which is five-sided, too. It is
difficult to establish if the two different types of chapels must be
assigned a different degree of importance, although some indication in that sense seems to emerge h o m the fact the donor of the
three corner chapels, of a larger size, was Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa himself.
The chapels of this floor, as well as the topmost temple in the
spire, are devoted to the different spiritual lineages of Tibetan
Buddhism, that is to the uninterrupted series of masters who
transmitted tantric texts, rituals and ~ r a c t i c e sbelonging to any
one particular body of teachings. These' lineages may coincide
with the great schools of Tibetan Buddhism, like that of the Saskya-pas, masters of the lam-'bras doctrine, but may also go
through different schools and monastic traditions.
The state of preservation of the paintings in the chapels of the
fourth floor is worse than in the lower floors and in the upper
section of the SKU-'bum.In fact the greater extension of the surface above, which is the terrace surrounding the cylindrical structure of the b ~ r r , t - ~ has
a , favoured the formation of cracks and
caused a greater number of leakages, which in many points have
irreparably damaged the paintings.
Tucci seenls to be right in his opinion that the artistic value of
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the paintings in these chapels does not match, and anyway never
surpasses, that of the paintings of the floors below, but their
specific value lies in the fact, which was pointed out by Tucci
himself, that "the history of Buddhism is visibly reproduced
through the images of its most important figures: monks and
kings, ascetics and doctors multiply on the walls. The statues of
the saints and deities to whom the chapels are devoted can be seen
surrounded by painted screens reproducing the age-old continuity
of the doctrine perennially enlivened by new and most faithful
interpreters"'. Indeed this is a unique display of the greatest figures in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, the result of a major effort
to systematize and organize the religious history of the country. It
can be compared in its importance with the mighty compendium
of tantric cycles displayed on the first three floors of the SKU-'bum,
and was perhaps inspired by the same need of rigour and orthodoxy which fostered Bu-ston to write his precious and authoritative Chos-'byun along with the explanation and comment of the
great tantras. For these very reasons we have deemed it useful to
fill the gap left by Tucci concerning these chapels.
No inscriptions are detectable in the topmost temple within
the spire, besides the captions giving the names of the painted
figures. On the contrary, seven out of the eleven chapels on the
fourth floor (411, 412, 415, 416, 418, 4/10, 411 2) are provided with
inscriptions, chiefly containing praises to the people portrayed
there, but also the names of painters, sculptors and donors. The
painters quoted in the inscriptions are: Rin-chen dPal-'byor from
gNas-rfiin and his son in chapel 411'; Don-grub-skyabs from
mKhar-kha in chapels 412, 418, 4/10?;Thar-pa-ba from 1Ha-rtse in
chapel 4/54; and the brothers Blo-gros-rab-gsal and dGe-ba from
bDe-chen5 in chapel 4/6C. According to the inscription, chapel

1 . Tucci, 1941a: 290.
2. Tucci, 1941b: 70.
3. Ihider~i:7 2 , 83, 85.
4. Ihidtlrv: 76.
5. A \\,ell-known p l a c e near- IFI;~-I-Lsc
1 ' i i . r ~ ~i. 134 1 I-). ? O 1,
). I
6. Tucci. 1941b: 80.

)
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4/12 was painted by the brothers, the upasakas (dge-bsiien) from
]Ha-rtse7,possibly a reference to the same two brothers. The paintings in chapels 412 and 4/12 were executed following the instructions given by Rin-chen-dpal-grubR,a scholar who obviously was
an acknowledged expert in the tradition of the two important lineages, Sa-skya-pa and bKa'-gdams-pa, to which the chapels are devoted. The painter Rin-chen dPal-'byor of gNas-riiin mentioned
along with his son in chapel 411 is probably identical with the
dPal-'byor Rin-chen of gNas-rfiin mentioned in chapel 2/15, devoted to 'Jam-dbyans-smra-ba'i-sen-ge (Vadisimha Mafijughosa)',
of which Tucci acknowledges the "remarkable artistic value " lo.
The painter dGe-ba from bDe-chen, near 1Ha-rtse, and his brother
also executed the beautiful paintings in chapels 212 and 213,
which are devoted to Sen-lden-nags-kyi sGrol-ma (Tara Khadiravani)" and to Sen-ge-sgra (Lokesvara Simhanada)I2. Finally Tharpa-ba of 1Ha-rtse is the author of the paintings decorating the walls
of several chapels on the three floors below. In fact he is mentioned in the inscriptions of chapel 1/5, devoted to g~an-gyis-mihub-ma gDugs-dkar-mo-can (Aparajita Usnisasirstapatra) 1 3 , 2116,
devoted to spyan-ras-gzigs (Avalokita)1 4 , and 3/20, devoted to rDorje-sems-dpa' (Vajrasattva) 15. Above all he is the painter who decorated the walls of the western temple on the first floor, 116, devoted
to Tshe-dpag-med (Amit-s)
and his SukhavatiI6, to which Tucci
paid special attention, regarding these paintings as "a great composition in which a wind of reaction against iconographic patterns
blows" 17.

7. Tucci, 1941b: 88.
8. Ibidrrn: 72, 89.
9 . Ihidei~l:42.
10. Tucci, 1941a: 217; 1 9 4 1 ~Fig.
: 254.
l I. Tucci, 1941b: 26; 1 9 4 1 ~figs.
:
209-212.
12. Tucci, 1941b: 28; 1 9 4 1 ~figs.
:
2 13-214.
:
145-152.
13. Tucci, 1941b: 13; 1 9 4 1 ~Figs.
14. Tucci, 1941b: 43; 1 9 4 1 ~figs.
:
255-257.
15. Tucci, 1941b: 6 9 .
16. Il~idoi~i:
14.
17. Tucci, 19413: 185; 1 9 4 1 ~Figs.
:
153-154.
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The statues in chapels 415, 416, 418, 4/10 were modelled by
the same artists Nam-mkhal-bzan-pofrom 1Ha-rtse who also made
statues for several other chapels of the SKU-'bum:211 2,3/14, 311 5,
3/17, 3/19, 3/20". The artist who made the statues in chapel 411
seems to be lHali-gyal-mtshan,who is mentioned along with the
painter Rin-chen dPal-'byor and his son in the inscription of that
chapel (Rin-chen-dpal-'byor-dun de'i sras-dun lHa1i-rgyalmtsh~n)~O.
In fact lHali-rgyal-mtshan is the chief artist who modelled statues in chapels 1/14, 214, 2/15, 2/16. The statues in chapel
4/12 were made by mThu-bri from mKhar-kha2', who does not
seem to have worked elsewhere in the SKU-'bum.In spite of the
skill of some of the artists, the statues of this floor do not seem to
be particularly significant for their aesthetic value. Their interest
may rather lie in the fact that they seem to set the iconographic
patterns which in the 15th century were being established for the
representation of the most important figures in the religious history of Tibet.
The chapels of the fourth floor and the topmost temple in the
spire will be all described below one by one, reporting their name
as written in the dkar-chug or on the door, when available.

4.2 Chapel 4/1 (nzKhyen-rub-lha-khan)
This chapel is placed in the western section of the southern
projection and is devoted to the ~wkhyen-rub(wise; supreme
knower), an epithet which seems to apply to Bu-ston, the great
knower of all tantms, together with his disciples. The central
image of the group of the three statues along the northern wall of
this chapel is in fact the image of the kun-rl~klzyen(all-knowing)
Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub ( 1290-1364), tlanked on his right by his
spiritual son, the translator Rin-chen-rnam-rgval-dpal-bzan-pop

18.
19.
20.
2I.

Tucci, 1941b: 76, 79, 83, 84-85
Ihidrili: 38, 6 2 , 64. 66, 68, 6 9 .
Ihidcrrl: 70.
Ihiderli: 87.
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and on his left by a monk who is qualified as sku-ian chos-rje by
the dkar-chug pasted onto the wall (Pl. 89).
The extraordinary career of Bu-ston started in 1320, when he
first arrived at ~ w a - l uand built a temple on the Ri-phugzz,
establishing a strong relationship with the sku-ian Grags-pa-rgyalmtshan, who belonged to a family which became related to both
the abbots of Sa-skya and the princes of Gyantse. When the skuian's son and successor Kun-dgaP-don-grubbuilt a large shrine
devoted to the yogatantras at Zwa-lu, Bu-ston himself drew the
plan of five hundred mandalas belonging to various tantric cycles
and the related lha-'bum ("one hundred thousand deities", a term
employed with reference to the iconographic instructions concerning them), besides composing a general religious history of
yoga (Yo-ga'i spyi'i chos-'byun). He also gave instructions for a
great temple with images of the sixteen sthaviras (gnus-brtan) and
made several drawings illustrating the previous lives of the
Buddha, his Twelve Deeds and so forth, as well as the plans of the
assemblies of the deities of tantras. Furthermore he made the designs for cast images of various deities, for a three-dimensional
Vajradhatumandala, and drawings of eighty siddhas. In sans, central Tibet, he designed stupas, images of Buddhas and bodhisattvas
and many mandalas of the caryatantras, making their lha-'bum as
well as the lha-'bum of the mandalas
..
of the kriyatantra classz3.
Through a process of discarding all that was uncertain and selecting all that was based on sound tradition, Bu-ston not only
systematized the Tibetan canonical literature, but also standardized the symbolic representations of the deities therein described.
As we are here mainly concerned with the relationship of that
outstanding scholar with the Gyantse area and with the SKU-'bum
in particular, we may notice that Bu-ston was called in 1357 by the
prince of Gyantse, 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po, to perform
a feud in
consecrations and confer bodhisarrva vows at 1Ca1i-raZ4,

22. Ruegg, 1966: 15a, 17b; Tucci, 1949: 660
23. Ruegg, 1966: 2la-2221.
24. Ruegg, 1966: 35b; Tucci, 1949: 663.
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upper Myan which was in the dowry of the king's first wife, Padma.
Obviously he could not dictate the inscriptions of the SKU-'bumof
Gyantse (built in the 15th centufy) as he had done at ~ w a - l uhow;
ever, the inscriptions in the eastern, southern and northern
temples in the bum-pa state unequivocally that the deities of the
mandalas of the yogatantra class painted on their walls were
drawn according to Bu-ston's [ha-'bumt5. Bu-ston is again mentioned in the inscriptions and portrayed in the paintings of chapels
119, 1/15, and 2/20 on the first floor of the SKU-'bum.
The translator sGra-tshad-pa Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal-dpal-bzan
(alias: Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal-ba), who is portrayed on Bu-ston's
right, compiled the first section of Bu-ston's biography, up to 1355,
at Sa-skya, and the second section at Ri-phug in 136626.A master
of the Kalacakra, he was regarded as Bu-ston's spiritual successort7. He may b e the same abbot who occupied for twenty-two
years the seat of gSan-phu Ne'u-thog, a n originally bKa'-gdams-pa
monastery which was founded south of Lhasa by the translator of
d o g , Legs-pa'i-ies-rab2u.
The title sku-ian chos-rje that the inscription assigns to the
statue on Bu-ston's left has already been met with reference to a
portrait in Chapel 3/7 and probably refers to s am-mkhal-mchogsgrub-dpal-b~an-~o,
the son of the sku-iari of ~ w a - l urDo-rje-dban,
phyug. He refused to help his elder brother, the sku-ian Ye-Seskun-dga', to rule and devoted himself to religious life. Before becoming a monk, he received the upasaka vows and the kalacakra
teachings from Bu-ston Rin-po-cheZY.
Like in-chen-rnam-rgyalba, he became a master of the Kalacakra.
The figure of another master of the Kalacakra, painted on the
eastern wall, is identified by a caption as the ??zahasiddhaGrubthen Rin-po-che (1 230- 1309), better known under his epithet of
U-rgyan-pa (the One of U-rgyan) with which he is referred to in the

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Tucci, 1941a: 29; 1941b: 96. 102, 109.
Ruegg, 1966: 4 1 , 32a, 42a.
Roerich. 1976: 794, 866.
Ferral-i, 195s: 16.5, n . 6 7 2 .
I h l d e ~ ?660-66
~.
1
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dkar-chug, by virtue of a famous journey which he made to U-rgyan
(Uddiyana, in those days corresponding to the upper valley of the
Swat)". U-rgyan-pa also travelled to Bodhgaya, where he was given
the title of Supreme Master of the Mystic Assembly by the local
Buddhist prince Ramapala, and to China, where he met the Mongol emperor Qubilai Khan, who conferred upon him the title of
bla-ma chos-kyi rgyal-po (Master King of the D ~ c t r i n e ) ~
U-rgyan-pa
'.
was a disciple of r G ~ d - t s h a n - p aand
~ ~ belongs to the bKal-brgyudpa tradition. He is surrounded here by lamas of the Samvara and
Kalacakra traditions.
The white-haired figure painted on the western wall, bearing
the caption 'Jam-pa'i-dbyans Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan is referred to
as Chos-rje 'Jam-dbyans Rin-rgyal in the inscriptions3" Mention of
this master, who performed the consecration ceremonies of the
main sanctuary and of the Chos-rgyal-lha-khan in the gTsug-lagkhan at Gyantse in 142 134 has already been made in the first section of Chapter Two, to which the reader may refer. Here his image
is surrounded by masters of the Guhyasamaja tradition.

4.3 Chapel 4/2 (Lam-'bras-lha-khan)
The chapel devoted to the lineage of the lam-'bras occupies
the south-western corner of this floor of the SKU-'bum,with the
entrance facing south.
The term larn-'bras is used to designate both the methods and
the doctrinal texts of the Sa-skva-pa school which show the way
(larn) leading to release, which is the fruit ('bras) resulting from it.
This tradition rests on the notion of reality understood as the
union of clarity and emptiness and of the inseparability of sa~!~sara
and rzin~ana.Its teachings are based both on the sutr-as (according

30. Roerich, 1976: 696-702.

31. Tucci, 197 la: 373; Tucci, 1949. 159.
32. Tucci, 1971a. 372.
33. Tucci, 194117: 7 0
l ~ r r l . 55-57
34. M ~ ~ c ~ ~ r - c - l 1983:
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to Nagarjuna and Maitrinatha's traditions) and on the tantras according to various cycles, especially those of Hevajra and
Samvara''. The tantric methods of the larn-'bras are in fact aimed
at realizing that the union of clarity and emptiness is the true
nature of the mind, a kind of practice allowing the spontaneous
emergence of natural wisdom, thus revealing the presence of universal awareness in o u r s e l ~ e s ~ ~ .
The central statue in the triad placed along the south-eastern
wall portrays the siddlza Virupa (Bir-wa-pa), lord of the yogins
who, according to tradition, was entrusted by bDag-med-ma
(Nairatmya) with the lam-'bras teachings e m a n a t i ~ gfrom
Vajradhara, so that he might propagate them among mankind (Pl.
90). The lat1?-'bras lineage extends from V i a p a to a series of
Indian siddhas and masters including Kysnacarya, Damarupa, Avadhutipa and Gayadhara. The latter went to Tibet and was invited bv
'Brog-mi to Myu-gu-lun, a monastery founded by 'Brog-mi in 1043,
where he spent five years transmitting all his precious teachings to
him.
mKhyen-brtse's guide to the holy places of central and
southern Tibet describes the Man-mkhar Vallev, where there is a
series of thirteen caves, mentioning the one placed at the foot of
Gram-pa 1Ha-rtse, where 'Brog-mi apparently met Gayadhara for
the first time, the gsuri-riag-lam-'bras-phug,where the lanz-'bras
was explained, and the s~ra-bsgyur-lo-tsa-phug,
where the texts
were translated into Tibetan''.
'Brog-mi (literally: the Man of the Steppe), originally a
follower of the old tantras, later obtained the teachings of the new
talltras in the western Tibetan kingdom of Gu-ge. After studying
Sanskrit in the Nepal Valley under the Newar scholar Santibhadra.
he paid a visit to S3ntipa at ~ i k r a m a j i l aand then proceeded to
Bengal, where he met prajfia-~ndraruci,who gave him the first

35. In this connections it should be pointed out that a large threedimensional r i ~ n i ~ d aof
l ~ ,bDe-rnchog is placed at te centre of the am-'bras-]hakhan built on t h i uppe(- flool- of the gTsug-lha-khali, to which the following chapter
is devoted.
36. Cf. Tucci, 1349: '$1.
37. Fel-I-ari.1 9 8 : 6 .
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teachings of the lam-'bras. After thirteen years 'Brog-mi returned
to Tibet, where he translated three great tantras, including the
Hevajratantra, and several other minor tantric texts. He had many
disciples, among whom, for a short spell, the great Mar-pa lo-tsaba, the guru of M i - l a - r a s - ~ a'Brog-mi
~~.
~ ~ k ~ a - ~ e(992-1072))
-ies
also known as Bla-chen 'Brog-mi, was therefore the true founder
of the lam-'bras school in Tibet. He handed the tradition down to
'Khon dKon-mchog-rgyal-po (1034-1 102), who built the monastery
of Sa-skya and founded the Sa-skya-pa order. It may therefore appear strange that in this chapel the statues of 'Brog-mi and of
dKon-mchog-rgyal-po should not appear at the sides of Vinipa,
who is flanked instead by Chos-rje Sa-chen Kun-dgal-sfiiri-po(also
known as Sa-chen Kun-sfiin, or simply Sa-chen) (1092-1158) on his
right and by the latter's eldest son, rJe-btsun bSod-nams-rtse-mo
(1 142-1182)) on his left.
However, it should be pointed out that Kun-dgal-sfiin-pol
dKon-mchog-rgyal-popsson, was himself a great siddha and, according to tradition, received the lam-'bras doctrine directly from
Viriipa, who miraculously appeared at Sa-skya and taught for a
whole month there. Sa-chen was only ten years old when his father
died in 1102, and did not succeed immediately to the throne of
Sa-skya. The seat was occupied in fact by Ba-ri lo-tsa-ba (aged
sixty-two at that time)3y,whom Sa-chen succeded at his death, in
1111.
Also bSod-nams-rtse-mo and his younger brother, Grags-pargyal-mtshan (1 147-12 16)' became great siddhas and were both
included in the group known as Sa-skya goii-ma rnam-lna, the Five
Supreme Ones of Sa-skya, including Sa-skya Pandita, Sa-then,
bSod-nams-rtse-mo, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan and 'Phags-pa. The
slob-dpon (acarva) bSod-nams-rtse-mo wrote bulky treatises on
the tantras, wich represent the very foundation of the Sa-skva-pa
esoteric tradition, and undertook the difficult task of systematizing

38. Roerich, 1976: 208, 399.
39. Roerich, 1976: 21 1 . The Rlrro I l r ~ r r t , l .\vhich
~,
c o u n r ( h c yea,-s in the usual
Tibetan way give "aged 63": thus Ba-ri-pa was h o ~ . nin 1030 ac.co,.cling L z ~ o n - n u dpal. This date is confil-met1 by the Su-\k\.ri ! ~ - r . , ~ v ~gi\,inc
,\,
the datc,s 1040-1111
( L o - r p < i r s 1987:
,
16-17).

Plate 91. 'Gro-mgon Chos-rgyal 'Phags-pa. Chapel 4/2 (eastern wall).
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the many texts then circulating by means of his rGytrd-sde spyi'i
rnarn-par-biag. He also compiled a compendium of the Buddhist
doctrines, the Chos-la 'jug-pa pi sgo (the Door of Access to the Doctrine)4".
Two more statues are placed in this cell, with their backs to
the two narrow walls adjoining the central one: that of Sa-skya
Pandita
. . to the north and that of 'Phags-pa to the east (Pl. 91). Both
Sa-skya Pandita Kun-dgal-rgyal-mtshan (1 18 1- 125 1) and 'Cromgon Chos-rgyal 'Phags-pa (1235-1280) are too well-known and
important figures in the history of Tibet to be dealt with here.
The western wall of this chapel is painted with two figures
facing each other, rJe-btsun-chen-po Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan and
Chos-rje bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzari-pol
surrounded by the
noble progeny of 'Khon, the clan which always controlled the Saskya principality and its monastic institutions. The first name corresponds to two different masters. One is rJe-btsun Rin-po-che
Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan ( 1 147-12 17), who succeeded to the abbatial
seat of Sa-skya in 1172. He wrote commentaries on the cycles of
Samvara and Mahakala and on other tantric cycles, and he also
dealt with problems of tantric literature in general4'. The other is
Rin-PO-che Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, a mkha~?-chenof the 'Khon
clan, who performed the consecration ceremonies at rTse-chen in
1368. The latter master was a contemporary of the figure facing
him in the painting42.
Chos-rje bSod-nams-rgval-mtshan-dpal-bzan-pol
as he is called
in the caption painted below his portrait, is referred to as dPalIdan- Bla-ma Dam-pa b~od-nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-PO
in the
long inscription in this cell4'. Tucci refers this figure to No. 15 in
his list of the abbots of Sa-skyaJ4,corresponding to the name of
slob-dpon bSod-nams-b~ari-~o,
the eldest of the twelve sons of the

40.
4 1.
42.
43.

Tucci, 1949: 100.
Ldo-i.g~.~i.s,
1987: 20-2 1 ; Roerich, 1976: 2 1 1 ; Tucci, 1949: 101.
See the rnanuscr-ipt mentioned in note 1 of Chapter Tblo(P.37).
Tucci, 1941b: 72.

44. Tucci, 1941a: table bet\ycen pp. 72 and 73; 1941b: 215, n. 3. ~ f ~.u c c i ,
1949: Genealogicrll Tahlcs, table I .
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bdag-hid-chen-po (or bdag-chen) bZan-po-dpal (1 262-1322)45),
'Phags-pa's nephew and 1 1th abbot of Sa-skya from 1306. He was
born at the Imperial Court in Beijing from dBan-yum rGya-mo
(the Mighty Chinese Mother) and died in mDo-khams on his way to
Tibet4".The Blue Annals do not provide the dates of his birth and
of his death, which possibly took place at an early age, or any other
indications which may justify the important place assigned to the
figure painted in front of Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan on the western
wall of the chapel. Furthermore he is not mentioned as abbot of
Sa-skya in the Lo-rgyus or in Amipa's account. Our figure portrays
in fact a brother of his, born at Khan-gsar, in ~ w a - l ufrom
,
~walu-ma Ma-gcig g~on-nu-'bum,
the fifth wife of the bdag-chen bZanpo-dpal, and corresponds to No. 24 in Tucci's list in Indo-Tibetica.
Chos-rje Bla-ma Dam-pa bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan(13 12-1375) was
the 14th abbot of Sa-skya and belonged to the Rin-chen-sgan
branch4'. He was also an important master and, according to the
Chronicles of the 5th Dalai Lama, he "attained the extreme limit of
all the sciences and having obtained (mystical) power from the
great Sa-skya who had realized the adamantine plane, he became
the diadem of all those who possess the teaching^..."^^. The spiritual lineage of Tshar-pa, one of the two Sa-kya-pa sub-schools, descends from him4'. He was the chaplain of the emperor Ying-zong
during the brief period of his reign (1320-1323)50,the sde-srid
Phag-mo-gru-pa'sspiritual guardian5' and, for a short spell before
his death, he taught Tson-kha-pa, then still a boy, who was a stu. encouraged Bu-ston to write a manual on
dent at s ~ e - t h a n s 2He

45. 1324 (iir'z hyi-ha) according to the Lo-rgylrs, 1987:50.
46. Roerich, 1976:2 14.
47. Amipa, 1976:72.The Lo-rgyrrs (1987:5 1-53)gives him as 13th abbot since
it incorrectly omits ti-om its list the 4th abbot, bSod-nams-rtse-mo.
48. Tucci, 1949:627.
49. Fer-rari, 1958: 119,11. 180; 152,n . 518.
50. Sec No. 24 in the list o f Sn-skya abbots given h!. Trlcci (IY41a:table between pp. 7 2 and 73).
51. Tucci, 1949:628.
52. Ferrari. 1958: 165.

Plate 92. Theg-chen Chos-kri-rg)al-po ~un-d~a'-bkra-iir-rgyal-mtshan.
Chapel 412
(southern wall).
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the Paiicakrama of the Guhyasarnajatantra". His great tomb
(gdtin-'btlnz chen-po) was placed below the s ~ e - t h a n - ' o(or
r sCrolma-lha-khan), together with the statue of Atisa, who spent his last
days at s ~ e - t h a n s 4 .
The importance attributed to bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpalbzan-po in the SKU-'bumis perhaps also linked with his particular
relationship with the princes of Gyantse. In fact, according to the
Char-'bebs", 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-pol the founder of the
Gyantse dynasty, was taken prisoner in 1364 at Rin-spuns and
taken to 'Grwa-phyi-tshon-'dus, but was released unhurt thanks to
the intervention of his wife, who belonged to the ~ w a - l udynasty,
and of the Sa-kya-pas, particularly in the person of the glorious
dharlnasvamin, the holy bla-ma bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan.Possibly
in order to strengthen the particular tie which had thus been created, when bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po
went to central
Tibet in 1367, 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-pobegged him to perform
the consecration ceremony of the temple of 1Can-ra, the feud
which he had received as his wife's dowry from the sku-ian of
~ w a - l uwhen, in 1350, he married his daughter, dPon-mo Ma-gcig
Pad-ma.
On the southern wall, to the right of the entrance door, there
is the long inscription published and translated by Tucci and
another important portrait which the caption identifies as Thegchen chos-kyi rgyal-po (King of the Mahayana Doctrine) (Pi. 92).
This is the title which in 1412 the emperor Chengzu (ohen called
Yongle after his reign periodsh) conferred to Kun-dgal-bkra-Sisrgyal-mtshan, also known as Chos-j e Kun-bkras (1 349- 1425)?', the

53. Roerich, 1976: 424, n. 5.
54. Ferrari, 1958: 30, 72. That tonib is no longer extant (Dowman, 1988: 134,
136).
55. Tucci, 1949: 663-664.
56. Karmay, 1975: 73.
57. Ihidr~ll:55, 79. Karma? identifies Kun-dgaV-l,k~-ra-<is-I-~~val-mtshan
with the
32nd abbot of Sa-skva, while the Sa-.sk\w lo-i-gslr.< n,c.ntiol~sonc. ~un-dga'-bkra-sis
as 30th abbot, but clocs not includc in its list rhr 7 . / 7 ~ , ~ : ' - ( . / 7 c.l~o.\-L\.i
~'ll
~ . ~ \ . t ~ l -Kunpo
dga'-bkra-sis-rgyal-riit~Iia11.
FUII~CI-nior-t,,
i t s h ~ \ i l t tl ~ pc,ir~~cd
,
it t113t, cfuring the
lattel-'s life time ( I 349-1125),t h e r~hbotx01 S L ~ - \~f c ~r ~t i :l t .I t(rI!(i.,iing:t l i t : I(/-rlhcll
B I ~ - ~ I - o s - I - ~ ~(1.332-I3h4),
~ ~ I I - I I I,,I
~ st t~l;l~I~ 1~~ ~~ - L t l :~~I:,,IC.II.
~j3
I $!!I ( ; I - , , . I ; , ~ I t i ~ ~f'ronl
i ~ i
( .
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son of the ta-dben Chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-posH.
Although
we do not know much about Chos-rje Kun-bkras, he seems to have
played an important role in the struggle against the Phag-nlo-grupas5' and it is quite significant that he is placed first among the
Sa-skya-pa dignitaries mentioned in the Mit~gshi, which gives
much room to his visit to the Imperial Court, where he stayed
from 14 12 to 14 1460.In the inscription reported by Tucci this master is credited with having been the spiritual guide of the Ming emperor.
The walls of the chapel surrounding the statues and main figures described above are painted with a number of images ( 1 16
according to the dkar-chug) portraying the divine progeny of the
'Khon clan starting from Nam-lha, the main rnahasiddhas and Saskya-pa masters initiated in various tantric cycles, particularly
those of Hevajra and of Samvara according to Luipa's method.

4.4 Chapel 4/3 (The [ha-khan devoted to the Prajiiapararwita
system)
This chapel, the first one in the western projection of the
fourth floor, is devoted to the Indian masters and commentators of
the Pra~iiapararnitiiliterature and to their Tibetan spiritual SUCcessors, who diffused most of the commentaries which explain the
hidden meaning of the Prajffbpdmr,~itafollowing Asangaps and
Haribhadrapsworks6'.
The figures of these two great Indian scholars, who are par-

1337; the (a-bden K ~ n - d g a l - r i n - (1339-1399),
~h~~
15th Grand Lama from 1364; the
slob-dpon Gu-Sri B l ~ - g r o s - r ~ ~ l(1366-1420),
- ~ t ~ h ~ ~of the b ~ i - t h o gbranch. 16th
GrandLamafrom 1399;and ' ~ ~ ~ - d b ~ ~ f i ~ - n a m - n > k h a ' - r ~( a
1 398l - m1472),ofthe
tshan
Rin-chen-sgan branch, I 7th Grand Lama from 1420 ( L o - r g ~ ~ u1987:
s . 54-56).
58. Cf. Tucci, 1949: Genealogical Tables, table I.
59. Tucci, 1949: 26.
60. Tucci, 1939: 686, n . 93; Kar-nlay, 1975: 79-80, 98-99. For the exchange of
images bet~veenChos-yie Kun-bkras and the emperor- Chengzu, the reader is referred to the first s c c t i n ~oI~ Cllaptel- T\vo.
61. Tucci. 1949. l i ~ .
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ticularly favoured for study by Tibetansh2,are painted on the walls
of the chapel. On the northern wall is portrayed Asanga (Thogsmed), the founder of the yogacara/vijiianavada schoolb3.Born in
Peshawar (4th/5th century), he was a leading exponent of the
cittamatra (sems-tsam; "mind only") doctrine, according to which
all elements of existence have a common foundation called
alayavijiiana, meaning "store of consciousness"64. Though
Asanga's works were not included in the bKa'-'gyur, they enjoyed
enormous prestige for, according to tradition, he was inspired by
the Bodhisattva Maitreya, the Buddha to come. The scheme of the
three main types of Buddha-body (dharmakaya, sambhogakaya
and nirmanakaya), which had important consequences on the development of northern Buddhist iconography, is generally credited
to himh5and his works, which include the treatises on the Yogacaryabhurnih6,the Abhidharmasamuccayah7 and the Mahayanasamgrahahn,occupy a relevant portion of the mDo section of the bsTan'gyuv. On the southern wall a painted caption identifies the acarya
Haribhadra (slob-dpon Sen-ge-bzan-p~)~',
a great scholar in the
Prajhaparamila system7()who, like Asanga, was known to have had
a vision of Maitreya and who wrote a commentary on Asanga's
Abhisamayalamkiira7' which was in turn commented upon by
Tibetan scholars. In particular he is considered the author of the
version of the Prajhapararnita in twenty-five thousand verses contained in the h ~ T a n - ' g y u r which
~~,
is partially different from the
one in the bKal-'gyuv.
According to the dkar-chug pasted on the wall, the central

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
7I .
72.

Tucci, 1973: 7 1.
Chatterjee, 1987: passirli.
Stcherbatskv, 1962, I : 173.
Snellgrove, 1987: 9 8 , 102, 107, 1 16.
Cordier; rirDo: XLIX-LIII; LIV, 1-3.
Ihidelil: LVI, 2.
Ibider?~:LVI, 1 .
Naudou, 1980: 82-83,
Roerich, 1976: 330-33 I .
Cordier; 171110:V I .
Ihidc,ril: 111-V.
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statue in the group along the eastern wall of this chapel portrays
rGyal-ba'i-sras-po Thogs-med-bzan-po-dpal (Jinaputra Asangabhadrasri) (Pl. 93)) who is possibly identical with Bodhisattva Thogsmed-bzan-pol a teacher of scripture and logic, especially of the
bKaP-gdangs-patradition, who composed the rGyal-sras lag-len sobdun-ma (Thirty-seven Bodhisattva Practices) in a cave near the
town of d ~ u l - c h u ' i - r i n - ~ h eHe
n ~ ~seems
.
to be the same as the
rGyal-sras Thogs-med ( 1295-1369) who had his residence in b ~ a d
d ~ u l - c h u - c h ~ s - r d z oand
n ~ ~was a disciple of B u - ~ t o n 'and
~ a
specialist of the tantric cycle of Mahakarunika.
The dkar-chug also mentions the names of the statues flanking
this master, namely Kun-span (the Ascetic) Sems-dpaP-chen-po
Chos-kyi-rin-chen and Gans-can-ma-lus-dban-po (Lord of the
Whole of the Land of Snows) K ~ n - d g a ' - d p a lLittle
~ ~ . can be said of
the former of the two, except that he may be identical with Choskyi-rin-chen, an abbot of the famous monastery of gNas-rfiin who
~~.
founded the monastery of 1Ha-do, in upper M ~ a n Gans-can-malus Kun-dga'-dpal is in all likelihood the same as ~ a - d b o n - p Kuno
dgaJ-dpal (also called Na-dbon Kun-dga', or simply Na-dbon), a
disciple of Dol-po-pa7+enowned as a great scholar7', a rnahapal?dita expert in the PrajnaparanqitiiH"whom the Blue Annals include
in the list of the masters who propagated in Tibet the teachings of
Asanga's A b h i d h a r r n a s a r n r r ~(rnNor~-pa
~
klrn-brtrs)*',which had
been first exposed in Tibet by the wandering scholar Smci at the
end of the 10th and beginning of the 1 1 th centuqx'. The same list
73. Tenzin Gyatso, 1982: 1 ; Jackson, 1990: 135. On d ~ u l - c h usee Chaptel.
Two, n. 5. d ~ u l - c h uis also the Tibetan n a m e f o r the Sal\vcen I-ivc.1;which rises in
the mountains near Nag-chu-rdzo~i,n o r t h of Lhasa (Wvlie, 1962: 117, n. 37).
74. FCI-ral-i,1958: 68; 158, nn. 593.594.
75. Reel-ich, 1976: 585.
76. Gans-can-ma-las(?) in thc t l k r ~ r - c , / l t r ~ .
77. h ! \ ~ ~ r ' l - c . l ~1983:
~ , i z , 99. On ..;olne nhhorh 01 ?~;14-1.1iii,i l l t h e I 4th- 15th cent u r \ see Aris, 1979: 1'12- 19.7.
78. Roerich, 1976: 7 7 7 .
79. I h i t l ~ ~ r780.
i~:
80. Ihitlt~rrr:140.
8 I . lhi[10111:34.5.
87. 1hi[lc,r11:,346-$ 4 7 .
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also contains the name of Bu-ston and that of Bo-don Phyogs-lasrnam--rgyal (1 308-1386), another disciple of Dol-po-pa and a great
scholar who taught the pifakas, in particular the Prajiiaparamita
system, and logica3.The fia-dbolz Kun-dga'-dpal is also referred to
in the Char-'bebss4 and Tucci identifies him with Kun-dga'-blogros-rgyal-mtshan of rTse-chen", who is mentioned in the Myanchuns6 as the fia-dbon of rTse-chen, the mahasiddha immediate
reincarnation of Bu-ston who taught the Prajiiapararnita to Tsonkha-paR7.
The great scholar ~ a - d b o nKun-dga'-dpal, along with six
hundred disciples, was invited in 137 1 to act as abbot by 'Phags-pa
Rin-chen, who had built the abbatial residence with its assemblyhall in the great monastery of rTse-cheneR.

4.5 Chapel 4/4 (~i-bved-lha-khan)
This is the northern chapel in the western projection of the
fourth floor of the SKU-'bum and is devoted to the ii-bved and
other lineages. The central statue in the triad placed along the
main wall, the eastern one opposite the entrance door, portrays
the Indian yogin Dam-pa-sans-rgyas (PI. 94).
A native of southern India, the "father" (Pha)-dam-pa-sarisrgyas studied under famous teachers such as Tilopa, Vidpa, who
taught him the tantras belonging to the Mother class (ma rgyud),
Maitripa and Saraha, who taught him the mahamudra doctrine.

83. Roerich, 1976: 777-778.
84. Tucci, 1949: 664.
85. Ibidein: 703, n. 798.

86. M!ari-churi, 1983: 94.
87. He SIIOUIJnot be confused with ~un-dga'-blo-gros-rpa~-mtshan-dpalri-.<e (ti-Sri;Master of the Emperor)
bzan-po (1299-1 327), \vho I-ecrivedthe title
from the Mongol d,.naht\. in 1.7 16, 01- \vith the li-je ~un-dga'-blo-~ros-rm~al-mtshan
(alias: ~ ~ n - d ~ a ' - 1 - ~ \ . a ] - I ~ l . ~ . ; h ~ ~
(I
-3~10~ ~I1358),
- b z awho
f i - ~took
o over Samada
(Tucci, 1941rr: 95. 1 ? ~ > - l ?1 , 311i{ cc,nferr.ed tile cittolpilda to Bu-ston (Rue%, 1966:
109).

mentioned in note 1 o f Chapter Two
88. Tucci. I 94e. (-<,-I. ('1. the
(P.40). See also I\:, I I I ~r 4c ;i:;:n ot Chapter T\wo.
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Pha-dam-pa spent four years at SvayambhuRyand visited Tibet on
many occasions, travelling as far as lower Khams and western
Tibet, finally settling in 1097 with his followers at Din-ri, southwestern Tibety0,where he died twenty years later, in 11 17". His
tradition has continued until now among Tibetan exiles in Shar
(Solo, N e ~ a l ) ' ~He
. is famous for introducing into Tibet the gcod
and ii-byed teachings, which are both derived from the
Prajiiaparamita literature.
The practice of ii-byed, whose tradition has been handed
down trough many lineages, is supposed to bring immediate relief
to those who suffer from disease, poverty, assaults by demons, as a
consequence of their previous lives, and for this reason it is called
sdug-bsnal ii-byed (pacification of afflictions). The first ii-byed
lineage started shortly after Atisa's death (1054), on Pha-dam-pa's
first visit to Tibet (sna-gyi-skabs). Its doctrine included the
sadhana of Yamantaka and the three cycles of ~ i - b y e dsGrol-ma.
After returning to India, Dam-pa-sans-rgyas visited Tibet again
around 1080'3, giving origin to the intermediate lineage (ii-byed
brgyud-pa bar-pa), including an upper lineage, a lower lineage,
and several minor lineages. According to tradition he then proceeded to China, where he spent twelve years before returning to
Tibet and finally settling in Diri-ri. The ii-byed teachings of this
later period (phyi-gyi skabs) made up the doctrine of the last lineage, which was called phyag-rgya chcn-po dri-med thigs-pa phyagbies-kyi skor (cycle of the methods of drops of the immaculate
mahamudra) 'j.
All the methods of these various lineages have their doctrinal
basis in the Prajiiaparamitii, but make use of typically tantric rituals. The transmission of the teachings often occured following
the application of the ii-byed practice by a master to people turn-

89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

R o e r i c h , 1976: 869, 976.
Aziz, 1980: 2 I .
R o e r i c h , 1976: 905, 9 15; Tc~cci,1939:Y L
Aziz, 1980: 24-25.
R o e r i c h , 1976: 73.
Ihidcrli: 976.
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ing to him to be relieved from serious illnesses. In a way patients
penetrated into their own minds through the experience of illness:
the suffering itself was used as a practice. Only the lower lineage
was not based on this kind of experience as a means of spiritual
progress, and transmitted the teachings merely through the practice of meditation.
Also the gcod doctrine is based on the Prajfiapararnita, as is
clearly indicated by the fact that its system was also known as
Pha-rol-tu phyin-pa bdud-kyi gcod-yul. The pratictioner is supposed
to remove the contamination originating from the erroneous consideration of external objects. gCod-yul seems to mean literally
"sphere of cutting" and Roerich translates it as "act of cutting
asundervy5:the basic practice is to purify the defilement by completely cutting off grasping at self, which is the root of samsara.
Through a complex process of meditation practised in burial and
cremation grounds, the yogin must produce the image of deities
"out of his own conscious p r i n ~ i p l e " 'and
~ then reabsorb it, and
become aware of the fact that everything, even deities, are devoid
of substance.
The gcod teachings were transmitted through two lineages:
one originated with Ma-gcig Lab-sgron-ma, and is called mo-gcod;
the other originated with sKyo bSod-nams Bla-ma and rMan-ra-serPO, to whom Dam-pa-sans-rgyas also transmitted his own method
of Vajravarahi, and is called pho-gcody7.In both lineages a prominent role was played by masters who recovered From serious illnesses, such as leper and tubercolosis, through the practice of
gcod.
The statue of Dam-pa-sans-rgyasis flanked by those of Ma-gcig
(to the master's left), and of (]Ha) 'Gro-ba'i mGon-PO(to his right).
The epithet Ma-gcig, often met in Tibetan religious and historical
literature, applies to several yoginis and women of ranky8.The
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Blue Annals give two different accounts of female disciples of
Dam-pa-sans-rgyas bearing that nickname, calling one Ma-gcig
~ a - m and
a the other Ma-gcig Labs-sgron.
The former, also known as 2a-chun-ma and IHa-je-ma, was
born in 1062yy.She had at least two brothers, one of whom was the
famous chos-rgyal 'Khon-phu-ba, and married at the age of fourteen. She then decided to take up religion, left her husband and
acted for five years as the sexual tantric partner (mudra) of a famous master, the translator of rMa (1044-1089). rMa lo-tsa-ba took
as attendant also Ma-gcig ~ a - m a ' brother,
s
the siddha 'Khon-phubaIoo.He was then poisoned to death in ~ a b a, district between
Sa-skya and Zhigatse. In 1 101 Ma-gcig ~ a - m and
a her brother went
to Byan to listen to the exposition of the lam-'bras d ~ c t r i n e ' ~ ' .
After being afflicted by various troubles, Ma-gcig ~ a - m met
a Dampa-sans-rgyasand was restored to health. Dam-pa-sans-rgyasintroduced her and her brother to the main text of the dohas and the
dohas according to the method of ~ a - m were
a
then bestowed to
othersIo2.She and her brother played an important role also in
transmitting the lam-'bras doctrine in Tibetlo'. Ma-gcig 2a-ma
"pretended" to pass away at the age of eighty-seven.
Ma-gcig Labs-sgron was born at g.Ye-labs and was apparently
the sister of the translator Khe'u-gan 'Khor-lo-grags. She was an
expert reader and for a considerable time acted as reader of the
Prajiiaparamita for the kalyanamitra Grwa-pa-mnon-ses.About that
time she met Dam-pa-sans-rgyas and he bestowed on her the
secret precepts of the g ~ o d - ysystem.
~l
Though she had received
the ordination in her childhood, she had intercourse with a master, Thod-pa-'bap-re,from whom she had two daughters and three
sons. Later she dressed again as a nun, shaved her head and obtained the initiation of the cycle of Maya from sKyo bSod-nams
Bla-ma. She filled the country of Tibet with the hidden precepts of
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gcod and passed away at the age of ninety-fourIo4.
The only common feature in the two biographies is that both
women were nicknamed Ma-gcig (One Mother) and were disciples
of Dam-pa-sans-rgyas. A perusal of the biography of Ma-cgig-labssgron translated by A l l i ~ n e reveals
'~~
that it is entirely different
from the first account in the Blue Annals, whilst it corresponds
almost in every detail with the second accountlo6.We are apparently confronted with two different female disciples of Pha-dampa, even if later Tibetan tradition and Western scholars tend to
conceive them as one and the same person. Now the question
arises: which of the two Ma-gcig under consideration is the statue
meant to portray? The account in the Blue Annals concerning Magcig ~ a - m is
a included in the chapter on the propagation of the
lam-'bras doctrine to which chapel 412 has already been shown to
be devoted, while the account concerning Ma-gcig Labs-sgron is
included in the chapter dealing with the gcod-yul system, which is
more specifically connected to the Pha-dam-pa's teachings in
Tibet. That was probably the reason why the dkar-chug pointed to
the latter with a quite reasonable choice.
As far as 'Gro-ba'i-mgon-po is concerned, it is an epithet (Lord
of living beings) which was applied not only to the great chos-rgyal
'Phags-pa, the abbot of Sa-skya, but also to rDo-rje-rgyal-po Phagmo-gru-pa, one of the founders of the bKa'-brgyud-pa school. It is
indeed to the latter that the dkar-chug seems to refer when applying that epithet to the third statue in the chapel. According to the
Blue Annals Phag-mo-gru-pa was born in mDo-khams in the dBas
clan'"7,but according to the bKa'-rgyud gser phren-ba he was born
in the Glans 1Ha-gzigs family, descending from Glans Khams-pa

104. Roerich, 1976: 984; g ~ o n - n u - d p a l 1984:
,
1 143.
105. Allione, 1985: 155 Tf.
106. Some uncertaintv subsists concer-ning her- life span: ninety-four yean
(ninety-five according to the Tibetan svstem) in g ~ o n - n ~ l - d p(a1 l984: 1 1431, and
ninety-eight in Ma-gcig's biography as translated by Allione (1985: 184). However, a
life span of ninety years I-esults From the dates 1 0 5 - 114 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 1byt eAllione
d
herself (1985: 155). For other dates ( 1 03 1 -?; 1055-11 3 3 see Gvatso ( I 985: 330, n. 381,
who also rejects Roerich's identification of Ma g t - 1 ~I.ak:q-,;rr.c~~~
\$.ith Ma-gcig Zachun-ma (Gvatso, 1985: ,329, n . 34).
107. Roet-ich, 197h: 553.
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Go-cha, who was nun-blon of King Khri-sron-lde-brtsanIo8.
He
learnt the smon-'jug from the bKal-gdams-pas and the lam-'bras
doctrine from Kun-dgal-siiin-poat Sa-skya, as well as from Ma-gcig
~ a - mlo9.
a
He also studied the rdzogs-chen teachings of the r ~ i i ~ - n z a - ~ a
tradition, but in particular he was one of the chief disciples of the
great sGam-po-pa, also known as Dwags-po 1Ha-rje (the Physician
from Dwags-po), since in his youth he studied medicine and became an expert in that s ~ i e n c e " ~That
.
master had succeded in
merging Mar-pa's and Mi-la-ras-pa's tantric teachings with the
bKal-gdams-pa monastic traditions, giving birth to the Dwags-po
bKal-brgyud-pa,which also represents the lineage of the meaning
(don) of the mahamudra, i.e. the "lineage of understanding of the
immaculate Great Seal " l I . scam-po-pa realized his comprehension of the mahamudra by means of the Prajiiaparamita system,
but also basing himself upon the anuttarayogatantra, and transmitted those teachings to Phag-mo-gru-pa,who in his turn handed
them down to 'Bri-gun-pa.
Phag-mo-gru-pa had a number of disciples and, along with
Tson-kha-pa and
Rin-po-che, he is known as one of the "Three
Jewels of Tibet". He founded the Phag-gr~4bKal-brgyud order, but
only after his death did his disciples build a monastery at Phag-mogru. The Phag-gru bKa-'brgyud school subsequently spawned eight
minor sub-schools ( c h u i ~ - b r ~ y a d It
)l~
is~likely
.
that the collocation
of his statue in this chapel, flanking that of Dam-pa-sans-rgyas,
corresponds to a view somehow unif?ring various lineages (like
those of the ii-bved, gcod-vrcl and rnahamudra) transmitting tantric
teachings which, as far as doctrine is concerned, are founded on
the Praj,iupararr~ita.
A quite specific link between the lineages of this chapel and
the princes of Gyantse is ~ r o v i d e dby the presence of a caption

an

108. Tucci, 1971b: 67a; 203.
109. Roerich, 1976: 2 2 6 , 555-557, 1008.
110. Cuenthtr; 1974: i x .
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painted on the southern wall, referring to the portrait of the translator of dPyal, Chos-kyi-bzan-po,also known as dPyal Chos-bzari.
Another lama of the school of dPyal, unfortunately unidentified, is
painted on the northern wall.
Chos-kyi-bzan-po was a pupil of KO-brag-pabsod-nams-rgyalmtshan, who taught the lam-'bras doctrine according to the system
of Ma-gcig ~ a - m a l l 3He
. also met the great Kashmirian scholar
sakyasri, who bestowed upon him the commentary on the
Hevajratantra composed by Naropa1I4. He even travelled to
India1I5.With Thar-pa-ba he taught Dam-pa-dbus-pa the six doctrines of Varahi according to the system of dPyal, as well as the
g ~ e d - d m abrgyud-pa,
r
the tradition of the Red Yamari to which the
dkar-chug in the chapel specifically refers, along with many other
texts116.He founded the monastery of Thar-pa-glin, a place beyond
a pass a few miles south of ~ w a - l uon
, the way to Gyantse1I7.
Chos-kyi-bzan-po belonged to an old family claiming descent
from Khri-sron-lde-brtsan and connected with the rNin-ma-pa tradition1I8.Most of the early descendants were kalyanamitras and
one of them, dPyal 'Byun-gnas-rgyal-mtshan,freed out the Indian
wandering scholar S m c i who, travelling from Nepal to the kingdom of Western Tibet at the time of the royal monk Ye-ses-'od,had
ended up as a shepherd in rTa-nag1I9.The nephew (dbon-po) of
(dPyal) 'Byun-gnas-rgyal-mtshan, Se-tsha b~od-nams-rgyalmtshan, travelled to the Nepal Valley, where he learnt from Phamthin-pa (the One from Pharphing) the cycle of Hevajra and other
tantric cycles according to Naropa's system. He also composed a
commentary of the Hevairatantra, the study of which continued

113. Roerich, 1976: 446.

1 14. Ibidem: 797.
115 . Ibidem: 1055.
1 16. Ibidern: 993.
117. Tucci, 1941a: 70.
118. Roerich, 1976: 395.
1 19. Ibider~l:395: Obel-miIIrr; I 986: 2 I 4-2 I 7 ,4 s(;3lur, (,:
scholar kept at Chu-mip, southel-n Tibet, l - , c ii,i:csrl
~
r),t.!~i jc ,ii,.J
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for a long time in the dPyal tradition. His nephew, Kun-dga1-rdorje, also studied with Newar masters in Tibet and Nepal,
receiveing the six doctrines of Varahi from the Newar Ha-mu
dKar-po (Hamu the White), who taught that doctrine to several
other Tibetan scholars'20.
The dPyal family thus seems to be particularly connected with
the cycle of Vajravarahi, whose precepts they taught to a number
of masters, including Bu-ston12', who spent over four years at
Thar-pa-glin studying Sanskrit grammar and various texts, and
learning the skill of translating from a very renowned translator of
the time, the great Thar-pa lo-rsa-ba'22.Five different lineages rose
within the dPyal tradition, but all derive from dPyal Kun-dga'-rdorje. Bu-ston belonged to the second lineage, while Chos-kyibzan-po is included in the fourth one.
The princes of Gyantse must have had a special connection
with the dPyal family, and the founder of the dynasty, 'Phags-pa
dPal-ldan-b~an-~o,
added the epithet of 'phags-pa (arya; noble) to
his personal name in order to honour and remember his master
dPyal sTon-chen-po (the Great Teacher of dPyal) 'Phag~-rgyal-ba'~'.
Later the builder of the SKU-'bumobtained his name, Rab-brtankun-bzan 'Phags-pa, from a master of dPyal, Kun-dga1-rgyamtshoIz4.The relationship between the princes of Gyantse and the
dpyal family also links the former with the rNi;~-ma-patradition
and somehow with the royal family of Tibet. One should be reminded that, according to local tradition, the palace of Gyantse
was a residence of King R a l - p a - ~ a n 'who
~ ~ , founded a number of
religious buildings in the areal2" and later of dPal-'khor-btsan, a
grandchild of Glan-dar-maI2'.

-

120. gZon-nu-dpal, 1984: 476-477.
121. Roerich, 1976: 396.
122. Ibiderlz: 793. 800; Ruegg, 1966: 1 la
123. Tucci, 1941a: 83.
124. Tucci. 1949: 66.5.
125. Ihid~.iii:h 6 3 ; 7C3. r l . 781.
126. Trlcci, 1Y-Cl.i- ~ 2 h . ~ h 9. .
127. Ibii;,
c\:
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4.6 Chapel 4/5 (dKar-brgyud-lha-kh~n)'~~
This chapel, which is placed at the north-western corner of
the SKU-'bum, is devoted to masters belonging to the bKabrgylid-pa tradition. The inscription published by Tucci and the
dkar-chug inform us that the statues are meant to portray Tilopa
(at the centre), Naropa (on his right), Mar-pa (on his left) (Pl. 95),
Mi-la-ras-pa (along the eastern wall) (Pl. 96), and the Rin-po-che of
Dwags-pol sGam-po-pa (along the southern wall). The northern
and western walls are painted with the images of bDe-bsegs Phagmo-gru-pa, Glin-ras-pa and gTsan-pa rGya-ras-pa, surrounded by
the threefold lineage of the sahajamahamudraprayoga (phyag-chen
lharz-cig-skyes-sby~r)'~"by the lineage of the symbol of the
inahamudra, and by the lineage of the lamas of the grub-silin, a
term which may be understood here as referring to Saraha's tradition of the d o h a k o ~ a ' namely
~~,
the precepts contained in the
tantric songs from Bengal imported to Tibet by the first masters of
the bKal-brgyud-pa tradition.
The sahajamahamudraprayoga is a mahanzudra tradition
taught by sGam-po-pa (1 079- 1 153)I 3 l , one of Mi-la-ras-papschief
disciples and the true founder of the bKaP-brgyud-paorder, who
combined the tantric teachings transmitted by his lay master with
the already existing monastic tradition of the bKaP-gdams-pas.The
text of the inscription refers to sGam-po-pa's tradition as "tripartite" (brgyud-pa cha gsum), perhaps in connection with the three
different periods in which the n~ahamudrasystem itself was translated, namely: the early dohu tradition transmitted by Atisa; the
intermediate one taught by the Indian Vajrapani, who spent a long
time in the Nepal Valley before going to Tibet, as well as by the
Newar Asu, who spent most of his life in central Tibet; and the
later one, transmitted by the western Tibetan ~ a ~ - ~ o - s e r - d a d ' ~ ~ .
128. Thus in the ilkar-chug. The inscription calls it " d ~ a ; i - v ~ ~ a l - l h a - k I ? a ~ "
(Tucci, 1941b: 76).
129. Rigzin, 1986: 265.
130. Cf. Roerich, 1976: 72, 843.
13 1 . Ihidcrri: 45 1 H.
132. Ihiderlr: 843.
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scam-po-pa had an excellent understanding of the mahamudra doctrine, bestowed it on a number of pupils and became a
leader in that tradition. He produced a book of instructions called
[Hun-cig-skyes-~byor'~~
and transmitted those teachings to 'Gro-ba'i
mGon-po dPal Phag-mo-gru-pa rDo-je-rgyal-po ( 11 10-1 1 70) ' 34.He
founded a monastery in Dwags-po (central-eastern Tibet) and his
disciples established not less than six sub-schools based upon his
teachings, one of which was founded by Phag-mo-gru-pa himself at
the bDe-gsegs (Tathagata) cave, where he had gone in 1 158'35.
Phag-mo-gru-pa lived in a grass hut until his death, but in the
course of time this grew into the first important bKal-brgyud-pa
monastery, g D a n - ~ a - m t h i l ' This
~ ~ . master, who is portrayed not
only in a painting on the northern wall of this chapel (PI. 97), but
also in a statue of chapel 414, provides a link between the bKalbrgyud-pa tradition of the mahainudra and the Sa-skya-pa tradition
of the larn-'bras.
P h a g - m ~ - g r u - ~ a ' sdisciple Glin-ras-pa Padma-rdo-rje
(1 128-1 188) is portrayed next to him on the same wall, surrounded
by masters and siddhas (Pls. 98-100). Though. as a rule, Phag-mogru-pa disliked married yogins such as Glin-ras-pa, he bestowed
instructions upon the latter, who spent at least three months with
him. Glin-ras-pa learned the system of Varahi from a native of cenBla-ma, who had been a disciple of both the transtral Tibet,
lator of Rwa and of dPyal Kun-dgal-rdo-rje, the greatest master of
the dPyal tradition who has been previously mentioned with reference to chapel 4/41".
Glin-ras-papsdisciple, the mahasiddha gTsan-pa rGya-ras Ye-

an

133. IHor~-ci~-sk~es
is translated as "coemergence"by Guenther (1968: 9, n.
141, who refutes Snellgrovels r-endering as "innate union". Cf. Rigzin (1986: 466):
lj~af?-cig-sky~s-sb~~o,-=sahajayoga
(sinlultaneous ~roductionand union; innate birth
and union). For a bl-ief discussion of methods of translation of term such as Ihanc i g - s k p s see SneIlgrove ( 1 987: 245, n. 208), who devotes a long note to the prob-

lem, refusing Guenther's rendering.
134. Roer-ich, 1C)76: 459-462, 559.
135. Ihrdct?7: ibfl-?fiZ,
136. CF. Fc~-i-:,~.i.
I'JCS: 1 2 0 , n . 194.

137. Rr!c.r-i, 1: !
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Plate 97. Phag-rnoqp-pa. Chapd 4/5 (eastern section ofthe northern wall).

Plate 99. The oiddha Maitripa. Chapel 4/5 (western sectian of the northern wall).
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ses-rdo-rje (1 16 1 - 12 1 1) is portrayed and identified by a caption on
the western wall (Pl. 101). He was the founder of the monastery of
'Brug ( c . 1189, or 1205-1207) in central Tibet, deriving its name
from the appearance of a dragonlthunder ('brug) at the site where
it was built 13! The 'Brug-pa school, nowadays chiefly important in
Bhutan (which is called after it 'Brug-yul) and to some extent in
Ladakh and Zangskar, has as its spiritual master Glin-ras-pa. This
master established his residence at a site which he called RwaluriI3', on the road from Gyantse to Lhasa, which was already in
existence when rGya-ras was in his early twentiesI4O and became
his own residence at a later timei4'.Besides founding the monastery of 'Brug, rGya-ras is credited with the foundation of Klonrdol, a monastery in the vicinity of LhasaI4*.
Of the five branches of the 'Brug-pa school, three are called
dKar-brgyud-pa,meaning White Lineage, because of the colour of
the cotton cloth worn by its main masters, like Mi-la-ras-pa and
rGya-ras-pa himself, in their practice of gtum-mo, a kind of heatgenerating yogaI4'. This term should not be confused with that of
bKu'-brgy~d-~a,
standing for bKa'-babs bii'i brgyud-pa, meaning
Lineage of the Four Commands and referring to the four groups of
teachings of that tradition as transmitted by Tilopa: the
Guhyasarnaja and Catuhpitha
. . tantras and the illusory body and
transference yogas; the cycle of Mahamaya and the dream yoga;
the Cakrasan?vara tantra and the luminosity yoga; and the Hevajra
tantra and the heat ~ o g '4'.a The fact that the dkar-chug names this

138. Roerich, 1976: 664

ff.; Stein,

1972: 7.

139. Tucci. 1952: 15 1, n. 17.
140. Roerich, 1976: 665.
141. Tucci, 194 1 a: 58.11 ma" be interesting to note here that at ~ w a - l u tstood
i
a large sku-'burl,, a bit snlaller than the one at Gvantse, but with many chapels
decorated \vith paintings \vhich \&rerecommissioned by ~ho-lha-nasbSod-namsstoh-rgyas (Tucci, 1952: 55-56)
dul-ing his regency (1729-1735) or during his
reign (1735- 1747). Pho-lha-nas repaired the .sku-'b~uu,
where he was portrayed in a
wall painting (Prtc~cl~.
1971: 197).
142. KOCI-ic.h.Ic):(,: h h S
143. S t v i ~ i .I 0 7 2 y.3
144, <'!. T-],,
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chapel after the dKar-brgyud lineage is owing partly to the virtual
identification of that term with the homophonous expression bKa'brgytld at a later period (especially in a dKar-brgyud-pa environment) and partly to the circumstance that masters belonging to
that tradition are represented in the chapel.

4.7 Chapel 4/6 (Rigs-ldan-lha-kan)
This chapel, the first on the northern side of the SKU-'bum(or
more exactly "west of the northern p r ~ j e c t i o n " ' ~is~ )devoted
,
to
the masters of the Kalacakra lineage. The inscription refers to it as
bla-ma lha-khan bde-chen (that bliss which is the chapel of the
masters), but the dkar-chug calls it Rigs-ldan lha-khan (the chapel
of the Kulikas), where Kulika (the One who bears the lineage) is
the epithet given to the eighth mythical King of ~ a m b h a l aMaiiju,
srikirti (Rigs-ldan 'Jam-dpal-grags-pa),and to his successors'46.
Along the southern wall, opposite the entrance door, there is
flanked
the statue of Kun-mkhyen-chen-po ~es-rab-rgyal-mtshan,
by those of his two disciples mKhas-grub-chen-po Phyogs-lasrnam-rgyal, on his right, and mKhas-mchog ~ a - d b o nKun-dga'dpal (mKhan-chen ~ a - d p o nin the dkar chug and mKhas-mchog
~ a - d p o nin the in~cription'~'),
on his left (Pl. 102).

145. Byaii-gi 610 (= glo) -'bur-gyi i~~tb-phyogs
(Tucci, 1941b: 78).
146. According to tradition, the Kalacakruta~ztrawas brought to Sambhala by
King Suchandra. Kulika Madjusrikirti composed a condensed version of it (bsdll5rgyud; laghutantra) which is the only version now extant (Toh. 362). His follower,
Kulika Pundarika (Rigs-ldan P a d m a - d k a ~ - ~ ocomposed
),
the Great Commentan,
known as the "Stainless Light" ('Grel-cheil dri-v~cd'od; Viri~ala~rahha)
(Cordier,
rGvrid: 1-11), The introduction of the Killnccrkra h o m ~ a m b l i a l ainto Madhvadeia is
usually attributed to Celuka and placed in 966, but g ~ o n - n u - d p a lthe
, author of the
Deb-tiler sriorl-po, argued that i t must have heen known in India long before that
time. Present lineages, howevet; start with Celuka, PI-obablv t h e same as Kalacakrapiida the Elder (Dus-iabs Chen-po), who is ct-cclitcd with having obtained the
Killucakrcl teachings fl-o~n Kulika Pundal-ilia a n d tl-ansniitted them to
Kalacakrapada the Youngel. (Dus-iabs ~ l i u b - n u )pr.obably
,
thc same as Naropa.
(Roerich, 1976: 753 ff.; Tucci, 1949: 5cjX-'i99,Hol'linann, 1qt- i : 175 128. See also J .
Hopkins's Introduction t o T c ~ l z i nC;\atso (1985: q q - t - ! ) .
147. Tucci, 1941 b: 78.
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The dhar~nasvanzinKun-mkhyen-chen-po (1 292-136 l ) , generally known as Dol-po-pa (the One of Dol-pol an area now in western Nepal), is the famous master of the Jo-nun-pu school who in
1326 occupied the abbatial seat of the monastery of Jo-mo-nan. He
is the author of two fundamental texts in the doctrine of that
school, the ~ e s - d o nrgya-mtsho (the Ocean of the Ultimate Truth)
and the bKal-bsdu bii-pa (the Fourth Council), putting forward
the theory that Buddhahood is inherent to all living beings (raizbiin sans-vgyas), which were later proscribed by the dCe-lugs-pa
school 14'. At Jo-mo-nan he obtained from mKhas-btsun Yon-tanrgya-mtsho the transmission of the Vi~nalaprabhaalong with the
secret teachings of the Kalacakra, and in 1334 he ordei-ed a revision of the translation of the Kalacakratantra to two disciples of
his: Ma-ti Pan-chen and the lo-tsa-ha Blo-gros-dpal. On the basis of
that new translation he then wrote an abridgement (bsdus-don) of
the Virnalaprabha (rGyud-'grel cherz-mo).
His two chief disciples, mKhas-grub-chen-po Bo-don Phyogslas-rnam-rgyal and ~ a - d b o nKun-dga'-dpal spread the Kalacakratarztra and the sadaizgayoga
. .
in dBus and gTsan. The latter has
already been mentioned in the section on chapel 413. The former,
also known as Jigs-med-grags, was one of the most famous
scholars in Tibet. He was born in 1306 in Western Tibet and studied also under Bu-ston. Dol-po-pa first entrusted him with the
monastery of ~ a m - r i h s ~where
~ " , he spent a long time gathering a
number of excellent disciples around himself. In 1354 he became
the abbot of Jo-mo-nari, where he spent five years. He finally took
up residence at Se-mkhar-churi, where he died in 1386. He
transmitted the whole Kalacakra, the exposition of its Great
Commentary and the sada,igayoga precepts to Sans-rmas-rinthen-pa (1 336- 1424), the master of 'Gos lo-tsa-ba g~on-nu-dpal
(1 392- 1491), the author of the Deb-[her s i z o ~ - p o ' ~ ~ .
TWOmore statues are placed in this chapel with their backs to

148. K o c ~ i c l l ,i 3 7 0 : - 7 7 ,
149. Ncnr- I!-[.! !-;.!['clc,iic.l-l,
I.
1476: 778). Also known as Bvan
(Fe~-t-a~i,
1 0 5 8 ; = I .,, q ~ , . , . ,
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the narrow eastern and western walls respectively. Neither is mentioned in the inscription published by Tucci15' and the two statues,
which have rather different thrones and pedestals from those
placed along the southern wall, appear to be a later addition. In
fact they seem to be superimposed to the large painted figures of
two masters of the Kalacakra tradition, which are totally different
from the small figures generally making up the parivaras which
are placed behind the statues in the chapels of this floor. To
strengthen the suggestion that those statues are later additions, it
may be pointed out that, out of the eight rectangular cells of the
fourth floor, this is the only one having statues placed along the
short side walls. The dkar-chug pasted onto the wall mentions the
names of the two figures as being Chos-rje dPal-ldan-legs-pa (on
the eastern wall) (Pl. 103) and 'Jam-dbyans-dkon-mchog-bzan-po
(on the western wall).
The former is repeatedly mentioned in the inscription as the
donor of this very chapel and is extolled as virtuous master, glory
of his lineage, accomplished in samadhi, expert in secret mantras
' . might be
and, finally, as a yogin of the glorious K a l a ~ a k r a ' ~It
suggested that the dPal-ldan-legs-pa mentioned in the inscription,
an expert of the Kalacakra and a prominent figure in the ecclesiastical circles at the court of Gyantse during the building of the
SKU-'bum,was included after his death among the masters of that
tradition, along with his own master, whose vow he apparently
fulfilled by decorating the Rigs-ldan-lha-khan and to whom might
correspond the other name mentioned in the dkar-chug, namely
'Jam-dbyans-dkon-mchog-bzan-po. However, it appears strange
that, whereas the title chos-rje attributed to him in the dkar-chug
and the epithet dpal-ldan bla-ma in the inscription seem to point
to a great scholar in the Kalacakra tradition, the names dPal-ldanlegs-pa and 'Jam-dbyans-dkon-mchog-bzan-poare not found otherwise in the volumes of Indo-Tiberica, nor are they mentioned in the
sections of the Char-'bchs published by Tucci in Tihctatl ~ a i n t e d
Scr0ll.s.

15 1 . Tucci, 194 l b. 77-80

152. Ihlde~ri:78-79.
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According to the Char-'bebs, however, Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa, the builder of the SKU-'bum, invited from Byan the
chos-rje dGe-legs-dpal, his former master and "chief of four hundred scholars" to preside the religious ceremonies on the occasion of the endowment of a feud to the monastery of 1Can-ra, in
1413 '53.In the lack of other evidence, the mere assonance of the
names of the two chos-rje, dGe-legs-dpal and dPal-ldan-legs, appears somehow significant, and encourages us to suggest that they
might refer to the same person.
As to the lords of Byan, who had close links with the Saskya-pa rulers and among whom several powerful dpon-chen
emerged, the Chronicles of the 5th Dalai Lama mention one dKonmchog-legs-pa, who received many teachings at the school of sariputra and of Bo-don Chos-rgyal Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal(1 375-1450)
and who in particular became "extremely well versed in the
Kalacakra" and transmitted the commentary of the Kalacakra to
rDo-je-rgyal-mtshan and Chos-grags-bzan-po of Mi-fiag and to
Saris-rgyas-lh~n-~rub
of r T ~ e - t h a n 'SO
~ ~as, to become fully entitled
to be included in this chapel. The Deb-ther dmar-po gsar-ma relates
s - ~aa temple with a Kalacakra made of
that d K o n - m ~ h o ~ - l e ~built
silver'55and that, besides the great Sa-skya-pa lamas, he honoured
the Jo-nun-pa and the Bo-doti-pa lamas as his own masters.
He gave hospitality to the abbot of Bodhgaya, s a k ~ saripua ~
tra Mahasvamin, during the latter's stay in Tibet on his way to
China, where he had been invited by the emperor'56.This establishes a connection, however weak, of dKon-mchog-legs-pa with
Gyantse, as it is known that in 1414 ~ab-brtan-kun-bzan'Phags-pa

153. Tucci, 1949: 665. r l ~ K l r a s - ~ r ndGe-legs-dpal
b
in the Myan-chun (1983:
51).
154. Tucci, 1949: 632. &on-rnchog-legs-pa was the voungest son of Gu'i-gun
have been unable to find the date of his
Chos-grags-dpal-bzari ( 1352-14 171, but
death, which should shed ligllt on the introduction of his statue in the SKU-'bum.
On]\: his older- b~-c)thc,; ht/ng-c17e,lr~arn-rgval-grags-bzan,appears in the genealogv p~-o\,ided
b!. T~r'-~i
( 1 949: (;enealogies, table IV), but the Chronicles inform
us that he t.nJo~cc!F I - C ' ~ , p c > l i t i c n l authol-ity and received the office of srii ji dre
hos.
15.5. TLIL
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went to 'Dol-chun to meet with great ceremonies and processions
the mahdpandita ~ ~ k ~ a who
s r i ,was then in all likelihood residing
in Byan as a guest of dKon-mchog-legs-pa, and invited him to
1Can-ra, where he was greatly honoured by the monks of upper
Myan and gNas-riiin. A second link can be seen in the fact that in
1438 the other great teacher of dKon-mchog-legs-pa, Bo-don Chosrgyal Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal, was called to perform in Gyantse the
ceremonies commemorating sakyamunils EnlightenmentIs7.
If an identity could by established between the dPal-ldanlegs-pa mentioned in the dkar-chag and in the inscriptions, the
dGe-legs-dpal mentioned in the Char-'bebs, and the dKon-mchoglegs-pa mentioned in the Chronicles of the 5th Dalai Lama and in
the Deb-ther dmar-po gsar-ma, it might be suggested that the master of the donor referred to by the inscription was Bo-don Chosrgyal Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal and that the second of the two statues,
portraying 'Jam-dbyans-dkon-mchog-bzan-po refers to another
disciple, either of Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal o r of dPal-ldan-legs-pa
himself.
The western wall of this chapel is painted with the figure of
Kun-mkhyen 'Phags-pa-'od Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho, the master who
transmitted the Kalacakra teachings to Dol-po-pa, surrounded by
the masters of the initiatic tradition of that cycle according to the
systems of 'Bro and of s o n . It should be pointed out that the inscription published by T u c ~ ireads
' ~ ~ 'Brom instead of 'Bro, which
led him to refer to 'Brom-ston, the great disciple of Atisa who
founded the monastery of Rwa-sgren and the bKa'-gdums-pa
orderIiy. However, neither Atisa nor 'Brom-ston are mentioned in
the Kalacukr-a lineages. On the other hand the Blzde At~nalsrelate
how Dol-po-pa and Bu-ston studied that tarztr-a according to the
tradition of 'Bro lo-tsa-baI"" and include him with his name of 'Bra
~ e s - r a b - p a g in
s a list of translators of the Kalact~lo-utar~tru'".
In

157. Tucci. 1939: 6 6 6 .
158. T~rcci,194 l b: 79.
159. Ihicfcil~:223.
160. Rort-icl~,1976: 755: Fio,~-,,~!-clr~ril.
i (>$.I: $3.7
161. Ro(:l.icI~, 1 0 7 b . 8 3 7 ; ;:;7,!1i
I : I J (I,, $ 1 , { ' . ) p i ? .
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his Chos-'byun Bu-ston relates that 'Bro ~es-rab-gragswent to
Kashmir to invite the pandita Somanatha, brought him to Tibet
and translated with him the detailed instructions for the Kalacakra
and the great commentary entitled Vimalaprabha 16*.
The Blue Arwzals list the masters of the Kalacakra tradition
according to the 'Bro school as follows: Rigs-ldan (Kulika), Duszabs-pa Chen-po (Kalacakrapada the Elder), Dus-iabs-pa Chun-nu
(Kalacakrapada the Younger), Zla-ba-mgon-po (Somanatha),
sGom-pa dKon-mchog-bsruns, sGro-ston gNam-la-brtsegs, Yu-mo
Mi-bskyod-rdo-rje (also known as Bla-ma-chen-pa, the founder of
the Jo-nan-pa school), his son Darmesvara, Khan-gsar-pa Nammkhal-'od, Se-chen (Se-mo-che-ba) Nam-mkhal-rgyal-mtshan,
Chos-rje 'Jam-dbyans-gsar-ma,Kun-mkhyen Chos-sku-'od-zer, Kunspans Thugs-rje-brtson-'grus, Byan-sems rGyal-ba-ye-Ses, Kunmkhyen Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho, Chos-rje Kun-mkhyen-chen-po (DolPO-pa)I6'.'Bro ~es-rab-gragsis not explicitly mentioned in this succession, but he was the one who, through his translation work
with Somanstha, transmitted the commentary on the Kalacakra
along with all its secret teachings to dKon-mchog-bsruns. That is
why the latter used to list the masters of his lineage inserting 'Bro
lo-tsa-ba between Somanatha and himself'64.
The system of Son refers to Son lo-tsa-ba, namely Son-ston
rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan, who studied under sTag-bde-ba Sen-ge-rgyalmtshan (1 2 12-1294)' a disciple of Bo-don Rin-po-che Rin-chenrtse-mo from whom he obtained the complete initiation in the
Kalacakra. He obtained from 'Phags-pa to be sent to India to learn
the job of translator and spent five "ears in the Nepal Valley at..
~ a h e n d r a b h a d r aand studying especially
tending on the pa,~dita
the science of grammar. After returning to Sa-skya he prepared a
new translation of the Kalacakratat~traand of the ~irnalaprabha
(the latter was later revised by Bu-ston at ~ w a - l u )which
,
'Phags-pa
judged superior to the prelrious ones. He taught the work of trans-

162. 0bc.1-millt-r.1436. " 0 . Cf. Roerich, 1976: 760 and g~on-nu-dpal,1984:
887.
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lator to his younger brother. s o n Blo-gros-brtan-pa, and the two
are sometimes referred to as the s o n Brothersi6'.
The northern wall, to the left of the entrance door, is painted
with the figure of Kun-spans Thugs-rje-brtson-'grus, who also
belongs to the Kalacakra lineage according to the followers of
'Bro lo-tsa-ba, surrounded by other masters of that tradition. Kunspans was born in 1243 ( 1 242 according to the Re'u-wig) and soon
became famous as a proficient debater. He received the Kalacakra
initiation from Chos-sku-'od-zer and founded the monastery of Jom ~ - n a n 'after
~ ~ , which the Jo-nun-pa school (founded by Bla-machen-pa Yu-mo-mi-bskyod-rdo-rje)was later called.
The eastern wall, behind the statue of Chos-rje dpal-ldan-legspa, is painted with the figure of Bla-ma Ron-pa rDo-rje-rgyalmtshan, surrounded by the masters of the Kalacakra lineage belonging to the tradition of Rwa lo-tsa-ba.
The Deb-ther snon-pol6' lists their names as follows: Rigs-ldan
(Kulika), Tsi-lu-ba (Celuka), Binto-ba (Pindopa; bSod-sfioms-pa),
Dus-zabs Che-ba and Chun-ba (the two Kalacakrapada), Maiijusrikirti, the Newar Samantasri I", Rwa Chos-rab, Rwa Ye-ses-sen-ge,
Rwa 'Bum-sen, rJe-btsun rGwa-lo, Ron-pa s e s - r a b - ~ e n - ~Bla-ma
e,
rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan, who transmitted this tradition to Bu-ston,
sKyi-ston 'Jam-dbyans and Kun-mkhyen-chen-po (Dol-po-pa).The
lo-tsa-ba of Rwa giving the name to that Kalacakra tradition is
dBon-po (the Nephew) Rwa Chos-rab, who translated the Kalacakratantra and its commentary with the Newar Samantasri, whom

165. Roerich, 1976: 783-785; g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
9 18-919.
166. Roerich, 1976: 77 1-772.
167. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
887-888.
168. Bal-po Ye-rai7-giPandi-ta Sa-inuiltu-sri ( g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
887, 924).
On this master from PBtan see also Lo Bue, 1988: 90.
Before the Gorkha conquest of the Nepal Valley in 1768-1769, the Tibetan
term Bal-po exclusively referred to the Nepal Valley and its original inhabitants,
the Newars. It is with the Newars, and not \with other- Nepalese ethnic groups, that
the Tibetans had and have continued to maintain cultural and social relations,
including intermarriage. Cf. Snellgrove (1978: 339) ancl thtn a b u n d a n ~literature
quoted by Lo Bue (1988: H I ff.) on the issue. Thc cir-cumxtan~c
that Ne\sars often
of
bore, as they still do, Sanskrit names, is ir cclnxcclucncc o f rhc. S:~~lskrirization
Newar culture from an earlv period.
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he had invited to Tibet. He was the nephew of the great Rwa lotsa-ba rDo-rje-grags-pa, who had studied in Nepal with the Newar
Mahakaruna and provided to the reconstruction of the circular
terrace of bSam-yas which had been burnt in the fire of 986. Chosrab himself acted as superintendent on that occasion IhY.
Ron-pa rDo-je-rgyal-mtshan, whose portrait is painted in the
central portion of the wall, was born in 1283. He obtained the
instructions relative to the initiation in the Kiilacakt-a from ~ e s rab-sen-ge-ba, whom he succeded as the abbot of the monasteries
of ~ a m b h a rand dBen-dmar. In 1310 he went to the Yuan court,
where he had been invited by the emperor. He died in 1325"'.

4.8 Chapel 4/7 (Chos-rgsal-lha-khaig)
The chapel devoted to the dhannarajas, those who are regarded by tradition as the great Buddhist kings of Tibet, is placed
in the western section of the northern projection of the fourth
floor. The statues of the three Tibetan kings are placed along the
main wall: Sron-brtsan-sgam-po in the centre, Khri-sron-ldebrtsan on his right and Ral-pa-can on his left (Pl. 104).
These images can be compared with those of the same set,
also known as ~nes-dpo1.l~ S L U T(the
I
three ancestral rulers), which
have already been met in the Chos-rgyal-lha-khan (now known as
Temple of Maitreya) in the gTsug-lag-khan (see the first section of
Chapter Two). Those statues, which were erected in 1423, were
possibly a term of reference and comparison to the artist who
reproduced the same subject in the chapels of the SKU-'bum.The
two sets show remarkable differences, notwithstanding the many
formal analogies in~posedby an iconographv which was probably
fixed in the course of the previous c e n t u q and in spite of several
analogies, especially apparent in the looseness and smoothness of
the folds of their garments, in the natural suppleness of their pastures and in the clel?ont lightness of their thrones. The stateliness
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of the statues in the SKU-'bum is related not so much to the superior serenity characterizing the look of the three statues in the
gTsug-lag-khan, as to the stereotype inspired by the canonical
models of the Buddha figure, including the length of the ear lobe,
the shape of the chin, as well as the gilding of the face and hands.
It should be pointed out that similar considerations may be extended to the whole of the statues on this floor, where a didactic
and edifying concern seems to play a predominant role and to
encourage hierarchic schemes rather than narrative compositions, achieving a stereotyped connotation of the individual figures, not only in their attitudes and attributes, but also in their
physical traits and rigid physiognomies, sometimes betraying
almost caricaturized features.
In this connection it seems significant that the historical sequence (Sron-brtsan-sgam-po> Khri-sron-lde-brtsan> Ral-pacan), which in the gTsug-lag-khan is rendered by the regular sequence of the three figures from left to right, is replaced here by a
layout placing at the centre the founder of the historical lineage of
the Tibetan kings, namely Sron-brtsan-sgam-polflanked by his two
successors, the first on his right and the second on his left. This is
the same layout which is generally adopted on this floor of the
SKU-'bum in the description of spiritual lineages, reflecting the
recognition of the special role of the founder. The circumstance
that this chapel is not devoted to a spiritual lineage, but to the
dynastic lineage of the Tibetan kings possibly reflects the ~olitical
and cultural influence exerted by the great an-chub-rgyalmtshan in retrieving and exalting the Tibetan glories of the monarchic period as opposed to the period of the Mongol domination.
The central triad is flanked, always along the same southern
wall, by two smaller statues, which are modelled in a rather more
ordinary way, of the two more famous wives of Sron-brtsan-sganlpo: the Bal-bza', Newar consort, and the rCya-bza', Chinese consort, Wencheng (1Ha-gcigWun-sin Kon-jo) who was granted to him
in late 640 by the Tang emperor; Taizong"'.

171. Beckwith. 1987: 24.

at-

Plate 105. rJe g~a'-khri-brtsan-Po.
Chapel 417 (eastern wall).
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Again, on the sides of these two minor images there are the
statues of the two ministers, Thon-mi Sambhota and mGar sTonbrtsan. According to tradition Thon-myi Brin-po-rgyal-btsan-nu
(sic in Miller, 1976: 3,18) was sent to India by Sron-brtsan-sgam-po
to study Sanskrit and collect Buddhist texts, and upon his return
he deviced an alphabet for the Tibetan language and composed
the first Tibetan grammar in eight volumes, two of which are extantI7*.mGar sTon-rtsan is the minister who was sent to the Tang
court by Sron-brtsan-sgam-po with five thousand ounces of gold
and hundreds of presents to renew the Tibetan king's request for a
marriage alliance173.After Sron-brtsan-sgam-po's death, owing to
the very young age of his grandson and successor, mGar sTon-rtsan
became the virtual ruler of Tibet. In 655-656 he wrote the code of
laws (perhaps the same which is generally attributed to Sronbrtsan-sgam-po) and then he undertook the conquest of the 'A-ia
(Tuyuhun, T'u-yu-hun) 1 7 4 , a turco-mongo1 people from Manchuria
who had settled in QinghaiI7'. According to Tibetan sources mGar
ton-rtsan remained in 'A-za from 663 to 665 and, after a successful campaign he returned to Lhasa in 666, where he died the following year 176.
His family played a decisive role in the building up
of the Tibetan empire during the 7th century.
In the centre of the eastern wall there is the figure of rJe
gh'khri-brtsan-Po (PI. 105), surrounded by the kings of the Yar-

172. This tradition has been generally challenged bv modem scholars on the
basis of chronological and philological evidence.
173. According to Beckwith (1987: 23, n. 54), the Chinese queen (and possibly the Newar one as well) was obtained not for Sron-brtsan-sgam-po himself, but
for his son Gun-srori-gun-brtsan (reg 641-6415), born From his Tibetan queen, the
Man-ha' Khri-lcarn. Upon his son's death, Sron-brtsan-sgam-po was again in power
and married Wencheng (cf. &cot, Thomas, Toussaint, 1940: 13; Beckwith, 1987:
23, n. 54; Shakabpa, 1984: 37). According to Bu-ston (Obermiller, 1986: 185) and to
the D e b - t l ~ r rd r t ~ n r gsar-rllc,
-~~
(Tucci, 197 1b: 2 la), however, the M o n - b ~ a Khri'
]cam's son's name \$!as Mari-sr-o"-mafi-btsan.He ascended the throne at the age of
"thirteen" (twelve) and died at the age of "eighteen" (seventeen). He had a son
called G ~ r i - s ~ - o i i - ~ u i i - h tbut
s a nsince
,
he \vas not of age Sron-brtsan-sgam-POwas
obliged to takc up thc n ~ ! i npowers
~
again.
174. On ~ l ~ i -n;tlTjt
.
n!,d Ijcc,plc see M o l e , 1970: xxvi and 66-67, n. 1 .
175. Stt,i~b,! ( J > ! 1 I-!,
176. B c y , l ., . , !1 ,
2.7.?4
it:>\.--
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kluns dynasty who preceded Sron-brtsan-sgam-po (the thirty-two
prehistoric kings). The name gAaP-khriapparently derives from
the fact that, after being acknowledged as a king, he was carried
on a sedan-chair, that is on a throne (khri) carried on the neck
(gfia'). The Deb-ther snon-po tells us that, before this king, there
were only scattered principalities which, according to the
Dunhuang Chronicles, were ruled by twelve petty kings (rgyalphran) '77.
Concerning the origin of this first mythical king, Bu-ston refers to three different traditions, linking his lineage either to Prasenajit (gSal-rgyal, the king of Kosala and son of that king Brahamadatta who was born on the same day as ~ a k ~ a m u n ior
) , to
Bimbissra (gZugs-can-sfiin-popthe king of Magadha regarded as
belonging to the sakya clan), or else to Udayana (Sar-ba, or 'Charbyed, the king of Vatsa, or K a ~ s a m b i ) 'All
~ ~three
.
tradition, however different, connect king g~a'-khri-brtsan-po's
lineage to one or
the other branch of the sakya clan. In other terms the Buddhist
version of the legend of the first king of Tibet, the ancestor of the
Yar-kluns dynasty, links him with an Indian lineage, in such a way
as to present him as directly or indirectly related to the Buddha.
The Blue Annals add a furter alternative, connecting this first ruler
to the Licchavi lineage, on the grounds of a prophecy contained in
the M a 3 j ~ i S r i n z u l a t a n t r a ' ~The
~ . reason for this addition seems to
be owing to the circumstance that the ancient Sakya states were
relatively short-lived, while another &kya branch, the Licchavi,
became famous among the new dynasties which followed'u0.

177. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1983:
,
59.
178. Obermiller, 1986: 18 1.
179. Roerich, 1976: 36.
180. The reference to the Mar?jlrSrimlilnia~~tru
appears anyway to be late and
was possibly introduced by 'Gos lo-rsa-ha g ~ o n - n u - d p a (l 1 392- 148 I ) , the author of
the Blue A~lizals(1476-1478), who a ~ ~ i f i c i a l applied
lv
the post f u c t u prophecy concerning the Licchavi kings as contained in the Mniljlc.si.i~irrilatc~t~trc,
to the historical
Yar-klu~islineage starting with Son-brtsan-sgam-po.This interpretation was made
possible by some toponymic and onomastic- a ~ n b i ~ u i t which
i c ~ 1vt.1.c introduced
into the ' P h ~ ~ s '-J~a ia~ l - p c l ~ lrrsu-ba'i
-~~i
~.g!lrrtl ~ . 4 t - 1 ~ c i t r ~ r ~ r i ~ , i < t - i , r i 1 i 1 ~ 1by
1 ~ 1 the
1111~)
Indian k a l ~ a ~ a r i ~ iKuni%rakalasa
tm
ancl i t l e Til,c~:,r: 10 i.\t!-/,,l S;lA\;r-l>lo-gros,who
translated this tailtro at mTho-ldiri hy i , r - c l r C ( 1 1 U ) ; t ( : - L l - ~ ~.-,:I
. ~ i iSi,cttjll~ski,
;1985:
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According to tradition g ~ a ' - k h rsettled
i
at Sog-khar, in the Yarkluns Valley, and there he built the castle of 'Urn-bu-bla-mkhar
(Yum-bu-bla-sgan),the most ancient building in Tibet, for until his
coming Tibetans are believed to have lived in cavesI8'. He was
succeded by the other six gNam-gyi Khri (the Celestial Thrones, the
Kings from Heaven), the two sTod-kyi [Tens (the Superior Ones of
the Upper Sphere), the six Bar-gyi Legs (the Good Ones of the
Intermediate Regions), the eight Sa'i IDe (the lDe1R2
of the Earth),
the three 'Og-gi bTsan (the Mighty Ones of the Underworld) I a 3 . The
son of the last of the three bTsan was king 1Ha-tho-tho-ri.
The first appearance of the dhamza in Tibet is associated with
King 1Ha-tho-tho-ri-giian-brtsan, who is painted, along with his
son Khri-giian-bzun-brtsan, among the figures surrounding the
first mythological king of the dynastyIa4. According to tradition,
260). The two translators rendered the Sanskrit Nepda with the metaphor 1Ha-ldan
(Devavan; abode of gods), which was misunderstood by the author of the Blue
Annals as referring to Lhasa; they rendered correctly Himadri (Himalaya) with
cans-can-ri, which however was read by g~on-nu-dpalas Gans-can-yul (Land of
Snows, namely Tibet); and they mistranslated the name Manavendra as Mi'i-lha,
which actually corresponds to Manadeva.
g~on-nu-dpallsmisinterpretation is inserted on this latter point, for he attributed that epithet to Sron-brtsan-sgam-po. The rendering of IHa-ldan for Nepala
should not be understood as an intentional alteration of the text to transfer the
scene to the Land of Snows, for at the time of the translation ( 1 lth century) that
term could not refer to the capital of Tibet. Lhasa was called 1Ha-ldan only in later
literature, indeed because of the great authority of the Blue Annals themselves. In
practice this habit spread only with the 3rd Dalai Lama (1543-1588) and the same
applies to the occasional adoption of the epithet Mi'i-lha with reference to Sronbnsan-sgam-po (Roerich, 1976: x-xi).
18 1 . Shakabpa, 1984: 23.
182. IDe probably derives from T i , o r The, indicating an ancient class of
Tibetan deities, and possiblv to be understood as Master, Lord.
183. This subdivision of the pre-Buddhist segment of the Yar-kluns dynasty,
clearlv reflecting cosmological views, follows b~od-nams-rwl-mtshan's r~)lal-rubs
gsal-ba'i me-loii, but si~nilal-\'ie\vs are found in the partially different subdivisions
given in the other vel-sions of !he same orthodox Buddhist tradition, as represented
by the Deb-(her sr.ior7-poand by the chronicles of the 5th Dalai Lama, ~ag-dban-blobzan Gya-mtsho. A simil;u- subdivision is also found in the gter-ma tradition, as
represented by the .\la-,!; h k u ' - f h l r , nwhose
,
main and earliest editors were the two
gter-sto~id ~ o s - ~ a~ ~u ~h~a df ~ . rRi-ma-'od-zer
al
(Blondeau, 1984: 77). For an exhaustive discussion o n this issllz sce Haarh 1969: 134-136.
184. R n ~ r i ~ l -147.1
l . - 38: (Jbe1711iller, 1986: 182-183. One must observe that,
while the T)t,h-rl,,~:
i:..
. , ,-:-,.?
a.sslgns to 1~a-tho-tho-ri
the 28th place in the list of the
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while the king was on the terrace of the 'Um-bu-bla-mkhar, a
golden stiipa and two Buddhist texts'" fell from the skyIah.
Although he was unable to understand the meaning of those presents, he worshipped them, which extended his life-span and the
duration of his kingdom. The same tradition relates that the two
texts treasured by 1Ha-tho-tho-riwere translated at a later date by
Thon-mi Sambhota along with other Buddhist works during Sronbrtsan-sgam-pols reign, but the colophon of one of these texts, the
Karandavyiihasutra, tells us that it was translated by Ye-ses-sde,
assisted by Jinamitra and D a n a ~ i l a ' ~famous
~,
translators and

Yar-kluns dynasty, in Bu-ston's C h o s - ' b y u n h e appears to be the 26th king of that
lineage. This discrepancy depends on the existence of two differents traditions. The
first of them has a total number of forty-two kings in the dynasty, counting five
prehistoric groups and placing 1Ha-tho-tho-ri as the 28th king, while the second
one has a total of forty kings, numbering only four prehistoric groups and counting
1Ha-tho-tho-rias the 26th in the lineage. The fundamental difference between these
two traditions concerns the group of the sTod-kyi /Tens gfiis, whose inclusion seems
to mark a change in the religious ideology as revealed by changes in the Tibetan
burial customs (see Haarh, 1969: 1 16).
Although the list of forty-two kings appears to be the one officially recognized
by the orthodox Buddhist tradition as fixed by the 5th Dalai Lama, one must consider that the Dunhuang manuscripts bear a list of forty kings only. That list, however, while omitting the sTod-kyi lTei7s group as such, inserts the two /Tens at the
expenses of two kings of other groups.
185. According to the B l u e Annals (Roerich, 1976: 38) these texts are the
Tsinta-rna-ni'i g z u n s (Cintai?iani dharani),also known as Tsindha-ma-ni s k o s - p h o ~a
text that Haarh (1969: 441, n. 10) considers to be probably included in the Ma-ni
bka'-'btrrn (1984. ff. 140-185) with the title 'Phags-pa byan-chrtb sems-dpalsPyan-rasgzigs-dban-phy~rgphyag-stoil spyan-ston-duit ldan-pa 'i Thugs-rje-chen-po'i serns rgyac h e r yens-su rdzogs-pa i c s hva-ha'; gzuhs, and the .sPuA-hkoil phyag-rgya-ma, a text
included in the i n D o section of the hKa'-'gyur (Toh. 267). According to Bu-ston's
Chos-'hyuii (Obermiller, 1986: 183), thcy a r e the sPuii-bkoh phyag-rgya-ilia and the
Za-nia-tog hkod-pa, whose extended title is 'Phags-pa Za-rwa-tog bkod-pa i e s bva-ba
theg-pa chert-po'i m d o ( A r ~ ~ a k a r a ~ d a v ~ ~ ~ h a i ~ a i ~ t a n i a(Toh.
I i ~ ~1~16).
c i iAccord~a~s~tr~~)
ing to the orthodox tradition as fixed by the 5th Dalai Lama in his rDzogs-ldan
g i o n - n u ' i d g u l - s f o n ,three texts fell from Heaven: the .sPari-skoii phyug-rgya-pa, the
Tsiridha-n~a-i,ziskos-phor and the Yi-gc d r ~ r g - ~( a~ a t a k . > a r athe
; Six Letters of the
riianrra OM MA-NI PAD-ME HUM), i.e. the hrda,la of the S~itrantakar-ui!da(Haarh,
1969: 85).
186. gion-nu-dpal shares the opinion of Nel-pa Pnndita, \vho said that those
presents had been brought to Tibet by the pL~l!dilu1310-se~~ls-'tsho
(~uddharaksita)
who returned to India because the king, being unable co ,-?ad then>, could not
understand their meaning (gion-nu-dpal, 1984: 63-64),
187. Skorupski, 1985: 134.
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scholars who lived at the time of King Khri-sron-lde-brtsan and
who have been frequently mentioned in the second section of
Chapter Two.
The western wall is devoted to the kings and princes of the
kingdom of Western Tibet, representing the continuation of the
Yar-kluns dynasty after the fall of the Tibetan empire. According to
Tibetan historians a first division took place at the time of king
Glari-dar-ma's murder, in 842: the son of the latter's younger
queen, gNam-lde-'od-sruns kept the throne of Lhasa, while the
eldest wife's adoptive son, Yum-brtan, founded a new dynasty. This
tradition, as represented by the figures of the two kings painted on
this wall and named in the list reported by the dkar-chug in this
chapel, has been kept alive by Tibetan historians even in recent
timeslBR,though it is not supported by the historical literature
found at Dunhuang, where there is no trace of Yum-brtan, and
only 'Od-sruns is mentioned.
As recently shown by Richardson, there was at that time an
interruption in the descendancy of the Yar-kluns dynasty, for the
king who ascended the throne after Glan-dar-ma's death with the
name of 'Od-sruns was in fact the son of one of the queen's
brotherslB9.This interruption in the lineage of the Tibetan kings

188. Cf. Shakabpa, 1984: 53.
189. Richardson, 197 1 : 433-439; 1988, 122 1- 1229. Richardson based his researches particularly on the N e ~ t Tang
.
A,lnals (Xin Tang Shu, mid-10th century).
These relate that Tamo (Glan-dar-ma) had n o sons and was therefore succeded by
Chilihu (Khri-'od?), a son of Shangvenli (possibly the same i a n sNa-nam g~an-lad
who is mentioned as witness in &ri-sron-lde-brtsan's edict of c . 812) (dPa'-bo,
1962, ja: 130a), who was the brother of Queen Chen (~ossiblyChen-ma, the senior
queen whom the Dunhuang documents call Jo-mo bTsan-mo 'Phan).
The earliest known mention of 'Od-sru"s and Yon-brtan is found in the biography of Atisa, attributed to his disciple 'Brom-ston (1005-1066), who describes
both of them as sons of GIa"-dar-ma, and as such they are considered in the r G d rubs by Grags-pa-r@al-mtshan ( 1 147-12 16). Bu-ston's Chos-'byui~( 1 322) regards
Yum-brtan as adopted, but does not mention any struggle for succession o r the
division of the kinlidom. Ts]lal-pa I(un-dga'-rdo-j e ' s Deb-ther dnzar-PO (or Hu-Ian
d e b - h e r ) , ascribt,d 10 1346, is the
text mentioning any rivalry between the
two princes. The scl-ll?,glcs13ct\+.een them and the partition of the kingdom is found
first in the r(-;\.cll-I ~ h . ,, g z , ! ; - ; ' , L i .: 1 : 1 ( ' - ( 0 1 1 b, bsod-nams-rgyal-mtshan (1966: 1941, a
texl which a rci.cn:
/.,- lin+c{,ltcJ
to 1.368 (Ssrensen, 1986: 37-64). That version is
followed hv I > s < ~ . i - 8 1 , . a . l . ,
..,~,..-n,? ( 1478-1554) in his Deb-ther dmar-po gsar-ma

,_
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was not acceptable for Buddhist historians, who wanted to connect the promoters of the religious renaissance which took place
around the year 1000 with that very lineage. Since the recollection
of the adoption, which actually took place, could not be easily
forsaken, they partially removed it by the creation of a perfunctory
adoptive son, since Yum-brtan is probably nothing else but a deformation of Glan-dar-ma's original name ' U ' i - d ~ m - b r t a n 'In
~ ~fact
.
Bu-ston's Chos-'byun, which certainly influenced the conception
of the chapels on this floor of the SKU-'bum,is apparently the first
Tibetan historical text relating the "adoption" of Yum-brtanI9'.
Yum-brtan was subsequently held responsible, as a scapegoat, of
the decline and break-up of the empire, the latter being interpreted as the consequence of a dispute for the throne between
himself and 'Od-sruns.
'Od-sruns's son, dPal-'khor-btsan ( c . 892-923), retained the
power on most of central and southern Tibet. He was an active
patron of Buddhism and is regarded as a "religious king" by Gragspa-rgyal-mtshan in the Bod-kyi rgyal-rubs. His two sons were those
actually responsible for originating a split: the elder, Khri-bkra-sisbrtsegs-dpal, after losing his control over dBus, restricted his rule
to gTsan; the younger brother, sKyid-lde-iii-ma-mgon,whose figure
is also painted on this wall, continued the ancient lineage in Western Tibet, in those territories that three centuries earlier had been
the core of the ancient kingdom of iari-iun, which was forced into
some kind of allegiance with Tibet by Sron-brtsan-sgam-poin 653
and was finally absorbed into the Tibetan empire in the following
century. sKyid-lde-iii-ma-mgon placed his three sons at the head of
the three western Tibetan kingdoms of Mar--yul,sPu-hran and Gugee
The king of sPu-hran, bTsan-po 'Khor-re ('Khol--lo-lde),the
grandson of sKyid-lde-iii-ma-mgon,apparently entrusted the king-

(Tucci, 1971b: 35-35a). Similar rhough not identical accounts ar-e included in
&%I-bo gTsug-lag-phren-ba's n ~ K h n s - p u ' idgu1-s/orl ( 1.565) (Set. dP;a'-lm. 1962, 10:
3%-40a) and in the Chronicles of the 5th Dalai L.arna (1643) (Uichal-dson, 1971:
438).
190. Haarh, 1969: 59.
191. Oberrniller, 1986: lug-LT)cI.
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dom to his younger brother, Sron-ne (Dran-sron-lde)and took the
monastic vows with the name of Ye-ses-'od. The respective role of
the two brothers in this circumstance is actually rather uncertain,
because of the contradictory accounts found in Tibetan historical
sources192.Whereas the above mentioned version is reported in
Atisa's biographyIy3and in Bu-ston's Chos-'byun I Y 4 , and is followed
in the Blue Annals, the rCyal-rubs gsal-ba'i m e - l ~ nstates
' ~ ~ that
Sron-ne took the monastic vows with the name of Ye-ses-'od after
having two sons (Nagaraja and Devaraja), and the latter version
was accepted by bSod-nams-grags-pa and by Padma-dkar-polY6.
It is quite clear that Ye-ses-'od, whose full title is Bod-kyi lhabtsan-po slob-dpon byan-chub-sems-dpa' lha-bla-ma (Divine Mighty
One of Tibet, Acarya Bodhisattva Divine Guru), aside of the issue
of his identification with 'Khor-re or Sron-ne, played a major role
in the renaissance of Buddhism in Tibet. He sent to India young
noblemen, such as the great lo-tsa-ba Rin-chen-bzan-pol to study
the Buddhist doctrine, and founded the monastery of mTholdinly7.Finally he promoted the translation of Sanskrit texts and,
being worried about the unorthodox and misleading practices of
many tantrikas, he issued, possibly around 980, an ordinance
(bkal-sog)aimed at eliminating them 198.Ye-ses-'od also repeatedly
invited, however unsuccessfully, Atisa so that the great Indian master might help him in his campaign aimed at purifying Buddhism

192.
193.
194.
195.
196.

Tucci, 1933: 16 ff.; 1956: 5 1-64.
Richardson, 197 1 : 436.
Obermiller, 1986: 212.
bSod-nams-I-gval-mtshan,1966: 197- 198.
Tucci, 1971b: 38; 1933: 21-22.

197. Sic in Tucci, 1971b: 168, but mThon-ldin in the text reproduced at p. 38.
Other forms are: mTho-gliri (Tucci, 1949: 7 6 ) ; sTod-glin (Snellgrove and
Richardson, 1980: 14 1 ) ; mThon-mthiri (bsod-nams-rgval-mtshan,1966: 198).
198. This ordinance is \'el, interesting because it lists those practices in its
central part and ~.r\t,alsthe irlterpretation which was given at that time in Tibet to
old tantrrts such as thc C;l,}l\,clgrrr-hlln(gSai1-ba sriiri-po),whose eleventh chapter, the
Tsh0g.s-k?i dk\il-'klwr conc-rrl~ing
the ~llat?du/a
o f the sacrificial offerings, illustrates
the lantric pr.;icticcn,\ c - ; l l l c ~,<l,!bor-ha(sexual yoga) and tt~chod-sgrub,or sgrol-ba
(ritual I T I L I I - ~ ~ ~ I .r\lc.
-)
i.A;l,.,:i,q,
Ivhich Karma!, (1980a: 150-162) reconstructed on the
*
, ! i ! l , . l - , ~ l ~controversialist
-~~
(Sog-zlog-pa Blo-grosbasis of thr r ~ t ~ ~ ~ !r r. !is; li r \~ t,rl
rgyal-mtbll;ln, ! 55: ; p :I.; r , Illl.rhrI jzfirles the vdzogs-chett as a false doctrine.
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from the deviances accumulated in the one hundred and fifty
years following the breakdown of monarchic a u t h ~ r i t y ' ~ ' .
Ye-ses-'od's nephew, 1Ha-sde (or 1Ha-lde), had three sons, the
eldest of whom, 'Od-lde, succeded him to the throne, while the
other two, Byan-chub-'od and ~ i - b a - ' o dboth
,
portrayed on this
wall, were among the major supporters of the second propagation
of Buddhism into Tibet. The royal monk Byan-chub-'od eventually
achieved the aim which had been vainly pursued by Ye-Ses-'od in
obtaining that Atisa went to Western Tibet. But it was above all his
brother, ~ i - b a - ' o dportrayed
,
in the main figure at the centre of the
wall (Pl. 106), who gave a specific trend to the developments of
this crucial phase in the religious history of Tibet.
Also Pho-bran ~ i - b a - ' o d( ~ i - b a - ' o dof the Palace, with reference to the palace known as SKU-mkhar-iii-gzunsin sPu-hran) took
the vows, and he is portrayed here wearing his monk's habit. In the
colophons of the works translated by him, he is explicitly called
sakya'i dge-sloA lha-bla-ma (&kya Monk Divine Guru), or else
dpal-lha-btsan-pola title used by the early Tibetan kings, to stress
his belonging to a royal family200.Here again we are facing one of
those figures of royal monks who characterized this historical
period of Western Tibet. ~ i - b a - ' o dspent most of his life at mTholdin, an istitution which anticipated the cultural and political role
of the great monasteries which were later built in southern and
central Tibet, and his name is tied with two important
undertakings: he promoted a great meeting of masters and transand in 1092 he issued an ordinance
lators at mTho-ldin in 1076201,
banning a number of tantric works which were viewed as spurious'". ~ i - b a - ' o dhimself was also regarded as a great translator

199. Roerich, 1976: 102; Obermiller, 1986: 212.
200. Karmay, l980b: 3-28.
201. The meeting at rnTho-ldiri, which was organized by ~ i - b a - ' o d
together
with his nephew, King I-Tse-lde, was a true religious council (chos-'kkor)which
greatly intluenced the subsequent activity of selection and translation of Buddhist
texts.
202. ~ i - b a - ' o d ' shka1-.Sog, which is ideallv connectccl to Ye-Scs-'od's ordin i c i t h c ~ .pel-vcl.se or
nance, is a sort of index of texts \vhich were ~-c.pa~-decl
heterodox, and shows two interesting fcatul-cs: a ) . t , i ~ t . i - n t c ~co!-,~Ic.rn~l:ttion
tI
of the

a'.
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(the first lo-tsa-ba belonging to the royal family). In particular he
completed the translation of the ~ r i ~ a r a m a d ~ a t a n t(dPalra
rn~hog)~~
translated
',
~antaraksita'slogical work, the Tattvasnrygrahakarika, and had other works on logic translated, including
h i Prajfiakaragupta's comthe Pramanavarttika!ikci. ~ a k ~ a b u d dand
mentary to Dharmakirti's Pramanavarttikakarika.
The northern wall, to the right of the entrance door, is painted
with a large figure bearing the name Khri-btsan-po in a caption
below it. This name, unless it is the result of drastic shortening,
does not appear among those listed by Haarh in his systematic and
thorough research on the names of the Yar-kluns dynasty. The epithet Khri-brtsan-po represents the terminal part of the names of
the first prehistorical kings, besides including some lexical elements which were essential to characterize Tibetan royalty. It
seems to stand merely for "sovereign ". Any attempt to identify this
figure as a specific king must therefore merely rely upon its
iconographic characteristics and its position within the overall layout which was adopted for this chapel.
The northern wall is at the centre of a scheme in which a wall
devoted to the prehistorical kings faces another devoted to the
rulers and princes of Western Tibet, following the end of the
Tibetan empire. There is therefore the ~ossibilitythat this wall is
devoted to the historical kings, who are also modelled in the
statues of the opposite southern wall. On the other hand the
portion of the wall taken into consideration is placed to the right
of the entrance and adjoins the western wall, which is devoted to
the Western Tibetan dynasty, and as such it might represent the
latter's link with the Yar-kluns dynasty.
AS far as iconographic analysis is concerned, we must state
beforehand that we face here a painting which is rather damaged
and hardly decipherable in its lower portion, as well as showing
stylistic features which are quite different from those characteriz-

rd:og.s-c.hr.,r d o ~ - t r . <,~
; n I~I ~ I - ~ T and
~ ~ ~a ~n I imperative
,
statement that the heretical
;c/tc)cEi'th~r.
abandoned by the followers o f the bKa'doctrines (c~ilc,.i-I(,c!, ~l~~~~~
I t
i
: i!
I ' J P O ~ :17, 20).
.
203. F i c , , i - ! t 1: . '7,..-...,
I

.
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ing the other paintings in this chapel. The absence of the-minor
figures which usually surround the main figures in the paintings of
this floor, and the use of light green and blue colours which appear to be different from the usual darker ones, hint to the possibility that this may be a later (although not recent) painting, which
was made necessary by damages caused by dampness, which this
outside wall of the cell seems to have been particularly subject
to.
The king is seated in lalitasana, leaning on his right hand,
which is placed backwards and hidden by the right leg, bent, while
his left hand lightly rests upon the left knee, with the thumb and
forefinger joined in a gesture reminiscent of the vitarkamudra,
with the palm facing downwards. On the whole this is an unusual
attitude which immediately reminds us of the exactly specular one
of the two statues of Sron-brtsan-sgam-po, one in the Potala and
the other in the Jo-khan at Lhasa204,the latter also reproduced in a
recent study by Rhie205.The possible representation of Sron-brtsansgam-po (often called Khri-sron-brtsan in traditional Tibetan historical literature) on this wall would fit with the first of the two
suggestions made above, and might be aimed at stressing in particular the role of the first in the historical series of Tibetan kings,
who is credited by Buddhist tradition with having introduced the
Doctrine into Tibet. This interpretation might be confirmed by the
circumstance that the portion of the same northern wall to the left
of the entrance is painted with the images of Thon-mi Sambhota
and the minister mGar (Pl. 107)) whom we have seen to accom-

204. Topping, 1980: 64; Jigmei et al., 1981 : 32-33; fig. 10; 221, fig. 170.
205. Rhie, 1988: pl. I. Rhie's study is based on the stylistic analysis of a statue
of Sron-brtsan-sgarn-po in she Potala, which she attributes to the 7th-9th centurv
(Rhie, 1988: 12 16). That analysis is particulal-ly interesting in that it identifies the
unusual virarka gesture displayed by the Tibetan kine with identical gestures made
by two bodhisattl~afigures painted on a Dunhuang scroll by a Tibetan artist in 836
(Karmav, 1975: 10-13, fig. 4). Rhic further identifies a similar r~i~tdr-a
in ancient
Chinese images of the "moon water" Guanyin which are thought t o portr-ay Avalokitesvara on Mt. Potala as described in the C;urrdho~,?,r,htr.
Thix would make particular]~
significant the attribution of that ~ e s t ~ l to
r e St-oti-h~t~:ir~-x~:~~~~-po,
who is regarded as a manifestation of Avalnkites\.ara, especiall!. in
c . : l ~ t o f the statue in
the Potala (Rhie, 1988: 1204).
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pany Sron-brtsan-sgam-po in the group of statues placed along the
opposite wall, and whose names are so closely associated with his
in Tibetan tradition.
However, an image published by Liu YisiZO%ndreproduced by
RhieZo7points to a second suggestion. It is a painting from the
monastery of 'Bri-gunZo8which portrays king Glan-'od-sruns precisely in the same attitude as the painting here under consideration. In this case the postures and gestures of the two paintings
are not mutually specular, but can be directly superimposed. Furthermore the two figures share other important features: their garments are rather loose and fall softly upon the belt so as not to
mark the underlying body; a bodhisattva coronet is placed in front
of the kingly turban, and the pectoral, perhaps a reliquary box
(guru),hanging on the two figures' chest has a similare rectangular
shape. The similarity in the attitudes of the figure of 'Od-sruns at
'Bri-gun and of the statues of Sron-brtsan-sgam-po in the Potala
and in the Jo-khan (notwithstanding the perhaps deliberate distinction introduced by the mere specularity) seems to point to the
intentional adoption of an iconographic type meant to underline
the role played by that king, whose history is otherwise rather
obscure, in legitimizing Buddhism after Glan-dar-ma's "persecution", thus in fact starting the second spread of the doctrine,
which was warranted to Tibet by his progeny. This kind of interpretation might have led the planner of this chapel in the SKU-'bumto
assign such an important role to this king.
The narrow northern wall to the left of the entrance, which
has been mentioned above, is painted with the figures of two
monks whose captions were left blank, just above the portraits of
Than-mi Sambhota and mGar sTori-rtsan. 1t seems reasonable to
suggest that thev mav represent Thon-mi's two Indian masters, the

206. Liu Yisi, 1057: Fig. 2.1.
207. Rhir, 1985: pl. \TI.
208. The attril,ution of thi> painring to the 13th c e n t u n appears inacceptable
on stvlistic g ~ - o u n ~ l F
. ; i. l 1 - , l ~ ~ ~ .i m
t should
~ l . ~ be pointed out that the monasterv o f
'Bri-guri \\,as brl~.nri l < ~ \ \ ~ -;!-I~ I ~ C ' Oby the S o - s k ~ a - p ageneral Ag-len aided
a
Mongol al-~n\-,
, t l t j !::;li i-,.:t!: [hi,hl:ilhing and the objects therein contained perished in l h t ~: , < . : i'.,,- : , :.?.;-: i .; Rocl-icli, 1976: 649).
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bram-ze Li-byin (the brahmana Lipi Kara) and the pandita lHalirig-pa-sen-ge (Devavidyasimha) 2 0 9 , but they might also be identified with the two monks from Khotan (Li) who are mentioned by
Bu-ston as the authors of Sron-brtsan-sgam-polsbiography2I0.
The figures of three dignitaries are painted above those
monks, and the captions painted below identify two of them as
Khri-mgon-spyod and Khri-(tsha-nal?)-ye-ses-rgyal-mtshan.
Neither could be traced in the above mentioned historical literature.

4.9 Chapel 4/8 (sGra-sgyur-lha-khan)

This chapel, placed in the north-eastern corner of the SKUbum, is called Chapel of the Translators (sgra-bsgyur) in the dkarchug, and dBan-rgyal-lha-khan in the inscription published by
Tucci2". It seems to be consecrated to famous scholars, masters
and translators of the early and late spread of Buddhism in Tibet
who cannot be easily classified as belonging to any specific school
inasmuch as they did not found any particular monastic order.
The statue of Santaraksita (also known as mKhan-po Bodhisattva in Tibetan literature) is placed in the centre of the southwestern wall, flanked by those of Padmasambhava and ~amalasila
(Pl. 108). In the corners there are the statues of Rin-chen-bzan-po
and of Blo-ldan-Ses-rab.
Around 763, after resisting successfully some ministers illdisposed towards Buddhism, King Khri-sron-lde-br-tsan reorganized the Tibetan administration and government, and
subsequently invited the famous Indian scholar Santaraksita to establish definitely the Buddhist faith in Tibet. ~antaraksita'sfinal
arrival to Tibet may be dated some time before 7672'2,but the
great scholar had had long-standing contacts with ~hri-sron-lde-

209.
2 10.
21 1.
2 12.

Tucci, 197 1b: 18a; Shakabpa, 1984: 25.
Ober-miller, 1986: 185.
Tucci, 1941b: 82.
Snellgrove, 1987: 42 1 , 440.
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brtsan's minister sBa gSal-snan. Because of difficulties met during
the construction of bSam-yas, ~ a n t a r a k s i t aadvised the king to invite the acarya Padmasambhava, who at that time resided at
Pharping, in the Nepal Valley. He personally carried to Nepal the
king's invitation, and the famous master from Swat accepted it and
assisted in the erection of bSam-yas, which was modelled on the
plane of the monastery of Odantapuri. He consecrated the monastery of bSam-yas and ordained the first Tibetan monks there2".
Soon after the completion of the monastery, in 797, ~antaraksita
died in an accident and Padmasambhava was sent away from
Tibet. ~antaraksita'sactivity in Tibet was continued by his famous
pupil, Kamalasila, a leading representative of the Indian school in
the controversies with the Chinese school which took place after
the construction of bSam-yas2I4.
Whereas the central group of three statues is representative of
the early propagation of Buddhism in Tibet, the two statues of
Rin-chen-bzan-po (in the southern corner) and Blo-ldan-ses-rab
(in the western corner) refer to the later propagation, which was
supported by the kings of Western Tibet, particularly by the royal
monks Byan-chub-'od and ~ i - b a - ' o d .They were responsible for
sending the great translator Rin-chen-bzan-po (958-1055) to India
on three different missions. Along with the great Indian scholar
Atisa, Rin-chen-bzan-PO was the chief protagonist of the
renaissance of Buddhism in Tibet around the year 1000. He spent
a total of seventeen years in Kashmir, Bihar and en gal, and upon
his return to Tibet 'he founded a number of religious buildings
with the help of a team of artists whom he brought from Kashmir.
He was mainly interested in the Prajriapurarnita literature and in
the tarztras of the ~ ~ o g rl~ahd?loga
a,
and a~z~rttarasoga
classes, of
which he made \.en competent translation^"^.
The translator of rkog, lo-ldan-ses-rab (1059-1109), who is

2 13. Roerich, l q70: h48-6.19. 805; Obermiller, 1986: 189-190.
214. Karnnlasil:i c t , ~ r , r n r n d r dthe h o d h i s a ~ ~ ~gradual
a's
path towards Enlightenment b\ quc.,til~~Il.c~ni a n,.lniher. o f MahPyana sarras, arguing against the
"quietist" appr-oaii~1 1 ; CLl(jil.hnt~c,c,dpropounded by the Chinese masters at that
time (see for I I ; ~ I , \ I I L t :.:.
; t , i ; ? ~ l l t - 1987:
,
348 ff.).
215. T L I { ( ~; ' > : { :-:,,:,/;I:.
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portrayed in the opposite corner, was chiefly concerned with
logic2I6and is regarded as the founder of a lineage known as "new
logic" (tshad-ma gsar-ma). In 1076 he attended the religious council organized by ~ i - b a - ' o dand by rTse-lde, the king of Western
Tibet, in the company of leading scholars of the time, including
Rwa lo-tsa-ba2". Aged only 17, he travelled to Kashmir with the
same translator, spent seventeen years studying there, and returned to Tibet in 1092. He also visited the Nepal Valley for a short
period, learning tantric teachings from the Newar master Hamu
the White2I8.He was the abbot of the famous monastery of gSanphu Ne'u-tshog, founded by a pupil of Rin-chen-bzad-pol rNog
Legs-pa'i-ses-rab in 1073, which was later taken over by the Saskya-pas and the d G e - l ~ g s - p a sAccording
~~~.
to tradition rNog lotsa-ba taught the doctrine to over twenty-three thousand students
"possessing t e x t - b o o k ~ " He
~ ~ ~travelled
.
in central and southern
Tibet and died on the road in the neighbourhood of bSam-yas.
Concerning his lineage g~on-nu-dpal
states that one need not
think of it as belonging to the bKal-gdams-pa schoolz2'and this
should not surprise us for the same may be stated about Rin-chenbzan-po. For not being regarded as the founders of any established
monastic order, both Rin-chen-bzan-po and Blo-ldan-ses-rab have
generally been underestimated by Tibetan scholarship. But in the
15th century, in the eclectic cultural environment of the princes of
Gyantse, the importance of such figures had not been forgotten. A
small maydala with nine gods of the Mahiirniiyii according to r ~ o g
lo-tsa-ba is painted in the g~al-yas-khali,
on the topmost floor of
the gTsug-lag-khan in the dPal-'khor-chos-sde of Gyantse.
On the northern wall there is the portrait of ~ a n t i ~ a r b hone
a,
of the eight acaryas or vidyadharas of the rNiiz-r~la-~a
tradition222,

216.
217.
2 18.
219.
220.
22 1 .
222.

Roesich, 1976: 326.
Ihidern: 328.
Ibidcrli: 396.
Tucci, 1952: 100; Fen-ari, 1958: 165, n . 672.
Roerich, 1976: 73; g ~ o n - n i ~ - d p a1984.
l,
100.
Roesich, 1976: 328.
Tar-thang, 1977: 276.

Plate 109. The aciirya Buddhaguhya. Chapel 4/8 (northern wall).
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Plate 110. T& btsd-ba Ka-ba dPal-bmep. Chapel 4ts (..easm wd).
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who was invited to Tibet by Khri-sron-lde-brt~an~~j
with a number of
other Indian scholars224.~ a n t i ~ a r b hwas
a a pupil of Padmasambhava and a teacher of the Tibetan monk and translator
Vairocanaz2'. According to the Blue Annals he propagated the
'Jarlz-dpal-sku,a r ~ i n - r n ~tantra,
- ~ a and participated in the consecration ceremony of the monastery of b S a m - y a ~ A~ ~master
~.
of
rdzogs-chenZ2',he also taught the g~in-rje-gsed-kyi
sfiin-thig, one of
-~a
His
the Eight Pronouncements in the r ~ i n - r n ~ tradition228.
name appears among those of several Indian teachers, including
Vimalamitra and Buddhaguhya, who helped many Tibetan
scholars in the translation of numerous canonical works22Y.
kintigarbha is occasionally represented in association with the great
Tibetan translator Ka-ba dPal-brt~eg~~O.
A caption identifies the other large figure painted on the same
northern wall as the acarya Buddhaguhya (740-802), who played a
crucial role in the introduction of the yogatantras in Tibet (PI.
109). The M y a n - ~ h u ntells
~ ~ ~us of the invitation made by Khrisron-lde-brtsan to Buddhaguhya, who declined it, explaining the
reasons of his refusal in a long letter which is preserved in the
b s T ~ n - ' g y u and
r ~ ~has
~ been translated by S n e l l g r ~ v eHe
~ ~sent
~ . the
Yogavatara (Starting Yoga) and all the explanations and instructions "for both external and internal practice" concerning the
17zNon-parbyah-chub-pa-yitantra (the tantra of Manifest Enlightenment), identified by S n e l l g r ~ v with
e~~~
the
~ Mahavairocanabhisa~-

224. 0-rgyan-gliri-pa:canto 82, f. 165b.
225. Tarthang, 1978: 548.
226. Roerich, 1976: 106.
227. Tarthang, 1978: 548.
228. Dargyay, 1979: 33; Tarthang, 1977: 276.
229. Ober-miller, 1986: 190.
230. Tarthang, 1978: 436, PI. 30.
1983: 131-132.
231. M~sclri-cl~rtri,
232. Cordicl-, IIZDO:
XCIV, 39.
233. Snellgrove, 1987: 446-449.
234. Ibide171:447, n . 123. The [ull t i l l ? 01 t h i s ! r : , l j i . j is \!iii,crl.czi~-c>car~ahhi~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 i 1 ~ 1 k ~ ~ ~ i ~ i t ~~~; li ~/~1; i; ,.j ~~ ~I , ::lI,; 1~! , ~~
~ , !i
~ I/ 1
, :, ~,a
TO^.
~, ~1
~~ I~ 494).
~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ t l ~ ~ ~ ~
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bodhitantra, which was translated by Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs assisted
by ~ilendrabodhi.
At that time Buddhaguhya resided near Mount Kail%a2'5,and
among the people sent by Khri-sron-lde-brtsan to invite him there
was the translator Tshul-khrims-rgyal-mtshan of the spa-tshab
clan, also known as Tshul-khrims-bzan-poand Tshul-khrims-rgyalp ~ who
~ acted
~ ~as Buddhaguhya's
,
interpreter and translator
when the cicarya was teaching at Mount Kail%a. Whereas there is
no evidence that Tshul-khrims-rgyal-mtshan and Buddhaguhya
collaborated in the translation of texts, and no translation of
Buddhaguhya's texts by the lo-tsa-ba of spa-tshab appears in the
index of the Beijing bsTan-'gyuv, the Myan-chun states that Tshulkhrims-rgyal-mtshan's monastery, dGal-sdon in the district of Pasnam, southern Tibet, played a crucial role in diffusing
Buddhaguhya's teachings237.
Buddhaguhya was a disciple of Jfianapada and a master of
Vimalamitra238.In canto 77 of the Padrna-than-yig239we are informed that Buddhaguhya and Vimalamitra acted as bla-nzchod-pa
(chaplains) to king Indrabhuti at Ser-skya (Kapila; Hardwar?),
India. Vairocana advised Khri-sron-lde-brtsan to invite the two
Indian masters, who were regarded as "the most learned of five
hundred great scholars", and the king of Tibet sent three emissaries, including sKa-ba (sic) dPal-brtsegs, who brought Vimalamitra
alone to Tibet240. That ~hri-sron-lde-brtsan summoned
Buddhaguh~ato Tibet is confirmed in canto 82, though we know
from the letter in the b s T a n - ' g y ~ rthat
~ ~ ~on that occasion the
The explanations and instructions sent to Khri-sron-lde-brtsanare probably referring to Buddhaguhva9sinlportant commentaries on that tarztra which are included
in the b s T a ~ i - ' ~ p(Cordiel;
rr
rCvlcd: LXIV, 1 , 2; LXV, 1). At least one of such coma
and ~ilendrabodhi,as was the tallmentaries was translated b~ ~ g - b dpal-brtsegs
tra itself.

235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240

Ml,ah-c-ltrrrz, 1983: 132; Tarthang. 1977: 204.
Cf. Lalou. 1933: 205: A4\~ar'l-ch~tri,1983: 132.
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Indian master did not travel to Tibet. According to the Padma
t h ~ n - y i gBuddhaguhya
~~'
and Vairocana translated several texts, including the sGyu-phrul sde-brgyad rdor-dbyins dgons-'dus and the
Antl'i mdo bii delns lna, possibly in India.
Buddhaguhya was interested in a number of subjects related
to the yogatantras as is shown from a passage in the Vairocanabhisambodhimahatantrabha~yawhere he discusses the colour of the
Green Tara24"or in the detailed description of the various types of
mandala in one of the works which he devoted to that subject, the
D h a r m a ~ z a n d a l a s u t r a ~In
~ ~ a. long inscription in the eastern
temple of the bum-pa in the SKU-'bum,he is quoted as the author
of one of the four different methods of explanation of the Tattvasa~?zgraha(De-fiid bsdud), the fundamental tantra of the yoga
class245upon which Buddhaguhya wrote a very important commentary. He also wrote an important commentary on the
Sarvadurgatiparisodhana, another famous tantra of the yoga class.
Buddhaguhya is again mentioned in the inscription and portrayed
in chapel 31 15 24h.
On the eastern wall a painted caption identifies the translator
dKa'-ba (sic) dPal-brtsegs, one of the leading Tibetan scholars during the reign of Khri-sron-lde-brtsan and of his successor, Khri-ldesrori-brtsan (Pl. 110). Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs was one of the two
compilers of the catalogue of the 1Dan-dkar, the translation office
and library set up by Khri-sron-lde-brtsan, as well as one of the
chief editors of the Mahavyutpatti, the Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary
compiled during the reign of Khri-lde-sron-brtsan (Sad-na-legs)247.

242. 0-rgyan-glin-pa:canto 84, f. 173b.
243. Beyer, 1978: 279.
244. Lo Bue, 1987: 795-796, 809.
245. Tucci, 1941b: 92.
246. Ihidrin: 63.
247. It should be pointed out that, although this work is 11-aditionallvattributed to the reign of Ral-pa-can, it ce~tainlvgoes back to t l ~ ctime of Khri-ldewon-brtsan (Tucci, 1950: 14-15) and i t can be assu1nc.d that it ~ 4 . 3alreadv
~
conceived at the time of Khl-i-srori-lde-brtsan,when tr-anhlalor.h were First confronted
with the problen~of standardizing thc Tibctan I-t.nclrr-inp of thc sophisticated
Buddhist ter-minology (Snellgl-ow, 1987: 341, n 1 1 0 ,
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According to traditional accounts Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs was sent to
India along with rMa Rin-chen-mchog and Cog-ro Klu'i-rgyalmtshan to invite the best of Indian scholars to Tibet24R.For that
reason he is mentioned along with Vairocana in Buddhaguhya's
letter to Khri-sron-lde-brt~an~~'.
Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs translated
Buddhaguhya's Dharnzanza~?dalasutrabesides a number of canonical texts2j0, as well as two tantras belonging to the rdzogs-chen
tradition and collected in the r~iiz-margyud-'hutn, one of which at
bSam-yas, in collaboration with Vimalamitra and Klu'i-rgyalmtshanZ5',
The dkar-chug informs us that the other figures include
Thon-mi Sambhota and Ka-Cog, an abbreviation of the names of
the two above mentioned famous translators of the monarchic
period: Ka-ba dPal-brtsegs and Klu'i-rgyal-mtshan of Cog-ro. Of
the three places bearing the name of Cog-ro, in dBus, in sans and
in Myan, the last one was Klu'i-rgyal-mtshan birth-place, which
must have had a special relevance for the people of southern Tibet
and Gyantse in p a r t i c ~ l a r ' ~ ~ .

This chapel, occupying the northern part of the eastern projection of the SKU-'bum,is called by the dkar-chug Rig-'dzin-lhakhan (Chapel of the Vidhvadharas). The expression rig-'dzi~zbrgyad
(the Eight Knowledge-Holders) applies to the eight great izccivas
of the Sitavana cemeterv who, according to tradition, originated
the doctrine of the Eight Pronouncements (bka' hrgvad) which
Padmasambhava brought to Tibet"! The very title of one of the

248. 0-rgyan-gliri-pa:canto 80. f. 163a; Tarthang. 1977: 193. 204.
249. Cordiel; I I I D XCIV.
~:
39.
250. Cf. Lalou, 1933: 196.
251. Tucci, 1986: 372-373.
2 5 1 . Tucci. 19.113: 6 8 . Those two translators were still alive during ~ a l - p a can's reign ( T t ~ c ci , 197 1 1 . 30).
253. Eight gr.t.31 ~ i , : i j ! . \ . " ~'31 India had a vision of the eight articular Tantras
b!. the r f d k i r ~ ias-k,i-dban-mo-che in the b ~ e - b e d (h?c-bl.cig.,<ir-q: ,i<i!
c.,
c%;+Icsii
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texts belonging to this group of teachings, which are fundamental
for the rNin-nza-pa school, reads Rig-'dzin bla-rna'i sfiin-thig.
In the group of three statues with their backs to the western
wall of the chapel, Guru Rin-po-che occupies the central position
and is flanked by his chief tantric partners: the Tibetan dakini Yeses-mtsho-rgyal on his right, and the Indian princess Mandaravii
on his left (Pl. 11 1). He wears his characteristically shaped hat
with the lappets turned upwards, similar to a tiara, bearing the
symbols of the sun and moon, and topped by a peacock feather. He
holds the vajra in his right hand raised at the height of the chest
and a kapala surmounted by the vase containing the elixir of life in
his left hand, resting on the lap. The khafvanga leans oh his left
shoulder.
His Tibetan consort, wearing a bodhisattva crown, holds a kapala in her left hand, put out towards the master, while Mandarava, wearing long black hair loose on her shoulders and a garland
of flowers on her head, holds the arnrtakulaSa surmounted by the
Buddha of Long Life, Amitayus. The triad has been unfortunately
spoiled by recent repainting with dull enamels which have eliminated all patina and play of light on the surfaces. A small figure of
Maiijusri is painted within a circle in the upper right corner of the
same wall.
The northern wall is painted with a figure of spyan-ras-gzigs
Phyag-bzi-pa (the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara in his four-handed
form, known as Lokesvara Sadak~ari),the Great Lord of Compassion (Thugs-je-chen-po) which is the manifestation of the Absolute in the sambhogakaya (PI. 1 12). His two central hands are
joined in front of the chest, while of the other two hands the right
holds a rosary and the left a lotus flower in full bloom.

brtsegs-pa mchod-rten in the Sitavana charnel ground. The" assembled at that cemto
etery and the dukiili handed over the eight ~ u l ~ t r - aass follows: the Yai~~araja
Maiijusrimitra, the Hayugviva to Nagar-juna, the Yur'l-riag to Hurpkara, the Chell~chogto Vimalamitra, the Vajrakila to Prabhahasti, ~ h Mu-IIIO
c
to ~ h a n a s a m s k r t a ,
the ll7Chod-slod to Guhyadevacandra, and the Drag-sric~gsto Santigal-bha. Guru Rinpoche received the iailtras, .sitdl~arlclsand instl~rc'lio~is
hwrn all the ricaryas and
diffused them through Tibet (Thondup, 1983: 17- 18; T r i ~ i h ~ 1977:
~ n ~ ,276; Dargvay,
1979: 31-38). For turther information on this c\clc \t,~, ~cl,i:sli\,-Woikowitz(1975:
320-3231 and PI-ats (1982: 30-3 1 , 11. 8 ) .

Y:"

Phte 112. bk$nmt@&dqaz%Chapel 419 (nsrthem wan).
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The southern wall is painted with the figures of ~ a r i ~ u tand
ra
Maudgalyayana flanking the Jina ~ a k ~ a m u(rGyal-ba
ni
sakya-thubpa) displaying the bhumispariamudra which marks the moment of
his Enlightenment, taken here as a symbol of the dhamakaya.
Around Avalokitesvara and ~ a k ~ a m u nasi ,well as on the narrow stripe of wall to the right of the entrance, there is a crowd of
disciples displaying gestures which are typical of the exposition
and argumentation of the doctrine. In this connection the dkarchug refers to the two schools (lugs) of m ~ a ' - b d a gand Chos-dbari,
originating from two major gter-ston (discoverers of treasures) of
a
the "short transmission" in the r ~ i n - m a - p tradition254.
The hidden treasures (gter-ma) which they brought to light,
and which make up the system of the earlier rig-'dzin, are based on
the meditation on Padmasambhava, on the rdzogs-chen and on
Avalokitesvara. These three components, indicated synthetically as
bla-rdzogs-thugsgsum, imply the gter-ston's acquisition of the practice related to the Bla-ma'i sgrub-pa chos-skor, rDzogs-chen sdegsum, and Thugs-rje-chen-poskor (a tantric cycle designed to perform the meditation on the various forms of that Bodhisattva).
The founder of the first school is m ~ a - b d a gNan-ral ~ i - m a 'od-zer, who is regarded as the first of the gter-ston rgyal-po 1na (the
five kings of the discoverers of treasures) as well as the first of the
mchog-gi sprul-sku rnar.1~-gsum(the triad of the most excellent
tradition).
a
According to the hagiincarnations in the r N i h - m ~ - ~
ography published by Dargyay2", which is largely based on chapter 6 of bDud-'jom Rin-po-che's rNih-ma'i chos-'byun, ~ i - m a - ' o d zer lived from 1 124 to 1192, although other sources mentioned by
the author tend to shift these dates slightly forwards. In fact the
Zab-17zo'i gter-dai7 grer-ston sgrub-tlzab ji-ltar byon-pa 'i lo-rg~us
mdor-bsdrds b k ~ d - ~rh-then
a
i~aiduryaphrei~'~'states that Ri254. The old tn~ltr-aswere transmitted through two major s.ystems: the riizb r g ~ u dhka'-rlra (the Pronouncements o f the Long Transmission) and the f i e - b r ~ u d
gter-117a (the Discovered Treasures of the Short Transmission). The wav of the
gfer-llla is called "sho1-1transmission" because the lineages referred to it are generallv much shor-eelthe\ date onl\i from the time of the discoven of the gter-ma
(Thondup. 1987- 7 7 - 4 0 )
255. 1 3 : + 1 . ~ ~ 3I, <>:a.
',
9-;-1n?,
2 5 6 I , 6 , i , / : . > j : : -'! ,> 1 ; i 7 3
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ma'od-zer died in the wood-mouse year (1204). This date fits with
the account that Pan-chen sakyasri participated in the ceremonies
performed on the occasion of the gter-ston's death, since his stay in
Tibet is placed between 1204, the year of his arrival at bSam-yas,
and 1213.
~ i - m a - ' o d - z e rwas born at Jed-sa-ser-dgon, in the 1Ho-brag
gTam-sul area, the son of Nan-ston Chos-kyi-'khor-lo, and from his
father he received the initiation in the cycle of Hayagriva (who is
specifically referred to in the dkar-chug), whose figure appeared to
him in the course of meditation. When still a child he apparently
had visions of ~ a k ~ a m u nAvalokitesvara
i,
and Padmasambhava
and according to tradition he received his name directly from Yeses-mkhaJ-'gro.He married Jo-'bum-ma, herself regarded as an incarnation of the dakini Ye-ses-mtsho-rgyal, who bore him two
sons. Among the texts discovered by him there are the lantra, the
explanations and the instructions (rgyud luii man-nag) of the bKa'
brgyad bde-gSegs 'dtls-pa cycle.
His chief disciple was his son 'Gro-mgon Nam-mkhal-dpal-ba,
who was regarded as a manifestation of Avalokitesvara. To him he
transmitted all the teachings and inititations relative to the Eight
Pronouncements. Nam-mkhal-dpal-ba's son, rnNa1-bdagBlo-ldan,
was regarded a manifestation of Mafijusri, and the latter's son,
mkal-bdag bDud-'dul, was in turn regarded as a manifestation of
Vajrapani. Like the three traditional religious kings of Tibet, these
three gter-ston are therefore connected with the early set of
Bodhisattvas who, as manifestations of their three Families (rigs
gsttm sprtll-ba) lead sentient beings towards release.
Besides the "lineage of the sons" (sras brg~j~rd),
there was
another lineage of the same school, called of the "five sons" (bu
lna), which has continued to our dav.
Chos-dban's school started with ~ h o s - k y i - d b a n - p h p g
(1 2 12-1270), generally known as Guru Chos-dba~i,who was one of
Nam-mkhal-dpal-ba's disciples2i7.He was t h e second of the glerst011rg~~al-po
lria and of the 1 7 1 c h o ~5p~-111-.~kl,
-~i
I , I I L ~ ~ ~ I - ~ . S I Iand
I I I , his
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coming is prophesied in the Padrlza than-yig under the name of'
~ a n - r a l ~In
~ 'his
. boyhood he studied the bka'-ma and the gter-ma,
particularly those discovered by ~i-ma-'od-zer,
and also a number
of treatises on the chief Bon teachings, besides hearing the teachings of the vzzahamtidra, rdzogs-chezz, ii-byed and gcod-yul. He composed four tomes on the rDo-rje phur-pa (Vajrakila) cycle. One
night he dreamt that he was going to the Wutai Shan, where he
saw Maiijusri, who initiated him in the knowledge of reality as
such (chos thams-cad, literally "all dharmas"). On another occasion he had a vision of being led on a white winged horse to the
pure sphere of the r~a-yab-dpal-rimountain, where Padmasambhava conferred upon him the empowerment of the Eight Pronouncements. His consecrated consort was Jo-mo-sman-mo
(1248-1283)) to whom Vajravarahi had transmitted all the instructions of the cycle of the dakinis and who, according to tradition,
joined the crowd of the dakinis on the Zalis-mdog-dpal-ri mountain in Uddiyana without forsaking her bodyzsY.
Guru Chos-dban discovered altogether nineteen gter-ma26"
which he summarized in as many works. He performed many miracles, which made him acknowledged as a siddha (grub-fhob) not
only by the rNin-ma-pas but also by Kun-mkhyen 'Phags-pa-'od,
Chos-'od of the Jo-nali-pa school, and Bu-ston himself2". He built
the temples of Tshofi-dus-'gur-mo and bSam-grub-bde-ba-can,and
had a number of disciples, including his eight spiritual sons
(thugs-sras). The main branch of his uninterrupted lineage is represented by an authority on gcod, Mi-bskyod-rdo-rje of the sManh i - p a Family, and above all by gTsug-'dzin, the Tibetan name of a
Newar bharo from Yam-buze, in whom pure understanding (rtogspa) arose on his hearing Chos-dban's v e y voice2"'.

258. 0-~g!;an-gliii-pa:canto 92. ff. 198b-199a.
259. Da~-g\.a\.1079: 1 2 1 - 122.
260. I h i t l i t l l : I O Y .
26 I . I h r c f c , ~ l l I I h.
262. L : \ ~ l ! ! l ~ , : i l ;:<#:I
( : i ill? scsc-r,nd section of Chapter T\vo)
7

-
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4.1 1 Chapel 4/10 (mKhan-brgyud-lha-khan)
The chapel of the "Lineage of the Abbot" is devoted to the
great Kashmirian scholar (Kha-che Pan-chen) ~ a k ~ a s r i b h a d r a
(1 127-1225)264,
the last abbot of Vikramasila, who went to Tibet in
1204, after the Muslim conquest of Bengal, and spent ten years
there before returning to Kashmir.
He had been invited to Tibet by the lo-tsa-ba of Khro-phu
Tshul-khrims-Ses-rab (b. 1173), also known as Byams-pa'i-dpalZb5.
During the Kashmirian scholar's long stay in Tibet Byams-pa'idpal acted as his interpreter. He also wrote a kind of biography of
SakyaSri, consisting of an introduction, thirty-six invocations corresponding to as many events in the life of the master, and a verse
close. This biography is possibly the earliest biographical account
by a Tibetan writer having survived to o u r day without undergoing
later editing work.
Sakyasri, whose statue occupies the centre of the western wall
in this chapel (Pl. 113), travelled extensively in central and southern Tibet, visiting Lhasa, bsam-yas, Rwa-sgren and Sa-skya, and
was also invited by the inmates of the monastery of Srin-po-riZb6.

264. These dates should be 1145-1243 according to a biography quoted in
Tibetan Pait~tedScrolls (Tucci, 1949: 335-336). This biography is contained in the
Darn-pa'i chos-kyi 'b?lrrti tshul legs-biad bstan-pa pi rgya-mtshor 'jug-pa'i gru-then ies
bya-ba rtsowf-'phro kha-skoh-daii bcas, which is a chos-'byuti of the Nor-pas, a
branch of the S o - s k ~ a - ~ aThe
s . first part of this text is due to the abbot of Nor.
dKon-mchog-lhun-grub (1497-1557), but the brief s u m m a v of the life of Kha-the
Pan-chen is contained in a supplement written bv Sans-rwas-phun-tshogs, probably
in the 18th century (Tucci, 1949: 145).
265. Roerich, 1976: 708-710; Naudou, 1980: 244-245. ~ ~ a r n s - p a - d p had
al
gone to Nepal at the age of 24 to learn the skill of translator (Roerich, 1976: 1064).
There he studied extensivelv the taritras and sfitras with the great scholar Buddhawhom he subsequent]! ,n\'ited to the monastery he had founded at Khro-phu,
west of Zhigatse. He built monasteries and large images, making his disciples work
on the erection at K h r o - ~ h uof a gilded image of Maitreva measuring eight cubits
(Khro-phu Byams-chvn),porlraying the Buddha of the future as at the age of eight
(Ferrari, 1958: 67-68),~ h , ~ ~ , Bl.op77s-cheti
- ~ / , ~ , chos-sde is viewed as one of the eight
branches of thc P / r c l , c - r ~ , c r - g ~ r , - / Ischool
n
(Stein, 1972: 7; Thinley 1980: 24).
266. St,rnc,r i , is,) C;l~c>\+.n
as Yar--slod-brag,is the name of the mountain divrl~;. . , ) ; \ . i d - ~ hfrom
~ the gTsan-po, and of a village near
iding, like tllc ?.:.,i,.! .: .;IjI7,
!.I

it

(Tucc,,
10.52.

:;:

;
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He spent a summer retreat2b7there, translated the commentary to
JfiBnamitrals Abhidharmasamuccaya and bestowed the vajramala
consecration2" teaching a number of texts. He was the last Indian
master in the transmission of the ritual of TarazbY
and also interested himself in the Kalucakra and Nalnasu~giticycles270.
sakyasri had an important connection with Sa-skya, where he
virtually exerted the functions of superior and where he had the
great Sa-skya Pan-chen as a student and ordained him27'.
Although s5kyasri did not found an order, many leading religious figures of the time, from all traditions, seem to have been
pupils of his. His lineage was continued by Byams-pa'i-dpal, by
the latter's
and by a series of masters one of whom, Yanrtse-ba Rin-chen-sen-gelwas a teacher of B u - ~ t o n ~The
~ ' . teaching
of sakyasri gave origin to the four schools known as Tshogs-pa
sde-bii-pu (the Four Congregations), namely Chos-lun Tshogs,
Tshogs-chen, dGe-'dun-sgan and Bye-rdzin T ~ h o g s ~ ~ ~ .
The statue of Sakyasri is flanked by those of the mkhan-chen
Byan-chub-dpal-bzan-po and of 'Jam-dbyans in-chen-rgyalmtshan.
Byan-chub-dpal-bzan-po was one of Kha-che Pan-chen's two
chief disciples, the other being r ~ o - ~ j e - d ~ a l - b z a n - p o ~ ~is" h
paro
- --

267. According to the biography quoted in Tiherai7 Painted Scrolls, he spent
the "winter" retreat at Srin-mo-ri in 1206, expounding the doctrine of Maitreva and
various subjects (Tucci, 1949: 336).
268. Roerich, 1976: 1069; Obermiller, 1986: 223.
269. In the monastery of rTse-chen, which was founded bv the prince of
Gyantse 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzari-po, was kept a statue of Tiira made bv SakvaSri,
previously kept at the monastery of 'Bri-mtshams (Tucci, 1941a: 65).
270. Naudou, 1980: 247.
271. Roerich, 1976: 34; Naudou, 1980: 245.
272. Roerich, 1976: 710.
,
832.
273. Cf. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
1248. These names are pal-274. Tucci, 1949: 663. Cf. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
tially different in Ferrari ( 1 958: F. 1 Oa): sNe 'lr-gdori-r-t.ct T s h o , ~ ~ - (;r-ltlu-ph!'i
,~~,,
73:vhon' d ~ r sTshogs-pu, C;r~\m-irclr'~
r-G~tul-gl;;~
T.sl~o~.\-,,n
(111d g73~11.1
(./lo x-1,,1'1T s l ~ o ~ . s - ~ ~ a .
275. Perhaps identical with the Wester." Tibt-tan I.DO-I-je-dpal
who obtained
the suiilrrcca.~~a
initiation in Patan (Kocr-ich, 1976. 10-15-1046). Ilo\ve\.el; ~ o e r i c h
seems to believe that both Bvari-chub-Jpal
1 - J > ~ , - l j r ~ -\vc31-tb
i l ~ ~ :Indians
~1
(1976;
1071-1072).
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trayed in the painting on the southern wall of the chapel, as indicated by the caption painted under that figure.
'Jam-dbyans Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan, whom we have already
met in chapel 411, is probably the same as the Rin-chen-rgyalmtshan who is found in the list of the abbots of the congregation of
Chos-lun ~ P o s - k h a nbelonging
~~~,
to the lineage of sakyairi. In fact
Chos-lun Tshogs-pa, founded in 1255 by bBu-mdzad bSod-namss t o b ~is~ very
~ ~ ,near G y a n t ~ and
e ~ ~for
~ a long period was placed
under the direct protection of its princes. In particular, after his
marriage with dPon-mo Pad-ma in 1350, 'Phags-pa dPal-ldanbzan-po "provided for the C'os lun ts'ogs pa, which was the monastery chosen as the chief see by the great scholar Rin c'en gzon
279 . The tight links so established between Chos-lun and Gyannull

tse are explicitly recognized in the Char-'bebs, which attributes the
liberation of 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po after his capture at Rinspuns also to "the regard he had shown for the acarya of C'os lun
ts'og~"~".The fact that in 1352 the prince of Gyantse "put his
trust" in the Four Congregations, presenting them with many offer i n g ~ ~seems
~ ' , quite significant in that light, especially when considering that the Four Congregations had been under the sphere of
influence of the P h a g - m o - g r u - p a ~So
~~~
it . appears quite natural
that in 1421- 1422 Rab-brtan-kun-bzan 'Phags-pa entrusted the
first consecration ceremonies in the dPal-'khor-chos-sde to 'Jamdbyans Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan,possibly the nzkhan-po of Chos-Iu~

276. Roerich, 1976: 1073.
277. Tucci, 1949: 134.
278. On the uplands to the north o f Gvantse and some three miles away
according to Das (1970: 87). On the southern slope of the the Po-gii-bdag hill,
north-east of G\fantseand east 01' Ri-khrod d(;a'-ldan, according to a notice by Peter
Aufschnaiter quoted in Ferrari ( 1 958; 124, n. 23 1).
279. Tucci, 1949: 6 6 3 . Bla-ma Chen-po Rin-chen-gion-nu, born in 1333, belonged to t h e n,Klia'-1.c clan. His chief disciple was sQan-sna Rin-PO-the bsodn a m s - r . m a l - r n t s l i a n - h ~ ~ l i(Heel-ich,
i-~~o
1976: 720-72 1 ).
280. TUCCI.1339. 664.
28 1 . f / ~ i c / , ~ l ,~! (: Y T
I

2 8 2 . I:? ;-,~:-:i.. L I I . . ,
I
!. .
.!

( F c I . T - ~:.:',,I~,
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~
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Tsllogs-pa nvas laced at the foot of sNe'ufc,rrnel- castle of sDe-srid Phag-mo-gru-pa
I .>,A, 11. 2 2 3 ) .
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at that timezB3.The Deb-ther snon-po further mentions the great
abbot of Chos-lun Tshogs-pa, Rin-rgyal-ba (who must be the same
as before, since no other similar name occurs in the list of the
Chos-lun abbots) in as many as three out of the five lineages of the
Vajravarahi cycle (the Six Treatises of Vajravarahi), deriving from
dPyal Kun-dgal-rdo-j e 2 8 4 .This again establishes a link with Gyantse, as we know of the relationship existing between the princes of
Gyantse and the school of dPyal. In one of the three lineages
above, we also find a segment connecting Rin-rgyal-ba to Bu-ston
Rin-po-che through Brag-nag-pa g~on-nu-bsod-nams.
Finally, the dkar-chug informs us that also the sthavira Yontan-blo-gros is portrayed in a painting of this chapel, surrounded
by the lineage of the congregation of dGe-'dun-sgan, of which he
was the abbotZa5.

4.12 Chapel 4/11 (dBan-rgyal-lha-khan)

This cell, which is located in the south-western corner of the
SKU-'bum, is not a chapel (lha-khan) in the strict sense of the
word, but a vestibule (sgo-khan) introducing to the chapels of the
fourth floor. The stairs leading up from the lower floors emerge in
the south-eastern corner of the cell, whereas a door letting out to
the outside passage opens in the eastern wall. A small window
giving light to the room opens in the same wall.

283. In the first section of Chapter Two we suggest the possible identity of
'Jam-dbyans Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan with the abbot of gNas-riiin, 'Jam-dbyans Rinchen-rgyal-ba, on the basis of the occurrence of these two names (Myan-chun,
1983: 55, 57-58) concerning different consecration ceremonies performed at
Gyantse in the same span of time ( 142 1- 1423). As the place given to 'Jam-dbyans
Rin-then-rgyal-mtshan in the lineage of &kyasri and ~ ~ a r n s - ~ a - dhere
p a l leads us
to identify him with the abbot of Chos-lun, we are confronted with two possibilities:
either the same master was in charge of both gNas-rfiili and Chos-lun (perhaps at
different times), o r else two different masters, bearing the same name and living in
the same period, were both linked to the Gyantst. d!,nasty.
284. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
478-479.
285. Roerich, 1976: 1072.
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There are neither statues nor inscriptions, but the walls bear
paintings of a good quality, although rather damaged, devoted to
the Krodhas of the ten directions (phyogs-bcu). The Ten Krodhas
are assigned the role of protecting the heart of the stupa and of
removing the obstacles hindering from Enlightenment those who
have access to it. They are alternatively standing in pralyalidha
(stretching towards to the right) and in ardhaparyanka (supported
by their left leg with the right leg bent): the former posture characterizes the Krodhas of the main directions, the latter those of the
intermediate ones. They have many arms and heads, all with three
eyes, dishevelled hair, flaming beard, moustache and eyebrows,
and gaping mouths with protruding fangs. Their stocky and sturdy
bodies are girdled on their waists with tiger skins or coloured
loin-cloths, and wreathed with garlands of snakes.
Their svabhaprajFzas are not painted in maithuna with them,
but separately, within small circles in the upper section of the
wall, with many heads and arms, holding the same attributes as
their partners. Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub is also painted in one such
circle.
The most clearly discernable Krodha figures correspond in
almost every detail with the iconography described in the Nispannayogavali for the raksacakra of the mandala of Dharmadhatuvagi~varamafijusri~
except
~ ~ , for the sequence of the colours of the
various heads.
On the eastern wall, to the left of the entrance door, one can
easily recognize U~nisacakrin(zenith, of a light peach COIOUC with
four heads and eight arms (PI. 114). Proceeding from his central
hands upwards, his attributes are the cakra (wheel), alikuSa
(hook), khadga (dagger) and iara (arrow) in the right ones, and
the ghanca (bell), pdsa (noose), ak~a,,zala(rosary) and cnpa (bow)
in the left ones.
Yaman taka (east), Vajrajvalanalarka (south-east), ~rajfiantaka
(south) and Herukavajra (south-west) are lined up on the southern
wall, fi-om east to west. Yamantaka, of a dark blue colour, with six
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arms and six heads (five on the same level surmounted by a sixth
one in the middle) holds the ankuia, khadga and Sara in his right
hands, and the pasa, capa and ghanfa in the left ones (Pl. 115).
Vajrajvalanalarka, of a black-blue colour, with four heads and eight
arms, threads upon Visnu and Laksmi while holding the z)ajra,
khadga, Sara and cakra in his right hands, and the ghanya, paSa,
capa and khafvai~gain the left ones. Prajfiantaka, of an orangeyellow colour, with four heads and eight arms, holds the pas'a,
vajra, khadga and Sara in his right hands and the ankusa, ghanfa,
Sakti and capa in the left ones (Pl. 116). Herukavajra, of a dark
blue colour, stretches rightwards while threading upon Brahma
and Sarasvati. He has four heads and eight arms, six of them holding the kupala, Sara and vajra on the right, and the khafvanga,
capa and an undiscernible attribute on the left, while the last pair
of hands upholds a human skin stretched behind the god's back.
Padmantaka (west) and Paramasva (north-west) are just discernible on the narrow western wall, in pretty bad conditions, the
latter having been badly repainted in parts. Padmantaka, red, with
four heads and eight arms, holds a chain of vajras with the central
pair of hands, while the other hands hold the vajra, khadga and
Sara, on the right, and an undistinguishable attribute, pasu and
capa on the left. Paramasva, green, has eight arms and four heads
surmounted by the small head of a neighing horse which emerges
out of his dishevelled and flaming hair. One may notice a difference from the Ni~pannayogava2i,where this Krodha is described
with three ordinary heads surmounted by a big horse head in the
middle 2 X 7 . The first two right hands display the rather rare
tripatakail~udra (the hand is raised with three fingers stretched
out), while the two others bear a khadgu and a Suru. The attribute
(or the iwt4dra) of the fir-st left hand is not discernible; the other
left hands hold the aiik~isu,dandu
. . and cupu.
Finally the figure of Trailok~avija~a
(north-east) is clearly
identifiable on the narrow northein will. This Krodha, of a blue

287. B h a t t a c h a w a , 1973: 60. ("Viiyavyc Pa~-amksvahs)-in,al! caturvaktrah
mulam sakrodhasrngsram savya~!~
r-audral?~va~n:~l?l
I ~ r a ~ ~ m a m ~ r ,k! atha
h ~ ~caitani
rn
haritanilasuklani rnurdhnyasva~nukhaniharitanl " j.
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colour, stretches rightwards while threading upon ~ i v aand
Parvati. He has four heads and eight arms, the two central hands
displaying the vajrahfi~!zkarat?zudra while holding the vajra and
g h a v ~ aThe other hands hold the Sara, ankzasu and khudga on the
right, and the capa, paSa and vajra on the left (PI. 117).
The dkar-chug tells us that the Ten Krodhas were painted according to the Narlz-r?zkhaldri-nzed che-ba, which is actually the
name of a r??ar?dala described in Maiijusrikirti's Great Commentary to the Narnasar?zgiti, to which Bu-ston refers in his n~Tslmzbrjod-kyi dkyil-'khor-gyi bkod-pa2". These wrathful deities of the
rak~acakra,the sphere of protection of the nlar?dala, are accompanied by the four guardians of the doors (sgo-ba bii).

4.13 Chapel 4/12 (Jo-bo-lha-khan)
This chapel is devoted to the great Bengalese scholar Atisa
(982-1054), also simply known as Jo-bo (the Lord), who along with
the Tibetan translator Rin-chen-bzari-po played a leading role in
re-establishing orthodox Buddhism in Tibet at the beginning of the
11th century. Having studied at the Indian monastic universities of
Bodhgaya, Odantapuri and Vikramasila, where he was the head
disciplinarian monk for a time2Hy,AtiSa was probably the most
famous Buddhist scholar in India at the turn of the 10th centup.
He was invited by the rulers of Western Tibet to reassert the value
of the Buddhist doctrine and of the respect of vows at a time when
Buddhism had degenerated at the hands of unscrupulous
pratictioners, more intent on the practice of magic for individual
purposes than on that of the monastic rule.
After spending the veal- 1041 in the Nepal Valley, where he
visited Svayan~bh~i
and founded a monastery (gtsug-lag-khan)
known as Stham Vihara in Kathmandu"", Atisa proceeded to Western Tibet the follo\ving yea]: He staved three vears there, meeting
--

288. B L I - > I O 1I~I ,l o q !,, o . 2 b 4 , f. la.
289 T ' I x I ! ~ + > ~ . ;l,. I S 2 . ~ x . \ \ ~ i i .
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Rin-chen-bzan-po at mTho-ldin, and spent the year 1045 at sKyiron, south-western Tibetzy1.He then proceeded to gTsan, where he
was well received by the local people in the sel-dkar-rdzori area,
and visited a number of places there, establishing his residence at
s ~ e - t h a nwhere
,
a temple was built after his deathzy2.
Atisa's image, at the centre of the northern wall of this chapel,
is flanked by the statues of his two most famous pupils, the translator of Nag-tsho, Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba,and the teacher of 'Brom,
namely 'Brom sTon-pa rGyal-ba'i-'byun-gnas (PI. 1 18)293.
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba (b. 101
a monk native of Gun-than,
Western Tibet, was sent to India to invite Atisa by the monk-prince
Byan-chub-'od, who wanted Atisa's help to refute and remove the
wrong practices which had spread in Tibet after the fall of the
monarchyzy5.He accordingly proceeded to Vikramasila, where he
studied for some time before Atisa decided to leave for Western
Tibet. Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba attended on the great Indian master
for nineteen years and obtained from him most of the secret precepts, including the Guhyasamaja according to the system of
Naga rjuna and the cycle of YamantakazY6.
With him he translated a
number of textszy7,besides translating more texts with the assistance of other scholars, including the Newar santibhadrazg8.He

291. Roerich, 1976: 255.

,
263. This was the original monastic building. The
292. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l 1984:
bDe-ba-can monastery and school attached to the temple were actually built as late
as 1205 by rGya-'chin-ru-ba (Ferrari, 1958: 165, n. 668).
293. Roerich, 1976: 262. An identical triad is to be found in a chapel at
sNe-than (Tucci, 1952: 62), which was saved from the Red Guards by order of Zhou
Enlai (Dowman, 1988: 134).
294. Roerich, 1976: 247.
,
300-301.
295. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
296. Roerich, 1976: 26 1, 364, 374.
297. Ibidem: 30, 86, 258, 271, 324, 374. Cf. Lalou (1933: 193, 205) and
Chattopadhvaya (1967: 445 ff.).
298. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l ,1984: 320. On this master; who had also taught
'Brog-mi, see Lo Bue (1988: 88). He helped Sakya-'od to translate the
Pafi~a~imSatis~hasrikan~~it~bhisamu~filn,~~k~r~v~t,i
at the request of ~ ~ a n - c h u b .
'od, and TshuI-khrims-rgyal-ba to translate t h e ~u;~~-rr~~ir~~.\.ati.sljhn.srikfi
at Yam-bu
(Kathmandu) (Cordier, 1 7 1 0 0 : 11. 1; 111-V).
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was also a disciple of the Indian master Vajrapani, who was invited
to Tibet and preached extensively to Tibetan scholars the mahdmudra doctrine, including the doha tradition299.
'Brom sTon-pa rGyal-ba'i-'byun-gnas ( 100415 - 1063/4)300,the
chosen disciple of Atisa, played a crucial role in convincing his
master to stay in Tibet longer than he intended and to travel to
southern and central Tibet. He also asked him to refrain from
laying too much stress on tantric practices, hence encouraging
teachings chiefly based on the Prajfiaparamita literature. In line
with his attitude, austere in matters of religion and hostile to the
debased teachings which Atisa had been especially called to
counter, 'Brom-ston established the first order of Tibetan
Buddhism, known as bKaJ-gdams-pa (Bound by Command), by
founding a monastery at Rwa-sgren30' in 1056. The order's strict
application of the monastic rule, enforcing abstension from sexual
intercourse, intoxicants, travel and possession of money, and the
practice of the "entire teaching" of the Buddha (namely of both
sutras and tantras), were probably two of the reasons why it had
little following302.The bKa'-gdams-pas were responsible for diffusing chiefly the Praj6aparamita literature.
The eastern wall is painted with the figure of ~Pyan-sna'-ba~'~
Tshul-khrims-'bar (1038143 - 1103)304,one of the first monks to
join Rwa-sgren and to receive the appellation of bKa'-gdams-pa
(PI. 119). He obtained many of Atisa's tantric teachings from
'Brom-ston and, having faith in him, remained at Rwa-sgren. He
was regarded as one of the "Three Brothers" (sku-mched mum-pa
gsum), the three foremost disciples of 'Brom-ston, and became
known as spyan-sna-ba (the Attendant)'Os. Towards the end of his

299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
1063 as in
305.

Roerich. 1976: 857.
sip?-sbrul corresponds to 1005 and not to 1003 as in Tucci (1949: 89).
Roerich, 1976: 263.
Snellgrove and Richardson, 1980: 13 1 ; Roc,-ich. 1976: 264.
sPvan-mnal-ba in the caption painted belo\\ the figui-t..
Roerich, 1976: 263-264. 28.1 ff. (Irr,-llrr: c.trl-r-ehpi,~,d\10 1033 and not to
Tucci ( 1 949: 89).
g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
322.
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life, Tshul-khrims-'bar spent six years at Lo, the monastery which
he founded in 1095 to the north of the sKyid-chu river, opposite
dGal-ldan.306.
Another of the Three Brothers was the kalyavamitra Po-to-ba
Rin-chen-gsal (1031-1106), the founder of the monastery of Poto307,who is also identified on the western wall by a painted caption (Pl. 120). The date of his birth is given twice by the Blue
Annals as being 1031 30s, thus contradicting the statement that he
was twelve at Atisa's death in 105430y.Although he apparently was
one of the disciples of Atisa3I0,his name does not appear in the list
of Atisa's Tibetan disciples in the Deb-they snon-po. We merely find
one mahapandita Pi-to-ba (Pitopa) among the names of the five
special Indian disciples of Atisa who precede the list of the Tibetan
ones3". Po-to-ba joined Rwa-sgren in 1058 and acted as its abbot
for three yeats3I2.He declared that he was an incarnation of the
sthavira Angaja (Yan-lag-'byuri). According to tradition "the renowned name of bKal-gdams became famous from his lifetime3').

4.14 The topmost temple
This chapel, occupying the cavity in the spire of the SKU-'bum,
is not described by Tucci, who oddly refers to no longer discern-

306. Tucci, 1949: 89; Roerich, 1976: 285, 287; Ferrari, 1958: f. 6b; 112, n. 118.
Ferrari interprets gtsari-po of the Tibetan text as refemng to the Brahmaputra,
whereas in the context it merelv means "river" and refers to the sQid-chu.
307. Roerich, 1976: 268. Po-to-ba (the one o f Po-to) is also called Pu-to-ba or
Bu-to-ba.
308. Roerich, 1976: 263, 286.
309. Ibid~tn:872. CI. g~on-nu-dpal,1984: 102 1.
310. Chattopadh~.;i\a,1967: 396.
3 1 1 g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1 ,Y84 3 2 0 The similarit" of the two names Po-to-ba (Tibetan) and PI-to-ba (T~bct,$ntrancllteraclon of the Indian Pitopa) possibly induced
Ferrar~to l a n k h l n ~rr l ~ l n c ~ t j > 1,imong
\
the five chief disciples of Atisa (Ferrari,
1958 83 n 7 h )
. c . < 7t.h
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ible wall paintings3I4,whereas in fact the walls display a series of
relatively well-preserved figures, mostly with captions bearing
readable names (Pl. 12 1).
The rather dark octagonal chapel is accessible through a staircase coming up to the western side, behind the altar where the
gilded copper statue of Vajradhara is placed looking eastwards.
The Adibuddha sits in vajrasana and holds the vajra and ghanla in
his hands crossed in front of the chest. He wears the five-pronged
crown and ornaments of a bodhisattva, and a finely carved wooden
nimbus is placed behind. The details of the statue are almost entirely hidden by a number of ceremonial scarves (kha-btags) with
which it is covered and by the photographs and statuettes laid on
its lap, o r at its feet (PI. 122).
The shape of the chapel is given by the mighty beams placed at
45 degrees with respect to the sides of the square floor, corresponding to the harmika below. The beams appear to be fitted in
the narrow walls making up the faces of an octagonal prism which
determines the basic layout of the chapel.
Two distinct series of figures are painted on two horizontal
and virtually uninterrupted rows, covering the upper section of
the chapel. Most of the figures of the upper row wear the turban
characterizing the traditional iconography of Tibetan kings and sit
in lalirasana. They can be identified by the captions painted below.
Starting from the eastern side, opposite the statue of Vairadhara,
and proceeding clockwise, one finds: Zla-ba-btsan-po (east);
(1Ha-dban-)gzi-brjid-can, Zla-sbyin, 1Ha'i-dban-phyug, sNatshogs-bzan-sa (sic) (south-east); bzari-pol rNam-rgyal, b~es-gfienbzan-pol Phyag-dmar-ba (south-west); Ai-ma-grags,Sin-tu-bzah-po,
rGya-mtsho-rnam-rgyal, rGyal-kha-'dus-pa (west); sNa-tshogsgzugs, Zla-ba'i-'od, mThal-yas, Sa-skyon (north-west) (PIS.
123-125). Although this list is rnanifestlv incomplete because of
the gaps caused by those portions of the walls where neither figures nor inscritpions are discernible, i t obviouslv represents the
series of the mythical kings of ~ a m b h a l aaccording to the Kducakra tradition as accepted and laid down bv Bu-ston in his D m -

314. Tucci, 1941a: 299.

Plate 122. The statue of Vajradhara. Topmo-st temple of the SKU-'bum.
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'khor chos-'byun rgyud-sde'i zab-don sgo-'byed rin-chen gces-pa pi
lde-mig (Collected Works, vol. nu) and referred to by g~on-nu-dpal
in his Blue Annals315.Precisely in the order set by such tradition,
the paintings on the walls of this chapel portray those bodhisattvas
who, in the guise of kings, succeeding each other to the throne of
~ a m b h a l aand each preaching the doctrine for a period of a hundred years, ensured the transmission of the Kalacakratantra
which, according to tradition, King Suchandra (Zla-ba-bzari-po)
received directly from the Buddha ~ a k ~ a m u at
n iDhanyakapka3I6
within a great stiipa with many storeys.
Some important figures in that tradition are missing from the
above list, first of all Kulika Pundarika (Rig-ldan Pad-ma-dkar-pol
or simply Pad-dkar), the supposed author of the Virnalaprabha,
the great commentary to the Kalacakratantra3", but we have
already said that such omissions correspond to gaps in the paintings, while the sequence appears so regular as to allow the suggestion that Kulika Pundarika
..
ought to occupy the western end of the
southern wall.
The place given to the tradition of the kingdom of ~ a m b h a l a
in the spire of the mchod-rten fully reveals the pre-eminent role
assigned to the Kalacakra cycle within the complex ideal structure
of the SKU-'bumand in the conception of the Adibuddha as understood at the beginning of the 15th century in Tibet.
Also the figures of the lower row are closely connected with
the Kalacakra cycle and specifically refer to the various lineages
through which it spread and asserted itself in Tibet. Proceeding
once again clockwise, starting from the south-eastern side one
(1 257-1327),
meets first the figure of Byan-sems-rgyal-ba-ye-ses
whose biogra~hvwas written by Chos-rje Ran-'byun-rdo-de. He
belongs to the 'Bro lineage, received the Kalacakra teachings from
Kun-spans Thugs-je-brtson-'grus (or simply Kun-spans-pa) and
315. Roerich, 1976: 753.
3 16. Neal- Arnar.a\,ati.See Beal, 1983, 2: 220-22 1.
3 17. The l'ir,,rtlapr-chlrir.(he first of the texts included in the r ~ ? ' u d - ' ~ secrel
tion of the hs7ir I , - ' < I . I , ~ ; i.; r>licn called 8,vah-cltltb-serns-dpa'i'grrl-pa because Kulika
Pundal-ika it. ~-t:g,~;.c!c,~i
a4 n maniteslation o f A\,alokiteSvara (Roerich, 1976: 756).
Avalokict.~..a ) i ; ! :; . . :i! .?ppc,;3r.<jil-ectl,- as the author of the text in the Beijing
ec11tiun
i
'-, :,!:,:-,~r.,li~,,-, ,.[;l>~,d:
I , 11).
'!
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transmitted them to Kun-mkhyen Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho,who in turn
~o
handed them down to the great Chos-j e K u n - m k h y e n - ~ h e n -Sesrab-rgyal-mtshan (Dol-po-pa).
Byan-sems-rgyal-ba-ye-ses originally followed the Karma-pa
teachings, but later he went to Jo-mo-nan, where he became one
of the Four Sons of Kun-spans-pa, whom he succeded to the abbatial throne in 13133'8.Among those who received the full exposition of the Vimalaprabha from him, one must include the dharm a s v a m i n Rin-chen-'byun-gnas.
The second figure on the south-eastern wall portrays the 13th
century master Bo-don Rin-po-che rTse-mo (Bo-don Rin-rtse) (PI.
126)) who should not be confused with the two Bo-don masters
called Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyalwho have been mentioned in the section devoted to chapel 416. His name derives from Bo-don-el the
monastery which was founded by the kalyanamitra Mudra-chen-po
in 1049, south-east of Jo-mo-nan. He was one of the gNa1-iig-gi bu
dgu ( g ~ a l - z i g 'Nine
s
Sons) and, more precisely, he belonged to the
middle group along with 'U-yug-pa bSod-nams-sen-ge and
gTsan-pa Jo-nam31Y,who was responsible for introducing g ~ a l - p a zig-pols teachings at ~ w a - l u where
,
also Bu-ston received them,
thus becoming part of that spiritual lineage, too.
Bo-don Rin-rtse obtained the exposition of the Kalacakra and
all its secret precepts from the bla-ma Se-mo-che-ba Nam-khalrgyal-mtshan, who belonged to the 'Bro lineage, since he had
received the transmission from Khan-gsar-pa am-mkhal-'od. He
also erected a big statue which was known as Bo-don Rin-rtse's
Dus-'khor l H a - m ~ - c h e ~ ~
He
O .had several disciples and in particular he transmitted the whole Kalacakra cycle to the famous mahasiddha Sen-ge-dpal, better known as U-rgyan-pa'2'.
On Rin-rtse's left, painted on the same wall, there is the
portrait of his disciple, sTag-bde-ba sen-ge-rgyal-mtshan
(1 2 12-1294), who received from him the initiation in the Kalaca318. Roer-ich, 1976: 772-775.
3 19. g~on-riu-dpal,1984: 407.
320. Roerich, 1976: 783.
321. Tucci, 1949: 158-159; 197 la: 372.374; 1 i o ~ l .11,i ~ 197h: 607-702. On this
master see also chapel 411.
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kra together with all the secret precepts, and who after his death
was in charge of several monasteries, among which Log-grori,
where he preached the doctrine322.
The last figure on this south-eastern side portrays ~ori-ston(or
son lo-tsa-ba) rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan who, with his younger brother
dPan Blo-gros-brtan-pa (1276-1342)) is one of the founders of
philological studies in Tibet. He received the complete initiation
into the Kalacakra together with the exposition of the tantra and
the commentary according to the 'Bro tradition from sTag-bde-ba
Sen-ge-rgyal-mtshan323.
The series of figures painted in the lower row of the southwestern wall is particularly interesting because it seems to bear
witness to the influence exerted in Tibet by the Indian pandita
Vanaratna, who went to Gyantse on the occasion of his second
journey to Tibet, sometimes between 1426 and 1436, that is during
the period of construction and decoration of the SKU-'bum.
Whereas half of the first figure and the corresponding caption are
no longer extant, all the others are in fact recognizable as important masters in the spiritual lineage of the sbyor-ba >)at?-lagdrug-gi
gdarns-pa (~adangayoga)according to the system of the acava
Anupamaraksita, whose precepts were the main object of
Vanaratna's teachings during one of his stays at rTse-than. According to g~on-nu-dpal,who personally received some initiations
horn Vanaratna, the ~adaitgayogalineage is as follows: Avalokitesvara, Anupamaraksita (dPe-med-kvis-bsruris-pa, dPe-med-'tsho),
Sridharanandana (d~al-'dzin-dgal-ba),Bh~skaradeva ('Od-bvedIha), the siddhu Siiryairijiiana (grub-tltoh ~i-ma-dpal-ye-ses),
Dharmakarasanti (Chos-'byuri-ii-ba),Ratnaraksita, ~arendrabodhi(Midbari-blo), ~ u k t i ~ a k i(Phyogs-grol),
a
~ i k y a r a k ~ i t aSujata
,
(rJelegs-skyes), ~ u d d h a i h o s a (Saris-rgyas-dbyaris). and last Vans~atna'~~.
The captions on the \\.all identifv as manv as five figures with
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the names of dPal-'dzin, 'Od-byed-lha, Chos-'byun-zi-ba, ~ i - m a dpal-ye-ses and Rin-chen-mchog ("mcho" in the caption). The
names in the list of the Blue Annals correspond perfectly with
those in the captions, except for the partial difference concerning
the last one (Rin-chen-mchog corresponds to Ratnottara or
Ratnagara, and not to Ratnaraksita) (PI. 127).
The western wall, behind the statue of Vajradhara, includes
five figures, out of which two only have been identified, both belonging to the 'Bro school: sGom-pa .dKon-mchog-bsruns and
sGro-ston gNam-la-brtsegs. The first one received the teachings of
the Kalacakra from the Kashmirian Somanatha and handed them
down to the second one, who in turn transmitted them to Yu-mo
(Bla-ma-chen-pa)325. From Somanatha dKon-mchog-bsruns also
received the secret precepts of the sGron-ma gsal-bar byed-pa ies
bya-ba'i rgya-cher biad-pa (Pradipoddyotananamafika), Candrakirti's commentary to the Guhyasamajatantra.
The figure of Bu-ston appears twice on the following walls, in
both cases portrayed with the attitude and attributes recalled by
R ~ e g g who
~ ~ ~refers
,
to the xylographic edition of the great
master's biography (Chos-rje thams-cad mkhyen-pa Bu-ston lo-tsaba'i mum-par thar-pa / s ~ i m - p a pme-tog)
i
as well as to a than-ka
published by T ~ c c ithe
~ ~panditas'
~:
pointed hat @an-iwa)with two
long lappets falling aside, a vajra on the right shoulder and a
ghanfa on the left shoulder, and the hands displaying the dhamzacakranzudra.
The twofold presence of Bu-ston does not seem to be aimed at
underlying his role and importance as much as to point out the
place he occupies in two specific Kalacakra lineages. On the
north-western wall (P1. 128), where the caption refers to him as
Chos-rje Bu-ston Thams-cad-mkhyen (-pa) (the omniscient dhar1?zasl7iir~tirz
Bu-ston),he is s receded by the figure of Thar-10 &margyal-mtshan (~i-ma-rntshan-dpal
in the caption), through whom
he initially I-eceil~edthe secret precepts of the ~adaligayogaac-

325 Ro<.~.icI?.10-0: 7bh-768.
326. P.~i?>g:?,I
1 ? , :I 1
.
, ..327 7 ; .
- . ... 7 . CI'. Bartholomew: 1987: 21-23, fig. 3.
tf>:.,.
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cording to Anupamaraksita's lineagex8, while on the north-eastern
wall he follows the figure of Bla-ma dPal-ldan-sen-ge whom he
approached to obtain the exposition of the Kalacakra according to
the Rwa school. There the caption designates him as Chos-rje
Thams-cad-mkhyen-pa Bu-ston Rin-po (-che) (Pl. 129).
The mkhan-chen Thar-pa lo-tsa-ba, a disciple of ~ e s - r a b - s e ~ i - ~ e ,
who instructed him in the Kalacakra329,was renowned as the
greatest Sanskrit scholar of his time. Bu-ston, who had a special
veneration for him, went to Thar-pa-glin and studied the text and
commentary of Candragomin's Candravyakarana, as well as the
text and commentary of the Kalapa grammar, in order to learn
Sanskrit3'0. He spent fourteen months with the lo-lsa-ba, and later
visited him on many an occasion for shorter periods, in the span of
over four years. From him he received the highest abhi~ekaof the
Kalacakra before being given the precepts of the ~adangayoga.
Four figures follow those of the trailslator of Thar-pa and of
Bu-ston on the same north-western wall: the first and the fourth
are indicated by the captions as 1Ha-j e dPal-gyi-rgyal-mtshan and
Rab-tu-bzan-polneither of whom we have been able to identify; the
second and the third bear no captions.
The figures painted in the upper row of the northern wall are
indecipherable. The first figure painted in the lower row is
Mafijusri-giiis-pa (the second Maiijusri), to be possibly identified
with 'Jam-dbyans-gsar-ma (the new Maiijusri) belonging to the
'Bro lineage of the Kalacakra, whose teachings he received from
the siddha Se-mo-che-ba Nam-mkhal-rgyal-mtshan transmitted to
Kun-mkhyen Chos-sku-'od-zer.'". A native of upper Myan, 'Jamdbyans-gsar-ma (his name appears also in the forms 'Jam-par,
Chos-rje 'Jam-gsar, 'Jam-gsar ~es-rab-'od-zer)is reputed to have

328. Roerich, 1976: 793.
329. Ihidern: 792.
330. Ruegg, 1966: 1 la.
331. His name was bDag-med-rdo-rjt., but on 01-dination he received the
name o f Chos-kvi-'od-zer,ant1 'Gro-ba'i mGon-130 'Phngs-p:i ( 1235- 1280) gave him
the name of Chos-sku-'od-zer. Hc was a teacher- OF 'Phags-'od. who i n turn taught
Bu-ston (Roerich, 1976: 422). 1-Ic is pcl.llal,.; ,llc. \;l,nc, ~ ( , - , ; r , r ' , - p t rscholar ~ h o s - ' o d
who is mentioned in cliapel 419 in conncc.tion \ \ , i ~ I( ;l, I I - L ~ ( . I I O S - c l l ~ ~ ~ i .
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gone to the Wutai Shan332which is believed to be the abode of
Maiijusri, and his epithet is possibly derived from that event. He
first followed g ~ a l - z i g ' steachings, and came to be part of the last
group of the gNal-iig-gi bu dgu, who have already been referred to
in this section, along with rGya-'chin-ru-ba and sKyil-nag-gragsHe later became an eminent scholar of the Kalacakra and
had Ron-pa rGwa-lo among his students334,thus becoming one of
the main points of contact between members of the two lineages
of 'Bro and Rwa. From 'Jam-dbyans-gsar-ma the lo-tsa-ba of rGwa
received in particular the TSrS cycle, which he handed down to
S e s - r a b - ~ e n - ~who
e , in turn transmitted it to dPal-ldan-sen-geM5.
The following figure portrays Bla-ma 'Phags-'od, also known
as Kun-mkhyen 'Phags-'od, 'Phags-'od-pa, and Bla-ma 'Phags-pa.
He was a disciple of Chos-sku-'od-zer, who was regarded as an
r a whose
incarnation of the Kashmirian scholar ~ a k ~ a s r i b h a dand
extraordinary gifts are illustrated in a biography written by Kunspans-pa, his immediate successor in the 'Bro lineageJJh.Many of
which Bu-ston obtained
the secret precepts of the sadangayoga
. .
from 'Phags-pa-'od derived in fact from Kun-spans-pa337.Bla-ma
'Phags-'od was also a disciple of the lo-tsa-ba of r G ~ a ' ~ % n dan
expert not o n l ~in the Kalacakra, but also in the Guhyasamaia
according to Naga juna's system (his school is known as gSan-'dns
'Phags-lugs), and also in the yogatuntras, which he taught for a
long time at ~ w a - l uin
, the presence of Bu-ston'".
On the same northern wall there is also the figure of Bla-ma
~es-rab-seri-ge
( 125 1 - 13 15)' also known as Ron-pa ~es-rab-sen-ge.
the successor of rGwa lo-tsii-ba in the Kalacakra lineage according
to the tradition of Rwa. He occupied the abbatial seat of dBen-
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dmar, where he was succeded by his nephew Bla-ma rDo-je-rgyalmtshan (1 283-1325)340.When Bu-ston went to Ron to practice the
Kdlacakra, Bla-ma s e s - r a b - ~ e n -was
~ e already dead and dBon-po
rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan, an expert in the exegesis summing up the
opinions of the lo-tsa-bas of Rwa and of 'Bro, was the one who
provided him with the exposition of the Kalacakra and of the Vir?zalaprabha. This Bla-ma rDo-je-rgyal-mtshan should not be confused with the lo-tsa-ba son-ston rDo-je-rgyal-mtshan who translated the Vimalaprabha341and who is portrayed on the southeastern wall of this very chapel.
Both rows on the north-eastern wall are devoted to the
Kalacakra lineage according to the Rwa tradition. The Indian masters Kalacakrapada and Maiijukirti are portrayed in the upper row,
followed by the Newar pandita Samantasri and the Tibetan lo-tsaba Rwa Chos-rab, rDo-rje-grags-pa's nephew, who invited
Samantasri, assisted him during his stay in Tibet and escorted him
back to Nepal.
The first figure met in the lower row is that of Bla-ma dPalIdan-sen-gel who received the exposition of the Kalacakratantra
and of the Vimalaprabha as translated by Rwa Chos-rab. Like Buston later on, he obtained the transmission of the same texts also
~*.
was famous
in the translation of son l o - t ~ a - b a ~dPal-ldan-sen-ge
for mastering the Tshad-ma sde-bdun (the Seven Treatises of Logic)
and is quoted in Bu-ston's biography as one of the greatest
scholars of the time who were attracted by the width and depth of
Bu-ston's knowledge when the latter, just twenty years old, made a
tour studying and debating at the chief religious institutions of
central and southern Tibet343.When Bu-ston was engaged in realizing the synthesis of the traditions of the lo-tsa-bas of Rwa and
'Bro on the Kalacakra, he requested dPal-ldan-sen-ge to perform
the practice (phyag-lrn) chiefly according to the method of Rwa244.

340. Roerich, 1976:792.
341. Ruegg, 1966:87,n. 2.
342. Roerich, 1976:785.
343. Ruegg, 1966: 9a-9b.
344. Ibideil~:I2b.
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He possessed many other tantric cycles, and was the one who
handed down to Bu-ston the cycle of Samvara according to the
system of Luipa as transmitted by the school of Mar-pa Do-pa (Mardo)345.
The figure of Bu-ston is painted next to that of dPal-ldan-senge, and is in turn followed by that of Thugs-sras lo-tsa-ba Rin-chenrnam-rgyal (1 3 18-1388), Bu-ston's spiritual son, who continued
the lineage and made the Kalacakra the main object of his teachings. In 1377 he was invited to perform consecrations at rTsehen)^^. Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal wrote the biography of Bu-ston
known as s ~ i m - p a ' ime-tog (corresponding to the Sanskrit kusurnaiijali: the "handful of flowers ")347.The first part of this biography, covering Bu-ston's life up to his visit to Sa-skya in 1355, was
written in that monastery on that very same year. The second part
,
the time Buwas compiled in 1366 at Ri-phug, near ~ w a - l ufrom
ston renounced the abbatial seat of 2wa-lu in 135634R.
In the colophon of the second part Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal is mentioned under
his epithet of sGra-tshad-pa, perhaps referring to his knowledge in
grammar and
along with the dge-slon dge-ba'i bses-gfien
bSod-nams-grub who assisted him in the compilation.
The last figure on this wall and in the series of the masters
painted in this chapel is that of the sku-ian chos-rje Rin-chen Nammkha'-mch~g-~rub-d~al-bzali-~o,
the disciple of Bu-ston already
met in Chapel 4/lM0.

345 Bu-ston was the holder of seven different lineages of empowerments in
the cycle of Sambara ( ~ D L ~ - I I Id cb a~i ~
obrgylrd
~ - ~ ~mt-'dra-ba bdun) and composed
an exposition of i t according to the svslem of Luipa (g~on-nu-dpal,1984:
466-467)
346 SCc the, n l a n u q ~I ipt mentioned in note I of Chapter TWO(p. 44).
347 RilC;e I8.'pt. 41 n 1
348 :b,&!&
!7
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Chapter Five

THE TEMPLES ON THE UPPER STOREY OF THE
GTSUG-LAG-KHAN

The upper storey of the gTsug-lag-khali is made up by a large
terrace corresponding to the covering of the assembly-hall below,
surrounded by a porch on three sides and culminating northwards
with the topmost structure of the building (dbu-rtse), which contains an extraordinary series of mandalas.
Two trenches open along the eastern and western side of the
terrace, giving access to two temples devoted to the cycle of the
sthaviras (eastwards) and to the cycle of the lam-'bras (westwards),
placed respectively upon the Chos-rgyal-lha-khan and the Vajradhatu temple of the ground floor.
Although these three temples have been described by Tucci in
the fourth volume of Indo-Tibetica, they deserve a more thorough
analysis with regard both to the identification of the figures portrayed in the statues contained in two of them, and to the correct
reading of the scheme followed in the succession of the mandalas
painted on the walls of the third one.

(temple of the sthaviras) was estabThe gNas-b~tan-lha-khan
lished (bkod) in the same female wood-snake year as the g~al-yaskhan and the Lam-'bras-]ha-khan,that is in 1425'. It contains the
well-knoivn c:.cIe of sixtern arl~ats("worthy", a term mistakenly
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understood by Tibetans as ari-hat, "striker of foes", and translated
accordingly as dgra-bcom-pa), who are almost invariably accompanied by the Four Guardian Kings. The sthaviras ensure the continuity of the doctrine in the period between the historical
Buddha, ~ a k ~ a m u nand
i , the Buddha of the Future, Maitreya. With
the help of the Four Guardian Kings they also ensure the diffusion
of the doctrine in a spatial sense, each of them being assigned to a
particular area within each of the four quarters in which the world
is divided according to Indian cosmology, under the protection of
the corresponding King.
In Indian and Tibetan religious literature this cycle of arhats
is referred to as the sixteen sthaviras (or sthaviras), referring to the
"elder" disciples of the Buddha, although the term seems to have
been understood by early Tibetan translators in the sense of
sthavara (firm) since they rendered it as gnus-brtan, meaning literally "firm in his place". All these s~havirashave attained arhatship,
and in texts they are described as being surrounded by large gatherings of arhats. Although this cycle was also brought into Tibet by
Atisa, Tibetans were already acquainted with it during the monarchic period through their contacts with China and Central Asia.
The cycle is therefore generally represented in Chinese fashion,
with the sthaviras placed in stylized rock caves, like in this chapel
as well as in the southern temple in the bum-pa of the SKU-'bum.
Tibetan tradition insists on the diffusion of the cult of the sthavirus in China during the Tang dynasty, and relates its development
in bordering countries such as Mi-iiag, the future Xixia kingdom
north-east of Tibet. During that period Khri-sron-lde-brtsan sent as
envoys San-si and sBa gSal-snan to invite several learned Buddhist
monks (hwa-Sun) from China, including a hwu-sali native of Meiiag (sic), who became the king's official priests (~nchod-gnus)2.
The title htdpa-San became the epithet of one of the two figures
which were added during the Tang dynasty, when the Indian cycle
of sixteen sthaviras spread to China, to form a group of eighteen'.
The Tibetans adopted the Indian tradition of sixteen sthaviras and
--

2. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
924-9115; 0-I-pan-glili-,,a:c a n t o H P , t 165b.
3. Tucci, 1949: 555.
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added to it two masters who are apparently different from the two
included by the Chinese tradition4, but who bear Chinese names:
Dharmatala, the Tibetan transcription of the Chinese Damoduole,
a name drawn from the Chinese genealogies of patriarchs of the
chan (dhyana) school of Buddhism founded by Bodhidharmas;
and Hwa-San, the Tibetan transcription of the chinese hoshang,
which in turn transcribes the Central Asian rendering of the
Sanskrit term upadhyaya, referring to a religious master. Indian
authors apparently knew of both Dharmatala and Hwa-San, since
the former is mentioned in the gNas-brtan phyag-mchod by the
Kashmirian scholar sakYasri6,while the latter is mentioned in
Bhsvaskandha's gNas-brtan spyan-dran-ba (Sthaviropanimantrana;
the "Invitation of the sthaviras")' as the envoy sent by the Tang
emperor to invite and escort the sthaviras to ChinaR.
Tibetan literary sources, such as the text by the 5th Dalai
Lama' and the Vaidiirya g.ya'-sel by the regent Sans-rgyas-rgyamtsho, omit Hwa-San altogether while including Dharmatala in
the cycle, thus reaching a number of seventeen masters, although
they retain in their titles the figure sixteen (bcu-drug) corresponding to the Indian tradition. Tibetan iconographic sources, on the
other hand, generally include Hwa-san in the cycle, thus obtaining
a total of eighteen masters, accompanied by the Four Guardian
Kings. The conflict between religious literary tradition and traditional iconography concerning the exclusion or inclusion of
Hwa-san in the Tibetan pantheon possibly reflects a much earlier
conflict, between Indian and Chinese Buddhist factions at the
court of Khri-srori-lde-brtsan, which supposedly ended with the
defeat of Hwa-sari M a h m n a , the chief ~ r o p o u n d e rof the chan
doctrine known as Spontaneous Enlightenment lo. Indian masters

4. Tucci, 1949: 5 5 6 .

5.
6.
7.
R.
9,
li>

DrmiGville, 1987: 12, n . 4.
D a p a h . 1477: 112, n . 2 .
Co1.dicr. rlrljn. S ( I V . 43.
U a p ; i h ! . i r : . : i ? r l 1 . CI. Roerich, 1976: 814.
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in Tibet complained that such system did not correspond in any
way to what was taught by the Buddha, and there followed debates
between the two factions, which according to later Tibetan ecclesiastical historiography ended with the condemnation of Hwasari Mahayana as a teacher of heretical doctrines. But it is quite
clear from earlier sources found at Dunhuang or included in the
bKa'-than sde-lna at a later date, that the Chinese formulation of
Buddhist teachings continued to receive official approval and to
exert its influence in Tibet, so long as Tibetans had easy access to
Buddhist centres such as Dunhuang". The recollection of the
chan tradition from Bodhidharma to Hwa-sari was kept in r~iizma-pa religious literature, notably in the Ministers' Scroll, the
fourth part in the bKa'-than sde-lnaI2, and the connections between rdzogs-chen and chan have been pointed out by Tucci in
Minor Buddhist Texts, as well as by other scholars. As to Hwa-sa~i
Mahayana, a remarkable scholar and author of several works, he
took over the legendary role attributed to him in connection with
the cycle of the sthaviras.
The first statue found along the northern wall, on the left as
one enters the gNas-brtan-lha-khan,portrays Maiijusri surrounded
by four attendant figures (a group which Tucci wrongly places
against the central wall of the chapel13). It shows the Bodhisattva
sitting on a lion, in the form known as ~adisimhamaiijughosa
('Jam-dbyans-smra-ba'i-~en-~e)
with his usual attributes, the sword
and the book, resting on flowers rising at his sides. His presence in
this chapel might be explained by taking into account the tradition
reported by a bKal-gdams-pa text, according to which the Chinese
emperor who sent for the sthaviras was an incarnation of
M a f i j ~ s r i ' In
~ . fact the four figures surrounding the main image
seem to be lay people, one of them wearing a turban (PI. 130).
According to Tibetan tradition the name of the emperor who in-

11. Snellgrove, 1987: 436.
12. Tucci, 1986: 379, 392.
13. Tucci, 1941a: 166.
14. Tucci, 1949: 556.

Plate 13 1. bkyamuni with two bodhisattvao. g~psb*n-lha-khafi (centre of the
eastern wall).
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vited the sthaviras to China was Than-hu'i or Than Dzu'i-dzun I s , a
name corresponding to the Chinese Ruizong (Wade-Giles: Jui
Tsung) (7 10-712). This seems to connect the cult of the sthaviras
with China just before Tibet was exposed to renewed Chinese and
Central Asian cultural influences through the highly successful
policy of conquests undertaken by King Khri-lde-gtsug-brtsan. His
brother, IHa, was apparently married to the Chinese princess
Jincheng (Wade-Giles: Chin-ch'eng), who arrived at Lhasa in 710
and is likely to have supported both Chinese and Central Asian
forms of BuddhismL6until her death in 740".
Next to the Bodhisattva-emperor there is the statue of his
envoy, the minister Hwa-san who not only invited the sthaviras to
China, but, according to the bKa'-gdams-pa text mentioned above,
also participated in the prescribed summer retreat and, before the
sthaviras left again, had their portraits painted on cloth".
Hwa-san does not appear along with the traditional set of sthavirus and Dharmatala in a beautiful painted scroll published by
T ~ c c i ' which
~,
is heavily influenced by the Newar style and may
well be the work of a Newar painter, or of a Tibetan painter following the Newar school. This style, which has already been discussed
in the section dealing with the Newar influence, is characterized
by the presence of a central niche surrounding the main image
with arches or floral patterns resting on column-like stems surmounted by flowers and rising from pots placed at their basis, as
may be seen around the central image of the Buddha in this very
chapel (Pl. 131)*O.The absence of Hwa-san from that scroll does

15. g~on-nu-dpal,1984: 271; Dagyab, 1977, 1 : 61, n. 9; 113. Cf. Tucci, 1949:
558. The name of this Tang emperor is connected with that of the Khotanese prince
Ye-tu-la (Sum-pa m f i a n - ~ o ,1984, 2: 330), who seems to have invited and met the
srhaviras before the Chinese emperor did.
16. Snellgl-ove, 1987: 353.
17. Beckwith, 1987: 70, 76, 127.
18. According to another version (Dam&, 1977: 61), the first portraits of the
sthalqiras were statutas, ~r8hic-hufcre subsequently copied on scrolls and brought to
Tibet by Klu-mes. obviously at a later period (Tucci, 1949: 556-5571.
I Q . Tucci ici4v. 57s;pl. 13.
20. Alqc, t l ~ c .i - ) ; ~ ; . h s r c e ~of~ dthe scroll published by Tucci, dark and dotted
..
with sninll ,
i , t k F l i l . 3 ~ ,.,f early 15th century Newar painting, and may be
I ) , ( . ~ ~ . , - .
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not mean that his iconographic type was unknown to Newar artists, since he appears in Jivarama's sketchbook dated 143S2'.~t
only suggests that in the Tibetan tradition there is uncertainty concerning this character, who in an ancient western Tibetan painted
scrollZ2is portrayed in the guise of an Indian siddha, in another is
called A-hor-saz" while some literary traditions try to make of him
a character of the Ming period24.There is no uncertainty, however,
about the secondary role which he plays within the cycle of the
sthaviras on a ritual level. Since he does not share their supernatural attributes, no prayers or worship are offered to him within a
Tibetan Buddhist ritual context25.In fact at a popular level he was
eventually reduced to the rank of a jester appearing in nearly all
performances of Tibetan monastic dancez6.
Hwa-sari does not appear in the illustrations of the Mongolian
bKal-'gyur in 108 volumes, whose woodcuts were completed in
1720z7,and he does not seem to be mentioned in sakyasrilsgNasbrtan phyag-mchod. But as a rule he accompanies the cycle of the
sthaviras in the majority of Tibetan iconographic sources, almost
invariably portrayed as the big-bellied Maitreya common in popular Chinese Buddhismzs. As such he is represented here in the
gNas-brtan-lha-khari, where he sits comfortably in the Ialita posture, holding two flowers, one of which still in bud, in his left hand
and a rosary in the right, surrounded by three children, including
a novice. He is portrayed surrounded by children, some of whom
climbing upon him, both in the Three Hundred Icorzs, printed during the late 18th or early 19th century, and in the 20th century

found in a paltbha published by Pal ( 1 978: PI. 83) dated 1400-1425, as well as in the
background of the paintings in the Lam-'bras-lha-khari opposite this temple.
2 1. Lowry, 1977: 1 16, fig. A 40.
22. Tucci, 1949: pl. 40.
23. Ibidcrl~:pl. 39.
24. Ibideil7: 56 I.
25. Dagyab, 1977, 1: 61, 1 1.3-1 14.
26. Snellgrove, 1987: 436.
27. Chandra, 1988: 2 1 .
28. Tucci, 1949: 556, 561.
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Lhasa edition of the Agasahasrika Yrajiiapdranzita Zy. In Jivarama's
sketchbook, which has been mentioned above, no children appear
around the master, who is portrayed in a specular manner to the
woodcut, sitting in lalitasana, making the same gesAstasahasrika
..
ture (possibly a teaching one) with the right hand, and holding a
purse full of money with the lefi.
The kind of iconographic variation to be found in the images
portraying Hwa-san also characterizes the whole cycle of srhaviras, as will appear from the following comparative analysis.
Iconographic uncertainty makes the task of identifying some
sthaviras difficult in the absence of inscriptions. Such is the case
of the two images sitting next to Hwa-sari (Pls. 132-133), Gopaka
(sBed-byed) and Panthaka (Lam-brtan) who hold as attribute a
book, one with both hands, the other with the right hand only,
while the left rests on his left knee. These different attitudes and
ways of holding the book are not sufficient to identify them because of variations in iconographic and textual references.
Gopaka is described as holding a book with both hands by
SakyasriJ0and in the Vaidirrva
. - g.ya '-sel, and is portrayed accordingly in the Mongolian bKa'-'g?lur3' and in the Lhasa Asfasahasrika". But in the Three Huizdred Icons'' Gopaka is shown holding
the book with his lef hand while displaving the harip.1~gesture"
with the right. In a series of 18th century painted scrolls illustratpublished by Tucci" he is portrayed
ing the cycle of the stha~?iras
holding the book with the right while displaying a teaching gesture
with the left. In Jivarama's sketchbook Gopaka is drawn holding

29. In the former he holds the r o s a p with' both hands and has no flowers
(Chandl-a, 1988: 754, fig. 241 3; Olschak, 1973: 163, fig. 210). The name which is
given to him in the lattel. is ~ s h o g s - g f i i s - s g o - ' b ~ e d - ' p h a g s - t s h o g s - s b ythe
i-h
Great Benefactor of the Noble Assembly Opening the Doors of the T\VOAccumulations (of me)-it and mcclitational practice) (Chandra, 1988: 666, fig. 2 140).
30. Dag-ab. 1977, I : 108.
3 1 . Cliantlr-a, 1988: I 1 1 , fig. 1-14,
3 2 . I h i t i ~ ~ ~ ti .: h
: . fig. 2 136.
7 5 7 , f'i,! 2 J l O (cF, O!schak, 1973: 163, fig. 207).
33. Il,i,l,
),:
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the book with the left and making the vitarkamudra with the
right36.
In Jivarama's same sketchbook Panthaka is drawn holding a
small book with his right hand, while the left is raised in virarka~ n u d r aIn
~ ~Sakyasrils
.
text Panthaka is described as holding a book
in his left hand and displaying the teaching gesture called chos'chad (dharmadeiana) with the right3R,and in the Three Hundred
Icons he is portrayed making the vitarkamudra with the right
hand3'. In the Lhasa Asfasahasrika Panthaka is shown holding the
book with his left hand and displaying the gesture of absence of
fear (abhayamudra) with the right40. In the Vaidiirya g.yal-sellhowever, he is described as holding a book with both hands and he is
portrayed accordingly in the Mongolian bKal-'gyur4' and in the
series published by Tucci4*.
Along the narrow eastern wall, following Gopaka and
Panthaka, there is the image of Cudapanthaka (Lam-phran-brtan)
or Cullapanthaka (gTsug-gi-lam), sitting in a meditation posture
with his legs crossed and the hands joined with the thumbs touching each other (PI. 134)) in a gesture called samahitamudra
(miiam-giag-giphyag-rgya) by Sakyairi4~
and merely referred to as
miiam (sama) in the Vaidurya g.ya'-sel. This standard iconographic
type is found in the Three Hundred Icons44,in the Lhasa Astasaha..
s r i k ~ and
' ~ in the series published by Tucci40. In Jivarama's sketchbook Cudapanthaka is drawn in the same manner, but with an
alms bowl resting on his hands47.In the Mongolian bKa'-'gyur he is

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Lowry, 1977: 1 14, fig. A 34.
Ibidenl: 113, fig. A 32.
Dagyab, 1977, 1: 105.
Chandra, 1988: 753, Fig. 2408 (cf. Olschak, 1973: 163, fig. 205).
Ibidetn: 664, fig. 2 132.
Ibidein: 1 10, fig. 140.
Tucci, 1949: pl. 167.
Dagyab, 1977, 1: 99.
Chandra, 1988: 752, fig. 2405 (cf. Olschak, 197.3: 163. fig. 203).
Ibideni: 663, fig. 21 28.
Tucci, 1949: pl. 165.
Lowy, 1977: 1 1 3, fig. A .33.

Plate 133. Panthaka(?). gNas-brtan-lha-khan (northern wall).

Plate 134. ~tidaypeo*,-b*-&emcs&emA&ker~

&u&&tik

in

Plate 135. Kalika. gNas-brtan-lha-khari(northen, wall in the narrower section of
t&e temple).
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portrayed according to the standard iconographic type, but with
the outer garment pulled over his head48.
Following Cudapanthaka, on the second northern wall, there
is the statue of Bakula, sitting with both legs hanging down in the
Western fashion known as "beautiful posture" (bhadrasana; bzanpo'i 'dug-stuns49),holding a mangoose vomiting jewels in his right
hand and displaying the karakahasta gesture50 with the left.
Although neither ~ a k ~ a s r i 'text51
s
nor the Vaidurya g.yal-sel
specify the posture and gesture or which hand should be holding
the mangoose, this sthavira is more often portrayed sitting with his
legs crossed and holding the mangoose with his left hand. He is
portrayed accordingly in the Mongolian bKal-'gyur5*,in the Three
in the series pubHundred Icons53,in the Lhasa A~[asahasrika~~,
lished by TucciS5and in Jivarama's sketchbook, where a basket or
some other container held by the sthavira holds the jewels vomited
by the mangoose and two monkeys are drawn in the act of offering
him jewels56.Bakula has a living manifestation in Ladakh. This is
the abbot of the dGe-lugs-pa monastery of Spituk, just north of
Leh.
Next to Bakula there is the statue of Kalika (Dus-ldan) (Pl.
135)) portrayed as in the Mongolian bKa'-'gyur and Lhasa A~lasasrika5', holding two large golden earrings, with his left boot
resting on the ground. Kglika is portrayed cross-legged in a meditation posture in the Three Hundred Icons58, in the series pub-

48. Chandra, 1988: 109, fig. 136.
49. Dagvab, 1977, 1 : 29. Cf. gion-nu-dpal, 1984: 961 and Roerich, 1976:
823.
50.
51.
52.
53.
3 .
55.
56.
57
9

Gupte, 1972: 7.
Dagyab, 1977. I : 93.

Chandra, '1988: 108, fig. 132.
Ihidc>rri:7 5 1 , fig. 2404 (cf. Olschak, 1973: 161. fig. 201).
Iliidr~i?~:
602, fig. 2 124.
Tucci, IWQ: pl. Ib3.
I-rni.~?. 1977. I 1 5 , fig. A 38.
~'li;+!~<ji-:.-.. I & ? < $ :IOU, fig. 137: 663, fig. 2129.
! i ~ , , ; : : , s . - i ! t i , 23uo ( z f , Olschak, 1973: 161, fig. 196).
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lished by Tucci", and in Jivarama's sketchbook, where he is drawn
holding one earring in his left hand raised while keeping his right
hand under his garment.60.
Following Kalika, in the north-eastern corner of the chapel, at
an angle, there is the statue of Vajriputra (rDo-rje-mo'i-bu),sitting
in bhadrusana, holding the fly-whisk in his right hand and making
what appears to be a gesture of admonishment with the left (Pl.
136). The Vaidurya g.ya'-sel describes him as displaying the gesture
of admonishment called sdigs-mdzub (tarjani) and sakyairi
specifies that this gesture is made with the right, while the flywhisk is held in the left hand6'. That iconographic type is the more
common one, as may be seen in the illustrations of the Mongolian
bKal-'gyur, where he is portrayed sitting in b h a d r a ~ a n a in
~ ~the
,
Three Hundred Icons6', in the Lhasa Astasahasrika,
..
where he sits in
a meditation posture with the left leg across the righP4, and in the
series published by Tuccih5.In Jivarama's sketchbook Vajriputra is
drawn cross-legged, making a warning gesture with the right, with
the fore-finger pointing upwards, and holding the fly-whisk in his
left handb6.
Along the central wall, following Vajriputra, there is the image
of Vanavasin (Nags-na-gnas) in ~ a t t v a ~ a r y a n kholding
a,
a fly-whisk
in his right hand which displays the vitarkarnudra, while the left
points the forefinger outwards (Pl. 137). In the description of this
sthavira given in sakya6ri1stext and in the Vaidurya g.yal-sel the
left hand holds the fly-wisk while the right points the forefinger in
the gesture of peaceful admonishment (ii-ba'i sdigs-nzdz~b)'~.
Vain
navasin is portrayed accordingly in the Mongolian bKal-'gyurhs1

59. Tucci, 1949: pl. 159.
60. L o w % 1977: 1 15, Fig. A 37.
61. Dagyab, 1977, 1: 82.
62. Chandra, 1988: 1 10, fig. 135.
63. Ibidetn: 750, fig. 2400 (cf. Olschak, 1973: 161, lig. 197).
64. Ibiden~:664, fig. 2 13 1.
65. Tucci, 1949: pl. 160.
66. Lo\vty, 1977: 115, fig. A 37.
67. Dagyab, 1977, 1: 78.
68. Chandra, 1988: 109, fig 135.
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the Three Hundred Iconsby, in the painted scroll published by
Tucci70,in Jivarama's sketchbook7I and in the Lhasa Agasahasrika,
where the sthavira is represented sitting comfortably in the posture called l a l i t a k ~ e p a ~ ~ .
Next to Vanavasin, always proceeding clockwise towards the
centre of the eastern wall of the chapel, there is the image of
Angaja (Yan-lags-'byun), sitting in bhadrasana, with a fly-wisk
resting on his right shoulder and the hands joined in the
namaskaramudra holding a n object which may possibly be a flask
of perfume o r a n incense bowl, rather than the more usual censer
(PI. 138). In Tibetan religious literature Angaja heads the lists of
the cycle of the sthaviras and in this chapel too he is accorded a
pre-eminent position, as he sits to the right of the triad of the
Buddha with his two attendants. The sthavira is described as hold' s and in
ing an incense bowl and a fly-whisk both in ~ a k ~ a s r itext
the Vaidurya g.ya'-sel, without any further specification^^^. He is
portrayed holding a censer with his right hand and the fly-whisk
with his left hand raised in Jivarama's sketchbook74and in the
Lhasa Asfasalzasrika where, however, the censer seems to be replaced by an incense
In the Three Hundred Icons Arigaja is
portrayed sitting in bhadrasana, holding the censer with the left
and the fly-whisk with the right hand76. In the Mongolian bKal' g p r the sthavira holds a lion-shaped censer with both hands and
,
in the series pubthe fly-whisk leans on his left ~ h o u l d e r ' ~while
lished by Tucci he is shown holding a vase for perfume in both
hands, with the flv-whisk leaning on his right shoulder7R.In both

69. Chandra, 1988: 749, fig. 2398 (cf. Olschak, 1973: 161, fig. 195).
70. Ibiderlr: 6 6 3 , fig. 2 127.
71. Tucci, 1949: pl. 158.
72. Lcn4.13; 1977: 1 13. fig. A 36.
73. Dag,~!'ah,
1977, 1 : 72.
7 4 . I.o\vn. 1077: 1 14, fig. A 35.

7.5. Ch,lnr!1:1. 1 ~ , 8 $ h. h 2 . fig. 2213.
.
('.I. Olschak. 1973: 161, fig. 193).
7b
:I; T ~ ' d ,i ; ~ ?.?Qt?
//),:it
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Jivarama's sketchbook and the painted scroll mentioned above he
is portrayed as a very old man.
The centre of the main wall of the gNas-brtan-lha-khan is occupied by a large-size statue of the Buddha S ~ k ~ a r n uflanked
ni
by
two standing bodhisattvas, rather than by the usual mchog-zun (the
Two Best), ~ a r i ~ u tand
r a Maudgalyayana, who are regarded as his
main disciples in the tradition of this cycle (Pl. 131)79.
The latter are not arhats in the sense of the sthaviras, for they
have passed away, while the sthaviras are supposed to be alive. The
suggestion that they are portrayed here in the guise of bodhisattvas
cannot be supported by iconographic evidence, for neither of the
bodhisattvas holds the mchog-zun's traditional attributes, the mendicant staff and the alms bowl. Both statues are portrayed standing
and displaying the vitarka and varadamudra, in a specular way
Proceeding clockwise from the central triad along the same
wall there is the image of Ajita (Ma-pham-pa) (Pl. 139), who generally comes next to Angaja in the lists of the cycle of the sthaviras
and is placed on the other side of the triad". He is portrayed in a
meditation posture and gesture, with the garment covering his
head, according to the standard iconography as described in
Sakyasrils texts1 and in Vaidicrya g.yal-sel, which state that the
sthavira's hands display the meditation gesture of equipoise
known ad mfiam-giag (samahita), with the thumbs joining at their
tips. In Jivarama's sketchbook Ajita is drawn with excessively long
eyebrows falling down along his facex2.In the Mongolian Ma''gyur the sthavira's head is uncoveredx'.
Next to Ajita there is the image of Kanakavatsa (gSer-be'u),
seated in a meditation posture and holding a string of precious
stones with both hands, in conformity with the descriptions and
iconographic sources taken into consideration in this chapter (PI.

79. There is no evidence of the image of Manjughosa mentioned by Tucci in
Indo-Tibetica having ever been located at thc centre ol' his wall.
80. Dagyab, 1977, 2: 64, pl. 92.
81. Dagyab, 1977, 1 : 76.
82. Lowry, 1977: 1 14. Fig. A 3 6 .
83. Chandra, 1988: 108, fig. 1.33.

Plate 137. Vanavibin. g N a s - b m - h - W (eastern wall).
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140). No reference is made to the posture of this sthavira in
~ a k ~ a s r itext
' s o r in the Vaidurya g.yal-sel. In the Mongolian bKal'gyure4and in the series published by Tucci" he is portrayed sitting
comfortably in lalitak~epa,with the left foot touching ground.
The following statue is placed at an angle in the south-eastern
corner of the chapel (P. 141). Although the characteristics of this
figure do not correspond with any of the traditional textual o r
iconographic sources taken into consideration here, a criterion of
exclusion suggests that this statue ought to portray Bhadra (bZanpo). He is shown sitting in bhadrasana, with his right hand raising
up opened and the left holding on to the arm of the throne. Bhadra
is generally portrayed sitting in a meditation posture while displaying the dharrnadesana gesture with the right and the sa~?zahita
gesture with the left handH6.
Following Bhadra along the southern wall of the chapel there
is the image of Kanakabharadvaja (Bha-ra-dwa-dza-gser-can)seated
in a meditation posture in accordance with textual and iconograa sthavira is
phic sources (P. 142). In the Lhasa A ~ f a s ~ h a s r i kthis
portrayed with the right hand held by the leftP7,in a gesture which
he displays also in the series published by TucciRR.
Next to Kanakabharadvaja there is the statue of Rahulabhadra
(sGra-gcan-'dzin-bzan-po)
seated in lalitak~epa,holding a diadem
with both hands. Rahula heads some lists of the cycle of the sthaviras, including the descriptions contained in the Vaidurya g.?la'-sel
and in the Thuh-dban g~zas-brta
tz bcu-drug 'khor-dun bcas-pa 'i
phyag-rmchod rjes-gnai~-dalihcas, a text by spyan-sria Chos-gragsrgyal-mtshan, which was corrected and revised bv the Su-skj~a-pa
sizags-'clzail (rnal~trin) Nag-gi-dban-po ~ u n - d g a ' - r i n - c h e n
(1 5 17-1584), the great abbot of Sa-skya who undertook the reconstruction of that monasteryx".The importance attributed to &hula

84. Chandra, 1988: 1 l 1, fig. 143.
85. Tucci, 1949: pl. 0 .
86. Dagyab, 1977, 1 : 8 6 .

87. Chandr-a, 1 q88: 665, Ilg. 2 137.
88. I i ~ c . i . i ,I l l J d : ],I. 162.
SY. Il,i~lr,rri: i i c , . ,4c.rcrl-tlingto Tucci (1949: 560) that text was included in
\~cllunlc,. , i 01' 1)lr.>,l>t,-tire cditinn of the scnrh-~hahsrg?la-r?ltsho(Sadhartasd~aru).
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possibly derives from his being the son of Sakyamuni and of his
chief queen Yasodhara, who conceived him before the prince renounced his wordly lifey0.This sthavira is shown sitting in a meditation posture in Jivarama's sketchbook9', in the Three Hundred
~ ~ ,sitting in bhadrasana
Iconsy2and in the Lhasa A.~. t a s a h a s r i k abut
in the Mongolian b K a ' - ' g y ~ r No
~ ~ .indications concerning Rahula's
asana are contained in Sakyasrils texty5or in the Vaidurya g.yalsel.
Along the northern wall, following Rahula, there is the image
of Pindolabharadvaja (Bha-ra-dwa-dza-bsod-siioms-len)(Pl. 143))
sitting with the right foot touching the ground and the left drawn
up and resting on the throne. The right hand is raised palm upwards as if to support an object, while the left holds what appears
to be a small alms bowl. Also the attendant in the foreground
holds an alms bowl in his leh hand. The descriptions in sakyasri1s
texty6and in the Vaidurya g.yal-sel allow to suggest that the attribute which this sthavira must have once held in his right hand
was a book. In the series published by Tucci, Pindolabharadvaja is
portrayed in a similar though specular sitting posture, holding the
book with the right and the alms bowl with the lefty7.However, this
sthavira is generally portrayed sitting in a meditation posture. In
the Mongolian bKa'-'gyur his right hand makes a gesture of admonishment just above the book, which rests upon the corolla of a
flower beside the sthavira's right knee. In the Lhasa ~ g a s a h a s r i k ~
Pindolabharadvaja is shown holding the alms bowl in the right and

Neither the author nor the title appear in Lalou's Repertoire d u Tanjur and one is
under the impression that that text was rathel- included in the s ~ r l d h - t h a hkun~ ~ L I aS collection
,
of sadhanus reputed to be of So-skva-pa inspiration which was
printed in fourteen volumes at sDe-dge (Chandra, 1988: 46).
90. Dagvab, 1977, I : 95.
91. Lowry, 1977: 113, fig. A 33.
92. Chandra, 1988: 752, fig. 2405 (cf. Olschak, 1973: 163, fig. 202).
93. Ihiderw: 662, fig. 2126.
94. Ihidern: 108, fig. 134.
95. Dagyab, 1977, 1 : 94.
96. Ihidern: 102.
97. Tucci, 1949: pl. 166.

Plate 140. Kanakavatsa. gNas-brtan-lha-khan(eastern wall).
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the book in the left handy8.Neither ~ a k ~ a i r itexty9
' s nor the Vaidicrya g.ya1-selspecify which of the sthavira's hand should be holding
which attribute. According to the latter text Pindolabharadvaja
"took the path of collecting alms in the world / for the sake of
pure altruism, and lived permanently / on the holy food of intense
contemplation ". Thus the bowl becomes an attribute of fundamental importance in the iconography of this sthavira.
Following Pindolabharadvaja, along the second southern wall,
there is the image of Nagasena (Klu'i-sde) holding a mendicant
staff (khakkhara; 'khar-gsel) in his left hand, comfortably sitting in
lalitak~epawith his left leg hanging down the throne (Pl. 144). In
Sakyasrils text loo and in the Vaidiirya g.?~a'-selthis sthavira is described as holding a vase and the mendicant staff, one of the
articles prescribed by ~akyamunifor all monks. Here Nagasena
does not appear to be holding a vase, but that attribute is shown on
the sthavira's left, resting on the rocks forming his cave. In the
iconographic sources taken here into consideration this sthavira is
shown sitting in lalitaksepa, holding the mendicant staff with the
left hand and various types of offering vases (gtor-'bum) with the
right. In Jivarama's sketchbook Nagasena is drawn sitting in a
meditation posture and holding the vase in his left hand, while the
right does not hold any attribute and seems to display a teaching
gesture l o ' .
Next to Nagasena there is the statue of Abheda (Mi-phyed-pa),
sitting in bhadrasana, displaying the gesture of fearlessness with
his right hand and holding a stiipa with the left. In ~akyasri's
text'"' and in the Vaidfirva g.yal-sel he is decribed as holding the
byan-chub nlchod-rten (the Stupa of Enlightenment) without any
further specifications. Consequently Abheda's postures and gestures are allowed a wide range of variations. He can be portrayed
holding the sizipa with both hands, kneeling, as in the ~ o n g o l i a n

98 Chandl-a. 1988. 109, rig. 138; 6 6 3 , fig. 2130.
99 Dagvab 1977. 1. 102.
I00 I ~ l l , f 1<1 ; 107
101 I r l \ , 1 7 I<);114. hg A 34.
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bKa9-'gy~ir'~"
or sitting in bhadrasana as in the series published by
Tucci104,or even with the right foot tucked under the left thigh and
the left leg hanging down the throne, as in the Lhasa A~tasizhasrikalo5. Otherwise he is shown sitting in meditation postures,
holding the stiipa with the left hand and displaying different gestures with the right, as in Jivarama's sketchbook106and in the
Three Hundred icon^'^'.
Next to Abheda there is the statue of Dharmatala (alias Dharmatrata; Chos-'phel or Chos-skyori), who is placed by Tibetan tradition during the Tang period. According to Tibetan literary
sources he was in charge of the temple where the images, probably statues (sku)'08 of the sthaviras were placed by the emperor
Ruizong. It is interesting to notice that ~ a k ~ a s r itext,
' s that is an
Indian source, defines Dharmatala not as a sthavira but as an upasaka (dge-bsfit)~),
while the Vaidiirya g.yal-sella much later Tibetan
source, qualifies him as a sthavira. In either case he is accorded
the same worship and prayers as the sixteen sthaviras for, even as
an tipasaka, he is regarded as a manifestation of the Bodhisattva
A v a l ~ k i t e s v a r a ~The
~ ~ . uncertainty concerning the status of
Dharmatala is paralleled by some problems of identification, since
there are no less than six masters bearing that or similar names''".
As in the case of Hwa-San, who sits just opposite along the northern wall of the chapel and with whom he forms a couple in traditional Tibetan textual and iconographic sources, such
uncertainties reflect conflicting attitudes towards Chinese
Buddhism during and after the monarchic period. In fact
Dharmatala is another name for Bodhidharma, the founder of the
chan school of Buddhism which was opposed by the Indian

103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
l lo.

Chandra, 1988: 1 1 1 , Iig. 146.
Tucci, 1949: pl. 170.
Chandra, 1988: 665. fig. 2138.
Lowry, 1977: 114, fig. A 35.
Chandra, 1988: 754, fig. 241 1 ( c f . Olschak, 1473: 163. fig. 208).
Tucci, 1949: 557; Dagyah, 1977. I : h l
Dagyah, 1977, I : 112.
Tucci, 1949: 560.
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scholars in Tibet. His presence in the cycle of the sthaviras confirms what has already been suggested, that during the monarchic
period chan Buddhism was held in great consideration whatever
later Tibetan historiography may tell us. It is likely that both Hwasari and Dharmatala were added to the original Indian cycle of
sixteen sthaviras during the same period. Later the dGe-lt4gs-pas
apparently concocted the story that those two characters were introduced as supplementary members into the cycle during the
Ming period'''. This device was meant to eradicate completely anv
recollection that chan was ever accepted along with the Indian
schools of Buddhism during the monarchic period, and to solve
the contradiction raised by the late historical view that chan was
banished by the kings of Tibet as opposed to the presence of two
representatives of that school in the Tibetan Buddhist pantheon.
Dharmatala is portraved in this chapel sitting in bhadrasana as
if resting for a while, with his heaw load of books surmounted by a
parasol on the back, and the right foot forwards as if ready to start
again. He wears tall boots fastened with a strap and holds a flywhisk with the right hand and a vase with the left. His hair is
gathered in a chignon. A tiger can be seen near his right leg and a
rainbow stream stems from his right side, terminating in a cloud
in the shape of a flower surmounted by the Buddha Ami&bha (PI.
145). He is described sitting before an image of Amitabha in the
gNas-brtan phj~ag-r?~chod"',and receiving instructions from
Sukhavati, the heaven where that Buddha abides, in the Vaidfiva
g.yal-sel. Both texts mention his attributes, the fly-whisk and the
vase which he uses in his worship of the sthaviras, as \well as the
bundle of books which he carries on his back. Neither text, however; makes anv reference to the tiger which usually accompanies
Dharmatala. In the Lhasa Asrasdhasrika
..
Dharmatala is portrayed
in a very similar \,,a\; but sitting in a western fashion, with the right
foot across the left. He holds the fly-whisk with the right and the
vase \\,ith the left hand, ~vhile receiving instructions from
Amital,hr~.\vho sit5 o n a corolla in a rainbow in the shape of a
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stream stemming from Dharmatala's left side1I3.In Jivarama's
sketchbook Dharmatala is drawn sitting in lalitak~epa.He holds
the vase with the right hand and the fly-whisk with the left, while a
tiger stands on his right. He is completely bald, like Hwa-Sari, who
is drawn next to him, in the left portion of the same sheetl14.In a
fine British Museum painted scroll Dharmatala is depicted sitting
with the left foot touching the ground and the right resting on the
left knee, holding the fly-whisk with the right hand and supporting
the vase with the left, while looking at a small standing Buddha1I5.
In the Newar style painted scroll published by Tucci and mentioned earlier in this section, he is portrayed walking, carrying his
stack of books, holding the fly-whisk in the left hand and what
appears to be a ritual vase in the right. He is preceded by a tiger
turning the head towards the master. Tucci noticed the similarity
between that figure and those on the same subject found at
Dunhuang, and concluded that the Tibetan iconographic tradition
in this case had been drawn directly from Central Asian models, or
at least had been heavily influenced by them ' I 6 . The style of that
figure, however, is Newar, as one might expect in a painted scroll
executed in that style, possibly in the first half of the 15th century.
Although Dharmatala's iconographic type may be of Central Asian
origin, the style in which he is portrayed obeys to that adopted for
the cycle of the sthaviras as a whole, whether Chinese or, as in this
case, Newar.
The statuette of an attendant wearing a long-sleeved dress and
covering his eyes as if to protect them from the infinite light of the
Buddha Amitabha is placed on Dharmatala's left. No such attendants appear in Jivarama's sketchbook, in the Lhasa ~.s!asahasrika
o r in the Newar style painted scroll just mentioned.
The last statue on the southern wall, opposite ~adisirnhamaiijughosa, portrays the Green Tara. Although a re en ~ a r a ishown
s
along a White Tara in the Newar style painted scroll mentioned

1 13. Chandra, 1988: 666. fig. 2 139.
1 14. Lowry, 1977, 1: 1 16, fig. A 40.
115. Snellgrove a n d Sko~upski,1980: 82. fig. 74
116. Tucci, 1949: 558; pl. 13.
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above'", the reason for the presence of this goddess in this chapel
in connection with the cycle of the sthaviras is not obviously clear.
Tara's cave is surrounded by eight smaller grottoes, each containing one of the Eight Taras, all green, four on each side, and is
surmounted by a statuette of the Buddha Ami&bha who, in his
turn, is placed within a grotto supported by a cloud. The statue of
the Green Tara, as well as those of Vadisimhamafijughosa and of
the central triad, are executed in a style which still depends upon
the Newar tradition, as opposed to the Chinese style in which the
images surrounding them are rendered. As in some chapels of the
SKU-'bum,the two styles co-exist side by side without amalgamating.
However derived from Indian textual sources, the iconography of the stlzaviras in Tibet, as a rule, has remained Chinese until
this century. This seems to give some substance to the suggestion
that in Tibetan art style often coincides with the choice of one
iconographic tradition at the expense of another, and cannot
always be explained in regional, let alone chronological, terms.
The choice having been made, there may be a certain degree of
freedom in the collocation of the attributes and even in the choice
of some gestures and postures, on the condition that the texts do
not provide enough specifications.
The question of the particular iconography of the statues contained in this chapel is possiblv related to the choices made bv
Bu-ston for the great temple which he built after 1320 at ~ w a - l u ,
where he gave the instructions for the execution of a number of
Inimages, including the statues of the sixteen great stha~?iras"*.
deed the importance of that great scholar in establishing the
iconographic canons presiding over the whole construction of the
dPal-'khoi--chos-sdeat Gvantse cannot be possibly overstated.
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is meant to portray the main Indian and Tibetan masters of the
lam-'bras (Path and Fruit, or Path as Goal) teachings, which are
fundamental in the Sa-skya-pa school, and to which chapel 412 in
the SKU-'bumis entirely devoted (Pl. 146).
The temple represents an outstanding specimen of 15th century Tibetan painting (Pls. 147-155). It includes some of the most
interesting paintings and statues to be found in the gTsug-lag-khan.
The lower section of the walls is occupied by paintings and realistic statues of masters of the Sa-skya-pa school and of their predecessors. The upper section illustrates the realm of the eighty
mahasiddhas (grub-chen brgyad-cu'i iin-khams in the inscription
painted on the walls ' I 9 , to which the figures of the 'Brug-pa siddha
Glib-ras-pa and of the abbot of Bodhgaya, Pan-chen ~ r i - ~ a r i ~ u t r a
(who visited Gyantse in 1414) are added. The portrait of a whitehaired Tibetan master painted without caption in the upper register of the western wall cannot be easily identified.
The dkar-chug pasted on the wall explains that this temple was
built in 1425 by Rab-'byor-bzan-po, that is ~ab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa's younger brother and Prime Minister (gcun nan-chen),
whose title we often find in the inscriptions in the SKU-'bum.But
the one-line inscription running underneath the paintings along

1 19. The inscriptions read:
i i n - k h a m s 'di'i dgos-kyi shyin-bdag gvier-chen rNatn-sras-pa sku-mched-niainskyis dpon-drun rCya-gar m g o n sku gsegs-pa (...) b i e n s /.
d c e - b a s sems-can [hams-cad-kyi/ sgrib gnis byah i i n tshogs rdiogs-te // Choskyi rgyal-po'i (...) i a h s druli-du // rnanz-mkhyen Saiis-rgyas tlzob-par Sog / Ri-in0
mkhas-pa gNas-riiin-pa dpon-1710-the dfal-'byor-ba dpon-.slob-kvis gzabs-nus bris-so

//.
G n h - c h e n brgyad-cu'i iiii-khanzs 'di'i dgos-kyi sbyirt-hdag gNas-rniiz(-pa)dponbtsun dPal-'byor Rin-chen-gyis // dran-can (?) tha-ina'i (?) thugs-dgoris rdiogs
phl1ir-du// dad-can grrs-pa'i sgo-rza ( s ) sei1z.s-car? rha??z.s-cad-kyi// sgrih gviis byan iin
tshogs @is m y u r rdzogs-te // rdzogs-pa ti Sans-rg.yas ntyur.-du lhoh / nus-kyan // sewscan-mums-la phan-bde byed-par .Cog /.
in-khams phyed-po 'di'i dgos-kyi shyin-hdag dhu-nzdzad dPal-mchog-pas
mdzad. (Ri-mo) mkhas-pa gNas-niili-pa dpon-nlo-che dfal-'hyor-ha dpon-slob-kyis
gzabs (-??asbris ... hie;??) s / ~ C P - h ascms-call
s
~lrar~l.s-c~ad
S ~ ~ M . s - r gi~?ai s~ z !hob
~ r jog*
Neither Tucci (194 la: 1 55), who mentions eight"-four
.
.
s i d d l ~ a snor
, the author
of the Mvai7-chzlii (1983: 6 2 ) , who ~ n e n t i o n sas m a n y as righty-eight, seem to be
aware of the fact that, as indicated b, the inscr-ipiicln, ,:,nl\~ eighty siddhas are
painted in this temple.
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the southern, northern and western walls specifies that the donors
of the first portion were the storekeepers, the rNam-sras-pa
brothers, that the benefactor who offered the second portion was
the noble master of gNas-riiin, dPal-'byor Rin-chen, and that the
last portion was chiefly sponsored by one dPal-mchog-pa.The figures were all painted by the expert master- of gNas-rfiin, dPal-'byor.
For at least one part of the work the name of the donor and that of
the artist seem to coincide: we know that a painter from gNas-rfiin,
called dPal-'byor Rin-chen and Rin-chen dPal-'byor respectively in
the inscriptions, worked in chapels 2/15 and 411 of the SKU-'bum.
The temple was consecrated by the Rin-po-che of bSam-ldin, Chosdpal-bzan-poIz0.
The centre of the temple is occupied by a three-dimensional
)
mandala (blos-bslans)devoted to bDe-mchog ( ~ a m b a r aaccording
to the system of Luipa. In the bDe-mchog-gi skabs, the section of
the seventh chapter in the Blue Aunals where g~on-nu-dpaldeals
with the Sambara tradition, Luipa is placed after Saraha and
Savari dBaA-phyug. However, the same author states elsewhere
that Luipa received the ~ a m b a r aempowerment (dban) directly
from the dakir~iYe-ses, who obtained it from the Buddha. To that
particular lineage belong Tilopa, Naropa, the Newar Bhadhanta,
Mar-pa Do-pa and Bu-ston, who composed an exposition of the
' . Luipa belongs to at least two lineages of
system of L ~ i p a ' ~Thus
the Satnvaratantra, but it is because of the second lineage, also
known as Mar-do school (Mar-do lugs) that Luipa is placed first in
the traditional accounts of the lives of the eighty-four siddhas.
Out of the half dozen texts devoted to the siddhas in the bsTarz'gyur, the most famous seems to be the Grub-thob brgvad-bcu-rtsahii'i lo-r-gyus(History of the eighty-four siddhas) which, according

120. l \ l ~ ~ ~ z t ~ - c ~ l ~1983:
r r r i , 63.
12 1 . gi!on-nu-dpal, 1984: 460, 466-467. Dowman suggests that, although
Luipa was horn aftel. Salxha and although his master was Saraha's disciple, their
life-times p~-ohabI!- c,\rl-lappcd. According to the Sa-skya-pa account of his life,
Luipa x i . 4 3 scl-ihe 31 the c . 0 ~ 1 - t o f ~ h a r m a ~ a l(770-810)
a
and since also Saraha
li\-c>c!durrn): 111,: I~fc:-tin.lc ,hat great Pala emperor, both can be placed in the
scconcl l l d l l 01 ihL. ;'!I, ccntulT and beginning of the 9th (Dowman, 1985: 36-37.
71
2
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to the colophon122,
was set forth by Abhayasri from Magadha, and
narrated by Abhayadattasri from Campara, in India, to the monk
sMon-grub-Ses-rab, who translated it into Tibetan. This text was
probably written in the 12th century, after the death of Naropa,
who is included in it. But that is not the only set of siddhas known
to Tibetan tradition. From another title in the bsTan-'gyur, the
Grub-thob lna-bcu'i v t o g s - p ~there
' ~ ~ appears to be a series of fifty.
Tiiranatha relates the lives of some fifty-nine ~ i d d h a s ' some
~ ~ , of
whom are not even mentioned in Abhayadatta's text. An important
text found in the Nepal Valley, the Varnanaratnakara, contains a
list purported to include eighty-four siddhas, whereas in fact the
names of only seventy-six occur'25.Schmid collates the Grub-thob
brgyad-cti'i mnon-par rtogs-pa, a text in the sDe-dge edition of the
bsTan-'gyur mentioning only eighty siddhas in the title but containing in fact eighty-four, with another edition (sNar-than?) of the
same text, bearing the title sGrub-thob brgyad-cu-rtsa-bii' cha-lugs
'dzin-tshul. Both texts seem to correspond to the Caturaiitisiddhanepathyagrahanaiila which was written at Bulonkho, in the Nepal
Valley, by the Newar bhik~usrisena in N.S. 25 1 (A.D. 113
It appears that Tibet inherited the cycle of the siddhas, as well
as the uncertainty concerning their numer, through the Nepal Valley. There Tucci found a palm-leaf hagment on the siddhas and
Schmid refers to a list of eighty-four which was provided to her by
a Newar priest of PatanI2'. The section on the Nepal Valley included in the 'Dzam-glii, rgyas-biad, written at Beijing in 1820 by
the north-eastern Tibetan master Bla-ma bTsan-pol known as
sMin-sgrol sPrul-sku am-dpal-chos-kvi-bstan-'dzin-'phrin-las
(1789-1838), mentions the grotto of the eighty-four siddhas near
Sankh~"~
But
. a less well-known, though longer and earlier guide

122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.

Cordier; rCyrrd: LXXXVI, 1 ; Robinson, 1979: 259, 391
Cordie~;r G u d : XLVIII, 104.
Templeman, 1983: ix.
Gupta, 1969: 202-203; Locke, 1980. 42 1 .
Schmid, 1958: 155, 169.
Tucci, 197 1 , 1: 209; Schmid, 1958: 12.
Wylie, 1970: u \ i ; 25, n . 6 3
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to the Nepal Valley written by the 4th Khams-sprul Rin-po-che,
bsTan-'dzin-chos-kyi-iii-ma
(1 730-1779))refers to the same place as
the abode where all the eighty siddhas spent some time in their
life, and in this connection mention should be made of the famous
mountain cave of the eighty siddhas at Brag Yer-pa, one of the
earliest monastic foundations in Tibet 12'. That a tradition of eighty
siddhas was known in the Nepal Valley besides that of eighty-four
is confirmed in a chapter of the dPag-bsam lion-bzan dealing with
the later diffusion (phyi-day) of the ~ N i n - r n ~ school
-~u
in Tibet,
where mention is made of a Newar sculptor who went to Tibet and
there erected statues of the eighty s i d d h ~ s 'That
~ ~ . seems to be the
earliest mention of images portraying those Indian masters, and
firmly connects their iconographic tradition with the Nepal Val1ey.
As a matter of fact, texts dealing with the siddhas generally
contain scanty iconographic information. For that matter the
reader may refer to a comparative study made by Robinson"' on
the basis of three painted scrolls, from which it appears that there
is a great amount of variation in the iconography of each siddha.
This is surely owed to the variety of descriptions contained in different texts. Thus, for example, Luipa is portrayed holding a fish in
his right hand while pulling out its entrails with the left in a scroll
preserved in S t o ~ k h o l m 'and
~ ~ , that is indeed the most common
way that siddlza is portrayed. But in a painted scroll belonging to
the American Museum of Natural History of New York, Luipa is
shown holding a skull-cup filled with blood in his left hand and
pulling a coil out of the cup with his other hand''3. The texts
collated by Schmid tell us that Laipa has a smoke-coloured skin
and is in the company of a man. As in the case of the sthaviras
there is a certain amount of freedom in the choice of siddhas'

129.
1962: 70a.
130.
131.
132.
133.

Macdonald a n d Di,ags-po, I98 I: 253; Fe~,l-a~-i,
1958: 103, n. 95; W!"ie,
Sum-pa mKhan-po, 1984, 2: 284.
Robinson, 1979: 262-283.
Schmid, 1958: pl. 11.
Robinson, 1979: 265.
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attributes, gestures and postures, when they are not specified in
the texts.
As noticed by TucciIJ4,some of the inscriptions are inaccurate
and their misspellings complicate the problem of identification.
For instance, is Ka-gi-la (Pl. 156) a misspelling for Kakipa, one of
Mahipa's alternative names? There are several other names, like
Ka-ta-ra, Dra-nu-ri, Ma-ri-pa, Te-ru-Sa, So-dra-bo-dhi(Pls. 157-160),
Gor-kha-pa, Sa-rba-de, Tse-ran-ki, which do not appear to be mere
misspellings o r secondary names of siddhus belonging to the wellknown set of eighty-four'35.Even taking into account that the same
siddha may be called by different names, one is under the impression of being in front of a particular cycle of siddhas, adopted
by the Sa-skyu-pa school in connection with the far??-'bras tradition, perhaps as received through Glin-ras-pa, who is added to
the cycle. This cycle of siddhas numbered eighty masters and it is
quite significant that both the set drawn by Bu-ston for the monastery of ~ w a - l uafter 1320 and the two sets commissioned by the
princes of Gyantse for the monastery of rTse-chen in 1368 were
made up of eighty and not eighty-four images"'.
These paintings are drawn in a very lively manner, typical of
the best 15th centurv Newar school of painting, of which few examples have survived, and are slightly reminiscent of the siddhas
drawn in Jivarama's sketch-book in 1435, as well as of those
painted in the upper register of a 15th century Newar scroll I". The
figures are drawn and sometimes heavily outlined to give the illusion of depth with a technique which became typical of Tibetan
painting"" against a blue background filled with small corollas
-

134. Tucci, 1Y41a: 156.
135. One of these names, Caul-arigi (Tse-ran-ki in the inscription), though not
found in Abha,.adattavstest, is included in a famous Indian work on the siddlras,
the Hufo?*ogrrprutfillikil,\vhich docs not seem to belong to the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition (Gupta. 1969: 20Z. n. 2 ) .
13h. (;i-rrh-c.l!czlt h,-x~,r,c/-hc-rr
in Ruegg ( 19156: 2 1b) and in the ~llanuscriptmentioned in n o l c I 01. ( ' t ~ ; \ ~ lTr~ V~C-, ( p p . 3 5 - 3 7 ) . A more systematic study of the whole
of the i t i ~ ~ ~ l . i p t :,)!
, rI!)('
~ : \ pnirl(ln?g at 2,r.a-lu and of the captions on the walls in this
chaprl In;)\ ;I-.I t i ! o ! !I:?!-,I o n r1-1~- pl-obleni.
i.?
1 ,
,>.,
>,)-, ! ! , ' - I O L I ; pi31, 1978: pl. 7 8 .
,
.
: 1.
.
,
i~!,qG: 177.
>L

I
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which can be found in Newar painting of the periodI3'. Trees and
large flowers, the latter with the function of separating one figure
from the other, fill the background along with female and male
attendants and various Buddhist symbols. The clouds are generally stylized lengthwise in stripes, with flattened, oblong curls.
On the southern wall of the chapel are illustrated episodes
from the life of the great abbot of Sa-skya, Kun-dga'-rgyal-mtshan
(1 182-125 l ) , better known as Sa-skya Pan-chen (sometimes
shortened in Sa-pan), the Great Scholar who confirmed the submission of Tibet to the Mongol prince Kijden (Godan Khan) in
1247, thereby being appointed viceroy of several districts in central and southern Tibet. One of the inscriptions relates that, at the
time of visit to sKyi-ron, the famous miraculous image of the
Jo-bo A v a l o k i t e ~ v a r aappeared
~~~
clearly to him in a dream and was
the object of his praisesI4'. On a previous visit Sa-skya Pandita was
accompanied by his nephew and successor, Bla-ma 'Gro-mgon
Chos-rgyal
'Phags-pa
Blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po
(1235-1280), who is portrayed just opposite, on the northern
wall ' 4 2 .
On the eastern wall Vaisravana is painted in his palace besides
various defenders of the doctrine, including the chief protector of
the Sa-skya-pa school, Gur-mgon, surrounded by his retinue of
wrathful deities.
The statues placed along the southern, western and northern

139. Pal, 1978: pls. 82-85, 87-88.
140. Also known as 'Phags-pa Wa-ti o r sKyid-grori Wa-ti. See Wylie, 1970:
14-15, n. 20. Cf. Tucci, 1949: 70, 71; 257, n. 144.
14 1. s o i d - r o r i ( s i c ) - d l b ? ~ o r z - ~ atsl?c>
'i
' P h a g s - ~ aW i - t i mal-larn-du @a]-bar
gzigs-pa-la hstod-pa drr-rna indzad-pa'i bkod-pa.
142. 'Phags-pa, as this prince-abbot ot' Sa-skva i f often referred to, transformed the monastery of Sa-skya into a fortress and increased the power of his
principality receiving more titles from the Mongol emperor Qubilai Khan, who
appointed him Imperial Prcceptor. He spent most of his life outside Tibet as chaplain to various Mongol princes, and even in\,ented a n alphabet for the Mongolian
language. A de~ailedaccount of over one I~un'Irctl epihodes 01' 'Phags-pa's life, including second visit to sKyi-rori, is illustrated in twentyfive painted scrolls still
extant from a set of thirty, recently published in China (Yang Shuwen et a/., 1987:
152).
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walls represent and outstanding gallery of portraits. Whereas the
few figures of Indian ~nahasiddhasreproduce in three-dimensional
terms the tensions and expressiveness of the cycle painted on the
walls, those of the Sa-skya-pa masters strike because of the
strongly individualized characterization of the physiognomies,
which is obtained within a highly dignified and sober figurative
scheme. Whereas the former are still related to the prevalent
Newar iconographic models, the latter seem to reveal the surfacing of a national Tibetan style of portraiture, where also Chinese
elements have been assimilated,
The central image of Vajradhara presides over the cycle of
siddhas and masters who transmitted the lanz-'brus doctrine according to tradition. Vajradhara is flanked by standing images of
Vajrasattva, to his right, and of the yurw brDa-sfia-ma (? sic in the
dkar-chug) to his left, following the Tibetan custom of giving the
location of images as if from their point of view (Pl. 161). This
central triad is again flanked by the two chief transmitters of the
lam-'bras teachings. To their right is the statue of rDo-rje-bdagmed-ma (Vajranairatmya) (Pl. 162), the daki~ziwho according to
tradition transmitted the lam-'bras teachings to Vinipa, appearing
to him in the form of a blue woman at a time when the master had
decided to forsake meditation ' 4 3 . TO their left there is the statue of
the r?zahasiddha Vinipa (Pl. 163), a name which refers to at least
two different masters. The Elder- was a contemporary of king Dharm a p ~ l a 'hence
~ ~ , of Luipa. A monk at the university of Nalanda, of
which he later became the abbot, he was very learned in the yogatantras, and received the empowerment and oral teachings of the
Cakrasamvara cycle From the abbot Vijayadeva'". The Younger

143. 12mipn, 1376: 14- 15,
144. I)o\\.m,~n.1985: 50.
1

*.
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&!& western wall).

Plate 163. Viriipa, lam-'bras-Iha-lthari (western wall).
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taught Maitripa (c. 1010-1089)'46and may be identical with the
Vinipa belonging to the lineage of the Six Treatises of VarahiI4'.
Virupa is credited with having transmitted the vajra verses
(doha; rdo-rje mgur) of the lam-'bras teachings to N a g - ~ o - p a the
'~~,
siddha who is portrayed to the right of Vajranairiitmya (PI.164).
Nag-po-pa, also known as Krsnacarya
.. .
and Kanhapa, is a name applying to two 10th century siddhas, the master and his disciple14y.
Taranatha was aware of the existence of an Elder and Younger
Krsnacarya150. The master was the student of Viriipa'5' and the
likely author of the sixty-four works found under his various
~~,
a famous commentary on
names in the b ~ T a n - ' g y u r ' including
the Hevajratantra. The disciple is possibly the siddha who
practiced the Samvaratantra at Nalanda'53. Neither of them is
identical with the Krsnacarya
.. .
(alias Balinacarya) who learnt the
Samvaratantra from Naropa, or with the brahman Krsnapada, a
disciple of the Newar scholar Dza-hum (Jahum), alias ~ a n t i b h a dra I s 4 .
There follows, always proceeding anticlockwise, the statue of
Damafipa (Pl. 165), who received the Samvara initiation from
Virupa the Younger1ss,obtained magical powers from Krsnacarya,

3058 m ) , a famous pilgrimage site sacred to Manjusri, in Shanxi (Dareay, 1979: 59;
Tarthang, 1977: 195).
146. Dowman, 1985: 244.
147. Ibidrrll: 52.
148. Trichen, 1983: 12.
149. Do\r,man, 1985: 131.
150. Templeman, 1983: 44.
151. Trichen, 1983: 1 I .
152. Robinson, 1979: 295-297.
153. Dmvman. 1985: 13 1. It is not clear who of the two masters taught the
famous r~~trllci~itldl,ir
Tilopa the Samvara system according to Luipa's method.
1.54. On B a l i n n ~ . a sec
l ~ ~Do\vman, 1985: 1460. The identity of Dza-hum and
~intibhrlc11.nis r l e i \ r l y <ta,cd in the Dcb-rher shot,-po (g~on-nu-dpal,1984: 1005; cf.
Reel-icll. 1976. 2 6 1 . Shil!. TIlis N C L Vscholar~J.
taught the Tibetan translator Mar-pa
DO-pa C'h05-6\ ~ - ! ~ I ~ , , : - I - : ~ I - , \ ~(c..
~ ~ I(142 - c. 1 136) (cf. Roerich, 1976: 383-3841, also
l i r l o \ \ n .:,.- i?,.
r
. a c i ,-,I ,
, ),,1IaI-\tlllo seems to have been obscured bv the more
I
7 .
- i t I
. - :i i,~. r!raslcr- of Mi-la-ras-pa.

,

;

Plate 165. Darnadma.Lam-'bras-lha-Wri(western d).
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and transmitted his teachings to Avadhutipa, a king of central
India Is6.
Avadhutipa (Pl. 166) is also another name for Maitripa, a
famous master who received the initiation and method of
Vajravarahi from Vinipa the YoungerIs7 and learnt the Samvaratar~rrafrom NBropa I 58. Like Luipa, Kiinhapa.
..
Tilopa and ~ i r o ~ a ,
he belongs to the Samvara lineage adopted by 'Phags-palsyand
identified in the Blue Annals as Saraha's Samvara lineage of
Mar-pa Do-paI6O.
Next to Avadhutipa there is the portrait of the great Indian
scholar GayadharaIh' (PI. 167), who was invited to Tibet by
'Brog-mi ~ a k ~ a - ~ e - sOn
e shis
~ ~first
~ . visit, Gayadhara spent five
years teaching the gsun-nag rin-po-che (the Precious Word), an
honorific expression designating the lam-'bras doctrine, before returning to Indiai6" He went to Tibet on two more occasions, and
on his third and last visit he travelled to Western Tibet before proceeding to the southern part of the country, where he arrived after
'Brog-mi's deathih4.Gayadhara died at Kha-rag, in Tibet, and a
large image of him is apparently preserved in the 1Ha-khan-chenpo, the great walled monastery of S a - s k ~ a I ~ ~ .
According the dkar-chug the next statue (Pl. 168) should partray the translator ~ a k y a - ~ e n but
- ~ ewe
, have not found any master
bearing that name in the literature dealing with the lam-'bras tra-

156. Trichen, 1983: 12.
157. Roerich, 1976: 390; Dowrnan, 1985: 52, 282, 375.
158. Dowrnan, 1985: 146.
159. Ibideru: 395.
160. Roerich, 1976: 380-385.
161. Cf. Cordier; rGyrrd: XXIII, 6.
162. Dowman, 1988: 278; Tucci, 1949: 205; cf. Fer-rari, 1958: 65.
,
259.
163. g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
164. 'Brog-mi was born in 922 and died i n 1072 accol.ding to Snellgrove
(1987: 488) and in 1074 according to the Rr'ti-rrlig (Fen-ari, 1958: 126, n. 253).
how eve^; the Bllir l j ~ r ~ astate
ls
that he died about the time OF 'Brom-ston's death
11064) and before the Indian mastel- V;!il-ap,ini wcnL to Tibet, wliich must have been
shortly after 1066 (cf. Roerich, 1976: 72, 856).
165. Roerich, 1976: 207. The IHa-l,l~a[ic.ht.11-,>0 \\.;13 I,ililt i r i 1268 (Dowmanl
1988: 275).
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ditionlh6.This must be a mistake of the dkar-chug for Sakya-ye-ses:
in fact the true transmitter of the lam-'bras tradition in Tibet was
'Brog-mi ~ a k ~ a - ~ e - swho
e s , carried out a great deal of important
translation work with Gayadhara at Myu-gu-luh, the monastery
which he had founded in 1043Ih7,where they spent two years
together, after the three it took Gayadhara to complete his teachinglbs. Their collaboration as translators is witnessed by the
colophons of several important tantric texts found in the bKa'' g y ~ r ' ~ including
',
the Sampufaizat~zarnahatan~ra
and the Hevajratantra170,some of which are illustrated by the large mandalas in
of this very monasteryI7'.
the g~al-yas-khari
The following statue portrays Se-ston Kun-rig (1 030-1 1 18)' 7 2
(Pl. 169)' 'Brog-mi's main student, who received the complete lam'bras teaching from him1'' and may be identical with the ascetic of
Se who met Gayadhara at Kha-rag'74.The portrait of this master is
followed by that of his disciple ian-ston mDal-sfios-chos-'bar (PI.
170)' who was learned in all the essential instructions of the larn'bras and taught the whole of that doctrine to Kun-dgal-sfiin-po
over a period of four years175.
ian-ston Chos-'bar was also learned

166. A famous master bearing this name is Zur sakva-seri-ge, also known as
m6Ja'-mtsha' Hor-po, o r IHa-j e sGo-sbug-pa, ( 1074-1 134) (Roerich, 1976: 122,
125), who is alleged to have raised a snowstorm to destroy the Tibetan and upper
Hor amies raised b \ the m o n a s t e y of 'Bri-gun, which was eventually defeated by
the Mongol troops aided by the Sa-skya-pas in 1290 (Tucci, 1949: 16). This display
of magical powers is obviously chronologically inconsistent.
167. Ferrari, 1958: 152. n. 521.
168. Roet-ich, 1976: 207.
169. Skorupski. 1985: 187-196 (cf. Toh. 38 1 ff.).
170. Cf. Roerich, 1976: 207.
17 I . One should not confuse the famous translator 'Brog-mi ~akva-ye-ses,
is qualified as dgL~-sloi,
(h/lik.!lc) in the bKa'-'gylrr colophons, with
Rin-poche's successc.,~;the ahhot !kk!;a-ye-~es ( 1 147-1207) (Roerich, 1976: 7 16). The span
of yt3a1-sin \\.tlicll thc lattel- li\red excludes him from the regular chronological
bc. c~c,~lsistentl,
obser-ved in the sequence of the statues.
succession \vhich

an
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in the Kalacakra system '76.
The following teachers in the lam-'bras lineage as portrayed in
this chapel are all Sa-skya-pa masters'77 and are arranged in a
sequence proceeding clockwise from the central pentad. The first
of them is the 3rd abbot of Sa-skya, the Sa-skya Chen-po (Sa-chen,
the Great Sa-skya-pa),Kun-dga'-sfiin-po (1092-1158) (Pl. 17 I), who
urged an-ston Chos-'bar to teach him the lam-'bras. Kun-dgalsfiin-pol who received his religious education from Indian and
Newar masters, is also connected with the Western Tibetan cornmunity founded by Rin-chen-bzan-po, since he glossed the cornmentary on the Hevajratantra by the bla-ma of mka-ris (Western
Tibet), dGe-mdzes-byan-chub,who is mentioned in the bKal-gdams
chos-'byun. Kun-dgal-sfiin-po is especially renowned for his work
on the Hevajra and Samvara cycles, upon which he wrote two
large commentaries. He is regarded as the first of the Five Supreme Ones of Sa-skya (gon-ma Ilia), learned scholars whose
~ ~ is
.
works in the sDe-dge edition consist of fifteen v o l u m e ~ l He
portrayed here with a bald head, as in the central triad of chapel
412 in the SKU-'bum.
There follows the portrait of the 4th abbot of Sa-skya, bSodnams-rtse-mo (1 142-1182) (Pl. 172), the second of Kun-dgal-sniripopsfour sons and second in the gon-ma succession, an expert not
only in the lam-'bras d ~ c t r i n e " ~but
, also in tantric literature in
general. As already mentioned, he wrote a rGyud-sde spyi'i mawpar biag (General analysis of the categories of tantras), where he
divided tantric literature into the four categories in which it is still
broadly classified today: kriya, carya, yoga and anuttara, further
dividing them into Father and Mother tantmslgO.He is portrayed
176. Roerich, 1976: 97.
177. Although 'Brog-mi had many disciples, "as to those who became the
great masters of both the basic texts and the precepts (of the lurn-'bras teachings),
they are the hla-mas of the glorious Sa-skya" ( g ~ o n - n u - d p a l1984:
,
262).
178. Tucci, 1949: 257, n. 174.
179. LO-rgvus, 1987: 19. This text omits this master from the succession ofthe
abbots o f Sa-skya. He ruled with the title o f go;,-,,MI fi-elm 1 I59 to 1 172 (cf. A m i ~ a l
1976: 7 1 , where the dates I 159-1 162 arc given). Tn ihc \v;ltc~--dragonvear (1 172) he
was succeded bv Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan.
180. Tucci, 1949: 100.

Plate 169. Se-ston Kun-rig.Lam-'bras-lha-khari (western face of the indentation in
the southern side of the temple).
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Plate 111. Smr-chenKun-dgal-siiin-po,3rd abbot of Sa-skya.Lam-'bras-lha-khan(westem d). -

Plate 172. lSd-n~s-x%mxno,
4th abbot of Sa*.
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P k 173. Gra=gs-pa-rgyai-mtsh,5th &bat of Sa-skya. hm-'b~as-lha-khafi( n o d a m section
~ ~ of~ the temple).
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Plate 175. 'Phags-pa Blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan,
7th abbot of Sa-skya.~arn-~bras-lhakhaur (as in p b 27J),

Plate 176. &air d&n-mchoe-m. Lam-'bras-ha-khah{western faee of the h u h -

Plate 177. m-phtll&-pa
bSodnam3-dpd. hm'b-lha-kha21
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Plate 178. Chor-je bSod-nams-gypCmtshanI14th abbot of S.dyis.Lam-'brsl-lhaGhnr;
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with curly hair, just as in the central triad of chapel 412 in the SKU'bum.
There follows the image of bSod-nams-rtse-mops brother,
Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1 147 - 1216112 17112 19) 18' (PI. 173), the
5th abbot of Sa-skya and 3rd gon-ma, who also set out to analyze
tantric literature as a whole, besides writing commentaries on individual tantras, such as those on the Hevajra, Samvara and Gurmgon cycles. He also wrote a topical outline of the Dakinivajrapafijaratantra bearing the title rNam-bsad fii-'od IR2.Grags-pa-rgyalmtshan is the author of the rDo-rje- mgur rgyan or mGuv-gyi bsdusdon, a commentary on those mystical songs (doha) of Bengalese
origin which influenced Mar-pa's and Mi-la-ras-pa's poetry, and
taught that tradition to his studentsIs3. Finally he wrote on the
subject of history and medicine. According to tradition he
received the lam-'bras doctrine from Kun-dgal-sfiin-po, who appeared to him in a visionIR4.
Next there is the portrait of Sa-skya Pandita Kun-dga'-rgyalmtshan (1 182-125 1)lS5, the 6th abbot of Sa-skya and 4th gon-ma
(PI. 174). One of the most remarkable and prolific writers of his
school, he had many and various interests, ranging from tantric
literature to grammar, from painting to music1s6,but above all he
was a great master of logic shad-ma) Is'. AS a young man he studied under masters from Kashmir, the Nepal Valley and eastern
India. His most popular work is the Legs-par bSad-pa rin-po-che'i
gtev (Legs-bsad), a collection of nine groups of maxims and
aphorisms which are condensed in four verses of seven syllables
each, and which are sometimes so allusive and obscure as to require the aid of commentaries for their understanding. Sa-skya
Pandita conceived them as a treatise of moral, social and political

18 1 . Cf. Tucci. 1 949: 11) 1 ; Lo-rg!.trs, 1987: 19, 2 1 ; Amipa, 1976: 7 1
182. Jacksun. IQH3a: 9.

187. Turci. lW(2: 101; 257, n . 177; Trichen, 1983: 15.
183. Tr-!c.lic*n, 148;. 17,
I85 , 4 1 \ ) 1 1 , , i , .! t . 4 - p :I
1 )i(>
1 4 , i..: . I i t;,.
:i,
;-, !
.. ,

2,:.
' 1 :

Q

I \ ! ? . .T:;,-kson.

1983b: 3 .
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precepts aimed at the Mongol princes, in particular Koden. According to t~-aditionSa-skya Pandita was born with some of the
physical marks of a Buddha, including the ttsnisa, a protuberance
on the top of the head'". He is portrayed accordingly both here
and on the northern wall of chapel 412 in the SKU-'bum,where he
also displays a teaching gesture.
The next image portrays Sa-pan's nephew and successor,
Bla-ma 'Gro-mgon Chos-rgyal 'Phags-pa Blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan
(1235-1280)'"~he7th abbot of Sa-skya and 5th gon-ma (Pl. 175).,
sitting in meditation posture, holding his forearms across the
chest, just as in the statue placed against the eastern wall of chapel
412 of the SKU-'bum.A student of tantric literature, especially of
the Hevajra, Sarnvara and Kalacakra cycles, 'Phags-pa wrote two
important commentaries of the Hevajratantra, one of which was
completed by a list of the tantras translated into Tibetan up to his
times. For Qubilai Khan he wrote an epistle in verses in which he
summed up the essential points of the Buddhist doctrine.
'Phags-pa fostered the foundation of a Tibetan literary tradition
based upon Indian classical models by sponsoring or encouraging
the translation of Asvaghosa's Buddhacarita, Ksemendra's Bodhis a t t v a i ~ a d a ~ ~ a k a l p a l aDandin's
ta,
Kavyadarsa and Kalidasa's Meghadhuta '".
The following statue (Pl. 176) portrays Zari dKon-mchog-pa (b.
1240), who held the lineage of 'Phags-papsteachings, particularly
the revelation of the oral instructions, which he probably transmitted to Brag-phug-pa bSod-nams-dpal (1277- 1350) (Pl. 1771,
who is portrayed next to
as in several painted scrolls depicting
Sa-skya-pa line ages " I .
The last two figures of Sa-skya-pa masters are placed at the
two ends of the southern and northern walls. On the southern
wall, there is Chos-rje bSod-narns-rgyal-mtshan ( 13 12- 1375) (PI.
178) who, when still a child, was initiated by Ses-rab-sen-ge

an

188.
189.
190.
191.

Trichen, 1983: 17.
Amipa, 1976: 71.
Tucci, 1949: 102-104.
Trichen, 1983: ? I ; Jackson. 1990: 134. 136. 139-130.
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(1 25 1- 13 15)I y 2 . A member of the Rin-chen-sgan branch of the Saskya principality, he occupied the abbatial seat of the g ~ i - t h o gpalace from 134311345 to 134711349, in his capacity as 14th abbot of
Sa-skyaIy3.He is mentioned in the Blue A17nals,in the chapter dealing with the larn-'bras doctrine, as being born at ~ w a - l uKhang ~ a r 'a~circumstance
~,
which connects him with the ~ w a - l udynasty. This famous master, to whose name the appellation of dPalbzan-po is often affixed, was invited by the prince of Gvantse,
'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-polwho, as we know, had married into
the Zwa-lu family, to perform a consecration at ICan-ra in 1367 I y 5 .
This bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan is regarded by K ~ z n e t s o v ~and
'~
SsrensenIy7as the author of a famous historical work, the rCyalrubs gsal-ba'i 177e-l01i (1368), which Tucci, however, argued on
linguistic and historical grounds to have been written in 15081y8.
At the end of the northern wall, opposite bsod-nams-rgyalmtshan, there is the portrait of a famous Sa-skya-pa dignitary, Kundgal-bkra-sis-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po
( 1349-1425)I y Y (Pl. 179).
As we have seen, this master, also mentioned in the 4th chapter of
lineage, received
the Blue Annals in connection with the la1~.2-'bras
the title of Theg-chen-chos-kyi-rgyal-po
from the Ming emperor
ChengzuZo0after the fall of the Yuan dynasty, when the Sa-skya-pa
power was already declining. He taught the lanz-'bras doctrine as
far as the bKal-gda~ns-pamonastery of Rwa-sgren, where he gave
the initiation rite of the fifteen goddesses of Nairatmya2"'. He died
the very year in which the Lam-'bras-lha-khan was erected and his
portrait may well be close to nature. It is conceivable that the very

192. Roerich, 1976: 792.
193. Cf. Ssr-ensen, 1986: 35, 37; Amipa, 1976: 71-72; Lo-rgy~ls,1987: 54.
194. Roerich, 1976: 214.
195. T i ~ c c i ,1049: 664.
196. h S n d - n n m s - ~ - ~ \ i a l - m t . ; h a1976:
n,
\.ii-\.iii.
197. Sc)r-cnscl:, I CIS6: 1 3 - 3 9 .
I ~ - I I~J.1

IqS. 1 i l c . c i.

1 qL'.

~ ' I I , ; :, I :

I

i

!
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::lt.t?is:L~l
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idea of devoting this chapel to the lineage of the lam-'bras doctrine
was occasioned also by the disappearance of this great Sa-skya-pa
master. His role in connection with the exchange of images between the Imperial Court and southern Tibet has already been
mentioned in Chapter One, in the section dealing with Chinese
influence on Tibetan art. He is again portrayed in a lifesize Figure
painted in chapel 412 of the SKU-'bum.

5.3 The g~al-yas-khan
The g~al-yas-khan,
rising above the inner sanctuary2o2in the
dbu-rtse of the gTsug-lag-khan, is defined by Tucci as "the most
secret and important part of the temple", a sort of "gallery of
Mahayana e ~ o t e r i s m "bearing
~ ~ ~ , painted on its walls the mandalas
of the best-known tantric schools, in which the most advanced
initiation rites must have originally taken place. However, when
Tucci visited this exceptional temple, big rough shelves hid the
sight of a large part of outstanding wall paintings, except for the
mandalas placed symmetrically at the sides of the entrance and
exit doors on the southern wall and for those painted on the first
portion of the western wall.
Tucci had therefore to confine himself to publish those mandalas he could see and to integrate the few data which were available through direct observation with those which he could gather
from the description in the Myah-chuh. However, the conciseness
of the relevant passage in that next coupled with the impossibility
of visual control make of his description in Indo-Tibetica one of
the very few in which his usual clarity of exposition leaves room to
a certain amount of obscurity and inaccuracy. It is therefore
worthwhile taking up the whole subject once again, first of all to
illustrate the distribution of the various ~ ~ ~. .a n d a land
a s , then to
examine the main ones in some detail.
Plate 180 provides the picture of the front of the chapel (a)

2 0 2 . g f i a i l - k h a i i s~rrig~nl-ya.s-khur'rcllc~-r?,o
(hl?lrrr'l c.lir,ri, l QH3: 5 8 ) .
203. Tucci, 1941a: 158.

Plate 180. a) The front of the &-yas-ldrair.
itions nf the Aiffe-r
mn-nl-1-r

b) Plan of the temple with the pos-
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and a plan of the same (b), with the indication of the positions
occupied by the various mandalas.
The southern wall, where the two above-mentioned doors
open at the top of two steep stairs, is largely occupied by a vast
central glass window, so that only the portions of wall at its two
ends are left available for the paintings. But the other three walls
are entirely covered with paintings illustrating large ~nandalas
which adjoin each other and whose diameter occupies the height
from the floor to the ceiling, except for a narrow band at the bottom bearing a sequence of partly defaced inscriptions in dbu-car7
characters distributed on two lines. Five of these mandalas are
placed on the northern wall, and four more on each of the eastern
and western walls. The size of the two large mandalas placed on
the southern wall is obviously limited by the smaller width of
available surface.
Two series of small mandalas are obtained in the curvilinear
triangles drawn above and below by the adjoining circumferences
of the large mandalas. Because the space available in correspondence with the corners of the walls is shared by two perpendicular
surfaces, there one finds pairs of slightly smaller mandalas adjoining along the edge. The remaining interstices resulting from
this regular geometric layout are again occupied by small figures
of deities and masters, who are in turn enclosed in circles.
The Myan-chun204provides a first general clue for decoding
the layout of the mandalas. After first introducing the mandala of
the Kalacakra, which occupies the centre of the large northern
wall and is indicated as No. 0 in PI. 180b, the text lists the suecession of all the great ~nandalas(labelled in the plan with NOS.1R
to 7R) on its right as far as the entrance door, and then all the great
mandalas on its left (Nos. 1L to 7L). It then ~ r o c e e d sto list with
the same criterion the small mandalas of the upper (Nos. l r to
lor) and lower (Nos. l r ' to lor') sequences anticlockwise, and of
the upper (Nos. 11 to 101) and lower (Nos. 11' to 101') sequences
clockwise. There are on the whole fifteen large rlrar?dalas in the
central row and forty in the upper and lowei- rows.
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As a matter of fact the Myan-chun does not mention mandala
101 explicitly, and also the reference to nqandala 10r is entrusted to
its being together with mandala 9r through the mere resort to the
use of the plural in the text. However, a final check of the overall
plan is made possible by the total figure given at the end of the list:
sogs yons sdorns liza-bcu-rtsa-li~a("in brief, a full fifty-five
altogether ").
All the tnandalas
..
in this chapel, except for n~andala91 on
which more will be said below, refer to the a~~uttara~~ogatarztras,
and with their rigidly canonical and ritual pattern they somehow
integrate the splendid yi-dam figures painted in a freer manner in
the harmika of the nearby SKU-'bum.The distribution of the mandalas with reference to the various tantric cycles is not accidental,
on the contrary it reveals a rather systematic application of the
same criteria of classification which have already been discussed
in the second section of Chapter Two.
The large mandalas of the central band which are placed to
..
are in fact devoted to the Father
the right of the Kalacakrarnandala
tantvas, here called " rnaha?~ogatantrasof the Means" (rnal-'byor
chen-po thabs-kyi rg?)ud), with the one exception of rtzandala 7R,
which belongs to the group of the Mother tantras, in the Family of
Amitabha (the paintings of the southern wall show a partially different character, as we shall see below). The nzandalas placed to
..
are all related to tantras belongthe left of the Kalacakrarnandala
ing to the Mother group, i.e. dakinirantras (mkha'-'gro-ma'i rgyud)
or yoginitar~tras(rnal-'hvov-nza'i rgyrd). Furthermore, within this
distribution, the rnandalas
..
related to the main tarztras belonging to
each of the two groups, namely those referring to the cycles of
Guhvasamaja and Samvara respectively, are laced first starting
from the centre of the northern wall.
These criteria are explicitly stated by the .Uvali-ckniz in the
sentences introducing the two groups of rnandalas. Of the former
of such g~.oupsit sa\s: g.~~us-pIz~ogs
r-nal-'b~orchrlz-po tl~abs-kyi
rg.vrid ~ f s o - h ostor/-jm'l
r
dk~jil-'klzor-r~i
dail-por dpal gSari-ba-Idus-pa
Mz-bch\-oil , d c - ! , ~( t"~o n t t ~ clight, I-egardingthe ~nat.zdalaswhich ex1 r i t 7 i t ( ~ 1 . ! ! ~ ( 1 t t l , l of
t t * ~the
~
upa?'a, firstly (there is)
plain cl~ictl\r
I
- .
I ,
1 ,i
I
a ' ' Of the latter it says: gob-drr
/?#(I(!
1
1
I 0'7
I ' I c ) . ~ -ses-rab
~N
gtso-hor ston-pa He1
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ruka'i rigs-mums biugs-te ("to the left of the Kalacakra mentioned
above, there are the Families of the Herukas explaining chiefly the
prajfia ").
The same criterion is basically followed also in the sequence
of small mandalas,
..
apart from few exceptions in the low row on
the right, as it includes two mandalas devoted to Samvara and
Vajrapani in the north-eastern corner and a mandala devoted to
Vajrapanicanda close to the centre, all three obviously related to
the Mother tantras. Furthermore it should be pointed out that a
number of mandalas placed in the two rows to the right of the
Kalacakramandala, however devoted to cycles belonging to the
Father tantras, are in fact laid out according to the instructions of
those chapters of the Kalacakratantra which can be regarded as
explanatory of all tantras.
Because of the high number of mandalas
..
and of the texts to
which each must be related, we shall here consider in some detail
the central band, which includes the most important mandalas,
while we shall bound ourselves to a few hints for each of the minor
series, however introducing any consideration which may be regarded as relevant also to the latter.
Mandala 0,which is placed at the centre of the northern wall
and is devoted to Kalacakra, is related to the mChog-gi-dun-po'isans-rgyas-las byun-ba rgyud-kyi rgyal-po dpal DUS-kyi-'khor-10
(Paramadibuddh~ddh~taSvikalacakran~atantraraju)~~~
which was
translated by the Kashmirian pandita Somanatha and by 'Bro 10tsa-ba Ses-rab+yags, as well as to the supplementary tantra Duskyi-'khor-lo'i rgytld phyi-ma ( K i z l a c a k r a t a ~ t r o t t a r a translated
)~~~,
by
g ~ a n - c h u nDar-ma-grags.
Two commentaries have been enormously important for the
explanation of that tantric cycle. The first, wich is attributed to
Kulika Pundarika who is regarded as a manifestation of
Avalokitesvara, bears the title hsDus-pa 'i rgvud-kvi rgval-po Dmk~i-'khor-lo'i
'grcl-b.<adrtsa-ha'i vgvlrd-kvi ries-su 'ilrg-pa ston-phrag-

205. Toh. 362.
206. Toh. 363.
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bcu-giiis-pa dri-ma med-pa pi 'od (Vimulaprabhanarnamulatantraan~sarinidvadaSasahasrikalaghukalacakratantraraja~ika)~~~
and is
generally known as Vimalaprabha. Like the basic tantra, it was
translated by Somanatha and S e ~ - r a b - ~ r aThe
~ s .second commentary is Naropa's dBan mdor bstan-pa'i 'grel-bSad don dam-pa
bsdus-pa ( P a r a m a r t h a s a m g r a h a n a r n a ~ e k o d d e ~ i k awhich
) ~ ~ ~ ,was
translated by the Kashmirian Dharmadhara and by Grags-pa-rgyalmtshan.
The central position occupied by the Kalacakramandala in
the chapel possibly reflects not only a need to differentiate
through symmetry the two groups of Father and Mother tantras
within the larger class of the anuttaratantras, but also the fundamental role which the cycle of the Kalacakra had taken on in the
doctrine and in the ritual practice of Tibetan Buddhism. After
spreading into Tibet through various ways and branching out into
various schools, this cycle was first systematized by Bu-ston, who
placed the Kalacakratantra at the beginning of the rGyrld section
of the bKal-'gyur together with the Narnasay~giti,just as he placed
the Vimalaprabha at the beginning of the bsTan-'gvuv, and who
summed up the tradition of the Kalacakra and of its origins in the
Dus-'khor chos-'bvtrn rgyud-sde'i zab-don sgo-'byed rin-chen gcespa'i lde-n~ig(Collected Works, vol. iza).
Furthermore the years during which the dPal-'khor-chos-sde
was built up correspond to the period of activitv of the great
mKhas-grub-chos-rje ( 1 385-1438), a subtle interpreter of the Vilnalaprablza, who composed various treatises concerning the ritual
..
of the Kalacakra cycle, and in particular wrote
and rtzandalas
down the ritual of initiation in the Kalacakra which is still followed bv the dGu-lrrgs-pa school2oq.According to Tucci mKhasgrub-chos-lje was invited to consecrate the gTsug-lag-khan in
1425'"', the iverl\ Far- when the g~al-yas-khari
was completed.
The Kirlrrc.c~kr.trr~rc~~~tlulu
..
in the dhrl-rtse is unfortunately badlv
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damaged by water leakages and rough restoration patches, and the
two-line inscription below it is hardly readable. However, the Inandala is clear enough to confirm the indication provided by the
Mvaiz-chtii~,which describes it as realized in its fullest form of
Kayavakcittamandalu
..
(dPul Dus-'klzor sku-gsuns-thugs yons-rdzogskvi dkyil-'khor). As far as we can make it out, this extraordinarily
complex mandala appears to correspond basically to the description provided in the Ni~pannayoguvali"'.
Mar?dala lR, the first to the right of the Kalacakramandala, is
devoted to S r i - ~ u h ~ a s a m a j a - ~ k s o b h ~ a vThat
a j r a is
. the chief mandala of the Guhyasarrzaja cycle, and is related to the De-biingiegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gsun -thugs-kyi gsan-chen gsan-ba'dtis-pa ies bya-ba brtag-pa pi rgyal-po chen-po (Survatathagatakayav a k ~ i t t a r a h a s y a g u h y a s a m i i j a n a r n a ~ j a ) which
~ ' ~ , was
translated by Rin-chen-bzan-po assisted by the upadhyaya acarya
~raddhakaravarma. The mandala
..
painted here corresponds
exactly to the description provided in the second chapter of Abhayakaragupta's Ni+pannay~gavali~'~,
which was translated by the
Indian master Sarvajiianasribhadra and later revised by the
famous Indian scholar Ratnaraksita, assisted by Ravindra and by
the Junior lo-tsu-ba of Chag, Chos-je-dpal, also known as dPal-gyimkhal-can (1 197-1264)lI4.
In his introduction to the Nispat~nayogavali~'~
Bhattacha~a
refers to the description of this mandala
..
as provided in the Pin&krainatantra, but Mallmannubremarks that, since there is no trace
of a tantra with that name, it is likely to be the description supplied
in Nagarjuna's Paficakra17~a~"~
which was translated into Tibetan
by the same translators of the Guhyasarnajatarztru. The first chapter of the Paficakrama, subsequently rehashed by Ravindra and

2 1 1.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.

Bhattachanya, 1972: 76-86; Skr. 79-93.
Toh. 442.
Cordie~;rGvlrd: L.XX, 2.
On the relationship among these t111-e~
nla\tel-.; ssc, Lo Bue, 1988: 90.
Bhattachan;\ra, 1972: 35, N. 2.
Mallmann, 1975: 43.
Cordier; rC~,l~c/:
XXXIII. 7
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Chos-rje-dpal (namely the same revisors of the Nispannayogavali),
appears in fact as an independent text in the bsTan-'gyur under the
title bsDus-pa'i rim-pa'i sgrub-thabs (Pindikrarnasadh~na)~~~.
The second mandala,
..
2R, houses in its centre Vajrabhairava,
with nine heads, thirty-four arms and sixteen legs. It is related to
the dPal rDo-rje-'jigs-byed chen-po'i rgy~id(Srivujrabhaira~~artatnut~ntra)~
which
~ ~ , is included in the second group of the
mahayogatantras belonging to the Family of Vairocana and mainly
devoted to the various forms of Yamari. This texts was translated
by the lo-tsa-ba of Rwa, rDo-rje-grags, under the supervision of the
Newar nobleman (bharo) Phyag-rdum, the mfilaguru of Rwa who
gave him the Yamari cycle220.It is divided into seven rtog-pa (tarka)
and the first section is devoted to the explanation of its r?landulas.
The Myan-chun refers to this mandala as sKu'i rigs vDo-rje'jigs-byed sKyod (= sKyo) -lugs Iha bcu-gsum-pa'i dkyil-'khor and attributes thirteen deities to it, whilst Tucci speaks of seventeen dei t i e ~ ~As~ a' . matter of fact the mandala painted on the wall of the
g~al-yas-khalicounts as many as forty-nine deities, of which one at
the centre, eight in the first circle, four in the corners, four at the
gates, and thirty-two in the galleries on the walls of the palace
(eight for each side). This seems to correspond exactly to the h i ? lugs dkyil-'khor as transmitted by Zari lo-tsci-ba ~ e s - r a bBla-ma,
c o l l e ~ t i o nwhere
~ ~ , it is pointed
from Cog-ro, published in the
out that the thirty-two deities in the galleries are personifications
of the thirty-two symbols which are often found in the various
mar?dalas devoted to Vajrabhairava.
The sadhurlas related to Vajrabhairava in his various forms
(Mahavajrabhairava, Yamantaka, Raktavamari, Krsnayamari) can
be grouped into three main traditions, each named aher a famous
t r a n ~ l a t o rThe
~ ~ ~first
. refers to the lo-lsaba of Rwa, rDo-rje-grags,

or
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whom we have seen to be the translator of the main tantra; the
second refers to the lo-tsa-ba of sKyo, 'Od-zer-'byun-gnas, who,
among other things, was entrusted with and transmitted the
'Phags-pa rDo-rje-'jigs-byed-kyi gzuns (Aryavajrabhairavadhiirani)224;
the third one refers to the lo-tsa-ba of
~ e s - r a Bla-ma,
b
who translated two texts devoted to Vajrabhairava which are included in the b s T ~ n - ' g y u r ~ ~ ~ .
Among the mandalas in the
collection, we find one sKyolugs rDo-rje-'jigs-byed lha bcu-bdun-gyi d k y i l - ' k h ~ r transmitted
~~~,
by sKyo lo-tsa-ba 'Od-zer-'byun-gnas, which contains seventeen deities (as indicated by Tucci, but not by the Myan-chun). This mandala, however, also includes as an essential part a set of thirty-two
symbols, those very same symbols which are personified in the
an-lugs dkyil-'khor. A possible suggestion is that the mandala in
the g~al-yas-khan,
corresponding to the Zari-lugs dkyil-'khor, ought
to be understood as a version of the mandala according to the
lo-tsa-ba of sKyo, in which such personifications have been introduced. The initial qualification as sku'i rigs as given in the Myanchun should in that case characterize the kayamandala made of
images of deities as opposed to the cittamandala made of symbols.
The indication of the Myan-chun ought to be understood accordingly as referring to the mandala of sKyo lo-tsaba in the version in
which all symbols are converted into figures of deities.
The third mandala, 3R,is the first on the western wall always
proceeding anticlockwise. It is the gSan-'dus 'Jarn- pa'i-rdo-rje lha
bcu-dgu'i dkyil-'khor, namely the inandala
..
of the nineteen deities
of Guhyasamaja-Maiijuirivajra (Pl. 181). The Myan-chtln specifies
that this mandala belongs to the Family of Aksobhya and refers it
to the school of Ye-ses-zabs (Jrianapada). This is not the version
described in the Ni.spannayogavali, which leaves virtually unaltered the ~nandalaof Guhyasamaja-Aksobhyavajra just replacing
Aksobhya with Manjuvajra at the centre. It seems to be more
specifically related to another rantrm of the G~,hyasar?lajacycle,

an,

or

224. Toh. 605. Cf. Skorupski, 1985: 273.
225. Cordier, rG,v~ld:XLIII, 70 and 88.
226. bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho, 1983: No. 5h
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namely the dPa1 rDo-rje-sfiiri-po rgyan-gyi rgyud (~rivajrah+vrjl a r p k a r a t a r ~ t r a )which
~ ~ ~ , was translated by the upadhya?~aKamalagupta and by the Tibetan lo-tsa-ba 1Ha-ye-ses-rgyal-mtshan.
The number of the deities appearing in this mandala is actually twice the figure indicated in the title, because each is shown
..
itself corresponds to the one
clasping his p r a j ~ a .The tnundala
described in kag-dbad-legs-grub's dPal gSa6-ba-'drrs-pa 'Jam- pa'irdo-rje'i dkyil-'khor-gyicho-ga si-ta'i klon-chen 'jigs-bra1sen-ge'i kha'babs which is included in the rGyud-sde kun-brus, the Sa-skya-pu
collection compiled by 'Jam-dbyans-blo-gter-dban-poupon which
the above mentioned collection of rnandalas is basedz2".
Number 4R corresponds to the i?tandala of Vajrabhairava with
thirteen deities according to the tradition of Rwa, that is of the
lo-tsa-ba of Rwa, rDo-je-grags, whom we have already met as the
Its layout is akin to
translator of the ~rivajrabhaira~lar.~dmatantra.
2R and it houses in its centre the same figure
the one of ~nandala
..
of Vajrabhairava with thirty-four arms, sixteen legs and nine heads,
the central one being a buffalo head of the same blue colour as the
body, whereas the head of MafijuSri at the top is of a saffron colour
(PI. 182). In the first circle surrounding the god there are eight
more wrathful yab-?urn deities with three heads and six arms, four
bigger ones in the main directions and four smaller ones in the
intermediate directions, all corresponding to various manifestations of Yamari. The colours of the former are canonical (white
for the eastern one because the central one si blue), whereas those
of the latter are: white (south-east),blue (south-west),red (northwest) and green (north-east). Four more similar figures are placed
at the gates of the rnutzdala,
..
this time the eastern one of a blue
colour and the southern one of a white colour, whereas the
colours of those of the other two directions are left unchanged.
There are thirteen deities in accordance with the figure mentioned
by the ,bI?ari-c.l~lli~,
provided that the ~ab-v~lnz
deities are counted
as one.
This r,lczlldolcc
..
\.i~tuallycoincides with the one included as
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Rtva-lugs rDo-rje'-jigs-byed lha bcu-gsum-gyi dkyil-'khor in the collection of the mandalas
..
of NO^^^^, except for the presence in the
latter of four vetalas in the corners and of twenty-four symbols in
the galleries on the walls of the palace. Such symbols, however, are
among those held by the chief deity in thirty-two of his thirty-four
hands, the other two bearing the kartrka and the kapala at the
height of the chest.
The following ntandala. 5R, is that of g~in-rje-gsed-dmar-po
(Raktayamari) with thirteen deities, according to the method of
~ r i d h a r a(dPal-'dzin) (Pl. 183). Its root-tantra is the dPal gSin-rjegsed-dmar-po ies bya-ba'i rgyt~d-kyirgyal-po (~rirakta~amaritantrar u ~ a ) ~which
' ~ , was translated at the monastery of Sa-skya by the
Kashmirian pandita Rahulasribhadra and by the Tibetan lo-tsaba
Blo-rtan. This tantra includes nineteen chapters (le'u) and the
twelfth is specifically devoted to the dkyil-'khor ~ h e n - p o ~ ~ ' .
~ r i d h a r a was apparently a brahman ntahdsiddha, who
received the secret precepts of the ~adangayogadirectly from the
acarya Anupamaraksita, and occupies a key position in that lineage232.He wrote several texts belonging to the cycle of Yamari
which were included in the bsTan-'gyur, and in particular, as far as
we are here concerned with, the dPal g~in-rje-g~ed-dinar-po'i
sgrub-thabs (Sriraktayarn~irisiidhana)~~~
and the dPal gSin-rje-gseddmar-po'i dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga ( ~ r i r a k t a ~ a m a r i r n a M c ; i a l o p a ~ i k a ) ~ ~ ~
which were both translated by Ni-ma'i-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-PO.
The mandala in the g~al-yas-kha~i
is wholly consistent with
the one still preserved in the ~ o r - tradition
~ a
of the Sa-skya-pa
school, whose rGyud-sde kun-btus includes a work by Bu-ston
specifically devoted to it: the gSin-rje-gied-dmar-po'isgrrcb-thabs
nag-'gros-su hkod-pa rnal-'byor hii gsal-bar hyed-pa"'. It may be

229.
230.
23 1 .
232.
233.
234.
235.

bSod-nams-rgva-mtsho, 1983: No. 55.
Toh. 474.
Skol-upski, 1985: 23 1 - 1 32.
Roerich, 1976: 474, 795, 1046.
Cordier. r.G\>rrd:XI.111, 10.1, 104.
Ibidt.ilz: XLIII, 107. 108.
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pointed out that the foundation of
E-wam by Kun-dga1bzan-po took place in 1429, that is four years after the erection of
the dbu-rtse of the gTsug-lag-khari; both foundations belong to the
same period and to the same religious and cultural environment.
A characteristic of this rnandala is the inclusion of
Raktayamari, surrounded by a square frame of vajras, in the centre
of a viivavajra within whose four endings four other forms of his
are placed. These five deities are all portrayed in pratyalida, each
clasping his prajfia with the left arm and holding a kapala in the
left hand, while the right hand is raised upwards in karananzudra,
holding different attributes. Four dakinis are placed in the corners
of the first wall and four guardians with their prajtius are painted
in the four gateways.
The last niat?dala on the western wall, 6R (PI. 184), is defined
in the Myaii-chun as sKtrli-rigs-kyiKhro-bo gSin-rje-gied-'jat~t-dpal
ial drug-gi gdon drug lha bccr-gsum-pa pi dkyil-'khor. This description of the nia~?dalaof Krodha-Yamantaka-Mafijusri does not correspond perfectly with the painting under consideration, firstly
because the deities number twenty-one and not thirteen, and also
because the central deity has six heads (as well as six arms and six
legs), whereas all the others only have one head and two arms. The
number of the heads of the chief deity and the circumstance
that the first circle of his parivara is placed upon the blades of
an eight-pointed cakva, rather than on the usual lotus petals,
..
described in ~evakacandra's
suggest that this mav be the 1?zatzdala
g~i,i-rje-~ied-rla~
g d- ~
o io~ drug-pa'i 'khor-lo'i sgrub-thabs
(Sa1;7r~1lrkllakv.s1~a~~a1~~avicakrasadlzarza)~'",
.. . which was translated by
the author with the already mentioned lo-tsa-ha of Cog-ro, ~ e s - r a b
Bla-ma. This .siidharzu, lvhich is inspired to the root-tantva De-biingiegs-prr flro~rts-cad-k1.i
skrr-gsrril-thugsg~irz-rje-gsed-rtag-po
ies b~jaba 'i rgilrrd ( ~ o r - ~ ~ o t u r l l i z ~ u r a k a ~ ~ a ~ ~ c ; t k c i t t a k ~ r ? a ~ a r l z n r i n ~ a t a ~ r a
was translated by AtiSa with his disciple, ~shul-khrims-rgyal-ba,
and later re\ isedh!. the lo-rsii-ba of Rwa, rDo-je-grags.
r D ~ - l . j e - g - al-ole
~ ~ ' in
~ the revision of the translation of this
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tantra might justify the name assigned to a very similar mandala
. . in
the
collection, the Rwa-lugs 'Jam-dpal-gsin-rje gdoh drug lha
fii-su-rtsa-gcig-gid k y i l - ' k h ~ ra~title
~ ~ , in which, besides the identity
in the number of deities and of the heads of the chief one, one
finds also the name of Mafijusri, which is explicitly mentioned in
the Myan-chun. The difference between the
mandala and the
one at Gyantse is limited to the absence in the former of the
prajiias for the four manifestations of Yamari occupying the main
directions in the first circle and for the four guardians of the
doors.
Mandala
. . 7R, which is painted on the portion of the southern
wall to the left of the entrance door, is not contemporary with the
as already noticed by Tucci in his
decoration of the g~al-yas-khan,
expedition of 1937. The inscription besides the mandala tells us
that it was repainted on the model of the previous one in the year
fire-rat, which may correspond either to 1876 or to 1936239(Pl.
185).
This mandala continues the series of the large mandalas
placed in succession to the right of the Kalacakranzandala and as
such it comes seventh in the Myan-chun, but is not related to a
Father tantra. In fact this is a mandala
..
devoted to Khro-bo dPalrdo-rje-gzon-nu (~rivajrakumara),also known as rDo-je-phur-pa
(Vajrakila), and related to the rDo-rje-phur-pa rtsa-ba'i rgyud-kyi
durn-bu (Vajrakilamiclatantrakha~a)240,
which belongs to the
group of the yoginitantras referring to rTa-mchog (Paramasva),
namely to Amoghasiddhi. This tantra represents a hagment of a
root-tantra which is included in the rDo-rje khros-pa rig-pa
mchog-gi rgyud-kyi lelu, an important collection of ritual texts of
the Sa-skya-pa school241,and was translated by Sa-skya Pan-

or

or

238. bSod-nams-I-gya-mtsho,1983: No. 53.
239. Tucci merely says that i t was made in a period "veiy close to US"(1941a:
159). The inscription reads: "Phlrr-pa ( r ) 1 . s ~dlt177-(= rDo-r,c.-pl~ltr-pc~
rrsa-ha'i rgyudkyi d u t n - b u ) - p i rgyud 'h?,~tri-hnrclo-rje rigs-k,li khro-ho dp(z/ r - D ( > - r j c ~ - g i o ~dkj'il-~l~~'i
' k h o r c h e n - p o s n o r ~yod /tar. H I P - h ygsttr
i
hj.eri.s .\kah.s ?uil tsI1nl ( = r s l ~ u d -Ida17
)
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hen^^^. This circumstance alone may account for its attribution to
the Sa-lugs in the Myaiz-chun, to which one may add that the diffusion of the tantric cult of the phur-pu, which was initially promoted in Tibet during monarchic period and later taken over by
the r ~ i n - m a - p school,
a
was also favoured by the Sa-skya-pas, as is
shown for example by the existence of a rDo-rie-phur-pa'i sgrubskor and of a rDo-vie-phur-pa'i mnon-par rtogs, both written by the
5th abbot of S a ~ k y a ~Crags-pa-rgyal-mt~han~~~,
~"
while no sadhana
devoted to Vajrakila seems to be included in the bsTan-'gyuv. The
very basic tantra does not appear in the sNar-thari edition of the
bKa'-'gyuv, although it is listed in the classification supplied by
Bu-ston in his rGyud-sde spvi'i rnam-par-biag rgvud-sde rin-poche'i mdzes-rgyan (Collected Works, vol. ba).
The cult of the phur-pa continued among the Sa-skya-pas also
collection
at a later period, as is shown by the inclusion in the
of mandalas
..
of one rDo-vie-phur-pa'i stod-las byan-chun bsgrub-pa
~ ~ ~ , is related not only to the above
lha bcu-dgu'i d k y i l - ' k h ~ r which
mentioned tantra, but also to the dPal rDo-rie-gion-rzu'i sgrub-thabs
bklags-pas don-grub and to the rDo-rie-phur-pa'i dkyil-chog yid-'on
blo-gros kha-byed biin-las rin-chen do-Sal-du i a l 'phan-pa-rnamskyis rtogs-par sla-ba yid-kyi mun-sell both written by Sa-skya-pa
~a~-dbah-kun-dgal-bsod-nams.
This was the grandson of the great
exorcist and 22nd abbot of Sa-skya, kag-dban-kun-dgal-rin-chen
(145 1-1524), and son of the 24th abbot of Sa-skya, Grags-pa-blogros-rgyal-rntshan (1503-1557)240.His full name was A-mes I(lagdban-kun-dgaJ-bsod-namsG r a g ~ - ~ a - r ~ ~ a l - m t sHe
h a was
n . born in
1537, became the 27th abbot of Sa-skya in 1560 and died in
154914'. In his Chronicles as translated by T u c c ~ the
~ ~ 5th
~ , Dalai
Lama ( 1 617-1682) states that the teachings concerning the in-

or

242. Skorupski, 1985: 212.
243. Cf. l.c~-r-g,~,rr.\
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terpretation of the sutras and tantras by that "precious gem" of the
Sa-sk~a-palineage, descended from the 'Khon family, still lived in
his time.
The mandala
..
of the
collection quoted above is very close
to the one in the g~al-yas-khari,
at least its central portion, depicting Vajrakumara blue in colour, with three heads, six arms and
four legs, clasping his prajiia and surrounded by the Ten Krodhas,
who are placed on the blades of a cakra, each with his own prajca
and flanked by a pair of attendants with animal heads. All these
eleven deities are provided with the wings of a garuda.

or

Mandala 1L (Pl. 186)) which appears first to the left of the
central one devoted to the Kalacakra, refers to Dakarnava (mKha1'gro-rgya-mtsho) and is related to the dPal mKhal-'gro-rgya-mtsho
rnal-'byor-ma pi rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-po (Sridakarnavan.zahayoginitantraraja)24'. This is a fundamental tantra of the cycle of Samvara, a cycle which originated first in the lineage of Rin-chenbzan-po and was later taught by Mar-pa Do-pa and others250.The
version of this tantra included in the bKa'-'gvur is due to Sum-pa
lo-tsa-ba of Ron, Dharma-yon-tan, who translated it in the Nepal
Valley under the guidance of the mahopadhyaya Jayasena (rGyalba'i-sde). The latter, also known to Tibetans as Dam-pa Khan-gsarpa, later went to Tibet, where he was assisted in his activity of
master and translator by the already mentioned ~rags-pa-rgyalmtshan, the 5th abbot of Sa-skya2". Dharma-yon-tan further proceeded, together with Jayasena, to translate the instructions of the
sadhana composed by the same master, namely the dPal rnKhal'gro-rgya-rntsho'i rgyud-kyi dkyil-'khor-gvi 'khor-lo pi sgrub-thabs rim
PO-che padnza-ra-ga'i gter (~rid~k~rr?u~~atalztrar?~andalacak~as~..
dl~arzurattzapadr~tara~avidhi)~~?.
This rnavdala displays a huge
number of deities, who are distributed in a highly complex structure involving four large rl~undulusplaced in concentrical circular

249.
250.
25 1 .
252.
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Roerich, 1976: 380.
Ibidein: 388.
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bands around a central n~ar.zdala(tilacakra). The centre of the latter is occupied by the blue-green figure of bCom-ldan-rdo-jemkhal-'gro (Bhagavadvajradaka) with seven heads and seventy-six
arms, clasping Vajravarahi, red, with one head and two arms. The
divine couple is surrounded by the forty-eight petals of a large
lotus, on which twenty-four dakinis and twenty-four vases surmounted by kapalas are placed alternately.
The first of the mandalas encircling the tilacakra includes
three bands (vajracakra, cittacakra, gunacukra), each made up of
thirty-six dakinis, and two more bands where two hundred and
forty-nine Buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa are placed. The second,
third and fourth ~nandalasall show a layout similar to the first one,
each including thre; bands of ddkirzis and two hundred and fortynine Buddhas of the ~ h a d r a k n l ~ In
a . the second n?avdala such
bands represent the akasacakra, the vayucakra and the bhumicakra, in the third one the jvalacakra, the varicakra and the
jiial-zacakra, whereas in the fourth one they represent the Mind,
Speech and Body of the Buddha (cittacakra, vakcakra, kavacakra).
Except for the vaqring colours of the dakitzis, the only difference
consists in the fact that in the outer n.zandala the Buddhas of the
B17adrakalpa are not arranged in circular bands, but occupy the
galleries on the walls of the square palace which includes the
..
That this is a great synthesis of several different
whole n7andala.
r~landalasis underlined bv the gates separating them, with their
appropriate guardians, and by the bands showing the Eight Cemeteries which surround each of the intermediate nzar;zdalas.
Mai?dalu 2L, the second to the left of the Kalacakra?nat.zdala,
alwavs on the northern \vall, is devoted to Sambara with sixty-two
deities, according to Liiipa's interpretation. The text to which this
rrlarldulu
..
is chiefly inspired is the rCyld-k?,i rgyal-po dpal bDerlzcl~og-rirrr'l-?'Ilr
(Tar1tr.ar~jnSr.ila~I2~~sa~11~ara)~~~
which, according to
mKhas-grub-~jc,
is the chief of the ??ogir~itatztras~~~.
That falatra was
translated bv Padmfikara and Rill-chen-bzan-po,and was later re-
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vised by Prajiiakirti and Mar-pa Do-pa Chos-kyi-dban-phyug on the
basis of a manuscript belonging to N a r o ~ a ? ~ ~ .
The reference in the Myan-chtin to Luipa (Lo-hi-pa in the text)
with regards to the ~ a m b a r cycle
a
is not merely connected with an
oral tradition, for the bsTan-'gyur includes, the dPal rDo-rje-semsdpa'i sgrtlb-thabs (Srivajra~attvasadhana)~5h,
which in the colophon is given the subtitle bDe-mchog-gi sgrtib-thabs (Sambauascidhana) and is attributed to that master. This tradition of interpretation in the cult of ~ a m b a r ais well-rooted in the Sa-skya-pa
school, where the 5th abbot, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, wrote a bDemchog Ltt'i-pa pi I L ~ ~ S - mnon-par
kyi
rtogs-pa'i bsgom-pa'i r i n ~ ~ ~ ' .
Also this mandala,
..
however far from the complexity of the
preceding one, is laid out in four cakras, of which the central one
(rnahasrikhacakra) houses the figure of 'Khor-lo-bde-mchog (Cakrasamvara), blue, with four heads and twelve arms, clasping Vajrayogini, red, and surrounded by four dakinis in the canonical
colours of the four directions. The central mandala is encircled by
the cittacakra, vakcakra and kayacakra in succession, each being
made up by a band housing eight divine couples of blue, red, and
white colour respectively.
The first ruandala on the eastern wall, 3L in the figure, is
devoted to the Five Families of dakus (Paficadakakula) together,
according to the scheme of the Dakinivajrapatijara. This mahamandala includes five distinct mandalas
..
with square enclosures,
each housing one of the Paiicadakas in the form of Hevajra, s ~ r rounded by eight dakinis. The five rl~andulasare laid out so as to
form a Greek cross and are housed in their turn in a larger enclos..
(PI. 187).
ure to make up one svnthetic mandala
The central ~ ~ ~ a ~ ? d
devoted
a l a , to the Familv of Vajrasattva,
houses at the centre Thugs-kvi-mkhal-'gro-kye-rdo-rje
(Cittadakahevajra), blue, with eight heads and sixteen arms, clasping Mamaki, of the same colour, but with one head and two arms. The
same structure is adopted for the other four r~~ciriclalns
. .
which are

255. Sko~upski.1985: 170-172.
256. Cordiet; r.G'\.lrtl: X I I I , 1 .
257. Tucci. 1949: 101; 257, n . 17h
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devoted respectively to the Families of Vairocana (rNam-par-snanmdzad), Ratnasambhava-Vajrasurya ( D o - e - i - m a ) , Ami6bhaPadmanartesvara (Padma-gar-gyi-dban-phyug)and AmoghasiddhiParamasva (rTa-mchog-rol-pa).The centre of each mandala is occupied by a daka with the same number of heads and arms and in
the same dance posture characterizing Hevajra, namely in the
order: rTag-pa-kye-rdo-rje(Nityahevajra) with Saris-rgyas-spyan-ma
(Buddhalocana), white; Rin-chen-rgyal-po-kye-rdo-je (Ratnarajahevajra) with Rin-chen-sgrol-ma (Ratnatara), yellow; rTa-mgrinkye-rdo-rje (Hayagrivahevajra) with Gos-dkar-mo (Pandara), red;
rTa-mchog-kye-rdo-rje (Asvahevajra) with Dam-tshig-sgrol-ma (Samayatara), green.
This mahamar.zdala refers to the 'Phags-pa rnKha f-'gro-ma rDorje-gur ies bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-po'i brtags-pa (Aryadakin i ~ a j r a p a r ? j a r a m a h a t a n t r a r a j a k a l p awhich
) ~ ~ ~ , belongs to the cycle
of Hevajra and immediately follows the Hevajratarztra in the bKa''gyur, but can be related more specifically to two sadhanas included in the bsTan-'gy~av.The first is the dPal mKha'-gro-ma rDorje-gur-gyi dkvil-'khor sgrrib-thabs-pa ies bya-ba 'i rjes-su 'gran-ha 'i
sgrub-thabs (~ridakini~~ajra~arijara~nar!dalasa~?~Itara~~an
~~sarit~am a ~ a d h a n a )by
~ ~the
~ , rnahacarya Devavrata, which was translated
by Mar-pa Chos-kyi-blo-gros. The second is Durjayacandra's
mKhal-'gro-ma rDo-rje-gur-gyi rnkha'-'gro mum-pa liia'i sgrub-pa'i
thabs (Dakini~)ajra~arijara~aficadcikasadharza)~",
which was trans. . Lilavajra and by the lo-tsa-ba bSod-namslated by the upadhvava
rgyal-mtshan.
The following 111a1,dula.
..
4L, is rather damaged and its central
figure is partiallv defaced bv a clumsy restoration (PI. 188). It is
..
G t h nine deities drawn fiom the Kllelithe fundamental tilarldala
rdo-I-je f e s b?va-ha rg~,lrd-k\-i
rgj~a1-po (He~jajrarztraraia)
26' also
known as br,Erg ( - p a )gilis ( - p a ) because of the two pans that make
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it up, which was translated by 'Brog-mi under the guidance of Gayadhara.
The centre of the mandala houses Hevajra, dark blue, with
eight heads, sixteen arms and four legs, his sixteen hands holding
kapalas supporting eight figures of animals and as many dakinis.
The central pair claps Vajranairatmya, also of a blue colour, with
one head and two arms. The eight lotus petals surrounding the
divine couple support as many variously coloured dakinis.
Mention has been made elsewhere of 'Brog-mi's meeting with
Gayadharazb2.
Suffice it to point out here that they worked together
on the translation of several tantras and commentaries related to
the cycle of Hevajra, and in particular on Saroruha's comment a r i e ~ ~Saroruha's
~'.
texts translated by 'Brog-mi and Gayadhara
include the Kve'i-rdo-rje'i dkyil-'khor-gyi las-kyi rim-pa'i cho-ga (He~ajramandalakarmakrarnavidhi)~~~,
the dPa1 Kye'i-rdo-rje'i marme'i rtse-mo lta-bu'i gdams-pa ( ~ r i h e v a j r a ~ r a d i ~ a ~ t i l o p a r n a v a v a d a k ~ ) and
~ ~ ~the
, rJe-btsun dpal Kye'i-rdo-rje'i bha-!fa-ra-ka'i
bstod-pa (Bha~~arakasrihevajrabha~~arakast~tra)~~~.
On his own
'Brog-mi translated the Kye'i-rdo-rje'i de-kho-nu-iiidrnam-par phyeba-dun / Kve'i-rdo-rje'i biad-pa pi rgycid yan-dug-par sbyor-ba-dun /
rDo-rje-mkha p-'gro-lus rtsa'i 'khor-lo'i skabs (Hevajratattvavibhanga
/ Hevajranama~antrasamptita/ V a j r a d a k a m u l a ~ a k v a k ~ Fura)~~~.
thermore, again with Gayadhara, he translated a sadhana by
Dombiheruka devoted to Nairatmya.
Mandala 5L, the third on the eastern wall, is again a mahanzandala, which gathers in the Jukinis' blissful net the Buddhas of
the Six Families that are the basis of all yoginitantras. Each of the

262. See chapel 412 and the second section of this Chapten
263. This siddhu is also known as Padmavajra (mTsho-skyes-rdo-ie),who111
the rNii1-n7a-~a
tradition identifies with Padlnasambhava (Roerich, 1976: 389, n. 1).
This confusion probably derives h-om the fact that there are at least two masters
known as Padmavajra, who a r e also called Saroluha, the elder being identified with
Padn~asambhava,the younger with o u r translator, who livcd in the second half of
the 9th century (Dowman, 1985: 345).
264. Cordie~;rC;~.lrd:
XXI, 2; XXII, I .
265. Ibidern: XXI, 3.
266. Ihide~tl:XXI, 7.
267. Ihiderll: XX, 12.
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six deities dwells in his own mandala (kiitagara), surrounded by a
first cyrcle of eight dakinis, with four more dakinis placed in the
corners along with four goddesses of the offerings, while four
more female deities are placed to guard the gateways.
The central mandala houses Heruka clasping Isvan (dBanphyug-ma), while the other five mandalas, placed symmetrically
around it, house Vairocana with Locana, Vajrasurya with Mamaki,
Padmanartesvara with Pandara, Paramsva with Tara, and Vajradhara (rDo-rje-'chan) with ~ a m b a r a .
This mandala refers to the dPa1 Saizs-rgyas thams-cad-dun
mfiam-par sbyor-ba mkha1-'grosgyu-ma bde-banimchog ces bya-ba'i
rgyud phyi-ma (~risarvabuddhasama~o~adakinijalasamvaranam ~ t t a r a t a n t r a and
)~~~
to the rTog-pa thanzs-cad 'dus-pa ies bya-ba
Sans-rgyas thams-cad-dun miiam-par sbyor-ma mkha9-'gro-ma
sgyu-ma bde-ba'i mchog-gi rgyud phyi-ma pi phyi-ma (Sarvakalpasamuccayanamasar~~abuddhasama~~ogadakinijalasamvaro~tar ~ t t a r a t a n t r a ) ~translated
~'
by Smcijfianakirti, who also translated
the related lika by the acarya Anandagarbhapada2'0. It should be
pointed out that S m c i even preceded Rin-chen-bzan-poin the diffusion of the gsan-shags gsar-nza ("the new secret mantras", with
reference to the new tantric literature) in Tibet.
The tantras to which this mandala is related belong to the
ton-pa group of the Mother tantras. The latter in fact consist of
the same six groups in which the Father tantras are distributed
plus this sTon-pa group dealing with all the Buddhas on the same
level, so that, strictly speaking, it does not actually represent a
specific Family. The term sTon-pa (desaka) designates the Master
par excellence, the Buddha as teacher of the dhamza.
The con~mentariesof the bsTan-'g~urreferring to the sTon-pa
r g p d group include 1ndrabh"ti1s d ~ a Saris-rgyas
l
thams-cad-dan
mfiarn-pol-s b ~ r ~ r - h,eso b!~a-ba'i rgyud-kji dka'-'grel (Srisan7abuddl?nstlr~~ci~,o~~l
~ ~ f i r l ltunrv~l~aric-ika)
cr
271
and Prasantamitra's Salis-

Plate 187. The Paiicadakakula mahamandala (3L).

Plate 189.
- The -centre af
(7L).
. the Vdmsattva
-- matp#ala
..

.
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rgyas thams-cad-dun miiam-par sbyor-ba'i dkal-'grel (Sarvabuddha~amayogapaficika)~~~,
both translated by Rin-chen-bzan-po with
the assistance of the acarya ~raddhakaravarma,as well as Indrabhuti's dPal Sans-rgyas thams-cad-dun mtiam-par sbyor-ba mkha1'gro sgyu-ma bde-ba mchog-gi don mum-par biad-pa (~risarvabuddhasamayogadakinijalaSambaratantra~tha~ika)~~~
and Hiimkaravajra's dPal Sans-rgyas thams-cad-dun miiam-par sbyor-ba'i dkyil'khor sgrub-pa'i rim-pa (~risarvabuddhasama~o~arnandalasadhanakrama) 274, both translated by the upadhyaya Vidyakarasimha
and by 1Ha'i-rin-po-che.
The partly defaced inscription below the mandala tells us that
it was drawn by rDor-grub-rin-chen from gNas-niin and his pupils,
according to the instructions of the glorious bla-ma bSod-namsrgyal-mtshan-dpal-b~an-~o,
the 14th abbot of Sa-skya (on whom
see also chapel 4/2)275.
Mandala 6L, placed at the southern end of the eastern wall, is
devoted to the deities of the Catuhpitha
. . (gDan-bii),who are related
to the Mother tantras of the Vairocana group. The fundamental
tantra in that group is the rNal-'byor-ma'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po
chen-po dpal gDan-bii (&icat~hpi~hamaha~oginitantraraja)~'~,
translated by Gayadhara and by 'Gos lo-tsa-ba 1Has-btsas,which is
closely connected with two other tantras, the dPaI gDan-bii-pa'i
bsad-pa'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po shags-kyi cha (~ricatuh~i~hakhyata-

272. Cordier, rCyud: XXV, 3 .
273. Ibidci?i: XXIV, 1 1 .
274. Ihiderli: XXV, 17.
275. The inscription reads: "Nu-nzo Pa-iica-daki-ni (sic) blzva pa / ~ e s - r u grsob
bor stoil-pa Hc.r-r~i-ka'i rigs-k?ti rg,l(d / bsdlrs-pa'i rgyud-dain / biad-rgpud nzKhal'~'0-ilia-rdo-r-jc-g~rr-las
gslriis-pa'i iilk/1a1-'groIria'i dkyil-'khor cheri-po-ni de-tiid-kpi
rgylid-dail gr-lrh-c~l~~~il
1-iltlra-bhlr-ti llia'i rigs-k??i B l o - g r o s - ~ ~ a g - p ~ -che
b a (...) pa'i
'gr-el-pa sloh-d,wrl .2.li-rl11rh-,/~l-/~~1.s
iildzad-pa pi sgndb-tliahs s o p - k y i dgons-pa biirl /
dlis gsllri~ S o r ' ~ r - ~ . , ~fli(liii,s-c~~ld-k?~i
~~czj
ilo-ho (...)-pa'i skyon rkanis-cad-daiz bra1 t i n
llltshliiis.,~o l l l ~ . d -,;~ \~, C lJ I I - [ C I I ~ d l , - ~ i , ( l -r~iiia
/ ~ '-pa rrs-pa'i dBan-phpug-dam-pa/ dpalIda11 ~ I L I - I I I O i ~ S o , I - ~ ! ( ~ ~ i i ~ - r ~ ~ ~ ~ l l - r r / ~ . \ ~rr-td:ad-pa'i
l i g ~ l - ~ ~ ~sgrub
~~l-~
dkpil
, a i i biirl
-pos
h k ~ d - 'i~ 1o! - I , , , ' 1 ,,ili-/l~.,,cl'-/:~
, r l ; ~.-pa
c ~ 1-ex-pa gh;as-r-ilin dpon-po-che rDor-grub-rinC.IZ(.II
,; ;..,:. .
I:,, i~l.,\-~,~z
' < I ?' 'Llir- 'bud /hag-bsain dge-ha-iiirz (...) s / bDe. ,..
, ,; i i i I . ! ! ( J I ~ : - ~ L~I IPI , - c *// 17iN... c h a ' a m senis-car? rkari drug.
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ta~ztraraja~~zarztra~~~sa)~~~,
translated into Tibetan by the same
translators of the previous one, and the dPal gDarz-bii-pa'i mawpar-bsad-pa (Cat~trpilhavikyata)~'~,
translated by S m c i and also
hpifhanzahayoginip hyasarvatantraraja.
known as ~ricatzd
With reference to this ~?zandalaTucciz7' mentions Bu-ston's
rDo-rje gDan-bii'i dkyil-'khor rgyas-pa'i sgrttb-thabs mi-brjod-par
dran-byed (Collected Works, vol. ja), which describes it in some
detail, placing rNal-'byor-nam-mkha' (Yogambara) in its centre. It
should be pointed out that fig. 2273 in Lokesh Chandra's Buddhist
I c o n ~ g r a p h drawn
~ ~ ~ ~from
~ , the Three Htindred Icons, represents
Vajracatuhpitha with characteristics largely corresponding to
those of Yogambara as represented in the Rin-'byunz81.In fact the
n7andala in the g~al-yas-khanis in the main akin, at least in its
central part, to the 14th mandala described in the Ni~pannayogavalizH2and also to the Nam-mkha'i-rnal-'byor lha bdun-bcu-donbdun-gyi dkvil-'khor drawn fi-om Nag-dba6-yon-tan-rgya-mtsho's
bCom-ldan-'das gDan-bii yab bka'i sgrttb-thabs rnal-'byor sllin-gi
thig-le and included in the Nor collection2x3.
The heart of the r.izandala houses Yogambara, blue, with three
heads and six arms, clasping Ye-ses-mkhaP-'gro-ma(Jiianadakini),
white, with one head and two arms. The divine couple is surrounded by eight dakinis: rDo-rje-mkhal-'gro-ma (Vajradakini),
Drag-mo-mkhaJ-'gro-ma (Ghoradakini), Ro-lans-mkhal-'gro-ma
(Vetaladakini) and gDol-pa-mkhaJ-'gro-ma(Candaladakini) in the
main directions, and four animal-headed dakinis in the intermediate ones. Four more dakinis are placed at the gateways, whereas
the corners are occupied by four viSvavajras. The outside circle
houses female deities who are grouped in triplets and couples in
the main and secondary directions respectively. Both at the gates

277.
278.
279.
280.
28 1 .
282.
283.

Toh. 429.
Toh. 430.
T ~ ~ c c1941a:
i,
160, n . 1 .
Chandra, 1988: 708. (Cf. Olschak, 1973: I 3 I , lig. 7 0 ) .
Ibidcr~r:37 1 , fig. 997.
B h a t t a c h a ~ y a ,1072: 48-5 1 .
bSod-nnnis-rgyn-~iitsho,1983: No. 8 7 .
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and at the corners of this second enclosure there are dakas
mounted on animal vahanas, each flanked by two dakinis.
The bsTan-'gyur includes several texts belonging to this cycle,
such as the 'Phags-pa gDan-bii-pa'i rnam-par-bSad-pa (Arya~ a t u h p i t h a ~ i k a partially
) ~ ~ ~ , written and entirely translated by
Smci. The Myan-chun explicitly relates this n~andalato the interpretation of the Indian mahacarya Bhavabhadra, who wrote the
rGyud-kyi dpal gDan-bii-pa'i 'grel-pa dran-pa pi rgyu-tntshan ( ~ r i c u tuhpi~hatantrara~as~a
f i k a ~ m r t i n i b a n d h a n aand
) ~ ~ ~the dPal gDanbii-pa'i sgrub-pa'i thabs ( ~ r i c a t u h ~ i ~ h a s a d h a n o p ~ i kboth
u)~~~,
translated by Gayadhara and 'Gos 1Has-btsas, as well as the dPal
gDan-bii'i chu'i sbyin-sreg (~ricatuh~i~hajalahoma)2"',
which was
translated by Tshul-khrims-gzon-nu.
Mandala 7L (PI. 189)) the last on the central band to the left of
the Kalacakramandala,
..
was painted anew on the portion of the
southern wall to the left of the exit door in the fire-rat year (1876
or 1936)) like the mandala
..
which has already been met at the
opposite end of the same wall. According to the inscription this is
not the Vajradhaturna~zdala,as indicated in the dkar-chug of the
monastery followed by ;he Myail-chuit, but the ~nandalaof bDemchog-rdo-j e - s e m ~ - d ~ a ' - i i - b a - d k a (~ajrasattva-~ambara)"~.
r-~o
The mandala includes thirty-seven deities, as indicated in the
Myan-chun, and the chief one (a form of Heruka according to that
text), white, with three heads and six arms, clasps his svabhapraj f i a while dancing in ardl~a~aryanka,
with the right foot resting on
the moon's disk which is laced upon a kapala supported by a
lotus flower. This figure can be recognized as the lord of the Vaira-

284. Col-dier, i.G\rrd: XXIII, I .
285. Ihrder~i:S X I I , 60.
286. Ihiti~.rll:N S I I I , 9 .
2 8 7 . Il-i:l:.i7::X S I I i . 10.
288. Tl~tcins< I ipt io!~r-eacis: "dK1ti1-'klior 'di-dug dkar-chug-trc / rNul- ' b ~ o r - b l a llic,tl-k>,i~.!,,,;!,i / / , i ! i ! ? i - , ,;c/-!, i.; ! ~ \ i l , / - r ~ g > . l ( ,Snrrl-bhrr-!a'i
i
hrrags-pa gsurn-pa'i rob-byed
h i i - p , , - ~; I -~, ; ,,; ~I I~, , , : / I , , . ; j < . , i t ~ ~ ; ~ l ~, ,~- k~ ~~ ~. i; / - ' k /ips
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sattvamandala as described in the N i ~ p a n n a y ~ g a v a l iand
~ ~ ' ,does
renot seem to correspond perfectly with the ~ajrasattva-~ambara
ferred to in the above mentioned inscription. The latter, in fact,
however sharing the colour, number of heads and number of arms
with the deity at the centre of the mandala painted here, is supposed to sit in sattvaparyanka rather than to assume a dancing
posture, and should hold partially different attributes2'0.
The correspondence with the Vajradhatumandala
..
is not
bound to the central figure, but applies almost perfectly to all the
other figures appearing here, except for the four dakinis placed at
the intermediate directions of the second circle, who show only
one of the two colours indicated by the Ni~pannayogavali.Furthermore, the Vajrasattvamandala
..
of the Ni~pannayogavaliis drawn
from the Yan-dug-par sbyor-ba ies bya-ba'i rgyud chen-po (Sampu!anamamahatantra)2y1
which is mentioned in the Myan-chttn. This
tantra was translated by 'Brog-mi and Gayadhara, and the bsTan'gyur includes a few important commentaries devoted to it, such
as Indrabhuti's dPal kha-sbyor thig-le ies bya-ba rnal-'byor-ma'i
rgyud-kvi rgyal-po'i rgya-cher 'grel-pa yan-dug-par lta-ba'i dran-pa'i
snan-ba ( ~ r i s a m ~ u f a t i l a k a n i i m a y oitantrarajasya
~in
fikasmrtis a m d a r s a n c i l ~ k a )which
~ ~ ~ , was translated by the upadhyaya ~ r i Vajrabodhi and by the lo-tsa-ba of Gyi-jo, Zla-ba'i-'od-zer, as well as
Abhayakaragupta's dPal yan-dug-~arsbyor-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po'i
rgya-cher 'grel-pa man-nag-gi sne-ma (Srisamputatantrarajafikaamnayamaiijari)2'3 and Kha-sbyor dbye-ba (Samp~favibhanga)~'~,
which were translated by Sans-rgya~-grags-pa~'~,
the former at Nalanda.
The Sarlzpu?atantra is a Mother tantra of the ~eruka-Aksobhya
group, and is regarded as a bsad-rgvrld, and is a tantra explanatow

289.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.

B h a t t a c a m a , 1972: Ski: 8. CC. Mallmann. 1975: 420, n . 3.
Chandra. 1988: 364, fig. 976; Mallmann , 1975: 42 I .
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of the anuttarayogatantras in general. It is closely associated with
the rCyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-po dpal yan-dug-par sbyor-ba'i rhigleZY6,
which is listed by Bu-ston as an ordinary explanatory tantra
(thun-mon-ba'i b i ~ d - r g y u d ) ~That
~ ' . tantra was the source of the
Vajrasattvamandala (San~puta-rdor-semslha sum-cu-so-bdun-gyi
which, however, difdkyil-'khor) included in the k o r collection2"~
. . in the g~al-yas-khannot only because rDofers from the mandala
rje-sems-dpa' is depicted clasping Vajravarahi, red, but also because of the different layout of the dakinis in the outer circles. The
Vajradhaturnandala (rDor-dbyiiis sarnpufa Iha sum-bcu-so-bdun-gyi
dkyil-'kh~r)~"
houses in its centre Aksobhya with his svabhaprajtia
in an attitude which is very similar to that of the lord of our mandala, but of a blue colour. Indeed the close resemblance of our
painted rnandala with the Vajradhatunzandala leads us to suggest
that the inscription on the wall is chiefly directed to underline the
fact that this mandala, however related to the Samputatantra and
made up by thirty-seven deities arranged as in the Vajradhatumandala, is not devoted to the blue ~eruka-Aksobhya,
but to the white
Vajrasattva. It should be pointed out that the Vajrasattva of the
Ni:pannayogavali is indeed associated with the Family of A ~ s o b hya.
Let us now turn our attention to the smaller n~andalas,
starting from the series painted on the upper part of the walls of
the g~al-yas-khari,
to the right of the Kcilacakm??tandala:
l r ) Mar!dala of Raktayarnari (g~in-rje-g~ed-dmar-po).
with
five deities, according to the svstem of the nzahasiddha Vimpa,
related to the dPal g ~ i ~ t - r - j e - g ~ e d - d r ~ ties
a r - pbya-ba'i
o
rg?)ud-kyi
rgyal-po (~riraktcl~~urr~~riturt~raruja)"".
2 I-) Ma r.t da
. In of Guhvasamaja-Avalokitesvara (gSan-'dus-'jig-

-----

2 Q b . Toll. .382

2 Q 7 . ' I L ~ ' . ! . ~\,*. J 4 ( 1 ? h ? ,
2qS i>?i,o ,Ll ! : , . - I >!.,:> : ; ! r \ l ; t ,

l'J8-3: Kc>, 1 1 2 .
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rten-dban-phyug),with nineteen deities30',according to the system
of AtiSa, related to the dPal rDo-rje-stiin-po rgyan-gyi rgyud ( ~ r i v a jrahrdayala1l7karatantra)"~.
3r) Mandala
..
of Mahavajrabhairava (rDo-rje-'jigs-byed-chenpo) with eight vetalas, according to the tradition of the Sa-skya-pa
school, related to the rDo-rje-'jigs-byed-chen-po'irgyud (Srivajrarnahabhaira~aniirnatantra)~~~.
4r) Mandala
..
of Guhyasamaja (gSan-'dus) with nine deities as
explained in the Six Families of Guhyasamaja, drawn from the Ka1acakratantra3O4.
5r) Mandala
..
of Mahacakravajrapani (Phyag-rdor-'khor-chen),
with eighteen deitiesJo5,drawn from the 'Phags-pa Lag-nu-rdo-rje
gos snon-po-can drag-po gsum 'dul-ba ies bya-ba'i rgyud (Aryanilambaradharavajrapanir~dratrivinayatantra)~~~
(Pl. 190).
6r) Mandala of Guhyasamaja with twenty-five deities, as explained in the Six Families of Guhyasamaja drawn from the
Kalacakratantra (Pl. 191).
7r) Mandala of Mayajala (sGyu-'phrul-dra-ba)with forty-three
deities, part of the Three Families of Mayajala as expounded in the
Kalacakratantra (Pl. 192).
8r) Mandala of Amyta-Heruka (bDud-rtsi-he-ru-ka), drawn
from the rNal-'byor chen-po'i rgyud rDo-rje-'phren-ba mnon-par
brjod-pa rgyud hams-cad-kyi stiin-po gsan-ba rnam-par phye-ba
(~rivajramalabhidhanan~ah~~o~atan~rasarvamntrah~da~arahas~abhedaka)307,the tantra explanatory of the Guhyasanzajatantra,
which is generally known as Vajramala (Pl. 193).
9r, lor) Two of the mandalas
..
devoted to Amrta (bDud-rtsi) as
explained in the V a j r a ~ n a l a ~ ~ ) ~ .

301. Nine according to the Myali-ch~rn(1983: 60).
302. Toh. 45 1 .
303. Toh. 468.
304. Toh. 362.
305. T~venty-fiveaccording to the Mjlan-ch~lri.
306. Toh. 454.
307. Toh. 445.
308. Mandala lor is hardly visible, being hidden hv the \\all hangings above
the entrance door.

F
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The following mandalas make up the series of the lower row
starting again from the northern wall of the temple:
1r') Mandala
. . of Vajrapanicanda (Phyag-rdor-gtum-po), with
five garudas ( k h y ~ n )drawn
~ ~ ~ ,from Karmavajra's rDo-rje-gtum-po'i
sgo-nus phyir bzlog-pa'i 'khor-lo (Vajracandanusarena pr.styacakr~)~'O
which
,
was transmitted by Bhadracandra to rDo-rje-gragspa, Mi-la-ras-papsdisciple better known as Ras-chun-pa. That text
refers to the dPa1 gTum-po-khro-bo-chen-po'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po
(~ricandamaharo~anatantraraja)"'.a Mother tantra of the group
of Vairocana.
2r') Mandala of the thirteen deities of Krsnayamari (dGranag) according to the tradition of Rwa, related to the De-biingiegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gsun-thugs g~in-rje-gied-nag-po
ies byaba'i rgyud ( S a r v a t a t h a g a t a k a y a v a k c i t t a k ~ a y a m l m a t a n t ~ a ) ~ ' ~ .
3r') Mandala of Buddhakapala (Sans-rgyas-thod-pa), drawn
from the Vajramala.
4r') Mandala of the twenty-five deities of Varahi (Phag-mo),
drawn from the rDo-rje-phag-mo mnon-par 'byun-ba (Vajravarahia b h i d h ~ n a ) ~which
'~,
belongs to the cycle of Samvara in the
Mother tantras.
5r') Mandala of Sambara (bDe-mchog) with thirteen deities3I4,drawn from the dPal bDe-mchog-sdom-pa-'byun-ba
ies byaba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-po (Srisamvarodayanamamahatantraan explanatory tantra belonging to the cycle of Samvara in
the Mother tantras.
6r') Mandala of Maiijusri-Mayajala am-dpal-sgyu-'phmldra-ba), with forty-five deities, as explained in the Kalacakratantra.

309. This nzandala is in a very bad state of preservation and almost indecipherable.
3 10. Cordier, rGyud: LXXXII, 2 1 .
311. Toh. 431.
312. Toh. 467.
313. Toh. 377.
314. Ten according to the M j ~ o l j - C ~ (1083:
U~I
60).
315. Toh. 373.
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7r') Mandala of Guhyasamaja with thirty-two deities, as explained in the Kalacakratantra.
8r') Mandala of Cuhyasamaja with thirteen deities3I6,again
as explained in the Kalacakratantra.
9r') Mandala of the twenty-one deities of Vajr5mfia'I7. According to the Myan-chun this should be the mandala of Am*humkara, drawn from the threefold mandala of Am* as described in the Vajramala.
lor') This mandala
. . which, like the previous one, has been
repainted together with mandala 7R, is described by the caption as
rDo-rje-hum-mdzad lha fier-dgu'i dkyil-'khor (mandala of the
twenty-nine deities of Vajrahumkara). It is probably drawn from
the rDo-rje-hire-mdzad-kyisgrub-thabs ( V a j r a h ~ i ~ k a m s a d h a n a ) ~ ~ ~ ,
which is part of the Sadhanasagara. Therefore it does not correspond to the description of the Myan-chun, wich places here a
bDe-mchog-reg-tshig-mums-kyidkyil-'khor.
In the upper row to the left of the Kalacakramandala, there
..
are the following mandalas:
11) Mandala of ~ a m b a r awith sixty-two deities, according to
the system of K~snacarya,related to the rGyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-po
dpal rDo-rje-rnkhaJ-'gro(~rivajradakanamamah&antraraja)~'~.
21) Mandala of ~ a m b a r awith thirteen deities, according to
Maitripa and related to the m ~ o n - p a rbrjod-pa'i rgyud bla-ma
(Abhidhan~ttaratantra)~~~.
31) Mandala of Kiiyavajra-Hevajra (SKU Kve-i-rdo-rje), with
one head and two arms, with nine deities, as explained in the Hevajratan tra.
41) Ma rdaln of Vagvajra-Hevajra (gSun Kye 'i-rdo-j e ) (PI.
194)' drawn from the same t ~ n t l - a ' ~ ' .

3 1 h T h ~ sv r n danlaged pa~ntinghas partly been roughly restored.
3 17 Thu< nc c o r d ~ n gto the caption painted on the wall.
318 C ~ I ~ ! I .C( , \ ;Ii t,!
I.XX1 330
3 1G
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51) Mandala of Hevajrasastra (Kye'i-rdor-mtshon-cha-can),
with seventeen deities (Pl. 195), as drawn from the Yan-dug-par
sbyor-ba ies bya-ba'i rgyud chen-po ( S a m p ~ ~ a n a m a r n a h a t a n t r a ) ~ ~ ~ .
61) Mandala
..
of Hrdaya-Hevajra ( s ~ i n - P oKye'i-rdo-rje) with
eight heads and sixteen arms, sitting on a throne, with nine deities,
still related to the Hevajratantra.
71) Mandala of Buddhakapala (Sans-rgyas-thod-pa), with
twenty-five deities, drawn from the dPa1 Sans-rgyas-thod-pa ies
bya-ba ma[-'byor-ma'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po (~ribuddhaka~alanamamahay~ginitantraraja)~~~
(Pl. 196).
81) Mandala of Kurukulla, with fifteen deities, as described
in the Vajrarnala.
91) Mandala of Bla-med Thugs-rje-chen-po Padma-dra-ba
(AnuttaramahakBrunikapadmajala), as Bu-ston heard it at ~ w a - l u
from S u m a n a ~ r i ~ ~ ~ .
101) This mandala, which is not explicitly mentioned in the
Myan-chun, simply depicts the Eight Auspicious Symbols around a
central vajra.
In the lower row, to the left of the Kalacakramandala, there
are the following mandalas:
11') Mandala of ~ a m b a r a - ~ a j r a d a k(bDe-mchog-rdoa
rjemkhal-'gro) with sixty-two deities, related to the rGytad-kyi rgyal-po
chen-po dpal rDo-rje-mkhal-'gro (~rivajradiikaniimamahatantraraja)M5,according to the Jo-nun-pa tradition326.

322. Toh. 381.
323. Toh. 424.
324. Although this 171andala was repainted like the others on this section of
the southern wall, it does correspond to the indication in the M\crr'l-chrril (1983:
61). As far as its collocation among the Mother tantras of the url~trruruclash 15
concerned, see the discussion at the end of Chapter Two.
325. Toh. 370.
326. bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho, 1983: No. 73. The extreme conciseness with
which the Myan-chun refers to this maydala, merely providing the name of its chief
deity, points to a great familiarity OF its author with thal tradition. In this connection it may be pointed out that the foreword to the edition of the M!'~;i-c.hll;I employed by us gives the Jo-nah-pa Tfiranatha as his a u t h n ~ :To ~t,i:, it may be added
? i;l ~
/ ~~i .\r ~
q .,l,l ,l l rtsa-ha'i
that Taranatha himself composed the d P ~ 1' ~ I ~ o r - l o - . ~ < l ri >
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21') Mandala of ~ a m b a r awith five deities, according to the
acarya Ghantapada, related to the m ~ o n - p a rbrjod-pa'i rgyud
bla-ma ( A b h i d h a n ~ t t a r a t a n t r a ) ~ ~ ' .
31') Mandala of the five deities of Mahamaya according to
the school of r ~ o with
~ , Buddhaheruka and Buddhadakini at its
centre, related to the same tantra as the previous mandala.
41') Mandala of Cittavajra-Hevajra (Thugs Kye'i-rdo-j e ) with
nine deities, related to the Hevajratantra. In the centre of this mandala, Cittavajra-Hevajra, with three heads and six arms, is depicted
clasping Vajrasrn kala (Lu-gu-rgyud-ma).
51') Mandala of Nairatmya (bDag-med-ma), with fifteen
goddesses (lha-mo), according to the Hevajratantra.
61') A mandala irreparably damaged and utterly indecipherable which, according to the Myan-chun, should be devoted to
sGrol-ma-bla-med (Anuttaratira).
71') An almost completely defaced mandala, which the
Myan-chun attributes to the thirteen Ye-ses-mkhal-'gro-ma(Jfianadakinis), as described in the Sampu!atantra.
81') Again a nzandala which is indecipherable owing to its
very bad state of preservation. The Myan-chzliz names it rDo-rjesgrol-ma lha-gcig-ma'i dkyil-'khor, i.e. ~nandalaof the Unique Deity
Vajratara as explained in the Vajrarz~ala'~~.
91') Like the other wanda alas on this portion of the southern
wall, this lnarzdala was repainted at a later period. The inscription
on the wall'" refers it to the sadhana of Ye-ses-mkhal-'gro-mawith
rgyud-kyi rgyal-po
thirteen deities drawn from the rNal-'b~~or-lna'i
chelz-po dpal gDan-bii-pa ( ~ r i c a thpi!harna
u
hayogit11tantraraja)'~".
The structure of this rnar~dala
..
confirms that attribution, in con-

sgrub-rlzahs, horn which the Phvag-rdor srod-'grel lugs-kyi bDe-mchog lha drug-crr-regliis-kxi dkyil-'khor of the Nor. collection was drawn (bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho,1983:
No. 70).
327. Toll 704.
323. The ~ u r - v i l - i n traces
g
of painting seem to reveal the original presence of
the c'igllr . I - . ~ C * L ~ <
y~,c!drsso n lotus petals.
,..tj.
! ;!, ,-: :,, ! : ; ) , : ! , - / , , j b r
,.g, rrij-/u.\. hsad-Jla'j }k-.\-cs-1~1kha'-'gro-rna
1\10 bcu-gsul?~( I !
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trast with the indication provided by the Myan-chun, which places
here the following mandala 101'.
101') According to the inscription painted on the wallM1,this
is the mandala of the Eleven Krodha-Humkaras (Hum-mdzad
Khro-bo bcu-gcig) drawn From the A b h i d h a n ~ t t a r a t a n t r a ~The
~~.
Myan-chun places here the mandala of Vajramahakala (rDo-rjenag-po-chen-po) as described in the rDo-rje-guv, namely the
'Phags-pa mkhal-'gro-ma rDo-rje-gur ies bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po
chen-po'i brtags-pa (Aryadakinivajrapafijaramahatantrarajak~lpa)~'~.
The uncertainties concerning the last series of mandalas are
noticeable and there is disagreement with the Myan-chun, which
up to that point reveals itself higly reliable.
Leaving aside the possibility of a limited number of mistakes
in the Myan-chun (a not altogether unlikely possibility since the
poor conditions of some of these mandalas
..
probably go back to an
early period), it might be suggested that, after the almost total
disappearance of 177andala
..
711, devoted to Jfianadakini, this was
intentionally repainted in the place of 91') shifting the mandala of
the Eleven Krodha-Humkaras, which was previously placed there,
to the place of the 101'. ihus eliminating the last mandala, devoted
to Mahakala. On the other hand, it has been previously pointed out
that mandala 7L, devoted to ~ajrasattva-~ambara,
probably replaced a Vajradhaturnandala originally painted on this same
wall.
In all likelihood the disagreements occurring between the inscriptions painted on the southern wall and the indications found
in the Myan-chub merely reflect the circumstance that the text,
composed long before the wall was repainted, lists the n.ral?dalas
as they were originally painted.

3 3 1 . ~ G y r r dA-hhi-dlia-,la-lashsad-pa 'i Hlirlr-rllti:c~tlKllr o-ho hc,rr-gcig-gi dk.vil-

'kko1:

3 3 2 . Toh. 369.
3 3 3 . Toh. 419.
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Cittavajra Hevajra: 505.
Jambhala: 10, 108, 11 1, 128, 180.
Jiianakaya: 222, 225n.
Jiianadakini: 490, 505, 506.
Dakarnava: 478.
Tara: 10, 118, 122, 124, 373, 41 1,
485 (See also Anurtaratara,
Ratrzatara, Vajratara, ~ ~ a m a t a ra, Samayatara, Sitatara).
Tara Khadiravani: 261 (See also
Khadiravani).
Trailokyavijava: 114, 1 16, 252, 348,
350.
Dasakrodha: 157, 196, 252, 349,
351, 478.
Dipamkara: 67, 100, 102, 1 10.
Duhkhacceda: 225n.
Dharmadhatuvagisvaramaiijuiri:
157, 349.
Dh~mavarnakrodhabhurkumkuta:
108.
D h ~ a r a s t r a :192.
Dhvajagra: 1 14.
Nityahevajra: 483.
Niladanda: 192, 194, 196.
Nairatmva: 267, 459, 484, 505 (See
a /so Vajratz a ira hnya ).
Paricadaka: 482.
Paiicaraksa: 157, 210, 21 1 , 212,
21.5, 216.
Panjal-a Mahakala: 105.
Padmanartes\:ara: 104, 483, 485.
Padmantaka: 192, 350.
Par-amasva: 104, 350, 476, 483,485.
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Parnasabari: 106.
Pandara: 483, 485.
Prajiiajiianamurti: 225 n.
Prajiiintaka: 347, 349, 350.
Prajiiaparamita: 25, 51, 133, 135,
144, 147, 221, 222, 245.
Buddhakapala: 164, 502, 504.
Buddhadaka: 164n, 166.
Buddhadakini: 505.
Buddhalocana: 483.
Buddhaheruka: 164, 505.
Brahma: 350.
Bhagavadvajradaka: 479.
Bhutadamara: 105, 106, 197.
Bhaisajyaguru Vaiduryaprabharaja:
100.
Mafijuvajra: 468.
Maiijusri: 23, 67, 68, 69, 110, 125,
127, 217n, 220, 221, 222, 225,
226, 338, 380, 437n, 469, 476
( S e e also AryamaAjuSri, Vadis i m h a m a f ijughosa).
Maiijusrikumarabhuta: 125.
Mafijusrijiianasattva: 222, 226,229.
Maiijusri Mayajala: 502.
Mafijusri Yamantaka: 159.
Mahiikiirunika: 117, 278 ( S e e also
Anuttaramahakarunikapadmaja la).
Mahakala: 106, 112, 174, 175, 179,
203, 27 1, 506 ( S e e also PaAjara Mahakala, Vajramahakala).
Mahacakravajrapani: 159, 494.
Mahagrahamatrka: 110.
Mahapratisara: 2 1 1, 213, 2 16.
Mahabala: 116.
Mahabodhi: 143.
Mahabodhisattva: 67, 73.
Mahamantranusarini: 157, 2 12.
Mahamaya: 326, 505.
Mahamayiri: 2 1 2, 2 14.
Mahamuni: 124, 137, 143.
Mahavajrabhairava: 467, 494.
Mahavidhya: 110.
Mahavairocana: 2 17, 2 18, 219, 220,
221, 223, 22511, 236, 238, 240.

Mahavairocana Samantamukha:
225n.
Mahasahasrapramardani: 2 12.
Mahisitavati: 2 12.
Mahesvara: 252.
Mamaki: 482, 485.
Mayajala: 494.
Mayajalakurukulla: 12 1, 122.
Marici: 104, 106.
Maitreya: 17, 46, 48, 55, 67, 68, 69,
77, 100, 102, 113, 138, 142,
276, 307, 384.
Yaksa: 1 11.
Yamantaka: 280,346,349,467 ( S e e
also
Krodha
Yamantaka
Ma AjuSri).
Yamantaka Maiijuvajra: 203.
Yamari: 160, 467, 469, 472, 476
( S e e also Krsnayamari, Raktayamari).
Yamari Maiijuvajra: 160.
Yogambara: 490.
Raktayamari: 160, 162, 203, 286,
467, 472, 473, 493.
Ratnatara: 483.
Ratnarajahevajra: 483.
Ratnasambhava: 104, 144, 145,
152, 222, 232, 241, 252, 483.
Rudra: 198.
Laksmi: 350.
Lokesvara: 159.
Lokesvara Sadaksari: 334, 336.
Lokesvara Simhanada: 26 1 .
Locana: 485.
Vajrakarma: 156.
Vajrakila: 476, 477.
Vajrakumara: 478.
Vajracatuhpitha: 490.
Vajrajvalanalarka: 349, 350.
Vajradaka: 164, 165 (Set. ulso Bhugut)ad~~ajr-ndciku).
Va,jradakini: 490.
Va.jratira: 505.
Vajratiksna: 2 2 2 . 2 2 5 n .
Va,jratejas: ZZb, 22"
~ i ~ j ~ - a c I l ~ : ~ l w.
- a : I 0.4, i -,' I :i S , 358,
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360, 369, 433, 434, 485.
Vajradharma: 150, 237, 238.
Vajranairatmya: 433,435,437,484.
Vajrapani: 23, 69, 105, 125, 126,
159, 179, 181, 197, 198, 217n,
338,464 ( S e e also M a h ~ c a k r a vajrapa n i) .
Vajrapanicanda: 464, 502.
Vajraprabha: 104.
Vajrabodhisattva: 220, 225, 228,
237, 238, 239, 244.
Vajrabhasa: 237, 238.
Vajrabhairava: 160, 161, 467, 468,
469 ( S e e also Mahavajrabhairava).
Vajramahakala: 506.
Vajrayogini: 482.
Vajraraga: 2 18.
Vajravarahi: 282, 287, 339, 344,
442, 479 ( S e e also Varahi).
Vajravidarana: 109, 123.
Vajrasrn kala: 505.
~ajrasattva:30. 68, 141, 154, 218.
222, 224, 226, 229, 237, 238,
239, 248, 251, 252, 253, 254,
261, 433, 434, 482, 493.
:
492, 506.
Vajrasattva ~ a m b a r a491,
Vajrasadhu: 155.
Vairasandhi: 156.
Vajrasurya: 483, 485.
Vajrahumkara: 252, 258, 503 (See
also Krodha Hulnkara).
Vajrahetu: 151.
Vajramca: 503.
Vasudhara: 110, 128.
Vagisvara: 222, 22511.
Vagvajra Hevajra: 503.
Vadisimhamaiijughosa: 1 16, 26 1 ,
380, 381, 408, 41 1.
Varahi: 287, 289, 437, 502.
Vimalosnisa: 124.
Viludhaka: 192. 193.
\li~%p;ik>:~:192. 1 0 3 .
\,'is!lu: 3-50.
:,'v-.;>!
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159, 160, 218, 220, 222, 226,
234, 235, 236, 238, 242, 252,
257, 467, 483, 485, 489, 502
( S e e also Mahavairocana, Sarvavid Vairocana.
Vaisravana: 20, 39, 40, 4 1 , 54, 1 15,
127, 179, 180, 181, 182, 192,
432.
~ a k ~ a m u n i100,
:
102, 104, 217n,
247, 304, 337, 338, 361, 378,
382, 394, 400, 401, 432.
~akyasimha:140, 143.
Sambara: 413, 479, 482, 502, 503,
505 (See also Samvara).
~ a m b a r aVajradaka: 504.
~ a m b a r a485.
:
~ y a r n a k r o d h a b h u r k u m k ~108.
:
Sy5matara: 124, 125, 408, 4 11.
~kcakrasamvara:163.
~rivajrakumara:476.
Sadaksari: 23.
Samvara: 271, 275, 437, 437n, 442,
458,463,464,478,502 (See also ~ a n z b a r a , Cakrasa?zvara,
~ricakrasa~vara).
Samavatara: 483, 484.
Sarasvati: 350.
Sarvavid Vairocana: 236.
Sitatara: 124, 408.
Suparikirtita Namasri: 100.
Hayagriva: 107, 120, 121, 122, 192,
195, 196n, 338.
Hayagrivahevajra: 483.
Hrdaya Hevajra: 504.
Heruka: 104, 485, 491.
Heruka Aksobhya: 169,492, 493.
Herukavajra: 349, 350.
Hevajra: 163, 164, 275, 286, 458,
482, 483 ( S e e also ASvahesajra, Kasa~tajraHevajra, Cittadaka hevajra, Citravajra He~lajra,Ratna~rajrahevajra, Vag\>ajra He t'ajra, H a s a g r i ~ he~a
l*ajra,Hrdava Hevajra).
He\ajrasastra: 504.
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GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES (REAL AND MYTHICAL)
Abhirati: 126, 208, 209.
Amaravati: 36 1.
Alakavati: 18 1.
Uddiyana: 339.
Odantapuri: 325, 35 1.
Kapila: 33 1.
Kapilavastu: 248.
Kasia: 248.
Kusinagara: 248.
Kailasa: 33 1.
Kosala: 312.
Kausambi: 3 12.
Gopicandra: 9.
Campara: 4 14.
Jambudvipa: 180.
Tusita: 101, 113, 248.
Dhanyakataka: 6, 36 1.
Nalanda: 433.
Pancora: 3.
Potala (Mount): 322n.
Bodhga~a:9, 67, 68, 143, 266, 303,

351.

Brahmaputra: 357 n.
Magadha: 312, 414.
Madhyadesa: 298.
Rajagyha: 248.
Ramadoli: 9.
Vatsa: 312.
Vikramasila: 5, 341, 351, 352.
Vikramasila
Mahavihara
(Kathmandu): 6.
Vaisali: 248.
~ a m b h a l a 298,
:
358, 359.
santapuri Vihara (Svayambhu): 7,
9.

~ i t a v a n a 333,
:
334n.
~ravasti:248, 249.
Sankasva: 248.
Sukhavati: 101, 26 1, 407.
Svayambhu: 5, 9, 80, 280, 351.
Himadri: 3 13 n.

TITLES OF TEXTS
Aksobhyasadhana: 126, 204.
Acalasadhana: 11 1.
Adhisthanamahakalaguhyasadhana: 112.
Aparimitayu jfiananamasadhana: 1 17.
Aparimitayu jfianavidhi: 1 17.
Aparimitayu jiianasadhana: 1 17.
Aparimitayuhstotra: 117.
Abhidharmasamuccaya: 276, 278, 342.
Abhidhanottaratantra: 503, 505, 506.
Abhisamayglamkara: 276.
Astabhujakurukullasadhana: 12 1.
Astasahasrika: 385, 386, 391, 392, 393, 399, 400, 406, 407, 408
Astsahasrikaprajfiaparamita: 22 2 n, 3 85.
Aryakarandayhanamamahayanasu tra: 3 14 n .
Aryakhadivaranitarasadhana: 118.
~ryakhasar~anasadhana:
1 18.
Ar~aganapatihrda~a:
11 1.
Aryacatuhpithatika: 49 1.

Indexes

Aryajambhalajalendrayathalabdhakalpa: 111n.
Aryajiianasattvamaiijusritattvanamasadhana:123.
Aryadakinivajrapaiijaramahatan trarajakalpa (see also Dakinivajrapa vi jaratantra): 483, 506.
Aryatath~gatosnisasi&tapatranamaparajitadharani: 107.
Aryatathagatosnisasitatapatraparajitamahapratyamgiraparamasiddhinama-dharani: 107.
Aryatarakur~kullakal~a:
122.
Aryatarabhadranamastasataka: 125.

~ryadhvaj~grake@r&%madhiimp:
1 14.
Aryanamasamgititikanamamantrarthavalokini:132.
Aryanilambaradharavajrapanimdratrivinayatantra:159, 494.
Aryaparnasavarinamadhrani: 106.
~ r ~ a m a i i j u s r i n a m a s a r p g i t1i32,
~ : 2 17.
~ryamaiiju~rinamasam~ititikavimala~rabha:
2 17.
~ryamaiijuirin~masa&itipmimav~ti:
2 17.
Aryarnaiijusrinamasamg~tivfiti:
133.
Aryamaiiju~rinamasamg~titi~ak~anam:
2 17.
Aryamaiijusrimulatantra (see also Marljusrimulatantm and Mafijusrimulakalpa): 110, 116, 312n.
~ryamah~balanamamahayanasutra:
114.
Aryamahavajrameru~ikharakugi~aradh~i:
1 09, 123.
Aryamancinamadharani: 104.
Aryamaitreyanamastottarasatakadharanimantrasahita:113.
~ryamaitreyaparip~~chan~mamah~y~nas~tra:
113.
A~amaitreyapratijiiananamadh8rani:1 13.
Aryavajrapatalanamatantrar~ja:106, 126.
Aryavajrabhairavadhara*: 468.
Aryavasudharanamadharag: 1 10.
Aryavimalakirtinirde~an~mamah~~anasitra
(see also Vimalakirtinirdeia):
209.

Arya~rimahakalanamadhara~:
105, 113.
AIyasamantabhadrastottar~atakanamadharanimantrahita:125.
~r~asarvakarrnfivara~aviiodhanin~madhrani:
126, 204.
~ i ~ a s a n ~ a d u r ~ a t i ~ a r i ~ isavijaanadharani:
odhan~w~~
105.
A~asahastrabhuj~alokites\
arasadhana. 118.
Axvasukl~a~ati~
\ uhan~rnamaha~anasutr-a
(see also Sukhavati~ryuha):
209n
413,1~~1!.>~~1:-ji;

r l ; ~2 1 ,
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Aryamoghapasakalparaja: 115, 1 18, 1 19.
~ry5moghapasakalparajavidhi:1 18.
~r~amoghapasahrdayanhmdharapi:
120.
Aryamoghapasahrdayanamamahayanasutra: 1 19.
Aryavalokitesvarapadmajalamulatantraraja: 1 17, 169.
Aryavalokitesvarasimhanadanamadharani: 1 19.
Aryavalokitesvarahayagrivadhara~:107, 121.
Aryaikajatasadhana: 115.
Usnisavijayanamadharaqikalpa: 105.
Ekajatasadhana: 1 15.
Karandawhasutra: 3 14.
Kalapa: 370.
Kalpoktat~rodbhavakurukull~dhana:
12 1.
Kavyadarsa: 45 8.
Kalacakra(tantra): 158, 170, 217n, 298n, 299, 304, 305, 306, 361,374,464,
465, 494, 502, 503.
Kalacakratantrottara: 464.
Kurukullasadhana: 122.
Kriyasamgraha: 79.
Krodhabhurkumku~arajastotramantra:108.
G a n d h a w h a : 322n.
Guhyagarbhatantra: 3 17n.
Guhyasamajatantra: 274, 297, 369, 466, 494.
Guhyalamkaramha: 133, 135, 143, 144.
Grahamstrkanamadharaqi: 1 10.
Cakrasamvaratantra: 297.
CaturasitisiddhanepathyagrahanaSIla:4 14.
Caturpithavikyata: 490.
Catuhpithatantra: 297.
~ i n t i m a ~ i d h ~ r3 a14n.
~i:
Jiianasattvarnaiijusriadibuddhanamasadhana: 123, 133.
Dakinivajrapaiijara(tantra): 457, 482.
Dakinivajrapafijarapaiicacjiikasadhana:483.
Tattvasamgraha: 114, 126, 131, 132, 133, 135, 143, 144, 145, 158, 217n,
245, 332.
Tattvasamgrahakarika: 32 1.
Tantrarajasrilaghusamvara: 163, 479.
Taradevinamastasataka: 125.
Taradevyastasatakasadhana: 1 25.
~arodbhav'akurukullmdhana:12 1.
Trailokyavijayatantra: 2 17 n.
Trailokyavijavamahakalparaja: 1 1 4.
Trailokyavijavasadhana: 143.
Dulgatiparisodhana: 135.
Durgatvuttarinisadhana: 1 18.
Devantarasadhanakr-a~napadeH,i\agr i t a-;ii&tl,ti~.~!,
I I-; : ! :
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Dharmadhatuv~gisvaramafijusriman~lavidhi:
123.
Dharmamandalasutra: 332, 333.
Namasamgiti: 132, 133, 134, 216, 21711, 220, 222, 225, 227, 228n, 236,
237, 351, 465.
Namasamgitivritti: 132.
Nispannayogavali: 238, 349, 350, 466, 467, 468, 490, 492, 493.
~ a i c a k r a m a :188, 466.
Paficaraksa (literature): 1 15, 157, 180, 181.
Paficaraksasutra: 2 11.
Paficavimsatisahasrfi: 352 n.
Paficavimsatis~hasrik8nvi~bhisamayalamkaravti:
352 n.
Padmajala: 119, 131, 170.
Padmajalodbhavasadhana: 170.
Padmanartesvarasadhana: 1 19.
Padmavalokitesvarasya padmajalakramena (bhagavan)mandalapujavidhi:
107, 170.
Paramaditantra: 248.
Pararnadibuddhoddh~asrikalacakraniimatantmr@a:169, 2 17n, 464.
Paramadya: 130.
Paramarthasamgrahaniimasekoddesatika:465.
~aramiiivasadhana:12 1.
Parnasabarisadhana: 106.
Pindikramatantra: 465.
Pindikramasadhana: 467.
Prajfiaparamita: 144, 21 1, 252, 275, 276.
Prajfiaparamitanayasatapaiicasatika: 143.
Pradipoddyotanan~maw:369.
Pramanavarttikakarika: 32 1.
Pramanavarttikayika: 32 1.
Buddhacarita: 458.
Bodhisattvavadanakalpalatii: 458.
Bhagavacchricakrasambarama~alavidhi:163.
Bhagavadaksobhvasadhana: 126.
Bhaga~ada~arimita~urjfiananamamandalavidhi:
1 17.
Bha!tarakasrihevajrabhattarakastotra: 484.
Bhadrakalpa: 479.
Bhurkumkutadharani: 108, 109.
Bhutadarnal-amah~tantl-araja:105, 198.
Illan~usr-ijr:ran;~~a~
t~ a s ~ aparaniarthanamasamgiti (see also Namasamgiti):
132 ? l h
A ~ : P I L I -, r 1 ~ 1 ,, :\r,1,::11
i 2 7 , 158. 21711.
. ;7
,
,,.lr:..l,ilc,,\l~ha>\a:
217.
-,
.
I ',: 225a.
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Mahakarunika (cycle): 170.
Mahakalakarmaguhyasadhana: 1 12.
Mahaganapatitantra: 1 1 1.
Mahabaladharani: 114.
Mahabalasadhana: 114.
Mahamayatantra: 164.
Mahamayl~lrividyarajfii:115.
Mahayaksasenapatini1~mbaradharavajrap~imahacakramandaladevaganastotra: 160.
Mahayanasamgraha: 276.
Maharajalilamafijusrisadhana: 122.
Mah~vairocanabhisambodhi(tantra):120, 125, 127, 330.
Mah~vairocanabhisambodhivikurvitadhi~navaipulyasutrendrarajanamadharmaparyiya: 120, 330n.
Mahavyutpatti: 234, 332.
Mahasahastrapramardanasutra: 1 15.
Mayajalamahatantra(raja): 2 17n, 227.
Muktakena Tar~kalpodbhavakurukull~dhana:
121.
Meghadhuta: 458.
Yamarajatantra: 334n.
Yogacaryabhumi: 276.
Raktayamantakasadhana: 163.
Raktayamarisadhana: 160.
Vajrakilatantra: 334n.
Vajrakilamulatantrakhada: 476.
Vajracandanusarena prstyacakra: 502.
Vajradakayoginisadhana: 164.
Vajrapanimandalavidhi: 126.
Vajramala: 494, 502, 503, 504, 505.
Vajravarahyabhidhana: 502.
Vajravidarananamadharani: 109, 123.
Vajravidaranimandalavidhi: 109.
Vajravidaraninamasadhana: 109.
Vajravidaraninamasnanavidhivflti: 109.
Vajravidaranisadhana: 124.
Vajravidaranisnanavidhi: 124.
Vajrasikhara: 136.
Vajrasikharamahaguhyayogatantra (see also VajraSikl~ara):1 35.
Vajrahumkarasadhana: 503.
Varadatarasadhana: 1 18.
Vasudharasadhana: 1 10.
Vadisimhamafijughosasadhana: 1 16.
Vimalakirtinirdesa: 209.
Vimalaprabha: 298, 299, 305, 361, 361 rr, 3 6 2 , 374, 465
lsr-akl-aVimalaprabhanamamulatantranusa~~ir.id\
a d ~ i ~ c i . ; f i l ~!!..:I,.
,i~,l .
tantrarajatika, 465.
$2
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Vimalosnisadharanividhi: 124.
Vairocanabhisambodhimahatantrabh~ya:332.
Vaisravanasadhana: 1 15.
Sambarasadhana: 482.
~ a r i ~ u t r a ~ a r i ~ ~10
c c1.h a :
~rikhasar~anasadhana:
118.
~ r i ~ u h ~ a s a m a j Mafijusrisadhana:
as~a
159.
~ r i c a k r a ~ a m b a r a b h i s a m a ~163.
a~:
~ricandamaharosanatantraraja:502.
~ricatuhpithakhyatatan
trarajamantramsa: 489.
~ricatuhpithajalahoma:49 1.
~ricatuh~ithatantrar~jas~a
t i h m ~ i n i b h a n d a n a 49
: 1.
~ricatuh~ithamah~~o~iniguh~asarvatantraraja:
490.
~ricatuh~i~hamaha~o~initantraraja:
489, 505.
~ricatuh~ithasadhano~a~ika:
49 1.
~ridakarnavatantrama~alacakrasadhanaratna~admara~avidhi:
478.
~ridakarnavamaha~o~initantrar~ja:
478.
~ridakinivajra~afijaramandalasa~hara~nusarinamasadhana:
483.
Sriparamiditika: 130.
Sriparamadivfiti: 130.
Sriparamadyatantra: 3 2 1.
~ r i ~ a r a m ~ d h ~ a n a m a m a h ~ ~ ~ n a(see
k a lalso
~ a rPararnadya):
~ja
130, 25 1.
~ri~aramad~amantrakal~akhanda:
130.
Sribuddhakapalatantrasya paficikajiianavati: 169.
~ribuddhaka~alanamama~alavidhikrama~rad~otana:
169.
~ribuddhaka~alanama(mah~)~o~initantrar~ja:
164, 504.
~ribuddhakapalasadhana:169.
~rimahakalatantra:105, 1 13.
~rimahakalfintarasadhana:112.
sriraktayamaritantraraja: 160, 472, 493.
~rirakta~arnarimandalo~ayika:
472.
Sriraktayamarisadhana: 472.
~rivajradakanamamahatantrar~ja:
164, 503, 504.
~rivajrabhairavanamatantra:467, 469.
~rivajrabhairavakalpatantraraja:160.
~rivajrama~dal8larpkaran~mamah~tantraraja:
133, 144, 238.
~rivajraniahiibhairavan8matantra:160, 494.
~rivajrani~l~bhidh~namah~~o~atantrasarvatantrahrda~arahasvabhedaka
(SPP
so I4zjrarnala): 494.
Sri~ijl-asat
tvas~dhana:482.
~n-i\~;~jlal~~da~~ln~~~ka~.atantr.a:
469, 494.
St j\~3s~~~Il1;i1.;ls3clli;~11;1stvtra:
1 1 1.
S I ~ < ~ ? I I ~ F L I ~ . ~ ;:11.5ji1tikfinin3yanianja1-i:
'~II::
492.
..
F*;..: .!: ;!;
t.r~.-::~~!~l:~\.~,)_rinitant~-ar~j.jasya
.
.
tikasmfiisamdarsanaloka: 492.
c , ! . ,-. , z, ; . ., ',,
- ~~~:.~:-?~ll!;riantl-al-J-ja:
502.
.,
. - : . ,. . .: n ; . - : i : c ~ ~ r a ~ i ~ F : i : ~ i i , ? l a ~ a n
489.
ibara~:
% ,
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~risarvabuddhasama~o~adakinijalasa~aranamottaratantra:
485.
~ r i s a r v a b u d d h a s a m a ~ o ~ a n ~ a t a n t r a ~ a i 485.
icika:
~risarvabuddhasama~oga~aiicika:
489.
~risarvabuddhasama~o~ama~alasadhanakrama:
489.
~ r i h a ~ a ~ r i v a s a d h a107.
na:
~rihevajratantrakramenasvadhi~thanakurukull8sadhana:121.
~rihevajra~radi~a~ulopamavavadaka:
484.
~rihevajrasadhana:163.
Sadbhujasuklatarasadhana: 125.
Sanmukhakysnayamaricakrasadhana: 473.
Samvaratantra: 4 13, 437, 443.
Saddharmapundarika: 101.
Saddharmapundarikanamamahayanasutra: 113.
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!,
1
~ 1 1 337
~ .
- t . - - ' 1 ; 4-13, 447 (see sNubs Sans-rgyas-ye-ses: 21
; . ; - ( , , */?!]I)
pa-tshab, spa-tshab (clan name):
a

b,:_t

.,

f'!?:7c-;11t?-'7r1f-p~)
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dPyal Kun-dgal-rgya-mtsho:287
33 1
Pa-tshab Lo-tsa-ba ~i-ma-grags:117 dPyal Kun-dgal-rdo-j e : 287, 289,
344
Pad-dkar: 361 (see also Rigs-ldan
dPyal Chos-kyi-bzan-po, dPyal
Padma-dkar-po)
Chos-bzan: 286, 287
Pad-ma: 59, 246, 265, 274, 343
dPyal sTon-chen-po 'Phags-paPadma-dkar-po: 98 n, 247, 3 17
Padma-rdo-rje: 289 (see also Glinrgyal-ba: 287 (see also 'Phagspa
rGyal-ba)
ras-pa)
Pan-chen Bla-ma (4th): 8n, 174
dPayl 'Byun-gnas-rgyal-mtshan:
Pan-chen sikyasri: 228 (see also
286
Kha-che Pan-chen)
spa-tshab Lo-tsa-ba Tshul-khrimsPan-chen s r i - s ~ r i ~ u t r4a12
:
rgyal-mtshan: 33 1 (see also
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-mtshan)
Po-to-ba Rin-chen-gsal, Pu-to-ba,
Chos-grags-rgyalPi-to-ba: 355, 357 (see also spyan-sna
Rin-chen-gsal)
mtshan: 399 (see also ChosdPaJ-bo gTsug-lag-'phren-ba: 36,
grags-rgyal-mtshan)
316n
spyan-sna Rin-po-che bSod-namsdPan Blo-gros-brtan-pa: 367 (see alrgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po:
so Blo-gros-brtan-pa)
343n
dPal-kyi-rgyal-mtshan: 370
spyan-sna-ba Tshul-khrims-'bar:
dPal-'khor-btsan: 98, 287, 3 16
356 (see also Tshul-khrirnsdPal-gyi-mkhal-can: 466 (see also
'bar)
Chos-rje-dpal)
sPyil-bu-ba: 49
dPal-ldan Bla-ma Dam-pa bSod- Pha-dam-pa-sans-rgyas: 1 16, 280,
nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpal284, 285 (see also Dam-pabzan-po: 271 (see also bSodsans-rgyas)
nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan- Phag-mo-gru-pa (rDo-rje-rgyal-po):
281, 284, 285, 288, 289, 292
PO)
dPal-ldan-bzan-po: 58, 60, 246 (see
(see also IHa 'Gro-ba'i mGonalso 'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzanPO)
Phag-mo-gru-pa
(sde-srid):272, 343
PO)
dPal-ldan-legs-pa: 300, 302, 303, Pham-thin-pa: 286
304, 306
Pho-bran ~i-ba-'od:318 (see also
dPal-ldan-sen-ge: 370, 372, 373,
~i-ba-'od)
374,375
Pho-lha-nas
bsod-nams-stobsdPal-'phel-ba: 19 1
rgyas: 297n
dPal-'byor Rin-chen: 26 1 , 4 13
Phyag-rdum: 160, 467
dPal-'dzin-dgal-ba: 367, 368, 369, Phyag-dmar-ba: 358
472
Phyogs-grol: 367
dPe-med-kyis-bsruris-pa:367
'Phags-pa rGyal-ba: 58, 287
dPe-med-'tsho: 367
'Phags-pa dPal-ldan-bzan-po: 58,
dPon-mo Pad-ma, dPon-mo Ma59, 61, 62, 198, 245, 246, 264,
gcig Pad-ma: 246, 274, 343
274, 287, 342n, 343, 459
(see also Pad-ma)
'Phags-pa ~ l c , - , g r o \g-~~a l - n i t \ l ~ a n :
dPyal (clan name): 58, 286, 287,
24, 43, 268. .?7(1.
271 2 7 2 , 284,
7 0 5 . a-ltb:, $ 3 . IK,<
289
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'Phags-pa Rin-chen-pa: 59, 62, 279,
246
'Phags-pa ~ e s - r a b 1: 15
'Phags-pa-'od, 'Phags-'od-pa: 227,
228, 339, 370n, 373 (see also
Kun-mkhyen
'Phags-pa-'od
Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho)
Ba-ta-pa: 422
Ba-ri Lo-tsa-ba Rin-chen-grags, Bari-pa: 112, 114, 123, 268
Bar-gyi Legs: 3 13
Binto-ba: 306
Bir-wa-pa: 267
Bu-to-ba: 357 n (see also Po-to-&a)
Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub, Bu-ston
Rin-po-che: 7, 8, 52, 72, 102,
103, 108, 109, 110, 115, 134,
136, 169, 170, 198, 217n, 218,
228, 236, 237, 247, 260, 262,
263, 264, 265, 272, 278, 279,
287, 299, 305, 306, 31 l n , 312,
314n, 31511, 316, 317, 339,
344, 349, 351, 358, 362, 369,
370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375,
41 1, 413, 431, 465, 477, 490,
493, 504
Bo-don Chos-rgyal Phyogs-lasrnam-rgyal: 303, 304
Bo-don Phyogs-las-mam-rgyaI: 279,
299, 301
Bo-don Rin-po-che rTse-mo, Bodon Rin-po-che Rin-chen-rtsemo, Bo-don Rin-rtse: 305, 362,

pa, Byan-sems bZan-mo-dpal:
237, 245, 246
Byan-sems-chen-mo: 246 (see also
~i-ma-khye-'drenand Ma-gcig
mKha '-'gro-'bum)
Bvan-sems-bsod-nams-blo-gros:58
Byams-pa'i-dpal: 77, 341, 342, 344n
(see also Khro-phu Lo-tsa-ba)
Brag-nag-pa gi?on-nu-bsod-nams:
344
Brag-phug-pa bSod-nams-dpal:
4.54, 458
Bla-chen 'Brog-mi: 268 (see also
'Brog-mi sakya-ye-ses)
Bla-ma 'Gro-mgon Chos-rgyal
'Phags-pa
Blo-gros-rgyalmtshan-dpal-bzan-po: 432, 458
(see also 'Phags-pa Blo-grosrgyal-mtshan)
Bla-ma Chen-po Rin-chen-gzon-nu:
343 n
Bla-ma Chos-sku-'od-zer: 227 (see
also Chos-sku-'od-zer)
Bla-ma Dam-pa bSod-nams-rgyalmtshan-dpal-bzan-po: 27 1, 272
(see also bSod-nams-rgyalnztshan-dpal-bzari-po)
Bla-ma rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan, Blama Ron-pa rDo-rje-rgyalmtshan: 374 (see also rDo-rjergsal-mtshan)
Bla-ma dPal-ldan-sen-ge: 370. 374
(see also dPal-ldan-seiz-ge)
Bla-ma 'Phags-pa, Bla-ma 'Phags366
'od: 373 (see also Kun-nzkh?en
Byan-chub-rgval-mtshan: 5 1, 65,
'Phags-pa-'od Yon-tan-rgya69, 308
mtsho)
Byari-chub-mchog: 132
Byan-chub-dpal-bzan-po: 55, 340, Bla-ma dBu-dkar: 112
Bla-ma bTsan-po: 4 14
342
Bla-ma Ron-pa ~ e s - r a b - ~ e n Bla-~e,
Byan-chub-'od: 312, 3 18, 325, 352
ma Ses-rab-~en-~e:
306, 373,
B!an-sems rGval-ba-ye-ses: 305,
374 (see also s e s - r u b - ~ e r i - ~ e )
361, 362
Bla-ma-chen-pa:
305, 306, 369
Rv:~ri seln, qi-ma-hhve-'dren: 191
Blo-gros-grags-pa:78, 125
k t ' ,.il,o L;-~-llla-kl?~~~-'dren)
R: .-1 , I : bI>,1g m o dPal-chen Blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan: 274n
',
'I..lail-st.ms bZan-na- Blo-gros-brtan-pa: 111 , 132, 133,
.s

-.
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144, 160
Ma-gcig Labs-sgron-ma: 281, 282,
283, 284
Blo-gros-dpal: 299
Ma-ti Pan-chen: 299
Blo-gros-bzan-po-grags-dpal:78
Blo-gros-rab-gsal: 260
Ma-pham-pa: 394
Ma-ri-pa: 428, 43 1
Blo-gter-dban-po: 170
Blo-ldan-Ses-rab:118, 324, 325, 326 Man-sron-man-brtsan: 12, 3 11n
Blo-bzan-grags-pa: 53 (see also Mafijusri-gfiis-pa: 370
Tson-kha-pa)
Mar-pa Chos-kyi-blo-gros, Mar-pa
Blo-bzan-bstan-'dzin-'phrin-las:
1Ho-brag-pa: 268, 285, 288,
290, 437n, 457, 483
103, 108
Blo-sems-'tsho: 3 14n
Mar-pa Do-pa Chos-kyi-dbanBha-ra-dwa-dza-gser-can:399
phyug, Mar-do: 160, 375, 413,
Bha-ra-dwa-dza-bsod-sfioms-len:
437n, 442, 478,482
400
Mar-me-mdzad-bzan-po: 159
dBan-rgyal 'Phags-pa: 246
Mi-bskyod-rdo-j e (of the sMan-lundBan-phyug-brtson-grus:49
pa clan): 339
dBan-yum rGya-mo: 272
Mi-bskyod-rdo-rje (Yu-mo MidBas (clan name): 284
bskyod-rdo-j e ) : 305, 306, 369
dBu-mdzad bSod-nams-stobs: 343
Mi-phyed-pa: 405
dBon-po rDo-je-rgyal-mtshan: 374 Mi-dban-blo: 367
(see also rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan) Mi-la-ras-pa:61, 268, 285, 288, 291,
dBon-po Rwa Chos-rab: 306 (see al43711, 457, 502
so Rwa Chos-rub)
Mi'i-lha: 3 13n
'Bum-sen: 306
Mu-ne-brtsan-po: 39
'Byun-gnas-rgyal-mtshan: 286
rMa Rin-chen-mchog: 134, 333
'Bri-gun-pa: 285
rMa Lo-tsa-ba: 283
'Bro Lo-tsa-ba, 'Bro ~es-rab-grags: rMan-ra-ser-po: 282
169, 304, 305, 306, 361, 362, sMan-than-pa, sMan-bla Don-grub367, 370, 373, 374, 464
rgya-mtsho: 27, 28, 53 (see al'Brog-mi sakya-ye-~es:
3, 163, 267,
so Don-grub-rgya-mtsho)
268, 352n, 442, 443, 44411, sMin-sgrol sPrul-sku 'Jam-dpal484, 492
chos-kyi-bstan-'dzin-'phrin-las:
'Brom-ston, 'Brom-ston-pa rGyal4 14
ba'i-'byun-gnas: 304, 3 15 n , sMon-grub-ses-rab:4 14
352, 353, 356, 442n
sMon-lam-rdo-rje:52
sBa gSal-snan: 17, 325, 378
Tsi-lu-ba: 305
sBed-bved: 385
Tson-kha-pa: 53, 272, 279, 285
Ma-gcig: 284 (see also Ma-gcig ZUgTsan sMyon Heruka: 61
mu and Ma-gcig Labs-sgron)
gTsan-pa rGya-ras-pa Ye-Ses-rdo-rje:
Ma-gcig mKhal-'gro-'bum, Ma-gcig288, 289 (see also rCya-raschen-mo: 246
Ma-gcig Pad-ma: 274 (see also Padr?ta)
Ma-gcig ~ a - m a283,
:
284, 285, 286
Ma-gcig g~on-nu-'bum:272 (see ulso g~on-nu-'bu~w)

Indexes

bTsan-po 'Khor-re: 3 16 (see also
'Khor-re)
bTsan-mo 'Phan: 3 15 n
rTse-than Lo-tsa-ba: 163 (see also
g~on-nu-dpal)
rTse-lde: 3 1811, 326
brTson-grugs-sen-ge: 5, 6
Tshal-pa Kun-dgal-rdo-rje: 3 15n
(see also Kun-dgal-rdo-rje)
Tshal-ba Bla-ma an-brt~on-~ra~s:
51
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-ba: 122, 124,
125, 126, 160, 352,353
Tshul-khrims-rgyal-mtshan,Tshulkhrims-rgyal-po, Tshul-khrimsbzan-po: 119, 331
Tshul-khrims-'bar: 354, 356
Tshul-khrims-gzon-nu: 49 1
Tshul-khrims-'od: 3
Tshul-khrims-'od-zer: 118, 169
Tshul-khrims-rin-chen: 198
Tshul-khrims-Ses-rab: 76, 34 1 (see
also Khro-phu Lo-tsa-ba)
Tshe-ran-ki: 43 1
Tshogs-gfiis-sgo-'byed-'phagstshogs-sbyin-bdag-che: 385 n
(see also H~va-SanMahayana)
mTshan-ma-can: 36
mTshal-na-mkhan: 36
mTshal-bu-can: 36
mTsho-skyes-rdo-j e : 484n
Dza-hum: 437
Dzu'i-dzun: 383 (see also Than
Dzu 'i-dzu;I)
Wan-ku-la: 23
Wun-shin Kon-jo: 12, 308
~ a - c h u n - m a~, a - m a 283
:
(see also
hdu-gcig ZU-itla)
~ a - m Seri-I-pval:
a
116
i n n dKon-mCl1og-pa: 453, 458
2311~ ~ L ' . I - ~ I ' I I~~ IN ~ I I - l o3d1513
:
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sfios-chos-'bar: 443, 444, 44 7
~i-ba-'od:318, 319, 325, 326
2u-chen Tshul-khrims-rin-chen:
198
g~on-nu-rgyal-mchog:77
g~on-nu-dpal:3, 163, 263n, 298n,
299, 313n, 314n, 326, 358,
367, 413
g~on-nu-'bum:
272
g~on-nu-tshul-khrims(sKar-chunrin-mo): 136
g~on-nu-tshul-khrims(Zabs-dkar
Lo-tsa-ba): 135
g~on-nu-'od:3
g~on-nu-bsod-nams:
344
Zans-dkar Lo-tsa-ba 'Phags-pa-sesrab: 115
Zans-dkar Lo-tsa-ba g~on-nu-tshulkhrims: 135
Zur & k y a - ~ e n - ~ e443n
:
(see also
sakya-~en-~e)
Zla-ba-mgon-po:305
Zla-ba-btsan-po: 358
Zla-ba-bzan-po: 36 1
Zla-ba'i-'od: 358
Zla-ba'i-'od-zer: 164, 492
Zla-sbyin: 358, 363
gZu-dga1-rdo-j e : 107
gZugs-can-siiin-po: 3 12
bZan-po: 358, 364
bZan-po-dpal: 272
'U-yug-pa bSod-nams-sen-ge: 362
'U'i-dum-brtan: 3 16 (see also Glandar-ma)
'Og-gi bTsan: 3 13
'Od-lde: 31 8
'Od-byed-lha: 367, 368, 369
'Od-zer-'byun-gnas: 468
'Od-sruns: 3 15, 3 16, 323
Yan-rtse-ba Rin-chen-senge: 342
Yan-lag-'b-wn:393
Yu-mo Mi-bskyod-rdo-j e : 305, 306,
369
Yum Ma-gcig bZan-mo: 245 (see a/so B!.ati-sems bDag-nlo dPalchef? rGyal-n~o)
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Yum-brtan: 3 15, 3 16
Ye-tu-la: 383n
Ye-ses: 413
Ye-ses-kun-dga': 265
Ye-ses-mkhal-'gro-ma:338 (see also
Ye-Ses-mtsho-rgyal)
Ye-ses-rdo-j e : 288 (see also rGyaras-pa)
Ye-ses-sde: 105, 109, 110, 113, 114,
115, 123, 124, 211, 314
Ye-ses-mtsho-rgyal: 334, 335, 338
Ye-Ses-iabs: 468
Ye-ses-'od: 2, 3 17, 3 18
Ye-ses-sen-ge: 306
Yon-tan-rgya-mtsho: 299, 304, 305,
36 1
Yon-tan-blo-gros: 344
Rwa Chos-rab, Rwa Lo-tsa-ba: 160,
289, 306, 307, 326, 370, 373,
374, 502
Rwa 'Bum-sen: 306
Rwa Ye-ses-sen-ge: 306
Rwa Lo-tsa-ba rDo-rje-grags-pa:
307, 374, 467, 469, 473 (see also rDo-rje-grags-pa)
Ran-'byun-rdo-rje: 36 1
Rab-'byor-bzan-po 'Phags-pa: 70,
198, 203, 204, 412
Rab-tu-bzan-po: 370
Rab-brtan-kun-dga' 'Phags-pa: 65,
198
Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
'Phags-pa,
Rab-bstan-pa: 7, 55, 60, 65, 68,
69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 108, 246,
259, 287, 303, 343, 412
Rab-gsal: 46
Ral-pa-can: 21, 39, 42, 61, 69, 134n,
287,307,308,309,332n,333n
Ras-chun-pa: 502
Rigs-ldan: 305, 306
Rigs-ldan 'Jam-dpal-grags-pa: 298
Rigs-ldan Padma-dkar-po: 298 n,
36 1
Rin-rgyal-ba: 344
Rin-cen: 39
Rin-chen Nam-mkha'-rnchog.gl-ub-

dpal-bzan-po: 375 (see also
Nam-mkha9-mchog-grub-dpal
bzan-po)
Rin-chen dPal-'byor: 204, 260, 261,
262, 413
Rin-chen-grags-pa: 105, I 12, 119
(see also Ba-ri Lo-tsa-ba)
Rin-chen-grub: 107 (see also Buston Rin-chen-grub)
Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan: 343
Rin-chen-mchog (rMa Lo-tsa-ba):
134, 333
Rin-chen-mchog (Ratnottara): 369
Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal-dpal-bzan-pol
Rin-chen-rnam-rgyal-ba: 262,
263, 265, 375
Rin-chen-dpal-grub-261
Rin-chen-rtse-mo: 305
Rin-chen-gion-nu: 343
Rin-chen-bzan-po: 2, 21, 118, 123,
129, 130, 132, 133, 159, 163,
216, 217n, 317, 324, 325, 326,
351, 352, 444, 466, 478, 479,
485
Rin-chen-sen-ge: 342
Rin-chen-gsal: 357 (see also Po-toba 1
Rin-chen-bsod-nams-bzan-po:59
Rin-po-che Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan:
27 1
Rin-spuns (clan name): 73
Rin-rtse: 362 (see also Bo-don Rinpo-che rTse-mo)
Ron-pa rGwa-lo: 373 (see also
rGtva Lo-tsa-ba)
Ron-pa rDo-je-rgyal-mtshan, 307
(see also Bla-ma r~o-rje-rgyalrntshart)
Ron-pa ~ e s - r a b - ~ e n - 306,
~ e : 373
(see also ~ e s - r a h - . s e i ~ - ~ r )
Rol-pa'i-rdo-rje: 59
Lam-phran-brtan: 386
Lam-brtan: 385
Li-byin: 324
Legs-pn'i-ses-I-ab,.265
Sa-ha-1.1CIRLII?
p / ~ ~ ~ .,~l
Ic ~ ~ ~ :

Indexes

sakya-b10-~ros:1 10, 3 12
skya Pandita Kun-dgal-rgyalsakya-'od: 3 5 2 n
mtshan)
sakya-ye-ses: 442 (see also 'Brog-mi Sa-rba-de: 43 1
~akyu-ye-ies)
Sa-ra-na: 424
~ a k y a - y e - S e s( 1 147-1207): 4 4 3 n
San-Si: 378
~ a k y a - y e - S e s(135417-1453): 53
Saris-rgyas-grags-pa: 1 12, 492
s a k y a - ~ e n - ~442
e:
Sans-rgyas-rgya-mtsho: 7 1 , 247,379
sar-ba: 3 12
Sans-rgyas-phun-tshogs:34 1 n
sin-tu-bzan-pol 358
Sans-rgyas-dbyans: 367
ses-rab Bla-ma: 467, 468, 473
Sans-rgyas-ye-Ses: 246
ses-rab+yags: 169, 464, 465 (see al- Sans-rgyas-rin-chen-pa: 299
so 'Bro Lo-tsa-ba)
Sans-rgyas-lhun-grub:303
ses-rab-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po:Sad-na-legs: 1 , 332 (see also Khri54, 7 7 , 298, 362 (see also Dollde-sron-brtsan)
Sa'i
1De:
3 13
PO-P~)
ses-rab-dpal: 26
S u m - p a mKhan-po: 7 1
ses-rab-dpal-bzan-po, ses-rab-dpal- Sum-pa Lo-tsa-ba Dharrna-yon-tan:
bzans-pa: 27
478
~es-rab-'byun-gnas:1 19
S e sPyil-bu-ba: 4 9
ses-rab-brtsegs: 132
Se-chen, Se-mo-che-ba Nam-mkha'ses-rab-'od-zer: 227 (see also 'Jamrgyal-mtshan: 305, 362, 370
( s e e also Nam-mkhal-rgyaldbyans-gsar-ma)
s e s - r a b - ~ e n - ~306,
e : 307, 370, 373,
mtshan)
Se-ston Kun-rig: 443, 446
374,459
s o n Blo-gros-brtan-pa: 2 16, 306 Se-tsha bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan:
286
(see also Blo-gros-brtan-pa)
Sen-ge-rgyal-mtshan:
305, 302, 366,
rDo-rje-rgyal-mtshan,
son-ston
367
s o n g Lo-tsa-ba: 304, 305, 367,
Sen-ge-dpal: 362 (see also U - r g ~ a n 374
~ o l - Lo-tsa-ba:
~ o
123
pa)
Sen-ge-bzan-po: 276
b s e s - g n e n - b ~ a n - ~358,
o : 364
Sa-skya C h e n - p o , S a - c h e n K u n - S e m s - d p a l - c h e n - p o Chos-kyi-rinchen: 278 (see also Chos-kyidgal-siii-po:444 (see also Kunrin-chen)
dga- 'siiin-po)
Sa-skva Pandita Kun-dgal-rgyal- Sems-dpal-chen-po g~on-nu-reyalmchog: 77
m t s h a n , Sa-skya Pan-chen:
2 4 n , 109, 126, 268, 271, 342, So-dra-bo-dhi:43 1
Sog-zlog-pa Blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan:
432, 457, 458, 476-477
317n
Sa-skya-pa
~ag-dban-kun-dga'Sron-ne:
3 17
bsod-narns: 477 (see also kgdhrzri-kt4rl-dgu'-bsod-t1arr~s) Sron-brtsan-sgam-po: 1 1 , 12, 5 1,
5 2 , 6 9 , 307, 308,309, 311,312,
Sa-sk\.oii:3 5 8
31311,
314, 316, 322, 323, 324
Sa-kl~r-i-btsun:
11
gSal-rpal: 3 1 2
S;i C I I Y T I
Kirn-sriiii: 268 (set. U / S O
. : </!.:(;' " , , j > i i l - p ( ! )
gSal-snan: 17, 325, 378
. .
-!;',
3 5 s (.;('< tr!sc, S a - gSer-be'u: 394
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Zur s a k y a - ~ e n - ~ e )
bSod-siioms-pa: 306
1Harje
dPal-kyi-rgyal-mtshan: 370
bSod-nams Bla-ma: 282, 283
1Ha-rje-ma: 283
bSod-nams-bkra-sis: 26, 77
1Ha-tho-tho-ri-giian-brtsan: 3 13,
bSod-nams-grags-pa: 3 15n, 3 17
314
bSod-nams-grub: 375
bSod-nams-rgya-mtsho (Lo-chen): 1Ha-lde, 1Ha-sde: 3 18
1Ha-dban-gzi-bdid-can: 358
9, 54, 55
1Ha-ye-ses-rgyal-mtshan:469
bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan: 483
bSod-nams-rgyal-mtshan-dpal- 1Ha'i-rgyal-mtshan: 204, 262
bzan-po: 271, 272, 31311, 31511, 1Ha'i-dban-phyug: 358, 363
1Ha'i-rig-pa-sen-ge:324
455, 458, 459,489
1Ha'i-rin-po-che:489
bSod-nams-stobs: 343
1Has-btsas: 489, 491 (see also 'Gos
bSod-nams-rnam-par-rgyal-ba:
54
bSod-nams-dpal: 454, 458
IHas-btsas)
bSod-nams-rtse-mo: 103, 268, 269, A-dhe-ra-ba,A-dhi-ra-ba: 2 16
27211, 444, 457
A-mes ~ a ~ - d b a n - k u n - d g a J - b s o d bSod-nams-bzan-po: 27 1
nams Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan:
bSod-nams-sen-ge: 362
477
Ha-mu dKar-po: 287
A-mes-chen-po San-rgyas-ye-ses:
Hwa-san Mahayana: 48, 379, 380,
246
383, 384, 385, 406, 407, 408
A-hor-sa: 384 (see also Hwa-San Ma1Ha: 383
hayana)
1Ha 'Gro-ba'i-mgon-po: 282 (see al- Ag-len: 323n
so Phag-mo-gru-pa)
U-rgyan-pa: 265, 266, 362
1Ha-gcig Wun-shin Kon-jo: 308 (see 0-rgyan-glin-pa:2 10
also Wun-shin Kon-jo)
0-10: 216
1Ha-j e sGo-sbug-pa: 443n (see also
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SKUKye'i-rdo-j e : 503
sKyid-ron Wa-ti: 432n
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26 1
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So-sor-'bran-ma: 2 1 1 , 2 13
Yum-chen-mo: 133, 144, 222
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494
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bSrun-ma
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157,
210
233n
1Ha-mo Ral-gcig-ma: 115
Ru-'dren: 197
1Ha-mo-dpal-chen-mo:179-180
Ro-lans-mkhal-'gro-ma:490
Hum-mdzad Khro-bo bcu-gcig: 506
Las-kyi-dban-mo-che: 333
Lu-gu-rgyud-ma: 505
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mKhar-kha, 'Khar-dga': 6 1 , 198,
260, 262
'Khor-'chags: 4
Cans-can-"wl: 3 13n
Gans-can-ri: 3 13n
Cam-pa: 59
Gu-ge: 267, 316
Gun-than: 9, 352
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GI-a,Grwa: 54
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s ~ e - t h a n3,
: 6, 272, 274, 352
Gram-pa 1Ha-rtse: 267
Grwa-phyi-tshon-'dus Tshogs-pa: sNe-mo: 204-205
Ta-pho: 3, 4
274, 342n
Grwa-nan-rgyal-glin Tshogs-pa: Ta-zig: 4 1
342 n
rTa-nag: 286
Grum: 69
sTag-sna-rdzon: 66
Thar-pa-glin: 160, 286, 287, 370
dGal-ldan: 357
dGal-ldan-phun-tshogs-glin:
77 (see Thel: 65
mTho-glin, mTho-ldin, mThonalso Jo-nun)
dGa'-sdon: 33 1
mthin, mThon-ldin, sTod-glin:
dGe-'dun-sgan: 59, 342
3, 4, 130, 31211, 317, 318, 352
dGon-pa 1Dan-yul: 581-1
Dwags-po: 285, 288, 289
'Grwa-phyi-tshon-'dus: 274 (see al- Din-ri: 280
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gDan-sa-mthil: 9, 289
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bDe-chen: 260, 261
rGya: 36
bDe-ba-can (monastery): 352n
rGyan: 26, 54, 76, 77
bDe-ba-can (paradise): 101, 102
rGyal-mkhar-rtse, rGyal-rtse: 58,97 bDe-byed-brtsegs-pa mchod-rten:
sGra-bsgyur-lo-tsa-phug:
267
333-334n
Nam-riri, Nam-riris: 47, 299
bDe-blon-ris: 44
Nor E-wam: 1 , 35, 170, 467, 468, bDe-gsegs: 289
472, 476, 477, 478, 490, 493
mDo-khams: 62, 272, 284
d ~ u l - c h u5811,
:
59n, 27811
mDo-smad: 48
d~ul-chu-chos-rdzori:
278
mDol-byun, Dol-chun, 'Dul-chun,
d~ul-chu'i-rin-chen:278
Dul-'byun: 5811, 59, 62
m ~ a ' - r i s444
:
'Dre-gun: 47, 203
m~on-par-dga'-ba:209
rDo-je-gdan: 68, 143
r~a-yab-dpal-ri:
339
1Dan-dkar: 332
Co-ne: 247
1Dan-yul: 58
Cog-ro: 333, 467
sDe-dge: 109, 198, 39911, 400n, 414,
lCags-po-ri: 17, 52
444
1Can-ra: 6, 59, 62, 68, 72, 264, 274, Nag-chu-rdzon: 278 n
303, 304, 459
Nor-bu'i-khyun-rtse: 49, 57
ICan-lo-can: 18 1, 187
gNas-riiin, gNas-sfiin: 68, 191, 260,
Chu-mig: 3, 286n
261, 278, 304, 344n, 413, 489
Chos-lun sPos-khan, Chos-lun gNas-gsar: 47
Tshogs-pa: 39,41, 59,66n, 342, gNod-sbyin-gan-bzan: 40
344 (see also sPos-khan)
sNar-than: 26, 27, 76, 78, 211n,
Jed-sa-ser-dgon: 338
414, 477
Jo-nan, Jo-mo-nan: 26, 54, 76, 77, sNe'u-gdon: 8, 53, 65, 73
203, 237, 299, 306, 362
sNelu-gdon Kun-bzari-1-tse: 343 n
lJan, 1Jan-mo: 40, 44
sNeJu-gdon-rtse Tshogs-pa: 342n,
~ a - l a m 1: 1
343 n
an, 58, 60n (see also Msang)
Pa-snam: 6 1 . 70, 3 1 1
Nan-stod: 58n
Po-to: 357
an-bar: 58n
Potala: 323, 1 2 7

Po-gii-bdag: 343 n
dPal
'Bras-spun-gi rnchod-rten
chen-po: 6
dPal-'khor-chos-sde, dPal-'khorbde-chen: 60, 64, 65, 67, 71,
73, 75, 87, 96, 97, 102, 326,
343, 411, 465
sPu-ran, sPu-hran: 2 1, 3 16, 3 18
sPel-mo-che: 62
sPos-khan, sPos-tshogs-chos-sde:
39n, 55, 66 (see also Chos-lun
sPos-khan)
sPre'u-dmar: 73
Phag-mo-gru: 285
Phag-ri: 6 1, 72
'Phyon-rgyas: 39
'Phrul-snan-sprul-pa'i-lha-khan: 47
Bal-po: 306n
Bal-po-rdzon: 1 1
Be-chu: 39
Bo-don-e: 362
Byan: 283, 303, 304
Byan am-rin, Byan am-rins:
299n (see also ~ u m - r - i)n
Byams-chen-chos-sde: 77
Byams-pa-glin: 54
Bye-rdzin-tshogs: 59, 342
Brag Yer-pa: 36, 49, 5 1, 430
Brag-lha-klu-phug, Brag-lha-klusbug: 17, 52
dBus: 299, 3 16, 333
dBen-dmar: 307
'Bras-khud: 47
'Bri-gun: 323, 443n
'Bri-mtshams: 3, 342n
'Brug: 297
' B m g - p l : 297
Man-mkhar: 267
Man-yul: 17
Mar--wl: 3 16
Mi-fiag, Me-fiag: 44, 45, 47, 303,
378, 492n
h4vari: 58, 59, 6011, 65, 66, 191, 265,
278, 303, 333
M\su-g~-iuri:267, 443
sMa1;-thn~:27, 28

sMin-grol-glin: 62
sMon-gro: 245
gTsan: 28, 46, 60n, 61, 69, 73, 74,
76, 299, 3 16, 352
gTsan Chos-lun Tshogs-pa: 342 n
(ses also Chos-lun Tshogs-pa)
gTsan-po: 54, 34 1n
rTse-chen: 3, 61, 62, 74, 271, 279,
342n, 43 1
rTse-than: 8 , 9 , 65,72, 163, 303, 367
Tshar-pa: 272
Tshal, 5 1
Tshal Gun-than: 5 1, 52
Tshogs-chen: 59, 342
Tshon-dus-'gur-mo: 339
mTshur-phu: 52, 209n
~ w a - l u :1, 6, 7, 25, 50, 58, 59, 61,
68, 74, 78, 170, 245, 246, 264,
272, 274, 286, 305, 362, 373,
375, 41 1, 43 1,459
~ w a - l uKhan-gsar: 459
zang-iung: 3 16
b ~ a dd~ul-chu-chos-rdzon:
278
Zans-dkar: 1 15, 135
Zans-mdog-dpal-ri: 339
'A-za: 3 1 1
'U-san-rdo, 'On-can-rde'u: 2, 2 1, 39,
157
'Um-bu-bla-mkhar, Yum-bu-blasgan: 313, 314
'01-kha: 5
Yam-bu: 339, 352n
Yar-kluns: 7, 9, 39, 31 1-312, 313,
314n, 315, 321
Yar-stod-brag: 34 1n (see also SrinPO-ri)
Ye-ran: 5
g.Ya-sde: 204
g.Yar-mo-than: 39, 40
g.Ye-dmar: 43
g.Ye-labs: 283
Ra-ma-sgan: 2, 157
Ra-sa: 12
Rwa-sgren: 304, 341, 35611, 357,
459
Rwa-lun: 297
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Ri-khrod dGal-ldan: 343n
Ri-phug: 264, 265, 375
Rin-spuns, 274, 343
Ron: 374
Ron Byams-glin: 77
Li, Li-yul: 45, 46
Li-than: 40
Lo: 356
Log-gron: 367
sans: 264, 333
sab: 283
Sam-bu-rtse-dgu: 59-60, 6 1
sambhar: 307
sar: 280
sin-kun: 5
sel-dkar-rdzon: 32, 352
sol-lha-tsam: 59
Sa-skya: 8 n , 24, 28, 41, 49, 50, 53,
58, 59, 61, 62, 65, 67, 69, 264,
265, 272, 274n, 283, 284, 285,
305, 341, 342, 375, 399, 432,
442, 444, 448, 489, 450, 451,
452, 455, 457, 472, 478, 489
Se-mkhar-chun: 299
Ser-skya: 33 1
Sog-khar: 3 13

Srin-po-ri, Srin-mo-ri: 8, 34 1, 342n
gSan-phu Ne'u-thog: 9, 265, 326
gSun-nag-lam-'bras-phug:
267
bSam-grub-bde-ba-can: 338
bSam-sgrub-rtse: 60n
bSam-ldin: 70, 41 3
bSam-yas: 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 36, 37,
38, 39, 41, 157, 307, 325, 326,
330, 338, 341
Hen-khan-ba-hir, Hen-pan-dpe-har:
36
Hor: 47, 47
1Ha-rgyal-dkar-po: 6 1
1Ha-do: 278
1Ha-ldan: 3 13n
1Ha-rtse: 3, 26, 32, 54, 69, 72, 251,
260, 261, 262, 299n
1Han-yul: 58n
1Hun-grub-rtse: 6 1
1Hun-grub-rdzon: 59
1Ho-brag: 4, 27, 28n, 58, 59
1Ho-brag gTam-Sul: 338
A-mdo: 39, 62
A-rmo 'Dul-chun: 58n
U-rgyan: 265, 266
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483
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rGyud thams-cad-k!.i siiiri-po phyi-ma'i I-Ta-mgrin-g\,isgrub-thabs: 120
rGvud thams-cad-kyi bdag-po 'Jam-dpal-mtshan-bj o d I-igs-bsdus-kyisgrub-thabs ye-Ses 'bar-ba-'i ral-gri: 225 n
rGyud-sde kun-btus: 170, 469, 472
r ~ b d - s d spyi'i
e
rnam-par gzhg-pa rgyas-par b j o d : 103
rGyud-sde spyi'i rnam-par-bzag: 103, 27 1, 444
rG.yud-sde spvi'i rnam-par-bzag rgyud-sde rin-po-che'i mdzes-rgyan: 103,
108, 477
sGyu-'phrul-chen-mo'i rgyud: 164
sGyu-'phrul sde-brgyad rdor-dbyins dgons-'dus: 332
scrub-thabs kun-btus: 109, 198, 400
scrub-thabs rgya-mtsho, 106, 110, 11 1, 114, 115, 118, 120, 121, 122, 125,
127, 399n
sGron-ma gsal-bar byed-pa zes bya-ba'i rgya-cher bSad-pa: 369
sGi-01-ma-dkar-mo phyag drug-ma'i sgrub-thabs: 125
sGroI-ma-dkar-mo'i sgrub-thabs: 125
sGrol-ma rtog-pa-las bpn-ba'i Ku-ru-kulle'i sgrub-thabs: 1 2 1
SGI-01-ma-las'bvun-ba'i Ku-ru-kulle'i sgrub-thabs: 1 2 1
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sGrol-ma'i rtog-pa-las byun-ba'i tshig lhug-pa'i Rig-byed-ma'i sgrub-thabs:
121
Nan-son-las-sgrol-ma'isgrub-thabs: 1 18
Nes-don rgya-mtsho: 299
m ~ o n - p akun-btus: 278
m ~ o n - p a br jod-pa'i rgyud bla-ma: 503, 505
m ~ o n - p a bya*-chub-pa-yi
r
tantra: 330
bCom-ldan-'das gDan-bzi yab bka'i sgrub-thabs rnal-'byor ~ n i n - thig-le:
~i
490
bCom-ldan-'das dpal bDe-mchog-'khor-lo'i dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga: 163
bCom-ldan-'das-ma Nor-rgyun-ma'i rtog-pa: 110
bCom-ldan-'das Mi-'khrugs-pa'i sgrub-thabs: 126
bCom-ldan-'das Tshe-dan-ye-Ses-dpag-tu-med-pa'i dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga:
117
Char-'bebs: 57, 68, 70, 71, 73, 198, 274, 279, 300, 303, 304, 343
Che-mchog: 334n
Chos-j e thams-cad mkhyen-pa Bu-ston lo-tsa-ba'i rnam-par thar-pa / s ~ i m pa'i me-tog: 369 (see also sNim-pa'i me-teg)
Chos-'byuri: 77, 102, 260, 305, 314n, 31511, 316, 317
Chos-la 'jug-pa'i sgo: 27 1
mChog-gi Dan-po'i-sans-rgyas-lasbyun-ba rgyud-kyi rgyal-po dpal Dus-kyi'khor-lo: 169, 464
mChog-sbyin-sgrol-ma'i sgrub-thabs: 1 18
mChod-stod, 334n
Jo-nan-gi gnas-bSad: 77
'Jam-dpal-sku: 330
'Jam-dpal-rgyal-po-chen-po-rol-pa'isgrub-thabs: 1 22
'Jam-dpal-chos-byins-gsun-dban-gidkyil cho-ga: 123
'Jam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpa'i Dan-po'i-sans-rgyas zes bya-ba'i sgrub-thabs:
123, 133
'Jam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpa'i don dam-pa'i mtshan yan-dag-par bjod-pa:
132, 216 (see also mnharz-brjod)
'Jam-dpal-gsin-je-zla-gsan-nag-po: 2 1
'Jam-dbyans-smra-ba'i-sen-ge'isgrub-thabs: 1 16
'Jig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rgyal-bartog-pa'i rgyal-po chen-po: 1 14
'Jig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rgyal-ba'isgrub-thabs: 143
rJe-btsun dpal Kye'i-rdo-j e ' i bha-tta-ra-ka'i bstod-pa: 484
'rJe-btsun-ma 'phags-pa sGrol'mali rntshan brgya-rtsa-brgyad-pa: 125
rNin-ma rgyud-'bum: 333
r ~ i n - m a ' chos-'byung:
i
337
s ~ i m - p a pme-tog:
i
369, 375
rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs: 107, 1 20
rTa-mchog-gi sgrub-thabs: 12 1
rTog-pa thams-cad 'dus-pa zes bva-ba Saris-rgyasthamc-cad-dan mnam-par
sbyor-ma mkhal-'gro-ma sgyu-ma bcle-ba'i ntchog-g, I g \ i ~ dphvl-rnali
phvi-ma: 485

Indexes

rTog-pa tharns-cad bsdus-pa rtsa-ba'i rgyud: 131
sTon-chen-mo Rab-tu-'joms-pa ies bya-ba mdo: 115, 2 11
sTobs-po-che'i sgrub-thabs: 1 14
sTobs-po-che'i gzuns: 1 14
brTag(-pa) giiis(-pa): 483
Thugs-rje-chen-po padma-dra-ba'i sgrub thugs-je'i 'od-zer 'byun-ba: 169
Thub-dban gnas-brtan bcu-drug 'khor-dan bcas-pa'i phyag-mchod jesgnan-dan bcas: 399
Them-spans-ma: 72, 108
Thob-yig gsal-ba'i me-long: 103
Dad-pa'i lo-thog rgyas-byed dnos-grub-kyi char-'bebs: 57 (see also Char'hehs)
Dam-pa'i chos-kyi 'byun tshul legs-bsad bstan-pa'i rgya-mtshor 'jug-pa'i
gru-chen zes bya-ba rtsom-'phro kha-skon-dan bcas: 341 n
Dam-pa'i chos Padma-dkar-po zes bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i mdo: 113
Dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i rgyud phyi-ma: 464
Dus-'khor chos-'byun rgyud-sde'i zab-don sgo-'byed rin-chen gces-pa'i Idemig: 358, 465
De-bzin-gsegs-pa dgra-bcom-pa yan-dag-par rdzogs-pa'i San-rgyas nan-son
tharns-cad yons-su sbyoh-ba gzi-bjid-kyi rgyal-po'i brtag-pa phyogs
gcig-pa: 134
De-bzin-gsegs-pathams-cad-kyi sku-dan gsun-dan thugs-kyi gsan-ba rgyangyi bkod-pa zes bya-ba rgyud-kyi rgyal-po: 133, 143
De-bzin-gsegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gsun-thugs-kyi gsan-chen gsan-ba
'dus-pa ies bya-ba brtag-pa'i rgyal-po chen-po: 159, 466
De-biin-giegs-pa thams-cad-kyi sku-gsun-thugs g ~ i nje-g~ed-nag-po-ies
bya-ba'i rgyud: 160, 473, 502
~ e - b ~ l n - ~ t e ~thams-cad-kyi
s-pa
de-kho-na-fiidb ~ d u s - ies
~ a bya-ba theg-pa
chen-po'i mdo: 129
De-bzin-gsegs-pa thams-cad-kyi yum sgrol-ma-las sna-thogs 'b-pn-ba ies
bya-ba'i rgyud: 1 18-1 19
Deb-ther snon-po: 9,47, 58,65n,77, 124n, 268n, 272,278, 283, 284, 29811,
299, 304, 305, 306, 312, 31311, 31411, 31511, 330, 344, 357, 361, 369,
413, 433n, 437~1,442,459
Deb-ther dmar-po: 3 15n
Deb-ther dmar-po gsar-ma: 303, 304, 3 1 1 n, 3 15n
Don thams-cad grub-par rab-tu-sbyin-ma'i 'phags-ma sGrol-ma'i sgrubthabs: 1 18
Drag-snags: 334n
gDan-bzi: 489
bDe-mchog-gi sgrub-thabs: 482
bDe-mchog Lu'i-pa'i lugs-kyi mnon-par rtogs-pa'i bsgom-pa'i rim: 482
bDe-mchog Luyi-pa'i tika: 163
rDo-rje khros-pa rig-pa mchog-gi rg-vud-kyi le'u: 476
rDo-rje-mkhal-'gro rnal-'byor-ma'i sgrub-thabs: 164
rDo-rje-gur: 506
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rDo-rje-mgur rgyan: 457
rDo-je-'jigs-byed-chen-po'i rgyud: 494
rDo-j e siiin-po rgyan-gyi rgyud: 125, 144
rDo-je-gtum-po'i sgo-nas phyir bzlog-pa'i 'khor-lo: 502
rDo-j e gDan-bii'i dkyil-'khor rgyas-pa'i sgrub-thabs mi-bjod-par dranbyed: 490
rDo-je-rnam-par-'joms-pa zes bya-ba'i khrus-kyi cho-ga'i 'grel-pa: 109
rDo-rje-rnam-par-'joms-pa ies bya-ba'i sgrub-thabs: 109
rDo-rje-rnam-par-'joms-pazes bya-ba'i gzuns: 109, 123
rDo-rje-rnam-par-'joms-pa'idkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga: 109
rDo-je-rnam-par-'joms-pa'i khrus-kyi cho-ga: 124
rDo-rje-rnam-par-'joms-pa'i sgrub-thabs: 124
rDo-rje-phag-momnon-par 'byun-ba: 502
rDo-rje-phur-pa rtsa-ba'i rgyud-kyi dum-bu: 476
rDo-rje-phur-pa'i dkyil-chog yid-'on blo-gros kha-byed biin-las rin-chen
do-Sal-du zal 'phan-pa-rnams-kyis rtogs-par sla-ba yid-kyi mun-sel:
477
rDo-je-phur-pa'i sgrub-skor: 477
rDo-rje-phur-pa'i mnon-par rtogs: 477
rDo-rje rtse-mo: 135
rDo-rje-hum-mdzad-kyi sgrub-thabs: 503
sDom-'byun: 7
bsDus-pa'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po Dus-kyi-'khor-lo'i 'grel-bSad rtsa-ba'i rgyudkyi rjes-su 'jug-pa ston-phrag-bcu-giiis-pa dri-ma med-pa'i 'od:
464-465
bsDus-pa'i rim-pa'i sgrub-thabs: 467
Nag-po-chen-po'i 'phrin-las gsan-ba'i sgrub-thabs: 1 12
Nor-rgyun-ma'i sgrub-thabs: 1 10
gNas-brtan phyag-mchod: 379, 384, 407
gNas-brtan spyan-dran-ba: 379
gNod-sbyin-gyi sde-dpon chen-po Lag-na-rdo-je-gos-snon-po-can 'Khorlo-chen-po'i dkyil-'khor-gyi Iha-tshogs-la bstod-pa: 159-160
rNam-thos-kyi bu'i sgrub-thabs: 1 15
rNam-thos-sras-kyi sgrub-pa'i thabs: 1 15
rNam-par-snan-mdzad mnon byan-chub rgyud, r~am-par-snan-mdzadchen-po mnon-par rdzogs-par byan-chub-pa rnam-par sprul-pa byingyis-rlob-pa Sin-tu rgyas-pa mdo-sde dpan-po'i rgyal-po zes bya-ba'i
chos-kyi rnam-grans: 120, 125
rNam-bsad fii-'od: 457
rNal-'byor chen-po'i rgyud rDo-rje-'phreri-ba rntion-par brjod-pa rgyud
thams-cad-kyi shin-po gsan-ba rnam-par phye-ba: 494
rNal-'byor-ma'i rgyud-kvi rgyal-po chen-po clpal gDan-b~i-pa:
489, 505
Padma-gar-gyi-dban-phyug-gi
sgrub-thabs: 1 I9
Padma- than-yig: 18, 33 1 , 332, 339
Padma-dra-ba: 1 17
Padma-dra-ba 'byun-ba'i sgrub-thahs: 170
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Padma-spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug-gi
padma-dra-ba'i rim-pa'i b(=orn-ldan'das dkyil-'khor-du rnchod-pa'i cho-ga: 107
dPag-bsam ljon-bzan: 430
dPal Kye-rdo-je'i sgrub-pa'i-thabs: 163
dPal Kye'i-rdo-rje'i rgyud-kyi rim-pa-las bdag byin-gyi~-brlab-~a
Ku-mkulle'i sgrub-thabs: 12 1
dPal Kye'i-rdo-je'i mar-me'i rtse-mo lta-bu'i gdams-pa: 484
dPal kha-sbyor thig-le ies bya-ba rnal-'byor-ma'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po'i rgyacher 'grel-pa yan-dag-par lta-ba'i dran-pa'i snan-ba: 492
dPal mKhal-gro-ma rDo-rje-gur-gyi dkyil-'khor sgrub-thabs-pa zes bya-ba'i
rjes-su 'gran-ba'i sgrub-thabs: 483
dPal rnKha'-'gro-rgya-mtsho rnal-'byor-ma'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po ~ h e n - ~ o :
478
dPal mKhal-'gro-rgya-rntsho'i
rgyud-kyi dkyil-'khor-gyi 'khor-lo'i sgrubthabs rin-po-che padma-ra-ga'i gter: 478
dPal 'Khor-lo-bde-mchog-gi mnon-par rtsogs-pa'i 'grel-pa: 163
dPal mGon-po'i nan-sgrub: 1 12
dPal-mchog da~i-pozes bva-ba theg-pa chen-po'i rtog-pa'i rgyal-po: 130,
131, 234, 245, 248, 251, 252, 321
dPal-mchog-dan-po'i 'grel-pa: 130
dPal-mchog-dan-po'i rgya-cher bsad-pa: 130
dPal-mchog-dan-po'i snags-kyi rtog-pa'i dam-bu: 130
dPal gTum-po-khro-bo-chen-po'i
rgyud-kyi rgyal-po: 502
dPal rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs: 107
dPal gDan-bzi-pa'i sgrub-pa'i thabs: 49 1
dPal gDan-bzi-pa'i rnarn-par-bsad-pa: 490
dPal gDan-bii-pa'i bsad-pa'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po snags-kyi-cha: 489
dPal gDan-bzi'i chu'i sbyin-sreg: 491
dPal Dus-'khor sku-gsuns-thugs yons-rdzogs-kyi dkyil-'khor: 466
dPal bDe-mchog-sdom-pa-'byun-baies bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chenPO: 502
dPal rDo-rje-'jigs-byed-kyi rtog-pa'i rgyud-kyi-rgyal-po: 160
dPal rDo-je-'jigs-byed chen-po'i rg-vud: 160, 467
dPal rDo-rje-siiin-po rgyan-gyi rgyud: 469, 494
dPal rDo-rje siiin-po rgyan ces bya-ba'i rgyud-kvi rgyal-po chen-po: 133,
144, 238, 245
dPal rDo-je-gzhon-nu'i sgrub-thabs bklags-pas don-grub: 477
dPal rDo-rje-sems-dpa'isgrub-thabs: 482
dPal-ldan mKhal-spyod-kyisgrub-thabs: 1 18
dPal-ldan sgyu-'phml dra-ba rnal-'byor-gyi rgyud chen-po ston-phrag-bcudrug-pa-las bpn-ba'i Ku-ru-kulle'i: 122
dPal Nag-po-chen-po'i rgyud: 105, 1 13
dPal Nor-rgpn-ma'i sgrub-thabs-dan bstod-pa: 1 10-1 1 1
dPal "ah-dag-par sbyor-ba'i rgvud-kyi rgyal-po'i rgya-cher 'grel-pa manriag-gi sfie-ma: 492
dPal Saris-I-gyasthan~s-cad-danmiiam-par sbvor-ba mkhal-'gro s p - m a

bde-ba mchog-gi don rnam-par bsad-pa: 489
dPal Sans-rgyas thams-cad-dan miiam-par sbyor-ba mkha'-'gro sgyu-ma
bde-ba'i mchog ces bya-ba'i rgyud phyi-ma: 485
dPal Sans-rgyas thams-cad-dan miiam-par sbyor-ba zes bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi
dkal-'grel: 485
dPal Sans-rgyas thams-cad-dan mfiam-par sbyor-ba'i dkyil-'khor sgrub-pa'i
rim-pa: 489
dPal Sans-rgyas-thod-pazes bya-ba rnal-'byor-ma'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po: 164,
504
dPal Sans-rgyas-thod-pa zes bya-ba'i dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga'i rim-pa gsalba: 169
dPal Sans-rgyas-thod-pa'i rgyud-kyi dkal-'grel ye-ses ldan-pa: 164, 169
dPal Sans-rgyas-thod-pa'i sgrub-thabs: 169
dPal gSan-ba-'dus-pa 'Jam-pa'i rdo-je'i dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga si-ta'i klonchen 'jigs-bre sen-ge'i kha-'babs: 469
dPal gSan-ba-'dus-pa'i 'Jam-dpal-gyi sgrub-thabs: 159
dPal g~in-rje-g~ed-dmar-po
zes bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi-rgyal-po: 160, 472, 493
dPal g ~ i nje-g~ed-dmar-po'i
dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga: 472
dPal g~in-rje-g~ed-dmar-po'i
sgrub-thabs: 472
span-bkon phyag-rgya-pa: 3 14n
'Phags-pa Kun-tu-bzan-po'i mtshan brgya-rtsa-brgyad-pa gzuns-snags-dan
bcas: 125
'Phags-pa khro-bo'i rgyal-po chen-po Mi-g.yo-ba De-bzin-gsegs-pa thamscad-kyi stobs dpag-tu med-pa rtul-phod-pa 'dul-bar gsuns-pa zes byaba'i rtog-pa: 1 12
'Phags-pa mKhal-'gro-ma rDo-je-gur: 203
'Phags-pa mKhal-'gro-ma rDo-rje-gur zes bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chenpo'i brtags-pa: 483, 506
'Phags-pa rgyal-mtshan-gyi-rtse-mo'i dpun-rgyan ces bya-ba'i gzuns: 1 14
'Phags-pa sGrol-ma Ku-ru-kulle'i rtog-pa: 122
'Phags-pa nan-'gro thams-cad yons-su sbyon-ba gTsug-tor-rnam-parrgyal-ba zes bya-ba'i gzuns: 105
'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal-gyi rtsa-ba'i rgyud: 102, 1 10, 1 16, 3 12 n
'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal-gyi mtshan yan-dag-par b jod-pa'i 'grel-pa: 133, 227
'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal-gyi mtshan yan-dag-par b rjod-pa'i rgya-cher bsad-pa:
132
'Phags-pa 'Jam-dpal-ye-Ses-sems-dpa'i de-kho-na-fiid ces bya-ba'i sgrubthabs: 123
'Phags-pa rTa-mgrin-gyi sgrub-thabs: 107
'Phags-pa sTobs-po-che ies bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i mdo: 1 13-1 14
'Phags-pa De-bzin-gsegs-pa'i gtsug-tor-nas bvun-ba'i gDugs-dkar-po-canpian-gyis-mi-th~b-~a
phyir bzlog-pa chin-rno rnchog-tu grub-pa ies
bya-ba'i gzuns: 107
'Phags-pa De-biin-gsegs-pa'i gtsug-tor-nas b~uri-ba'i gDugs-dkar-mo-can
gian-gvis-rni-thub-maies bva-ba'i g ~ u n s :107
'Phags-pa Don-yod-zags-pa'icho-ga iib-moll I-&:\ al-p.) 1 1 5 1 !8 ; 1 ''

'Phags-pa Don-yod-zags-pa'i snin-po i e s bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i mdo: 1 19
'Phags-pa Don-yod-zags-pa'i snin-po i e s bya-ba'i gzuns: 120
'Phags-pa Don-yod-zags-pa'i rtog-pa pi rgyal-po'i cho-ga: 1 18
'Phags-pa gDan-bzi-pa pi rnam-par-bsad-pa: 49 1
'Phags-pa Dri-ma-med-par-grags-pas-bstan-pazes bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i
mdo: 209n
'Phags-pa bDe-ba-can-gyibkod-pa zes bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i mdo: 209n
'Phags-pa rDo-je-'jigs-byed-kyi gzuns: 468
'Phags-pa rDo-rje ri-rab chen-po'i rtse-mo'i khan-pa brtsegs-pa'i gzuns:
109, 123
'Phags-pa rDo-rje-sa-'og-gi rgyud-kyi rgyal-po: 106, 126
'Phags-pa Nag-po-chen-po'i gzuns rims-nad thams-cad-las thar-par byedpa: 113
'Phags-pa Nor-gyi-rgyun zes bya-ba'i gzuns: 1 10
'Phags-pa gNod-gnas-dban-po'i ji-ltar 'byun-ba'i rtog-pa: 11 1 n
'Phags-pa Parna-sabari rtog-pa: 106
'Phags-pa dpal mGon-po-nag-pozes bya-ba'i gzuns: 105, 1 13
'Phags-pa dPun-bzan-gis ius-pa i e s bya-ba'i rgyud: 128n
'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug-gi
rtsa-ba'i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po padma-dra-ba: 1 17, 169
sgrub-thabs: 1 18
'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug-phyag-ston
gzuns: 119
'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug-sen-ge-sgra'i
'Phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug
Hayagriva'i gzuns: 107, 12 1
'Phags-pa byan-chub sems-dpa' spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyugphyag-ston
spyan-ston-dan Idan-pa'i Thugs-je-chen-po'i sems rgya-cher yongs-su
rdzogs-pa zes bya-ba'i gzuns: 3 14n
'Phags-pa Byams-pa zus-pa zes bya-ba theg-pa chen-mo'i mdo: 1 13
'Phags-pa Byams-pa'i dam-bcas-pa zes bya-ba'i gzuns: 1 13
'Phags-pa Byams-pa'i mtshan brgya-rtsa-brgyad-pa gzuns-snags-dan bcaspa: 113
'Phags-pa Mi-g.yo-ba zes bya-ba'i gzuns: 11 1
'Phags-pa Tshe-dan-ye-Ses-dpag-tu-med-pazes bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i
mdo: 1 17
'Phags-pa Tshe-dan-ye-ses-dpag-tu-med-pa'isgrub-thabs: 1 1 7
'Phags-pa Tshe-dan-ve-ses-dpag-tu-med-pa'i
snin-po zes bya-ba'i gzuns: 1 17
'Phags-pa Tshogs-kyi-bdag-po'i sfiin-po: 1 1 1
'Phags-pa mtshan yali-dag-par b jod-pa'i rgya-cher 'grel-pa mtshan gsarisnags-kvi don-du rnam-par Ita-ba: 132
'Phags-pa Za-ma-tog bkod-pa zes bya-ba theg-pa chen-po'i mdo: 3 14n
'Phags-pa Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-mazes bva-ba'i gzuns: 106
'Phags-pa Rig-snags-kvi-rgyal-morMa-bya'i-yan-shin:2 1 1 n
'phags-pa Rig-pa'i-rgyal-mo So-sor-'bran-chen-mo:2 1 1 n
'Phags-pa Lag-na-rdo-rje-gos-snon-po-can drag-po gsum 'dul-ba ies byaba'i rg-wd: 159, 494
'Phags-pa las-kyi sgrib-pa thams-cad rnam-par sbyon-ba ies b~a-ba'igzuns:
126
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'Phags-ma mKhal-spyod-kyi sgrub-thabs: 118
'Phags-ma 'Od-zer-can ies bya-ba'i gzuns: 104
'Phags-ma Ral-gcig-ma'i sgrub-thabs: 115
'Phags-ma Sen-lden-nags-kyi-sgrol-ma'isgrub-thabs: 118
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